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Section “Methods of mathematical physics”
Kinetic models of the coalescence-fragmentation: the derivation of equations,
the determination of the coeﬃcients of the equations by the experimental
distribution functions
S.Z. Adzhiev1,a) , I.V. Melikhov1,b) , V.V. Vedenyapin2,c)
Moscow State University
2 Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics of Russian Academy of Sciences
1 Lomonosov

The kinetic equations of the evolution of particles distinguishing by properties are
considered. The aim is to determine the coeﬃcients of the equations by the distribution function from ones, which are obtained in experiments.
The considered problem is the creation of mathematical models of the kinetics of the emergence, the growth and the aggregation of particles which distinguish by their properties. The
results of the experiments should be presented in the form of a mathematical model. The first
step here is to create an a priori model containing unknown functions as parameters, which
should be later defined. A priori model is the writing of correct equations containing unknown
parameters. The model should answer the questions: what are the conditions of the experiment,
how and in what range they should be varied and what should be determined in the experiment to obtain these unknown functions of the priori model? We answer these questions for our
problem. On the basis of experiments these unknown functions are determined, and a posteriori
model arises.
We investigate the issue of determination of the coeﬃcients of the coalescence-fragmentation
kinetic equations for the distribution function by their properties from ones, which are obtained
in experiments. The first problem that arises is the obtaining of correct equations, and, hence,
the derivation of the equations from each other: the transition from a description with multiple
parameters to a reduced one: for instance, the derivation of equations on the particle size distribution function from the generalized Boltzmann-type equations for the distribution function
of bodies by sizes and velocities of their centers of mass [1]; the consideration of the connection
between the discrete and continuum equations.
From the continuum coalescence-fragmentation equation we derived the Becker–Döring system of equations and the continuum equation of the Fokker–Planck type (or of the Einstein–Kolmogorov type, or of the diﬀuse approximation). Thus we have established the connection between the discrete equations and the continuum one. The Becker–Döring system of
equations [2] is the model when the only one molecule attaches or separates. It describes the
first stage of the aggregation process.
We determine the coeﬃcients of the equations by the stationary and non-stationary distribution functions. The distribution functions obtained in experiments are modeled by the classes of
functions, depending on parameters, which are time-depending functions. We substitute these
classes of distribution functions in the equation of the Fokker–Planck type and determine the
connection between the coeﬃcients of the equations and the parameters of modeling distribution
functions. Our consideration corresponds to the notion of the morphological memory (see, e.g.,
[3]) and confirms it.
a)

Email: sergeyadzhiev@yandex.ru
Email: melikhov@radio.chem.msu.ru
c)
Email: vicveden@yahoo.com

b)
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Self-similar solution for the problem of power-law liquid flow
along an inclined plane
A.V. Aksenov1,a) , A.D. Chicherina1,b) , I.S. Chicherin1,c)
1 Lomonosov Moscow State University
Within the Stokes film approximation, unsteady plane-parallel spreading of a thin
layer of a heavy non-Newtonian fluid along an inclined solid surface is studied. The
forced spreading regime induced by mass supply is considered. An evolution equation
for the film thickness is derived not taking into account surface tension. The group
classification problem is solved. Self-similar solution is constructed for the power
time dependence on mass supply.
In diﬀerent applications it is necessary to consider motion of non-Newtonian fluids. Such
fluids often occur in nature and are used in industry. Mudflow, volcanic lava, oil, paint and
lacquer, polymer melts and solutions, granulated material are the examples of non-Newtonian
liquids. Nonlinear dependence of shear rate at each point of liquid volume on shear stress at the
same point characterizes liquids with complex rheology properties. Fundamental characteristics
of liquideous and solid-like objects, methods of experimental determination of rheology properties
and detailed description of hydraulic flows are given in [1]. Determination of the principles of
the non-Newtonian laminar flow is presented in [2].The reference of rheological equations for
diﬀerent materials is stated in [3].
The present work is devoted to the investigation of the two-dimension motion of a thin nonnewtonian layer on an inclined solid surface. The angle of inclination of the layer equals α. The
forced spreading regime induced by mass supply is considered. We align coordinates so that the
plane occupies z = 0, and x points downslope. The fluid velocity field is (u(x, z, t), w(x, z, t)),
p(x, z, t) is pressure and h(x, t) is the layer thickness. The surface tension eﬀects is neglected.The
flow is considered slow and laminar. The dimensionless equations of mass and momentum conservation then read
ux + wz = 0, px = S + τxz,z , pz = −1.
a)

Email: aksenov.av@gmail.com
Email: chicerina@imec.msu.ru
c)
Email: chicherin-ivan@rambler.ru

b)
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A rheological equation is formulated in invariant terms [3]
(
)
n−1
∂vj
1 ∂vi
ij
2
τij = 2KI2 eij , I2 = eij e , eij =
+
,
2 ∂xj
∂xi
where τij are the components of the viscous stresses tensor, I2 is the second invariant of the
deformation rate tensor, K and n are empirical constants, n > 0. The boundary conditions at
the solid wall ans free surface are
z = 0, u = 0, w = 0; z = h, τxz = 0, τzz = 0.
The statement of the problem for finding the surface shape h(t, x) is completed by the formulation
of an integral condition following from the mass supply law and the requirement of zero film
thickness at the leading front of the wetted area
∫ xf
h(x, t)dx = Q(t), h(t, xf ) = 0.
0

The evolution equation for the film thickness is derived
(2n + 1)ht + B n (S − hx ) n −1 h n +1 ((2n + 1)(S − hx )hx − hhxx ) = 0, B = Const, S ∼ tgα.
1

1

1

The group classification problem is solved. Applying the criterion of invariance [4] we obtain the
system of the determining equations. The analysis of the system solution shows that the kernel
of the symmetry operators consists of the symmetry operator
X1 = x

t ∂
∂
∂
−
+h .
∂x n ∂t
∂h

Self-similar solution form is found in case when the law of mass supply in the film is a power
function of time h = t−n F (η), where η = Cxtn , C = Const. The ordinary diﬀerential equation
is obtained.
(2n + 1)n(ηF ′ − F ) + (2n + 1)CB n (S − CF ′ ) n F ′ F n +1 − C 2 B n (S − CF ′ ) n F ′′ F n +2 = 0.
1

1

1

1

1

1

It has the second order and it is solved numerically using Runge–Kutta method.
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Symmetries of the system of two-dimensional shallow water
over a rough bottom equations
A.V. Aksenov1,a) , K.P. Druzhkov1,b)
Moscow State University

1 Lomonosov

The system of equations of two-dimensional shallow water over a rough bottom is
considered. An overdetermined system of equations for finding the allowed symmetries is obtained. Compatibility of the obtained overdetermined system of equations
is investigated. A general view of the system solution is obtained. The kernel of the
symmetry operators is found. Cases in which kernel extensions of symmetry operators exists are presented. The corresponding classifying equations are given. Based
on the results of the group classification, it is concluded that the system of equations
of two-dimensional shallow water over a rough bottom cannot be linearized by point
change of variables in contrast to the system of equations of one-dimensional shallow
water in cases of horizontal and inclined bottom profiles.
The system of equations of one-dimensional shallow water over a rough bottom is considered
in [1, 2] and the group classification problem is solved.
The system of equations of two-dimensional shallow water over a rough bottom in dimensionless form is follows [3]
ut + uux + vuy + ηx = 0 ,
vt + uvx + vvy + ηy = 0 ,

(1)

ηt + [u(η + h)]x + [v(η + h)]y = 0 .
Here z = −h(x, y), h(x, y) ⩾ 0 is the bottom profile, u = u(x, y, t), v = v(x, y, t) are velocity
components, η = η(x, y, t) is free surface displacement.
The group classification problem consists of finding Lie groups that are allowed by the considered system of equations for every bottom profile [4].
We seek the symmetry operators of the system of equations (1) as follows
∂
∂
∂
+ ξ 2 (x, y, t, u, v, η)
+ ξ 3 (x, y, t, u, v, η) +
∂x
∂y
∂t
∂
∂
∂
+ η 1 (x, y, t, u, v, η)
+ η 2 (x, y, t, u, v, η)
+ η 3 (x, y, t, u, v, η) .
∂u
∂v
∂η

X = ξ 1 (x, y, t, u, v, η)

(2)

An overdetermined system of equations for finding the allowed symmetries is obtained with
using of the invariance criterion [4]. The system is omitted as it is lengthy.
Investigation of the compatibility of the obtained overdetermined system gives
ξ 1 = −ȧx − 2By + 2k(t) ,
ξ 2 = −ȧy + 2Bx + 2l(t) ,
ξ = −2a(t) − 2Ct ,
3

a)
b)

η 1 = (ȧ + 2C)u − 2Bv − äx + 2k̇ ,
η 2 = (ȧ + 2C)v + 2Bu − äy + 2l˙ ,
x2 + y 2 ...
a − 2k̈x − 2¨ly + f˙ ,
η 3 = (2ȧ + 4C)η +
2
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where the functions a(t), k(t), l(t), f (t) and constants B, C for all h(x, y) are determined from
classifying equation
(
)
(
)
−ȧx − 2By + 2k(t) hx + −ȧy + 2Bx + 2l(t) hy − (2ȧ + 4C) · h(x, y) =
(4)
x2 + y 2 ...
=−
· a + 2x · k̈ + 2y · ¨l − f˙
2
The group classification results are presented below.
1. h(x) is arbitrary function.
X1 =

∂
.
∂t

(5)

The symmetry operator (5) determines the symmetry operators kernel.
Direct calculation shows that extended Lie algebras of symmetries can change only at following bottom profiles
2. h(x) = H(x) + a0 y 2 + b0 y . In this case the unknown functions a(t), k(t), l(t), f (t)
and constants B, C can be found from the following equations
...
8a0 ȧ + 8a0 C = a ,
− 2BH ′ − 3ȧb0 + 4a0 Bx + 4a0 l(t) − 4b0 C = 2¨l ,
(
)
(
)
x2 ...
−ȧx + 2k(t) H ′ + 2Bx + 2l(t) b0 − (2ȧ + 4C)H(x) = − · a + 2x · k̈ − f˙ .
2
3.
h(x) = H(y − a0 x) + b0 x2 + c0 xy + d0 x . In this case the unknown functions
a(t), k(t), l(t), f (t) and constants B, C can be found from the following equations
...
(1 + a20 ) a − 8(b0 + a0 c0 )(ȧ + C) = 4B(a20 c0 − c0 + 2a0 b0 ) ,
...
2B(1 + a0 2 )H ′ − (4c0 ȧ + 4c0 C + 4B(b0 + a0 c0 ) − a0 a )z =
= −2(2b0 + a0 c0 )k(t) − 2c0 l(t) + 2k̈ + 2a0 ¨l + d0 (2a0 B + 3ȧ + 4C) ,
(
)
(2a0 B − ȧ)z − 2a0 k(t) + 2l(t) H ′ − (2ȧ + 4C)H(z) =
( 1 ...
)
= − a + 2c0 B z 2 + (2¨l − 2c0 k(t) + 2d0 B)z − 2d0 k(t) − f˙ ,
2
)
(
where z = y − a0 x.
1
y − b0
4. h(x) =
·H
+ c0 (x2 + y 2 ) + d0 x + e0 y + f0 . In this case
(x − a0 )2
x − a0
the unknown functions a(t), k(t), l(t), f (t) and constants B, C can be found from the following
equations
...
a = 8c0 (ȧ + C) ,
¨l − 2c0 l(t) = −2e0 C − d0 B − 3 e0 ȧ ,
2
3
k̈ − 2c0 k(t) = e0 B − 2d0 C − d0 ȧ ,
2
˙
f = 2f0 ȧ − 2d0 k(t) − 2e0 l(t) + 4f0 C ,
(
)
(1 + z 2 )H ′ + 2z · H(z) · B − 2C · H(z) = 0 ,
(
)
(
)
2a0 Bz 2 + z −a0 ȧ − 2b0 B + 2k(t) + b0 ȧ − 2l(t) H ′ +
(
)
+ 4a0 Bz − 2a0 ȧ − 4a0 C − 4b0 B + 4k(t) H(z) = 0 ,
where z = (y − b0 )/(x − a0 ).
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5. h(x) is the solution of the equation (A1 x + A2 y + A3 )hx + (A1 y − A2 x +
A4 )hy + A5 h = A6 (x2 + y 2 ) + A7 x + A8 y + A9 for constants A1 , ..., A9 , not all equals
zero.
This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, project no. 18-0100890.
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Computational aspects of the wave distribution problem in the logistic
equation with spatial deviation
S.V. Aleshin1,2,a) , S.D. Glyzin1,2,b) , S.A. Kaschenko1,3,c)
1 P.G. Demidov Yaroslavl State University
2 Scientific Center in Chernogolovka RAS
3 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
We consider the problem of density wave propagation in a logistic equation with
spatial deviation and diﬀusion (Fisher–Kolmogorov equation with spatial deviation).
The numerical analysis of wave propagation shows that for a suﬃciently small deviation this equation has a solution similar to the solution of a classical Fisher–
Kolmogorov equation. The deviation increasing leads to existence of the oscillatory
component in spatial distribution of solutions. A further increase of deviation leads
to destruction of the traveling wave. Finally, when the deviation is suﬃciently large
we observe intensive spatio-temporal fluctuations in the whole area of wave propagation.
The most common form of logistic equation that accounts the dependency from time and
spatial shifts was proposed by Gourley and Britton [3, 5]:
∂u(t, x)
= ∆u(t, x) + u(t, x)[1 + αu(t, x) − (1 + α(g ∗ u)(t, x)].
∂t
a)
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where convolution (g ∗ u)(t, x) =

∫t ∫
−∞ Ω

g(t − τ, x − y)u(τ, y)dydτ. If we take delta-function in the

integral and move focusing point by time or spatial axis we may get equation with delay[1] or
equation with spatial deviation [2]. We considered the process of density wave propagation in a
logistic equation with diﬀusion (Fisher-Kolmogorov equation[6, 4]) and spatial deviation in two
form. The first form is:
∂u
∂2u
=
+ u[1 − u(t, x − y)].
∂t
∂x2

(2)

Here u(t, x) is a solution, which is a population density of FK-problem at time t > 0 in some
point x of a habitat; y > 0 is spatial deviation. The second form is:
( y−(x−h) )2
∫ +∞
]
σ
[
1
∂u
∂2u
e−
√
+
u
1
−
=
u(t,
y)
dy
(3)
∂t
∂x2
σ
π −∞
(
)
∫ +∞ − y−(x−h) 2
σ
1
e
√
dy = 1
(4)
σ
π −∞
A research of qualitative behavior of solutions of Fisher–Kolmogorov equation starts with the
analysis of the wave equation profile, for which the conditions of appearance of oscillatory regimes
are found. The second problem was the analysis of Fisher–Kolmogorov equation with periodic
boundary conditions. We studied the stability loss problem of a spatially homogeneous equilibrium state and found spatially inhomogeneous oscillatory regimes branching from it. The last
part of the research contains the results of a large numerical experiment for this equation in
the case of an unbounded domain. Numerical analysis was performed at the cluster of massive
and parallel computations with the use of the OpenMP and Nvidia Cuda parallel computing
technology. A numerical analysis of the wave propagation process showed that for suﬃciently
small values of the spatial deviation, this equation has solutions close to the solutions of the
standard Fisher–Kolmogorov equation. At first the increase of the deviation parameter leads to
the appearance of a damped oscillatory component in the spatial distribution of the solution.
Further growth of this parameter leads to the destruction of the traveling wave. This is expressed
by the fact that undamped in time and propagated slowly along space oscillations are close to the
solutions of the corresponding boundary-value problem with periodic boundary conditions in the
propagation wave region opposite to the direction of deviation. Finally, if the value of deviation
is suﬃciently large, then intense spatiotemporal oscillations are observed throughout the wave
propagation region. Also we got some interesting analytical results for numerical experiments in
case of periodic boundary conditions related with computential artifacts.
This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project nos. 14-21-00158).
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Influence of compressibility on the foam fracture modeling
I.D. Antonov1,2,a) , A.V. Porubov1,2,b)
1 Peter the Great St.Petersburg Polytechnic University (SPbPU), Saint-Petersburg
2 Institute of Problems in Mechanical Engineering of the RAS, Saint-Petersburg
A new nonlinear model of foam hydraulic fracturing is developed with both compressibility and rheology being taken into account. The scaling analysis is performed
to obtain a simplified model. Numerical simulations reveal an influence of compressibility and rheology on the temporal evolution both the width and length of the
fracture opening.
The foam fracturing technique looks promising in comparison with other hydraulic fracturing
methods due to several important industrial advantages. However, the modeling of foam faces
with serious diﬃculties. Besides foam saturation and stability, it is necessary to take into account
compressibility and non-Newtonian character of the foam viscosity. Moreover, foam contains both
liquid and gas parts. Taking into account all these factors is a diﬃcult task.
In this paper, the model of foam considers it as an isothermal compressible liquid where the
gas part provides compressibility and rheology. The impact of compressibility is introduced by
the fluid density-pressure relation [1], while the density of the liquid phase is assumed to be
constant,
ρ=

(1 − Γ0 )pρl + Γ0 p0 ρg
,
Γ0 p0 + (1 − Γ0 )p

(1)

where p0 and Γ0 are the injection pressure and foam quality respectively. The quality of foam is
defined as the volume fraction of the gas phase in the fracturing fluid,
Γ=

Vg
.
Vg + Vl

(2)

The apparent viscosity of the foam is modeled by the non-Newtonian power law where the value
of the exponent also depend on the foam quality [2]. Simultaneous accounting of compressibility
in all above mentioned places represents the novelty of our foam fracturing model.
The scaling analysis is performed to reduce the solution of the initial 3D problem to the
solution of a 1D model equation for a fracture opening or a pressure. The scales are taken from
the available experimental data.
a)
b)
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An implicit FDM is used to solve the model equation. The calculations show significant
diﬀerences in the final fracture geometry for the low and high qualities of the foam.
This work was supported by Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation
within the framework of the Federal Program «Research and development in priority areas for
the development of the scientific and technological complex of Russia for 2014 – 2020» (activity
1.2), grant No. 14.575.21.0146 of September 26, 2017, unique identifier: RFMEFI57517X0146.
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Numerical simulation of Fermi-Pasta-Ulam model, its discrete and
continuous approximations
V.V. Averina1,a) , N.A. Kudryashov1
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
In this paper we study the Korteweg-de Vries equation obtained from the FermiPasta-Ulam problem. We use the potential of interaction between neighbouring
masses with quadratic term. We get the fifth-order nonlinear evolution equation for
description of perturbation in the mass chain. We obtained exact solutions of both
equations. Solitary wave solution of the fifth-order equation is found and discussed,
compared to the Korteweg-de Vries solution. We use the pseudospectral method for
the numerical simulation of wave processes,described by the equations. We studied
the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam paradox using numerical simulation. We demonstrate the
Fermi-Pasta-Ulam paradox in the case of the Korteweg-de Vries equation and we
tested the existence of a return to initial state in the case of a fifth-order equation
It is well known that the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam (FPU) problem played a major role in the history
of computer simulation because it introduced the concept of the numerical experiment for the
first time [1],[2]. It describes pertrubation in the chain of nonlinear coupling among masses.
m

d 2 yi
= Fi,i+1 − Fi−1,i ,
dt2

(1)

where yi denotes the displacement of the i-th mass from its original position, the force Fi+1,i
describes the nonlinear interaction between masses. [5]
Fi−1,i = k(∆l) + α(∆l)2 + β(∆l)3 ,

∆l = yi − yi−1 ,

(2)

and k, α are constant parameters of system.
It is shown [1] that energy remains in very few modes and the long-time dynamics of the
system is recurrent. This fact was called the FPU paradox. We demonstrate the FPU paradox
a)
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Fig. 1: Fermi-Pasta-Ulam model
using the Korteweg-de Vries equation obtained from the FPU problem.The equation is derived
using the continuous limit (four terms in the Taylor series for the displacement):
(3)

ut + αuux + δuxxx = 0
and its solution:
u(x, t) = 2k 2 ch−2

{ kα
6δ

}
(x − C0 t − x0 ) .

(4)

We tested the existence of the FPU paradox using a fifth-order equation obtained from the FPU
problem. The equation is derived using the continuous limit (six terms in the Taylor series for
the displacement):
2
ut + uux + δ 2 uxxx + 2δ 2 ux uxx + δ 2 uuxxx + δ 4 uxxxxx = 0
5

(5)

and its solution:
u(x, t) = δ 2 k 2 −

( k(x − x − C t) )
1 3δ 2 k 2
0
0
−
tanh2
,
2
2
2

C0 = −

δ4 k4 1
− .
10
2

(6)
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Equivalence of second-order ODEs to the Painleve equations
Y.Y. Bagderina1,a)
1 Institute of Mathematics with Computer Center UFRC RAS
Equivalence problem for a projective type scalar second-order ODEs with respect to
invertible point changes of variables is considered. Basis of invariants of this family of
equations has been constructed. We use the invariants of a second-order ODE to find
the necessary conditions of its equivalence to the six Painlevé equations. Suﬃciency
of these conditions are proved for PI-PIV equations. Diﬃculties of such a proof for
PV and PVI equations are discussed. Results are illustrated with a few exaples.
Problem of equivalence of the second-order equations
( dy )3
( dy )2
dy
d2 y
=
S(x,
y)
+
3R(x,
y)
+ 3Q(x, y)
+ P (x, y)
2
dx
dx
dx
dx

(1)

with respect to point change of variables
z = ξ(x, y),

w = η(x, y),

det

∂(ξ, η)
̸= 0
∂(x, y)

(2)

can be solved with the use of invariants of the equivalence transformation group of this family
of equations, generated by transformations (2). If two equations of the form (1) are related
by a change of variables (2), then all invariants of these equations are equal. The problem of
constructing invariants of the family (1) was under study many times, beginning with R. Liouville
and A. Tresse. Here the corresponding result from [1] is used. The Painlevé equations PI–PVI,
and equation P34 as well, related to PII by a Miura type substitution, fall into degenerate types
of equations (1). For them, the basis consists of two invariants
I1 (x, y),

I2 (x, y).

(3)

Arbitrary invariant can be obtained from the basis ones by applying the invariant diﬀerentiations
D1 , D2 and algebraic operations.
Necessary conditions of the equivalence to a Painlevé equation (written in variables z, w)
are found in the following way. One should calculate the basis invariants I1 (z, w), I2 (z, w) of
this equation and a number of derivative invariants Dj Ik , Di Dj Ik , i, j, k = 1, 2. A part of the
invariants is used for eliminating z, w and constant parameters of the Painlevé equation. This
allows to obtain the formulas of the change of variables (2), where the right-hand side is given
by a function of invariants (3) of equation (1) and their derivatives. As a result the relations
remain, which connect the invariants only and represent the necessary equivalence conditions.
To prove the suﬃciency, these conditions are applied to an equation
d2 y
= f (x, y).
dx2

(4)

Let this lead to a canonical form of the corresponding Painlevé equation, up to the transformations preservind the form of equations (4). This means the suﬃciency of the equivalence
conditions applied to (4). Canonical forms of the Painlevé eqiations defined by ODE with righthand side, that does not depend on the first derivative, have been found in [2] (PI and PII are
just in the canonical form).
a)
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Conditions of the equivalence to the first Painlevé equation with respect to the point transformations (2) have been obtained in [4] and later in [5]. Some necessary equivalence conditions for
PI–PIV are constructed in [6] in terms if the invariants introduced by R. Liouville. Non-complete
necessary conditions of the equivalence to PII, PIV, P34 are found in [5, 7, 8]. In [1] the complete
set of necessary conditions of the equivalence to PI, PII, PIV and P34 were obtained. Then in
[9] some conditions were added to necessary equivalence conditions for PII and P34 found earlier
in [5, 8]. But their suﬃciency has not been proved.
Today the criteria of equivalence to the PI–PIV and P34 equations are proved [3, 10, 11].
Necessary conditions of the equivalence to PV equation are stated as a system of relations in
invariants Jm (series of modified Liouville’s invariants), variable w and an auxiliary variable H.
In theory, variables H and w can be eliminated, but this leads to cumbersome relations useless to
solve the problem of equivalence of an ODE (1) to PV. Instead of this we propose the procedure
of eliminating H and factorizing the remaining overdetermined system, that allows to find the
expression for w in the change of variables (2). Substitution of such found H and w should
turn the relations of the system into identities. Necessary conditions of the equivalence to PVI
equation are stated as a system of relations in invariants Jm and variables z, w and H. We apply
to it similar procedure of eliminating H and finding the expressions for z, w in the change of
variables (2).
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Far surface gravity waves fields generated by a rapidly moving oscillating
source
V.V. Bulatov1,a) , Y.V. Vladimirov1,b) , I.Y. Vladimirov2,c)
1 Ishlinsky Institute for Problems in Mechanics RAS, Moscow
2 Shirshov Institute of Oceanology RAS, Moscow
In the paper, the far fields of surface wave perturbations excited by an oscillating
localized source rapidly moving in a heavy liquid of infinite depth are studied. It is
shown that the excited fields are a sum of two wedge-like ship waves located insider
the corresponding Kelvin wave wedges. Each of the excited two waves is a complicated wave system of transverse and longitudinal perturbations. The properties of
the dispersion curves are studied and the phase pictures describing the structure of
wave surface perturbations are calculated. The characteristics of the excited wave
fields are studied depending on the basic parameters of the wave generation such as
the velocity of motion of the perturbation source and the frequency of its oscillations. Uniform asymptotic solutions are constructed in terms of the Airy function
and its derivative, which permits describing the far fields of surface perturbations
both outside and inside the corresponding wave wedges.
The surface wave motions in the marine environment can either originate due to natural causes
(wind waves, flow past underwater obstacles, bottom relief variations, density and flow fields)
or be generated by the flow past natural obstacles (platforms, underwater pipelines, complex
hydraulic facilities). The goal in the present paper is to construct uniform asymptotics of far
fields of surface perturbations excited by the fast motion of a localized oscillating source of
perturbations in a heavy homogeneous liquid of infinite depth. We consider the steady-state
pattern of wave perturbations on the surface of an ideal heavy liquid of infinite depth when the
perturbation source moves with velocity V in the positive direction of the axis x. The waves
are generated by a moving oscillating point source of perturbations located at the depth H
(the axis z is directed upwards from the unperturbed liquid) whose capacity varies by the law
q = exp(iωt) exp(εt) (−∞ < t < ∞). Further, we seek the limit as ε → 0 in the obtained solution.
The perturbation of the potential Φ(x, y, z, t) with respect to the homogeneous flow moving with
velocity V (∇Φ = (u, v, w), where u, v, w are components of the vector of perturbations of the
velocity (V, 0, 0)) is described by the following equation with an appropriate linearized boundary
condition on the surface of the liquid
∆Φ(x, y, z, t) = exp(iωt) exp(εt)δ(x)δ(y)δ(z + H),
)
(
∂ 2
∂Φ
∂
+V
Φ+g
= 0, z = 0
∂t
∂x
∂z
a)
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Here ∆ is the three-dimensional Laplace operator, and δ(x) is the Dirac delta function. Then
for free surface elevation η(x, y, t) we can obtain
i exp(iωt)
η(x, y, t) =
4π 2

∫∞

∫∞
exp(−iνy)dν

−∞

−∞

(ω − µV ) exp(−kH − iµx)dµ
.
(ε + i(ω − µV ))2 + gk

The zeros of the
√ denominator in the integrand determine the dispersion relation: B(ω, µ, ν) ≡
(ω − µV )2 − g µ2 + ν 2 = 0. √The set of values of the parameter V ω/g > 0 is divided by two
characteristic values 1/4 and 6/9 into three intervals. For V ω/g < 1/4, the dispersion curve
consists of three branches, one closed and two nonclosed. In this case, the wave picture is a sum
of two wedge-like (longitudinal) waves with half-opening angle of the wave√wedge less than π/2
and the annular-like (transverse) waves around the source. For V ω/g > 6/9, the dispersion
curve consists of two unclosed branches without extrema. In this case, the wave picture is a sum
of two wedge-like
√ ship waves with the half-opening angle of the wave wedge less than π/2. If
1/4 < V ω/g < 6/9, then the dispersion curve consists of two unclosed curves one of which has
two local extrema. One branch of the dispersion curve corresponds to the usual wedge-like waves
with the half-opening angle of the wave wedge less than π/2, and the second branch corresponds
to the ship waves with the half-opening angle of the wave wedge greater than π/2 (the wave front
is directed upstream away from the source). This system of hybrid waves simultaneously has the
features of both
√ the annular (transverse) and wedge-like (longitudinal) waves. We consider the
case V ω/g > 6/9. Then the integrand in the inner integral has two real poles µ1,2 . For x > 0,
the contour of integration over µ becomes closed in the lower half-plane and, taking into account
the contributions of the poles, we obtain
∫∞
F (µm (ν), ν) exp(−ixSm (ν, α))dν,
η(x, y, t) = I1 (x, y, t) + I2 (x, y, t), Im (x, y, t) =
−∞

exp(iωt) (ω − µV ) exp(−kH)
, Sm (ν, α) = µm (ν) + ν tan α,
2π
2V (ω − µV ) + µg/k
tan α = y/x, m = 1, 2.
F (µm (ν), ν) =

For large value of x > 0, the asymptotic behavior of the integrals in the sum is completely
determined by the stationary points of the phase function Sm (ν, α) which are determined from
the equation µ′m (ν) = − tan α. The uniform asymptotics of I1 (x, y, t) for x > 0 applicable at far
distance from the wave front and near it has the form
( √
√
2π exp(i(rλ(α) + ωt)) G( σ(α)) + G(− σ(α))
Ai(x2/3 σ(α))−
I1 (x, y, t) ≈
2
x1/3
)
√
√
G( σ(α)) − G(− σ(α)) ′ 2/3
√
Ai (x σ(α)) ,
−i
2x1/3 σ(α)
λ(α) = (S1 (ν1 (α), α) + S1 (ν2 (α), α))/2, σ(α) = (3(S1 (ν2 (α), α) − S1 (ν1 (α), α))/4)2/3 ,
√ √
√
−2 σ(α)
G( σ(α)) = F (µ1 (ν1 (α)), ν1 (α))
,
µ′′1 (ν1 (α))
√ √
√
2 σ(α)
G(− σ(α)) = F (µ1 (ν2 (α)), ν2 (α))
,
µ′′1 (ν2 (α))
where Ai(τ ) =

1
2π

∫∞
−∞

cos(τ t − t3 /3)dt is the Airy function and Ai′ (τ ) is the derivative of the

Airy function. The asymptotic becomes non-uniform if the Airy function and its derivative
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are replaced by the corresponding expansions for large values of the argument. The uniform
asymptotics of the integral I2 (x, y, t) for large x > 0 are estimated similarly. We note that the
waves described by the integral I2 significantly (approximately by a factor of three) exceed in
amplitudes the waves determined by the integral I1 . The above numerical calculations show
that an increase in the velocity V of motion of the source (for a fixed frequency ω of the source
oscillations) leads to a decrease in the half-opening angles of both of the wave wedges. In
this case, the distance between the neighboring wave crests increases; in particular, there is an
increase in the lengths of transverse waves λ1 and λ2 along the axis x. We have shown that
the far fields of surface perturbations due to a rapidly moving localized oscillating source in a
heavy liquid of infinite depth are sums of two wedge-like (ship) waves each of which is contained
inside the corresponding Kelvin wave wedge. It is shown that the amplitude of one wave is
several times greater than the amplitude of the other wave. Each of the excited two waves is a
complex wave system of transverse and longitudinal wave perturbations. The characteristics of
the excited surface perturbations were studied depending on the basic parameters of the wave
generation such as the velocity of motion of the source of perturbations and the frequency of
its oscillations. The constructed asymptotic solutions permit describing the far-range fields of
surface perturbations excited by a moving localized unsteady source both outside and inside
the corresponding wave wedges. The obtained asymptotics of far-range fields of surface wave
perturbations allow one eﬃciently to calculate the basic characteristics of wave fields and, in
addition, qualitatively to analyze the obtained solutions, which is important for obtaining the
well-posed statements of mathematical models of wave dynamics of surface perturbations of
real natural environment. The research was carried out in the framework of the Federal target
program of FASO Russia, projects No. 0149-2018-0003) (I.Yu.Vladimirov) and No. 0051-20160005 (V.V.Bulatov, Yu.V.Vladimirov).

Partially dissipative system with multizonal initial and boundary layers
V.F. Butuzov1,a) , N.N. Nefedov1,b) , O.E. Omel’chenko3 , L. Recke2
1 Faculty of Physics, Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119991 Moscow Russia
2 HU Berlin, Institut für Mathematik, Rudower Chaussee 25, 12489 Berlin-Adlershof,
Germany,
3 Weierstrass Institute for Applied Analysis and Stochastics, Mohrenstr. 39, 10117
Berlin, Germany
We consider a system of the form
)
(
∂2u
2 ∂u
− 2 = F (u, v, x, ε),
ε
∂t
∂x

(1)

∂v
= f (u, v, x, t, ε), (x, t) ∈ D := (0; 1) × (0, T ],
∂t
with Neumann boundary conditions

a)
b)

ε

(2)

∂u
∂u
(0, t, ε) =
(1, t, ε) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ]
∂x
∂x

(3)
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and initial conditions
u(x, 0, ε) = uo (x), v(x, 0, ε) = v o (x), x ∈ [0; 1].

(4)

Here ε > 0 is a small parameter; F, f, uo , v o are suﬃciently smooth functions.
Systems of the form (1), (2) are called partially dissipative reaction - diﬀusion
systems, because the diﬀusion term appears only in the first of these equations. Such
system are used for mathematical modeling in chemical kinetics, theoretical biology
and other applied sciences.
Our goal is to construct the asymptotics as ε → 0 for boundary layer solution to
problem to problem (1) - (4) in the case when the degenerative equation
F (u, v, x, t, 0) = 0
obtained from equation(1) for ε = 0, has a double root
u = φ(v, x, t).
It turns out that standart singular perturbation techniques developed for the
case a simple root of the degenerate equation must be substantially modified in the
case of a double root. The main diﬀerence is conserned with a more complicated
multizonal structure of the initial and boundary layers.
In problem (1) - (4) close to the initial time moment two diﬀerent time scales
appear:
σ = t/ε and τ = t/ε2 .
Respectively, two types of corner layer functions appear in the vicinity of the corner
points (x, t) = (0, 0) and (x, t) = (1, 0). The initial layer functions which depend
of (x, τ ), the corner layer functions which depend of (ξ, τ ), where ξ = x/ε3/4 , and
˜ τ ), where ξ˜ = (1 − x)/ε3/4 , are
also the corner layer functions depending of (ξ,
constructed by special method which was developed for singular perturbed problems
with multiple roots of the degenerate equation.
We also formulate the assumptions which permit to construct and justify the
asymptotics of the boundary layer solution to problem (1) - (4).

Multidimensional singularly perturbed reaction-diﬀusion-advection problems
with balanced nonlinearity and their applications in the theory of nonlinear
heat conductivity
M.A. Davydova1,a) , N.N. Nefedov1,b)
1 Faculty of Physics, Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119991 Moscow Russia
We construct an asymptotic approximation of the arbitrary-order accuracy to solutions with internal transition layers in multidimensional nonlinear singularly perturbed problems of the reaction-diﬀusion-advection type in the case of balanced advection and reaction and prove the existence theorem. We use this result to describe
the thermal structures in the nonlinear dissipative media.
a)
b)
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The present paper is aimed to studying the question of the existence of solutions with internal transition layers (contrast structures) in multidimensional singularly perturbed reactiondiﬀusion-advection problems
ε2 ∆u − f (ε∇u, u, x) = 0,
u(x, ε) = g(x),

x = (x1 , . . . , xN ) ∈ D ⊂ RN ,

x∈S

(1)
(2)

in the case of balanced nonlinearity. Here ε > 0 is a small parameter, the functions f , g and the
boundary S are assumed to be suﬃciently smooth. The notation ε∇u implies the dependence of
the function f on the arguments ε∂u/∂xk , k = 1, N , and the function f satisfies the condition
of the most quadratic growth with respect to ∇u.
The problem (1), (2) can describe the stationary stable states of the dissipative media, characterized by the existence of the spatial structures. In particular, the thermal structures arising
in the homogeneous dissipative medium with nonlinear characteristics at the intensive thermal
influence [1] are described by the model problem of the type (1), (2):
(
)
ε2 ∆u − A(u)(∇u)2 = B(u, x), x ∈ D ⊂ R3 ,
(3)
u (x, ε) = g (x) , x ∈ S,
where u(x) is a value of the dimensionless temperature at the point x, the function A(u) is
expressed in the terms of thermal conductivity k(u) > δ0 > 0, δ0 is a certain value, the function
B(u, x) describes the process of energy release, the function g(x) determines the edge regime at
the boundary S.
In the present paper, the problem (1), (2) is investigated in the framework of the scheme
described in [2, 3, 4, 5], and is illustrated by the application (3).
The research was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project no. 18-11-00042).
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Invariant algebraic curves and Liouvillian first integrals for polynomial
dynamical systems in the plane
M.V. Demina1,a)
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
In this talk we shall discuss the problem of finding irreducible invariant algebraic
curves and Liouvillian first integrals for polynomial dynamical systems in C2 .
Establishing integrability or non–integrability of a dynamical system is an important problem
of analysis. A universal definition of integrability for dynamical systems seems intangible. In
this talk we shall deal with the Liouvillian integrability.
Let us consider the polynomial dynamical system
xt = P (x, y),

(1)

yt = Q(x, y)

with coprime polynomials P (x, y) and Q(x, y). The vector field associated to dynamical system
(1) can be written as X = P ∂x + Q∂y . A non–constant C 1 function I(x, y): D → C is called a
first integral of the polynomial vector field X on an open subset D ⊂ C2 if XI(x(t), y(t)) = 0 for
all values of t such that the solution (x(t), y(t)) of X is defined on D. We say that the vector field
X is Liouvillian integrable if there exists a Liouvillian first integral I of X. Generally speaking,
a function is Liouvillian if it can be expressed via quadratures of elementary functions.
An algebraic curve F (x, y) = 0 with a non–constant polynomial F (x, y) is an invariant
algebraic curve (or a Darboux polynomial) of the vector field X if it satisfies the following
equation XF = λ(x, y)F , where λ(x, y) is a polynomial called the cofactor of the invariant curve
F (x, y). It can be observed that an invariant algebraic curve of the vector field X is formed by
solutions of the latter. A solution of X has either empty intersection with the zero set of F or
it is entirely contained in F = 0. It is straightforward to show that if F (x, y) is an invariant
algebraic curve of the vector field X, then so do all the polynomials F n (x, y), where n ∈ N.
The function E = exp(g/f ) ̸∈ C with coprime polynomials g(x, y) and h(x, y) is an exponential factor of the vector field X whenever it satisfies the equation XE = ϱ(x, y)E. The
polynomial ϱ(x, y) is called the cofactor of the exponential factor E.
It is known that the problem of proving Liouvillian integrability or non–integrability of a
polynomial vector field X and associated dynamical system (1) can be reduced to the problem
of constructing all irreducible invariant algebraic curves of X and all exponential factors of X
[1, 2]. The main diﬃculty in finding irreducible invariant algebraic curves lies in the fact that
bounds on the degree of F (x, y) are as a rule a priori unknown.
Our aim is to derive a relationship between irreducible invariant algebraic curves of the vector
field X and Puiseux series satisfying the ordinary diﬀerential equation P (x, y)yx − Q(x, y) =
0. We shall present the general structure of any irreducible invariant algebraic curve of X
and develop a method, which can be used to find all irreducible invariant algebraic curves and
exponential factors explicitly [3, 4].
As an application of our results we shall solve completely the problem of Liouvillian integrability for a number of physically relevant dynamical systems including the famous Duﬃng and
Duﬃng–van der Pol oscillators [3, 4].
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Stationary vortex configurations on a cylindrical surface
M.V. Demina1,a) , N.A. Kudryashov1,b) , D.V. Safonoova1,c)
Research Nuclear University MEPhI

1 National

In this paper we study the problem of constructing and classifying stationary equilibria of point vortices on a cylindrical surface. Introducing polynomials with roots
at vortex positions, we derive an ordinary diﬀerential equation satisfying by the
polynomials. We prove that this equation can be used to finding any stationary
configuration. The multivortex systems containing point vortices with circulation Γ1
and Γ2 (Γ2 = −µΓ1 ) are considered in detail. All stationary configurations with the
number of point vortices less than five are constructed. Several theorems on existence
of polynomial solutions of the ordinary diﬀerential equation under consideration are
proved. The values of the parameters of the mathematical model for which there is
an infinite number of non–equivalent vortex configurations on a cylindrical surface
are found. New point vortex configurations are obtained.
It is known that stationary equilibria of simply periodic arrangements of point vortices are
governed by the following system [1, 2]
M
}
π
1 ∑′ {π
Γj
cot (sk − sj ) = 0,
2πi
L
L

k = 1, ..., M,

(1)

j=1

where L is the principle period and pairwise distinct points sk belong to a stripe of periods. The
prime in this expression means that we exclude the case j = k. Simply periodic arrangements of
point vortices are regarded as vortices on a cylinder [2, 3, 4].
In new variables zk = exp[2πisk /L], zk ̸= 0 system (1) can be rewritten as
2zk

M
∑
j=1

∑
Γj
+ Γk −
Γj = 0,
zk − zj
M

′

k = 1, ..., M.

j=1
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Using the polynomial method [1, 4] we derive the ordinary diﬀerential equation
µz(z − 1)

d2 W (z)
dW (z)
− ({µ(n − 1) + 1}z + µ(1 − n) + 1)
+ nW (z) = 0
2
dz
dz

(3)

describing stationary equilibria of point vortex systems consisting of n + 1 point vortices on a
cylindrical surface with one vortex of circulation Γ1 and n vortices of circulation Γ2 = −µΓ1 .
Any polynomial W (z) of degree n without multiple roots that solves equation (3) and satisfies
the condition W (0) ̸= 0 gives a configuration of point vortices in stationary equilibria.
Theorem. If n, ν = 1/µ are natural numbers and n > 2ν, then equation (3) possesses two
linearly independent polynomial solutions.
There exist an infinite number of nonequivalent vortex configurations on a cylinder whenever
conditions of the theorem are satisfied. In this case a free parameter is present in the polynomial
solution of equation (3). This parameter aﬀects the positions of the vortices. Nonequivalent
vortex configurations are obtained by changing the free parameter.
Using this theorem we are able to find new stationary vortex configurations on a cylindrical
surface. Examples of configurations with a free parameter are shown in the Figure 1

Fig. 1: : Plots of vortex positions in stationary equilibrium. Squares denote vortices with
circulations Γ1 , Circles denote vortices with circulation Γ2 , n = 30, ν = 10, C1 = 1, C2 =
0.001, 0.1, 10, 1000.
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Pair of Lagrangian manifolds and asymptotic solutions of nonhomogeneous
partial (pseudo)diﬀerential equations with localized right hand side
S.Y. Dobrokhotov1,2,a) , V.E. Nazaikinskii1,2,b)
1 Ishlinsky Institute for Problems in Mechanics of Russian Academy of Sciences
2 Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology
We discuss the method of construction asymptotic solutions of linear partial diﬀerential and pseudodiﬀerential problems with spatially localized right hand side. Our
main observation is that such type asymptotics are based oт a pair of Langangian
manifolds. One of them is connected with the right hand side, and the second one
defines so called wave part (far field) of the asymptotics. As examples we consider
the Helmholtz equation and the equations from the water wave theory.
Rapidly changing asymptotic solutions describing the linear wave field in inhomogeneous
media outside a neighbourhood of the caustic (and of the singularities of more General type) could
i
be presented in the form WKB-functions A(x, t)e h S(x,t) , x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Rn or their linear
combinations. Here the phase S(x, t) and the amplitude A(x, t) are (locally) smooth functions.
In the presence of caustics (or singularities of a more complex form) in considered problems
the WKB - asymptotics stop working and the asymptotic solutions are represented in a form of
the Maslov canonical operator given on a suitable Lagrangian manifold in 2n-dimensional phase
space. We consider inhomogeneous diﬀerential or pseudo-diﬀerential equations L̂u = f with
spatially localized right-hand sides (sources). For stationary problems such a source is represented
as f ( x−ξ
h ), where f (y) is a smooth fast-decreasing function, ξ is a given vector and h is a small
parameter. For evolution equations the source is represented in the form f ( x−ξ
h , t), where f (y, t)
is a smooth rapidly decreasing function on variable y, ξ(t) is a given smooth vector-function that
determines the dynamics of the center of the source. Thus, the source can move over time and
change its shape. In the limit at h → 0 the sources pass to δ–functions. The source functions are
represented as the canonical Maslov operator on the “vertical” Lagrangian manifold Λ0 = x = ξ(t)
and the problems under consideration have the form of equations with “canonically representable”
right-hand sides. If the symbol smbL of the operator L̂ is not equal to zero on Λ0 , then the
operator L̂ is reversed on f (“elliptic case”) and the asymptotics of the solution of the problem are
also determined by localized function. However, if the symbol smbL of the operator L̂ vanishes
on a subset Λ̃ from the manifold Λ0 , the solution produces a fast-oscillating "wave" part that is
associated with another Lagrangian manifold Λ+ obtained by shifts Λ̃ along the trajectories of a
suitable Hamiltonian system. The canonical operator on Λ+ defines the mentioned "wave part"
of the asymptotic solution of the corresponding inhomogeneous problem. Thus, the asymptotic
solution to inhomogeneous equations with localized right-hand sides is determined by a pair of
Lagrangian manifolds. In our talk we discuss the general method (algorithm) for constructing the
manifold Λ+ and asymptotic solution on a pair of manifolds Λ0 , Λ+ . As examples, we consider
the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation and the problem of an analogue of the famous Kelvin
wedge in the water waves theory.
The work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project N 16-11-10282).
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Lie group classification of first and second order delay ordinary diﬀerential
equations
V. Dorodnitsyn1,a) , R. Kozlov2,b) , S. Meleshko3,c) , P. Winternitz4,d)
1 Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics, Russian Academy of Science, Miusskaya
Pl. 4, Moscow, 125047, Russia
2 Department of Business and Management Science, Norwegian School of Economics,
Helleveien 30, 5045, Bergen, Norway
3 School of Mathematics, Institute of Science, Suranaree University of Technology,
30000, Thailand
4 Departement de mathematiques et de statistique, Universite de Montreal, Montréal,
QC, H3C 3J7, Canada
Lie group classification of first-order and second-order delay ordinary diﬀerential
equations is presented. A delay ordinary diﬀerential system (DODS) is a delay
ordinary diﬀerential equation (DODE) accompanied by a delay relation, i.e. an
equation which describes a delay parameter.
A subset of such systems (delay ordinary diﬀerential systems or DODSs), which
consists of linear DODEs and solution-independent delay relations, have infinitedimensional symmetry algebra - as do nonlinear ones that are linearizable by an
invertible transformation of variables. Genuinely nonlinear first order DODSs have
symmetry algebras of dimension n, 0 ≤ n ≤ 3.
It is shown how exact analytical solutions of invariant DODSs can be obtained
using symmetry reduction.
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On geometric applications of nonlinear integrable equations
V. Dryuma1,a)
1 IMI AS RM, Academy str 5, MD2001, Kishinev, Moldova
The Riemannian spaces associated with the 3D-Darboux system of equations and it
generalizations are constructed, their applications in General Relativity and diﬀerential geometry are discussed.
1. The surfaces of projective spaces RP 3 and RP 4 that have families of conjugate lines are
studied by means of solutions of a system of equations of the form
ĤΨ = 0, L̂1 Ψ = 0, L̂2 Ψ = 0,
where Ĥ is the Laplace operator Ĥ = Dxy − a(x, y)Dx − b(x, y)Dy − c(x, y) and L̂1 , L̂2 are linear
the second order diﬀerential operators (in case of RP 3 -space) and the third order operators (in
case of RP 4 -space [1]. If the relations [Ĥ, L̂1 ] = a1 L̂1 + b1 L̂2 , [Ĥ, L̂2 ] = a2 L̂1 + b2 L̂2 between
these operators are hold they form "weakly commuting" family and corresponding nonlinear
diﬀerential equations on the coeﬃcients of operators can be integrated by the IST-method.
As example, the operators Ĥ = Dxy −Q(x, y)/3, L̂1 = Dxxx −Qxy Dx and L̂2 = Dyyy −Qyy Dy
form "weakly commuting" family of operators at the condition Rxy = 1/3 exp(R) + α exp(−2R),
where Qxy = exp(R(x, y)) that is well known integrable equation on the function R(x, y). From
here followed existension of 2D-surfaces in RP 4 -space defined by solutions of given integrable
equation.
2. As another example, consider 3 -sub-varieties of RP 4 -space having the families of 3-triply
conjugate lines. They are described by the solutions of the system
Ψxy = uy Ψx + vx Ψy , Ψxz = uz Ψx + wx Ψz ,

Ψyz = vz Ψy + wy Ψz ,

(1)

which is compatible under conditions
uyz +uy uz −uz wy −uy vz = 0, vxz +vx vz −uz vx −wx vz = 0, wxy +wx wy −vx wy −uy wx = 0. (2)
This system of equations is closely related to the Darboux system of equations
bcayz − bcy az − cbz ay = 0, acbxz − acx bz − caz bx = 0, abcxy − bay cx − abx cy = 0,

(3)

which is condition of compatibility of the linear system with respect to the function ϕ(x, y, z)
bcϕyz = cbz ϕy + bcy ϕz , acϕxz = caz ϕx + acx ϕz , abϕxy = bay ϕx + abx ϕy ,
a)
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and which is the part of complete Darboux-Lame system, on which classification of triply orthogonal curvilinear coordinates in three-dimensional Euclidean space R3 is based. Applicability
of the IST-method to the system (3) was shown first by the author [2-3] and with help of corresponding the Lax- presentation [L̂1 , L̂2 ] = (axz −axz )L̂1 +(axy −cx,y )L̂2 +(bxx −cxx )L̂3 , [L̂1 , L̂3 ] =
(ayz −byz )L̂1 +(ayy −cyy )L̂2 +(bxy −cxy )L̂3 , [L̂2 , L̂3 ] = (azz −bzz )L̂1 +(azy −czy )L̂2 +(cxz −bxy )L̂3 ,
was detail investigated and it particular solutions [3-4] derived. Corresponding solutions were
used to the study various problems of diﬀerential geometry and in General Relativity.
Here we will discuss a properties of the Ricci-flat 4D-space with the orthogonal metric
ds 2 = L2 e2 a3 x+2 b1 y+2 c1 z (dx)2 + M 2 e3 b1 y (dy)2 + N 2 e2 a3 x+2 b1 y+2 c1 z (dz)2 − F 2 (dt)2 e−b1 y ,
with parameters which is constructed with the help of solutions of the Darboux system and it
the linear presentation (4).
3. To integrating of the nonlinear system (2) we apply multidimensional generalization of the
Monge-Ampere transformation on base of parametric presentation of the functions and variables.
On such a way we bring a following example solution of the system (2)
u(x, y, z) = ln(A(x, y, z)), v(x, y, z) = ln(B(x, y, z)), w(x, y, z) = ln(C(x, y, z)),
with the functions A(x, y, z), B(, y, z) and C(x, y, z) of the form
A(x, y, z) = 4

µ (C2 + H(x, z))
,
−4 C2 − 2 µ C1 y + µ y 2 − 4 H(x, z)

B(x, y, z) = µ + 4
C(x, y, z) =

µ (C2 + H(x, z))
,
−4 C2 − 2 µ C1 y + µ y 2 − 4 H(x, z)

F (x, z)
,
−4 C2 − 2 µ C1 y + µ y 2 − 4 H(x, z)

which depend on two arbitrary functions F (x, z) and H(x, z) of two variables connected by one
relation
(
)
(
)
∂2
∂2
∂
∂
∫ ∂x∂z H(x,z) C2 + ∂x∂z H(x,z) H(x,z)−( ∂x H(x,z)) ∂z H(x,z)
dx
∂ H(x,z) (C +H(x,z))
( ∂z
) 2
.
F (x, z) = F (z)e
1
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Lax representation and quadratic first integrals for a family of
non–autonomous second–order diﬀerential equations
I.Y. Gaiur1,a) , D.I. Sinelshchikov1,b) , N.A. Kudryashov1,c)
Research Nuclear University MEPhI

1 National

We consider a family of non–autonomous second–order diﬀerential equations, which
generalizes the Liénard equation. We explicitly find the necessary and suﬃcient
conditions for members of this family of equations to admit a quadratic, with the
respect to the first derivative, first integral. We show that these conditions are
equivalent to the conditions for the considered family of equations to possess a Lax
representation. This provides a connection between the existence of a quadratic first
integral and a Lax representation for dissipative systems, which may be considered
as an analogue to the theorem that connects Lax integrability and Arnold-Liouville
integrability of Hamiltonian systems. We illustrate our results by several examples
of dissipative equations that simultaneously have a quadratic first integral and a Lax
representation.
In this work we study the following family of equations
(1)

yzz + f (z, y)yz + g(z, y) = 0,

which generalizes the Liénard equation. Here f (z, y) and g(z, y) are arbitrary functions, which
do not vanish, i.e. f ̸= 0 and g ̸= 0.
In the case of fz = gz = 0 from (1) we obtain the classical Liénard equation
(2)

yzz + f (y)yz + g(y) = 0,
while at fz = 0 we get

(3)

yzz + f (y)yz + g(z, y) = 0.

Equations of type (1) play an important role in various fields of science, such as nonlinear dynamics, mechanics and biology. In addition, equations from family (1) often appear as symmetry
reductions of second and third order nonlinear partial diﬀerential equations.
The main aim of this work is to study equation (1) as a Lax integrable system and obtain the
necessary and suﬃcient conditions for equation (1) to possess a fist integral, which is quadratic
with respect to the first derivative. Lax integrability requires a diﬀerential system to have a Lax
representation, which also called the Lax pair.
The knowledge of a Lax pair for an equation from family (1) leads to the corresponding
quadratic first integral. On the other hand, one can consider the problem of finding all equations
from family (1), which admits a quadratic first integral. Below, we solve this problem and
provide explicit correlations on functions f and g, which provide the necessary and suﬃcient
conditions for the existence of a quadratic first integral. Finally, we show that these conditions
are equivalent to conditions for the existence of a Lax representation for an equation from family
(1).
a)
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Multistability in a model of oscillations of an encapsulated microbubble
contrast agent close to an elastic wall
I.R. Garashchuk1,a) , D.I. Sinelshchikov1,b) , N.A. Kudryashov1,c)
1 NRNU "MEPhI"
Contrast agents are bubbles with radius on the order of several micrometers with a
gas core and encapsulated in a shell. Depending on the application, shell is made
from diﬀerent materials (e.g. lipid monolayer, biodegradable polymer protein thick
shell, etc.), and has diﬀerent thickness and other properties [1, 2]. Contrast agents
can be applied in several areas: improvement of medical ultrasound imaging (including molecular imaging), targeted drug delivery and non-invasive therapy (see
[1] and references therein). They are injected into the blood flow intravenously or
intra-arterially. Afterwards, an external ultrasound field is applied. Microbubble response to the ultrasound acoustic wave is non-linear. Complex dynamics can occur
in the models of bubble behavior. Interesting and the least studied problem is the
multistability phenomenon arising in the bubble dynamics. It is known that multistability takes place in the models of contrast agent dynamics, both non-shelled
[3, 4] and shelled [5]. The dependence of the type of dynamics of a contrast agent on
the control parameters (pressure magnitude and frequency of the ultrasound field)
is important for applications . Thus, an accurate investigation of emergence of the
multistability in these models is an important issue. We demonstrate that coexisting
attractors presence in the models under investigation at physically relevant values of
the control parameters.Dynamical systems, corresponding to the models of contrast
agent oscillations have no fixed points. If there is only one attractor, the system
will converge to it starting from any acceptable initial conditions. However, if two
attractors coexist, the initial values problem becomes non-trivial. We tried applying two powerful tools to overcome this problem: the perpetual points method (or
higher order critical points method) [8, 10] and the continuation method [8, 9, 5, 4].
Unfortunately, the perpetual points method does not give us the desirable results
when applied to these models, because of lack of required points in a reasonable subset of the initial conditions space (the missing points do not exist for the equations
considered or are located in an unacceptable area of the initial conditions space and
cannot be used). On the other hand, the numerical continuation approach is very
eﬃcient, if a good starting point can be found [5, 8, 9]. By means of the numerical
continuation method, one can move from areas of the control parameters where the
structure of attractors is simpler and easier to identify to other regions, where it
can be more complicated. Also it can be used to observe ranges of existence of each
of the attractors along with their bifurcation structure. We provide regions of the
control parameters, where diﬀerent types of dynamics take place (periodic, chaotic,
multistability). Basins of the coexisting attractors have complicated geometry and
it is hard to tell for any given point in the initial conditions space in which of the
manifolds of attraction it lays without calculating these basins directly. While building the basins of each attractor is a very resource-intensive problem. We consider
the multistability to be adverse for applications because it can lead to unpredictable
behavior, especially if coexistence of a periodic and a chaotic attractor takes place.
a)
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After the contrast agents are injected into the blood flow, their state is not controlled by experimenter anymore. Thus, the initial conditions at the moment of
activation of the ultrasound filed are quite random, and it is uncertain, to which
of the coexisting attractors the system will converge. Consequently, the resulting
type of oscillations might diﬀer from the one expected by experimenter. Moreover
there are a lot of sources of external perturbations which can force the system to
unpredictably switch from one attractor to another. We consider this kind of abrupt
shifts between attractors (for example, between chaotic and periodic motion modes
and vice versa) not beneficial for applications too.
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Traveling Waves and Plasma Acceleration in Quasi-Steady Plasma
Accelerators (QSPAs) with Longitudinal Field
M.B. Gavrikov1,a) , A.A. Taiurskii1,b)
Institute of Applied Mathematics RAS

1 Keldysh

We find and classify plane traveling waves in hot magnetized plasma in the case of
zero transverse electric field (in the reference frame of background plasma motion).
On the basis of these results, we evaluate the possibilities of using QSPAs with
longitudinal magnetic field for plasma acceleration in plasma accelerator channels.
A plane traveling wave is defined as a flow of a continuous medium whose parameters, at
each time instant, depend on a single spatial coordinate x, while the profile of each parameter is
moving as a whole along the axis x with a common constant phase velocity a. Such waves are
solutions of the equations of motion of continuous media and have the form f (θ), where θ = x−at
is the phase of the wave. In a plasma continuum subject to the equations of electromagnetic
hydrodynamics (EMHD) [1], traveling waves are solutions of the following system of equations
for the dimensionless functions H⊥ (θ), u(θ) = U∥ (θ) − a [2]:
)
(
)
[
]
(
d
dH⊥
dH⊥
|u|
− β 2 H⊥ − ξ 2 |u|
|u|
+ Λξβ |u| k,
+ p = 0,
(1)
2
dθ
dθ
dθ
2
|u| + K/ |u|γ + H⊥
= 2,

(2)

where k is the unit vector along the axis x; all vectors have two components: along (∥) and
across (⊥) the vector k; ξ > 0, K ≥ 0, β are similarity numbers; p⊥kis an arbitrary vector;
Λ = (λ+ /λ− )1/2 − (λ− /λ+ )1/2 , λ± = m± /e± , m± , e± are masses and absolute values of the
charges of plasma components. The parameter β is proportional to the longitudinal magnetic
field; K is the plasma temperature; ξ 2 is inversely proportional to the number of plasma particles
per unit length. In some special cases [3, 4, 5], system (1), (2) has exact solutions. In this paper,
we obtain its solutions in the case of p = 0, K > 0, assuming that the electrons and ions are
ideal polytropic gases with a common adiabatic index γ > 1, and it is also assumed that u > 0.
The integration of system (1), (2) is based on the following result.
Theorem 1. 1) Any solution of system (1), (2) satisfies the identity
(
)
(
)
(
)
ξ 2 u2 Ḣy2 + Ḣz2 + u2 /8 + β 2 Hy2 + Hz2 + γK/ 4(γ − 1) |u|γ−1 −
−Hy py − Hz pz = const,
where H⊥ = (Hy , Hz ), and the dot indicates diﬀerentiation in θ.
2) For p = 0, any solution of system (1), (2) satisfies the identity
(
)
(
)
|u| Ḣy Hz − Ḣz Hy + Λβ Hy2 + Hz2 /(2ξ) = const.
Any solution w(θ) = (Hy (θ), Hz (θ), u(θ)) of system (1), (2) lies on a spheroid S 2 obtained
by revolving the curve Γ : u + K/uγ + H 2 = 2 on the plane (H, u) about the axis u. Theorem
1 allows us to integrate system (1), (2), with p = 0, in spherical coordinates on S 2 : Hy =
S(ψ) cos φ, Hz = S(ψ) sin φ, u = C(ψ), where ψ and φ are, respectively, the altitude and the
longitude of a point on S 2 , and (S(ψ), C(ψ)) are the coordinates of the point at which the curve
a)
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Γ is crossed by the ray issuing from the point (0, u∗ ) on the plane (H, u) and forming the angle ψ
with the positive direction of the axis u. Here, u∗ = (γK)1/(γ+1) is the point of minimum of the
function u + K/uγ . In spherical coordinates, the general solution of system (1), (2) with p = 0
has the form
∫
S ′ (ψ)C(ψ)dψ
dφ
I + (Λβ/2)S 2 (ψ)
±ξ √
= θ + const,
=
,
(3)
dθ
ξS 2 (ψ)C(ψ)
2(E − Φ(ψ))
where E, I are arbitrary constants, the prime indicates diﬀerentiation in ψ, and Φ(ψ) is the
potential function
(
)
Λ2
C 2 (ψ)
γ
K
I2
β2
1+
S 2 (ψ) +
+
+
.
Φ(ψ) =
2
4
8
4(γ − 1) C(ψ)γ−1 2S 2 (ψ)
The solution ψ(θ) lies in the potential well Φ(ψ) ≤ E and is obtained as a certain combination
of the ±-arcs defined by the integral in (3). Knowing ψ(θ), we can find φ(θ) from the second
relation in (3). The said combination of the arcs depends on the sign of S ′ (ψ) in the potential
well. If the sign of S ′ (ψ) alternates, then the derivative of the altitude ψ(θ) becomes infinite at
some points and the traveling wave has singularities. Smooth (of class C 2 ) traveling waves can
be divided into three classes: cold (the curve w(θ) lies on the northern hemisphere u ≥ u∗ ); hot
(the curve w(θ) lies in the southern hemisphere u ≤ u∗ ), and hybrid (the curve w(θ) lies on both
hemispheres). Cold and hot waves can be studied by the methods of [5]. It has been shown that
there are 4 types of hybrid waves (see Fig. 1).

(a) multipetal rose

(b) spiral

(c) two-center rose

(d) multiloop spiral

Figure 1
Traveling waves with zero phase velocity a = 0 determine steady regimes of plasma flow in
quasi-steady plasma accelerators (QSPAs) with plane electrodes and longitudinal magnetic field.
At the entrance of a plasma channel, for x = 0, the following plasma parameters are given:
ρ0 , p0 , H0 (transverse magnetic field), U0 (longitudinal velocity), Ḣy , Ḣz (current density),
Hy (0) = H0 cos φ0 , Hz (0) = H0 sin φ0 . If the flow entering the channel is subsonic, then the
following conditions are necessary and suﬃcient for the plasma flow to be supersonic at its exit:
4
2
2β 2 (1 + Λ2 /4) > u∗ + 2I 2 /Hmax
, E = Φ(π/2), Hmax
= 2 − (γ + 1)u∗ /γ,
√
where I = ξ(MA 2C)−1 (Ḣz cos φ0 − Ḣy sin φ0 ) − Λβ/(4CMA2 ),
E = ξ 2 (Ḣy cos φ0 + Ḣz sin φ0 )2 /2 + Φ(ψ0 ),
Φ(ψ0 ) = β 2 (1 + Λ2 /4)/(4CMA2 ) + (8C 2 )−1 + γKC γ−1 /(4(γ − 1)) + I 2 CMA2 .
Here, ψ0 is the initial altitude, M = U0 (γp0 /ρ0 )−1/2 is the (common) Mach number,
√
2 −1
MA = (U0 /H0 ) √
4πρ0 is the Alfvenic Mach number, √
C = (1(+ (γM 2 )−1
A ) )/2,
) + (2M
√
−1
2
γ+1
−1
1/2
β = (H∥ /H0 )(MA 2C) , K = (γM C
) , ξ = c λ+ λ− / 4πρ0 L0 · (C/2) , L0 is
the length of the channel, H∥ is the longitudinal magnetic field.
This work has been supported by the Russian Scientific Foundation (Project No. 16-11-10278).
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Quasi-Stable Structures of the Repressilator Model
S.D. Glyzin1,2,a) , A.Y. Kolesov1,b) , N.K. Rozov3,c)
Demidov Yaroslavl State University
2 Scientific Center in Chernogolovka RAS
3 M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University
1 P.G.

A new mathematical model is proposed for a circular gene network representing
a system of unidirectionally coupled ordinary diﬀerential equations. The existence
and stability of special periodic motions (traveling waves) for this system is studied.
It is shown that, with a suitable choice of parameters and an increasing number
m of equations in the system, the number of coexisting traveling waves increases
indefinitely, but all of them (except for a single stable periodic solution for odd m)
are quasistable. The quasi-stability of a cycle means that some of its multipliers
are asymptotically close to the unit circle, while the other multipliers (except for a
simple unit one) are less than unity in absolute value.
The simplest genetic oscillator, known as a repressilator, was proposed in [1]. It consists of
three elements Aj , j = 1, 2, 3 each unidirectionally inhibiting its neighbor. More specifically,
A1 inhibits the synthesis of A2 , A2 inhibits the synthesis of A3 , and A3 , which closes the cycle,
inhibits the synthesis of A1 .
The mathematical model of this gene network has the form
ṗj = −pj +

α
+ α0 ,
1 + uγj−1

u̇j = β(pj − uj ),

j = 1, 2, 3,

u0 = u3 .

(1)

Following [1], we assume that each element is a set of mRNA (message RNA) of concentration
pj and protein of concentration uj . Furthermore, the time variation in pj is assumed to be
characterized by synthesis and degradation. The former of these processes is described by the
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function α/(1+uγj−1 ), where uj−1 is the concentration of the repressor protein for the jth mRNA,
γ = const > 0 is the cooperativity coeﬃcient, and α = const > 0 is the transcription rate in the
absence of the repressor. The latter process is described by the linear term −pj . Finally, the
additive term α0 > 0 in the equation for pj describes the leakiness of the promoter.
The problem of self-excited oscillations in (1) and similar systems arising in the modeling of
gene networks has been extensively investigated (see, e.g., [2] – [7]).
The interaction of the concentrations uj and pj described above is surprisingly similar to
the interaction of six ecological populations – three predators and three preys. Indeed, suppose
that uj (j = 1, 2, 3) and pj (j = 1, 2, 3) are the population densities of the predators and preys,
respectively. Then, by virtue of (1), each predator uj feeds on only one prey pj (for pj ≡ 0, uj
decays exponentially) and, at the same time, exerts pressure only on the prey pj+1 . The last
means that the growth rate of pj+1 decreases with increasing uj . Additionally, if the repressor
predator is absent (uj ≡ 0 ), then pj tends to the threshold value as t → +∞.
In view of this ecological interpretation, the gene network can be modeled using Kolesov’s
approach [8]. In the case of an arbitrary number of elements Aj , j = 1, 2, . . . , m interacting
according to the circular principle, this approach yields the system
ṗj =

r1
[1 + a(1 − uj−1 ) − pj ]pj + α,
1+a

u̇j = r2 [pj − uj ]uj ,

j = 1, 2, . . . , m,

u0 = um , (2)

where r1 , r2 , a, and α are positive constants. It should be emphasized that the term +α, which is
similar to the addition α0 in (1), was intentionally added to the equation for pj , thereby violating
its Volterra structure. The condition α > 0 cannot be omitted in our case, in contrast to system
(1), where we can set α0 = 0. The new mathematical model of repressilator (2) can be simplified.
Specifically, assume first that r2 ≫ 1 and r1 = r ∼ 1. Then, according to the Tikhonov reduction
principle, as r2 → +∞, we have pj = uj , j = 1, 2, . . . , m. For the component uj , we obtain the
system
u̇j =

r
[1 + a(1 − uj−1 ) − uj ]uj + α,
1+a

j = 1, 2, . . . , m,

u 0 = um ,

which, after making the normalizations uj /(1 + a) → uj , and α/(1 + a) → α becomes
u̇j = r[1 − uj − a uj−1 ]uj + α,

j = 1, 2, . . . , m,

u0 = u m .

(3)

By traveling waves of system (3), we mean special periodic solutions (see [9, 10]) that can be
represented in the form
uj = u(t + (j − 1)∆),

j = 1, 2, . . . , m,

∆ = const > 0.

(4)

Below, the existence and stability of such solutions are analyzed in the case where r ≫ 1, α ≪ 1
and the parameter a is on the order of unity. More precisely, we assume throughout that
a = const > 1,

α = r exp(−b r),

r ≫ 1,

b = const > 0.

(5)

We proof that, under conditions (5), the number of coexisting periodic solutions (4) to system
(3) increases indefinitely as r → +∞ and m → +∞ consistently. However, all of them (except
for a single stable solution for odd m) are quasi-stable. Namely, the stability spectrum of each
of these periodic solutions contains a nonempty group of multipliers ν ∈ C, ν ̸= 1 lying at a
distance of order exp(−c r), c = const > 0 from the unit circle.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project
nos. 14-21-00158).
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Functions of diﬀerential operators and the relativistic Schrödinger equation
A.V. Golovin1,a) , V.M. Lagodiski2,b)
1 Sankt-Petersburg State University, Physics faculty
2 Saint-Petersburg State University of Aerospace Instrumentation
A new definition of the function of the diﬀerential operator, which leads to local
operators of infinite order, allows us to obtain an expression for the square root of
the diﬀerential operator (Hamiltonian of a free spinless particle) and to determine the
relativistic Schrödinger equation as a close analogue of the nonrelativistic Schrödinger
equation. The spectral theory of various boundary value problems corresponding
to some physical problems is constructed, and there are no diﬃculties typical for
relativistic quantum mechanics based on the Klein-Gordon equation.
a)
b)
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It is known that the Klein-Gordon equation (KGE) leads to significant diﬃculties, for example, to solutions corresponding to the states of a free particle with negative energy, complex
values of the energy of a pion atom with a nucleus charge Z > 68, and others. Two-particle
KGE is impossible. It is easy to see that such a sharp diﬀerence between the KGE and the
nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation (NSE) is due to the fact that the latter is based on a formal
replacement
∂
,
p → −i∇
∂t
(we use the system of units in which the speed of light c and the Planck constant ℏ are equal
to one) in the expression of the energy through the pulse, and in KGE — the same replacement
is in the expression of square energy through the pulse. As a result, KGE is an equation of
hyperbolic type, while NSE is of parabolic type. It can be assumed that the KGE describes the
physical field, which as is known, has no place for NSE. So KGE is the basis of quantum field
theory, but not relativistic quantum mechanics (RQM). Apparently, the basis of the RQM should
be an equation similar to NSE, that is, it should be determined using a standard replacement
not in the expression for square of energy, but in the expression for energy:
ε→i

ε=

√

m 2 + p2 .

Attempts are known [1, 2] to determine the square root of a diﬀerential operator by means
of a pulse representation. However, such operators are pseudo-diﬀerential operators rather than
diﬀerential operators. They’re nonlocal. A local operator is a linear operator that transforms
any function equal to zero on any interval into a function equal to zero on the same interval.
The definition of the diﬀerential operator function leading to the local operator is proposed by
one of the co-authors [3].
Let the analytic function f (z) is holomorphic in some neighborhood of zero, has branching
points, each of which is connected by a cut to an infinitely remote point, and the continuation
of cuts beyond the branching points intersect at the origin, D — linear local diﬀerential operator
(ordinary or partial derivatives), and u(x) — a function, such that at Q are defined all its images
(Dn u)(x), moreover, the set of limit points of the sequence
{
( φ )}
n
,
{γn (x0 )} = |(Dn u)(x0 )|1/n exp i
n
where φn = arg[(Dn u)(x0 )], is bounded and does not( intersect
) with the set of cut points of
the function f (z) for all x0 ∈ Q. Then the function f (D)u (x) is defined on Q by analytic
continuation of the function
(

∞
∑
)
f (n) (0) n n
α (D u)(x),
f (αD)u (x) =
n!

∀x ∈ Q

n=0

by the real parameter α from α = 0 to α = 1. We assume f (z) =
corresponding equation has the form:
[
]
√
∂
2
2
i − m − ∇ Ψ(t, r) = 0.
∂t

√

m2 + z 2 and D = −i∇. The

In work [3] it is shown that this equation is relativistically invariant. It should be called the
relativistic Schrodinger equation (RSE). It follows the continuity equation:
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[
]
2
2
m
∇
∂
∂
2
ρ(t, r) =
|Ψ(t, r)| + √
Ψ(t, r) + √
Ψ(t, r)
=
∂t
∂t
m2 − ∇ 2
m2 − ∇ 2
[
]
∇
∇
∗
∗
= −∇ · j(t, r) = −i∇ · Ψ (t, r) √
Ψ(t, r) − Ψ(t, r) √
Ψ (t, r) .
m2 − ∇ 2
m2 − ∇ 2
In the expression for the stream enters the speed operator
(√
)
√
∇
V = −i √
=i
m2 − ∇2 r − r m2 − ∇2
m2 − ∇ 2
in full compliance with the principles of quantum mechanics. The analogy with NSE allowed
in [3] to construct the theory of boundary value problems for stationary one-dimensional RSE.
It is quite similar to the Sturm-Liouville theory.
Some physical problems, including S-states of a hydrogen-like pion atom, are solved with the
help of this theory [4] (the use of KGE in the application to this problem leads to complex values
of energy at the atomic number Z > 68) and the spectrum to which the RSE leads is real and
bounded from below. For small Z, it is close to the spectrum of a similar problem for NSE [5]. It
is also possible to construct a multiparticle RSE. The problems of reflection of a particle from an
ideal mirror of finite mass [6] and elastic collision of two spinless electrically neutral particles [7]
and some other problems have been solved. All solutions are accurate, without divergences.
Apparently, the RSE can be regarded as a basis of mathematically correct and physically
plausible relativistic quantum mechanics.
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Normal forms for the model of optoelectronic oscillator with delay
E.V. Grigorieva1,a) , S.A. Kaschenko2,b) , D.V. Glazkov2,c)
1 Belarus State Economic University, 220070, Partizanski av. 26, Minsk, Belarus
2 Yaroslavl State University, 150000 Sovetskaya av. 14, Yaroslavl, Russia
In this paper we present the bifurcation analysis of the system

[
]
dx


= y − x + β cos2 (x(ζ−ν)+ϕ) − cos2 ϕ ,
ε
dζ
dy



= −x,
dζ

(1)

with the phase space C 1 [−ν, 0] × R. Our aim is to find the normal equations for the
amplitudes of unstable modes in the case of ε → 0 since typical experimental value
is ε ∼ 10−6 . It appears that these normal forms can serve as a justification for the
space-time representation (STR) of the delayed dynamics, that was discussed firstly
due to an intuitive interpretation of the delay as the size of one quasispace variable.
In the vicinity of the zero solution, the system (1) after the substitution ζ = νt
is transformed into the second-order equation
εν −1 ẍ + ẋ + νx = b1 ẋ(t−1) + b2 ẋ2 (t−1) + b3 ẋ3 (t−1) + . . . ,

(2)

where b1 = −β sin(2ϕ), b2 = −β cos(2ϕ), b3 = (2/3) β sin(2ϕ). Stability of the zero
state is determined by the roots of the characteristic equation
εν −1 λ2 + λ + ν = b1 λe−λ .

(3)

If ε → 0 and b1 = b0 (1 + ε2α b10 ), where |b0 | = 1, then the characteristic equation (3)
has infinitely many roots λk (ε) (k∈Z) whose real parts tend to zero as ε→0. Two
critical cases of infinite dimension arises in dependence on the value of α.
1) Let α = 1. The solution x(t) can be represented as a series
x = ε3/4 [ξ(τ, r) exp(iΩ(ε)t) + c.c.] + ε1 u2 (t, τ, r) + ε7/4 u3 (t, τ, r) + . . . ,
where Ω(ε)=νε−1/2 +θ−2εν −1 +ε3/2 θν −2 , the parameter θ=θ(ε)∈[0, 2π) completes
the value νε−1/2 up to an integer multiple of 2π (if b0 = 1), or of π (if b0 = −1). The
complex functions ξ(τ, r), uj (t, τ, r) are periodic in the argument r = [1 − 2εν −1 +
2ε3/2 θν −2 + O(ε5/2 )]t with period 1, τ =ε2 t. For the function ξ(τ, r) we find the
normal equation with periodic boundary conditions:
∂2ξ
∂ξ
∂ξ
= α2 2 + α1
+ α0 ξ + d|ξ|2 ξ,
∂τ
∂r
∂r
ξ(τ, r+1) = ξ(τ, r)
where α2 = −i/ν 2 , α1 = 2θ/ν 2 , α0 = iθ2 /ν 2 , d = ν(−4b22 /3 − 3ib3 ).
2) Let 1/2 < α < 1. Consider the solution of the system as series
( ∞
)
∑
x = εα−1/4
ξk (τ ) exp(λ̃k (ε)t) + c.c. + ε3α−7/4 u2 + . . . ,
k=−∞
a)
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where τ =ε2α t, r = [εα−1 ω(1−εν −1 )+θ]t. Here ω̸=0 is arbitrarily assigned real value,
the parameter θ=θ(ε)∈[0, 2π) completes the value ωεα−1 up to an integer multiple of
2π. For the function ξ(τ, r) we get the the normal equation with periodic boundary
conditions:
∂ξ
∂2ξ
∂3ξ
= ν −2 ω 2 (i+2ε1/2 ) 2 + ν −3 ω 3 εα−1/2 3 + b10 ξ + d F (ξ),
∂τ
∂r
∂r
ξ(τ, r+1) = ξ(τ, r).

(5)

The obtained normal forms are non-linear boundary-value problems of parabolic
type and, thus, STR can be justified. The parameter θ(ε) indicates the high sensitivity of their dynamic properties to the change of the small parameter ε: for ε→0
this value varies infinitely many times from 0 to 1, and hence, the process of direct
and inverse bifurcations is possible. Also, the normalized equations contain the continuum parameter ω that imply various steady-state solutions, i.e. multistability is
possible.

Dynamical properties of one model with delay and large parameter
A.A. Kashchenko1,a)
1 Yaroslavl State University
We consider nonlocal dynamics of a model of two coupled oscillators with delayed
feedback. This model has form of a system of two diﬀerential equations with delay.
The feedback function is non-linear, compactly supported, smooth, and contains a
large parameter. The coupling between oscillators is suﬃciently small. We study
behaviour of relaxation solutions of this model by a special analytical method of
large parameter. For this purpose we construct a certain set in the phase space
of original system. Then we build an asymptotics of solutions of the given system
with initial conditions from this set. Using this asymptotics, a special mapping is
constructed. Dynamics of this mapping describes dynamics of the original problem
in general. As a result we prove that initial model has a two-parameter family of nonrough inhomogeneous relaxation periodic asymptotic (with respect to the residual)
solutions.
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Dynamics of spatially distributed delay logistic equation
I.S. Kashchenko1,a)
1 Yaroslavl State University
The local dynamics of spatially distributed delay logistic quation (Hutchinson equation) . In critical cases, which all have infinite dimension, systems of parabolic
equations are built, which play the role of normal forms.
Hutchinson equation
dN
= r[1 − N (t − h)]N
dt

(r, h > 0)

plays an especial role in modeling of mathematical ecology problems [1]). In the present work
we will study more complex model for description of quantity N = N (t, x), which depends also
on spatial variable x ∈ (−∞, ∞):


∫∞
∂N
∂2N
= r 1 −
F (s)N (t − h, x + s) ds N + δ 2 2 .
(1)
∂t
∂x
−∞

Here as above r, h > 0. We will consider that N (t, x) is periodic in second variable, i.e. boundary
conditions are met
N (t, x + 2π) ≡ N (t, x).

(2)

The aim of present work is to study system (1), (2) dynamics in the neighborhood of the equilibrium state. We will focus our attention below on two particular classes of kernel functions F (s),
each having a specified biological meaning. The first one (“one-peak”) is defined by formula
σ
2 2
F (x) = √ e−σ x ,
π

(3)

(σ > 0).

For the second type (“three-peak”) we have
)
1 − α ( −σ12 (x−β1 )2
ασ0
2 2
2
2
F (x) = √ e−σ0 x + √
σ1 e
+ σ2 e−σ2 (x−β2 ) .
π
2 π

(4)

Parameters satisfy next conditions: 0 < α < 1, σ0 , σ1 , σ2 > 0, β1 and β2 are arbitrary. Note
that in both cases the normalizing constants are chosen so that
∫∞
F (x) dx = 1.
−∞

Base assumption that allows us applying asymptotic methods to analyze the behavior of
solutions of (1), (2) in a neighborhood of the state of equilibrium is as follows
δ = εd,

σ = ε−1 a,

σj = ε−1 aj ,

βj = µbj ,

where 0 < ε, µ ≪ 1.

Therefore, we assume that the diﬀusion coeﬃcient in (1) is a small parameter, and the values
of F (x) are small if x is not in the small neighborhood zero.
a)
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The method of research based is based on the special method of quasynormal forms [2].
The main idea of this method is to build special nonlinear equation, which dynamics describes
behavior of initial equation’s solutions in small neighbourhood of steady state.
Let, for example, F (x) is defined by (3). If rh < π/2 then equilibrium N = 1 is stable and
if rh > π/2 thet it is unstable.
Let r0 and h0 be positive and such that r0 h0 = π2 . Let us assume that
r = r0 + εp r1 ,

h = h0 + εp h1 .

(5)

Consider for any z > 0 Ginzburg-Landau equation
∂u
πh1
π
r0 ∂ 2 u
r0 (1 − 3i)
(1 + i) = z 2 (d2 + 2 i) 2 + (r0
+ r1 i)u +
u|u|2 ,
∂τ
2
4a ∂x
2h0
5

(6)

u(τ, x) ≡ u(τ, x + 2π).

(7)

Let for some z > 0 u(τ, x) be a periodic solution of (6), (7). Then
)
(
π
π
t) + εu(εp t, y) exp(−i
t) +
N (t, x) = 1 + εp/2 u(εp t, y) exp(i
2h0
2h0
(
)
π
2+i
π
2 p
p 2−i
2 p
exp(i t)u (ε t, y) +
exp(−i t)u (ε t, y) , (8)
+ε
5
h0
5
h0
satisfy (1), (2) with residual O(ε3p/2 ) uniformly by t ≥ 0.
So, we have special nonlinear parabolic Ginzburg-Landau type equations (that does not
contain asymptotically small or large parameters) to find the main terms of asymptotics of
initial equation’s solutions.
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Supersonic waves of spin reversal in molecular magnets
A.R. Kasimov1,a)
1 Tamm Theory Department, Lebedev Physical Institute, Russian Academy of
Sciences
We investigate the dynamics of supersonic waves of spin reversal in molecular magnets in continuum framework that generalizes the steady-state model introduced in
[1] to include unsteady eﬀects. The theory is based on the reactive Euler equations
with a non-ideal equation of state, wherein the reaction is that of exothermic spin
reversal releasing the Zeeman energy of spin states in an external magnetic field. A
forced Burgers equation is derived asymptotically that turns out to share much in
common with both the nonlocal toy model in [2] and the asymptotic model in [3].
We discover that the solutions of the model in the form of traveling shock waves
can become unstable when the magnet’s initial temperature and the strength of the
imposed external magnetic field are suﬃciently low. Beyond the stability threshold,
the wave dynamics is found to be either periodic or irregular.
This is a joint work with Luiz M. Faria and Rodolfo R. Rosales of MIT, USA.
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The replenishment method and new solvable cases of third-order nonlinear
diﬀerential equations of Emden – Fowler type
Z.N. Khakimova1,a)
1 Military space Academy named A.F. Mozhaisky
Using the method of replenishment and discrete transformation groups, a multiparameter class of ordinary diﬀerential equations of the third order with power nonlinearity is constructed. New third-order nonlinear diﬀerential equations of Emden–
Fowler type are found.
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1

Introduction

The main idea of the replenishment method lies in the fact that the investigated class of ordinary diﬀerential equations expands to a new wider class of equations on which some discrete
transformations are closed.
Example 1. The class of generalized Emden–Fowler equations [1]
′′
yxx
= Axk y l (yx′ )m ,

(1)

special cases of which are found in hydrodynamics, chemical technology and astrophysics, can
be extended to a class of equations
′′
yxx
= Axk y l (yx′ )m (xyx′ − y)n ,

(2)

proceeding from the requirement of closure of a point transformation s : x = 1t , y = ut .
It can be shown that the group of transformations of the dihedron D6 (see below) is closed
on the class (2). As a result it was possible to describe 400 solvable equations of the form (2)
and 18 new solvable equations of the form (1) [2].

2

The class of third-order diﬀerential equations of the Emden–Fowler type
and its extension

Let us consider a class of third-order nonlinear ordinary diﬀerential equations of the Emden–
Fowler type
′′′
′′ p
yxxx
= Axk y l (yx′ )m (yxx
) ,

(3)

which is scarce in groups (still not found no transformations closed on the whole class of equations
(3)). We note that special cases of the equation (3) take place in boundary layer theory and
some partitions of physics.
Let us find an extension of the class of equations (3) so that the dihedral group is closed on
this new class:
D6 = {E, h, h2 , h3 , h4 , h5 , r, hr, h2 r, h3 r, h4 r, h5 r},

(4)

where E is the identity transformation, and the generators r and h are defined as follows:
r:

x = u, y = t;

h:

x=

tu′t − u
1
,
y
=
u′t
u′t

(

)
r2 = h6 = (hr)2 = E .

The minimal expansion required is the 11-parameter class of equations
11
∏

zi ki = B,

(5)

i=1
′′ , z = y ′′′ , z = xy ′′′ + 3y ′′ , and z , z ,
where z1 = x, z2 = y, z3 = yx′ , z4 = xyx′ − y, z5 = yxx
8
9
7
6
xx
xxx
xx
′′ , y ′′′ (in view of their
z10 , z11 – polynomial homogeneous functions that depend on x, y, yx′ , yxx
xxx
cumbersomeness these functions are omitted). The constants B and ki in (5) can change.
The equations class (5) in an implicit form is convenient because it contains not only (3) (for
k4 = k7 = k8 = k9 = k10 = k11 = 0, k6 = −1) but also equations (1) and (2).
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3

Solvable cases of third-order equations. Examples

The method described in Section 2 made it possible to find several hundred new solvable thirdorder diﬀerential equations with power right-hand side that are absent in [1].
For k = 0 or l = 0 the class of equations (3) is reduced to (1) [1]. Using the transformations
of the group D6 (4) the class of equations (3) is reduced to 11 other four-parameter classes of
equations with power right-hand side.
In particular, we have
′′′
′′ p
′′′
′′ 2
′′ p
yxxx
= Axk y l (yx′ )m (yxx
) −
→ yx′ yxxx
− 3(yxx
) = Bxl y k (yx′ )5−m−3p (yxx
) ,
r

s=h2 r

′′′
′′ p
′′′
′′
yxxx
= Axk y l (yx′ )m (yxx
) −−−−→ xyxxx
+ 3yxx
= Bx−k−l+3p−4m y l (xyx′ − y

)m

)
′′ p
(yxx
.

Thus integrable cases of the class of equations (3) induce solvable equations in these 11 classes.
In addition, for k, l ̸= 0 there are several integrable cases in the class (3) [1]. They as well
generate solvable third-order equations in the class (5).
′′′
Example 2. The general solution of the equation yxxx
= Ax− 2 y − 2 is expressed in terms
of the second Painlevé transcendent [1]. So the general solution of the appropriate equation
′′′ + 3y ′′ = Ax−6 y − 21 as well is expressed in terms of the Painlevé transcendent.
xyxxx
xx
3

1

′′′ + 3y ′′ = A(xy)l is integrable for
Example 3. The equation xyxxx
xx
5
4
5
7
1
7
l = − 2 , − 2 , −2, − 3 , − 4 , − 6 , − 2 , 0, 1 [1]. Therefore appropriate equation
′′′ = Ax−2l y l is solvable at the same values l.
yxxx
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Mathematical modeling of free convection problems in a gravity field
in OpenFOAM
V.K. Kozlov1,a) , M.A. Chmykhov1,b)
Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute)
1 National

A mathematical model of natural convection in the gravity field, using Boussinesq
approximation, has been presented. This model contains the continuity equation,
where density variations are ignored, the Navier-Stockes equation and the equation
for heat flow. Rayleigh-Benard-convection in a rectangular box, whith diﬀerent types
a)
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of border conditions, has been investigated. The equations solved numerically by an
original solver with the use of object-oriented programming language OpenFOAM.
Solver is based on PISO(Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators) algorithm
and finite volume method.
The Prandtl number, Grashof number and Rayleigh number has been examined.
Rayleigh-Benard-convection between parallel planes of diﬀerent temperatures, steady
convection in horizontal fluid layer and natural convection flow in a square box,
enclosed by non-isothermal wall has been used for solver verification. Results has
been visualized with the use of open source application ParaView.
A mathematical model of natural convection in the gravity field is determined by the continuity equation, where density variations are ignored, the Navier-Stockes equation and the equation
for heat flow. In the Boussinesq approximation they have the following form [1].

⃗

div U = 0,
⃗
⃗ ▽)U
⃗ ) − ν∆U
⃗ = −▽p + g[β(T − T0 )],
(1)
ρ( ∂∂tU + (U

 ∂T
⃗
+ U ▽ T − α∆T = 0,
∂t

where β — coeﬃcient of thermal expansion of fluid, T0 — temperature, α — the thermal diﬀusivity, ν — eﬀective kinematic viscosity, ρ — the density of the fluid.
This equations solved numerically by an original solver with the use of object-oriented programming language OpenFOAM. To solve Navier-Stockes equation, PISO(Pressure-Implicit with
Splitting of Operators) algorithm has been used [2]. It splits the operators into an implicit predictor and multiple explicit corrector steps, without iterations.
Analytical solution of steady free convection in an infinite vertical fluid layer between parallel
planes of diﬀerent temperatures, has already been investigated[1]. It was used in comparison with

Fig. 1: Comparison between numerical and exact solution, where 1 — numerical solution for
h/l = 1, 2 — h/l = 2, 3 — h/l = 4, 4 — h/l = 8, 5 — exact solution and l = 0,2 m.
numerical solution for solver verification. Test case considered a rectangular enclosure of height
h and length l, with diﬀerent ratio ( hl = 1; 2; 4; 8). Results confirmed the validity of the solver
as shown in Fig. 1.
As for horizontal fluid layer, the onset of steady convection has been calculated. It was
determined by critical value of Rayleigh number. The Rayleigh number is defined as the product
of the Grashof number and the Prandtl number. When the Rayleigh number is below a critical
value, heat transfer is primarily in the form of conduction, when it exceeds the critical value,
heat transfer is primarily in the form of convection. Was established, that critical value of
Rayleigh number belongs to the range of values between 1949 and 1952 (theoretical value 1708,
experimental value Oertel[3] 1820).
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a) Ra = 1949,

∆T = 14.1 K,

Umax = 10−6 m2 /s

b) Ra = 1952,

∆T = 14.12 K,

Umax = 10−3 m2 /s

c) Ra = 2756,

∆T = 20 K,

Umax = 10−2 m2 /s

Fig. 2: Horizontal fluid layer, top wall cooler then the bottom one. Rayleigh number Ra, temperature
diﬀerence ∆T and maximum speed Umax specified under the pictures.

A square enclosure with inhomogeneous boundary conditions has been considered. For the
case of flow in a non-porous medium without heat generation the solutions are in agreement with
[4].
The processes of natural convection in the field of gravity in the Boussinesq approximation has
been examined. A mathematical model and numerical simulation has been made. Original solver
and test cases were implemented using OpenFOAM. Simulation results for solver verification has
been presented.
This work was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation
(base part of state task, project no. 1.9746.2017/BCh).
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On the connection between the mKdV-sinh-Gordon hierarchy and the
generalized hierarchy of the second Painleve equation
N.A. Kudryashov1 , A.A. Kutukov1,a)
Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute)
1 National

The fourth-order equation for the description of dislocations in a crystal lattice is considered. The generalization of this equation is the hierarchy of mKdV-sinh-Gordon
equations. We consider the Lax pair for this hierarchy and discuss the connection
between the hierarchy and the generalized hierarchy of the second Painleve equation.

1

Introduction

Let us consider the fourth-order nonlinear diﬀerential equation [1]
uxt + α ux uxx + 3 β u2x uxx + γ uxxxx = δ sin u

(1)

Equation (1) is a generalization of the mKdV equation and the sinh-Gordon equation. It was
first presented in [1] to describe the chain of nonlinearly interacting masses. In addition, equation
(1) describes dislocations in the crystal lattice [2], physical models for describing light pulses [3],
etc. In [2] the analytical properties of equation (1) are investigated, in particular, the Painleve
test was applied, and traveling wave solutions are found. Equation (1) for α = 0, γ = 2β is
generalized by the mKdV-sinh-Gordon hierarchy [4]
(
)
[
]
∂
i uxx u2x
∂
(2)
ux − i
Ln
+
+ γ eu + δ e−u = 0
uxt + 2 β(t)
∂x
∂x
2
4
where Ln [w] is the Lenard operator, which is given in [4]. Higher-order equations of this hierarchy
describes mathematical models for various physical phenomena more exactly.

2

The Lax pair for the mKdV-sinh-Gordon hierarchy

The algorithm for obtaining Lax pairs by means of the AKNS scheme [5] for the mKdV equation
and for the sine-Gordon equation is given in [6]. By combining these calculations, we obtain the
Lax pair for the hierarchy (2). Consider the system of equations
(3)

ψx = P̂ ψ, ψt = Q̂ψ.

( )
(
)
(
)
ψ1
−i λ − 12 ux
A B
where ψ =
, P̂ =
, Q̂ =
and A = A(x, t, λ), B =
1
ψ2
iλ
C −A
2 ux
B(x, t, λ), C = C(x, t, λ), u = u(x, t). We look for A, B и C in the form
A=

2n+2
∑

λ2n−k+1 ak (x, t), B =

k=0
a)

2n+2
∑

λ2n−k+1 bk (x, t), C =

k=1

2n+2
∑
k=1
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λ2n−k+1 ck (x, t).

(4)
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From the condition of compatibility (ψx )t = (ψt )x follows equations the sequentially solution of
which leads to the following expressions
i
i
i
i
a2n+2 = − γ eu + δ e−u , b2n+2 = c2n+2 = − γ eu − δ e−u , a0 = − (2 i)2n+1 β(t),
4
4
4
4
(
)
[
]
∂
i uxx u2x
∂
2n−2l+1
ux − i
Ll−1
, l = 1, 2, ..., n
b2l = c2l = (2 i)
2 β(t)
+
∂x
∂x
2
4
(
) [
]
∂
i uxx u2x
b2l+1 = −c2l+1 = (2 i)2n−2l 2 β(t) ux − i
Ll
+
, l = 0, 1, ..., n
∂x
2
4
a2l,x = −b2l ux , l = 1, 2, ..., n; a2l+1 = 0, l = 0, 1, ..., n

(5)

Two equations of this AKNS hierarchy give the mKdV-sinh-Gordon hierarchy (2). The solution
of the Cauchy problem for the fourth-order equation from the hierarchy (2) by means of the
inverse scattering problem is shown in [4].

3

The connection between the hierarchy (2) and the generalized hierarchy of
the second Painlevé equation

Among the second-order diﬀerential equations, there are six equations, the solution of which
is expressed in terms of special functions called Painlevé transcendent. At present, there is a
problem of finding diﬀerential equations of high order that are analogues of the Painleve equations
and defining new transcendents [8, 9]. The hierarchy of equations representing a generalization
of the second and third Painleve equations is given in [7]
(
)
[
]
d
d
yzz
yz2
d
(6)
(z yz ) + 2 ε
yz +
Ln
−
+ γ ey + δ e−y = 0.
dz
dz
dz
2
4
εi
Let in hierarchy (2) β(t) = t2n+2
, then after changing the variables u(x, t) = y(z), z = x t, we get
hierarchy (6). Therefore, hierarchy (2) is of great interest for study, since it allows to describe
physical phenomena, and also probably has solutions in the form of new transcendents with a
certain choice of parameters in equation.

4

Conclusion

The AKNS scheme is presented for obtaining the Lax pair for the mKdV-sinh-Gordon hierarchy.
The connection between the mKdV-sinh-Gordon hierarchy and the generalized hierarchy of the
second Painleve equation is shown.
This work is supported by the Russian Science Foundation under grant 18-11-00209 and by
the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation (base part of state task, project
no. 1.9746.2017/BCh)
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Statistical features of plastic flow localization in dipolar materials
N.A. Kudryashov1 , R.V. Muratov1 , P.N. Ryabov1,a)
Research Nuclear University MEPhI

1 National

We consider the processes of plastic flow localization in dipolar materials undergoing
high speed shear deformations. The mathematical model of the processes of plastic
flow localization is formulated taking into account dipolar eﬀect. We introduce the
new numerical algorithm and perform the series of numerical tests to show the accuracy and eﬃciency of the proposed algorithm. We show that dipolar eﬀect changes
average characteristics of the processes considered as average temperature, stress and
etc. Moreover this eﬀect leads to increase in initiation time, changes the widths of localization zones and distances between them. We obtain the statistical distributions
of the width and distance for diﬀerent strength of dipolar eﬀect.

1

Mathematical formulation of the problem considered

We consider the infinite slab of incompressible thermoviscopastic material undergoing to simple
shear deformation at the initial strain rate ε̇0 . The direction of shear coincides with x-axis. Slab
occupies the region 0 ⩽ y ⩽ H. The lower boundary of the slab is fixed the upper boundary
is moving at the constant velocity vup = H ε̇0 . Also we take into account the dipolar eﬀect
and eﬀect of strain hardening of material. So, the mathematical model of the process of slab
deformation in the above mentioned suggestions can be expressed by the following system of
nonlinear equations [1]
vt =
a)

1
(s − σy )y ,
ρ

(1)
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st = µ (vy − ε̇) ,
(
)
1
σt = lµ vyy − d˙ ,
l
ψt =

(2)
(3)

se ε̇e
,
κ(ψ)

(4)
(5)

CρTt = (kTy )y + se ε̇e ,

where s(y, t), σ(y, t) are polar and dipolar stress respectively, v(y, t) is the velocity, T (y, t) is a
temperature, ε̇p (y, t) is the plastic strain rate, ψ(y, t) is a strain hardening variable, d(y, t) is a
dipolar strain, l is a characteristic length of material, ρ is a mass density. We use the following
notations in (1) – (5)
√
∫ t
√
2
2
2
2
˙
se = s + σ ,
ε̇e = ε̇ + d ,
εe =
ε̇e (τ )dτ,
(6)
0

Eﬀective variables listed in (6) are connected by the plastic flow law D(se , ψ, T ) ⩾ 0. We have
the following relations between variables
ε̇ =

s
ε̇e ,
se

σ
d˙ = ε̇e ,
se

ε̇e = D(se , ψ, T ).

(7)

So, closing the system of equations (1) – (7) by boundary and initial conditions we obtain the
mathematical model of the problem considered.

2

Results of the direct numerical simulation of the problem

Here we study the statistical properties of the process of plastic flow localization in two materials
deformed at ε̇0 = 105 s−1 . One of them is low alloy steel HY-100 and another one is oxygen free
high thermal conductivity (OFHC) copper. To generate the localization processes we use the
inhomogeneity in initial stress distribution [2, 3]. Also we suppose that plastic flow obeys the
Litonski’s flow low.
First we explore the behavior of the average characteristics of the problem considered such as
average temperature and average stress. It is shown that we time the value of average temperature
tends to a constant which increases with an increase of parameter l. For example in the case of
HY-100 steel the value of Tavg ∼ 320 o C at l = 0 and Tavg ∼ 620 o C when l = 10. From the
obtained dependencies we see that dipolar eﬀect also changes the localization time. This time
could be defined at the moment when the abrupt decrease of average stress is observed. So,
at that moment εnom = 0.6, 1.1, 1.3 for HY-100 steel and εnom = 4, 6, 7.6 for OFHC copper at
l = 0, 5, 10 respectively, where εnom = tε̇0 .
Since we consider the collective behavior of plastic flow localization the statistical distributions of the width and distance between localization areas were obtained. We use the
Parzen–Rosenblatt window method with the Gaussian kernel to obtain the probability density
function. We show that an increase of value of l leads to the appearance of several modes in
the obtained distributions. The corresponding numerical estimates in that case were obtained.
The dipolar eﬀect influence on the width w of each localization zone and distance L between
them. To understand the dependence of parameters w and L from parameter l we rolled up the
distributions corresponding to l = 0, 5, 10 µm in a so-called box-plots. In Fig. 1 we illustrate
the box-plot for HY-100 steel. From Fig. 1 we see that the value of w linearly increases with
an increase in l. We observe the following eﬀect for both materials. In turn, in the case of
HY-100 steel the value of the L increases for small values of l but after a while tends to constant.
However, for OFHC copper, this parameter does not significantly change.
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Fig. 1: Distributions of widths (a) and distances (b) for dipolar and nonpolar HY-100 steel.
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On shear strain localization in composites
N.A. Kudryashov1 , R.V. Muratov1 , P.N. Ryabov1,a)
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
The process of shear strain localization in composite materials undergoing high speed
deformations is considered. The mathematical model of the shear strain localizaion is
proposed. Numerical algorithm that allows one two investigate the process of shear
strain localization from initial to final stage is proposed. The influence of initial
strain rate on the process of shear strain localization is studied. Also the influence
of the components height of the composite on the localization process is explored.
a)
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1

Statement of the problem and numerical algorithm

We consider the simple shearing of the infinite specimen which consits of two thermoviscoplastic
blocks. The height of the first block is equal to y1 and the height of the second one is equal to
y2 . The specimen occupid the region between two planes 0 < y < H, where y = y1 + y2 . The
lower plane is fixed and the upper plane is moving under the constant velocity along the x axis.
In such suggestions the mathematical model of the problem considered has the following form
ρvt = τy ,

(1)

τt − µvy = −µε̇p ,
(
( )n ) (
)
ψ
ε̇p m
τ = κ0 g(T ) 1 +
1+
ψ0
ε̇y

(2)

ψt =

(3)

τ ε̇p
,
κ(ψ)

(4)

CρTt = (kTy )y + βτ ε̇p ,

(5)

where τ is a stress, v is a velocity, T is a temperature, ψ is a strain hardening variable, ρ, k, C, µ
are the dencity, thermal conductivity, specific heat, shear module respectively, g(T ) is a thermal
softening function. We note that parameters ρ, k, C, µ are functions of spatial variable y and the
explicit form of function g(T ) depends on the materials are used.
Initialy the specimen is free of strain, with the strain rate equal to ε̇0 . Initial distribution of
the velocity has the linear form v(y, 0) =)y ε̇0 . All other initial conditions are equal to zero. We
use zero boundary conditions for problem considered.
The proposed mathematical model was solved numerically. We solve the system (1)-(3)
with the help of the Courant-Isaacson-Rees scheme with the Newton linearization method. The
Cauchy problem for equation (4) was solved using the Runge-Kutta method and mixed boundary
value problem for the heat equation (5) was solved using the implicit numerical scheme. The
accuracy of the proposed algorithm was shown.

2

Results of mathematical modeling

Here we consider the compocite specimen which consits of steel and copper parts. Let us define
as a y1 the height of the steel part of the specimen and y2 the height of the copper part.
Numerical experiments show that plastic strain localizes in a copper part of the specimen.
This fact does not depend of the magnitude of the ε̇0 . However the value of initial strain
rate ε̇0 influence on the number of localization zones formed in the copper part of the composite.
Numerical experiments showed that there is a characteristic depth, the value of which is inversely
proportional to the initial strain rate, on which the plastic flow localizes. We show that for
relatively small values of ε̇0 < 2 ∗ 104 s−1 we observe the formation of one localization zone in the
copper part of the specimen. This zone can be localized in the center, left o right boundary of
copper block. However if the value of ε̇0 ∼ 105 s−1 the multiple zones of shear strain localization
could occur.
To answer the question about where the plastic strain localizes in the case when 500 s−1 <
ε̇0 < 2 · 104 s−1 we plot the map of the areas of localization. This map is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: The map of the areas of localization. C - shear straine localization zone based in the
center of the copper block, L and R- shear strain localizaion zone based on the left and right
boundaries respectively. The height of the steel part is equal to 2 mm
.

Hidden Attractors in Fundamental Problems and Applied Models
N.V. Kuznetsov1,2,a) , T.N. Mokaev1,b)
1 Saint-Petersburg State University, Russia
2 University of Jyvaskyla, Finland
The lecture is devoted to recent results on self-excited and hidden attractors in
dynamical systems. The classification of attractors as being hidden either self-excited
was proposed in 2009 and combined the notions of a transient process (engineering), a
visualization (numerical analysis), and basins of attraction and stability (dynamical
systems). An attractor is called a self-excited attractor if its basin of attraction
intersects with any vicinity of an equilibrium, otherwise it is called a hidden attractor
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. For example, hidden attractors are attractors in systems with no
equilibria or with only one stable equilibrium (a special case of multistability and
coexistence of attractors). While coexisting self-excited attractors can be found using
the standard computational procedure, there is no standard way of prediction the
existence or coexistence of hidden attractors in a system.
While many classical attractors, e.g. Lorenz and Hénon attractors, are selfexcited and were localized numerically by trajectories from the unstable equilibria,
there are a number of physical dynamical systems which possess hidden chaotic
attractors, namely, the Rabinovich system (describes the interaction of plasma waves)
the Glukhovsky-Dolghansky system (describes convective fluid motion in a rotating
cavity) and others.
The concept of hidden attractor arises in a number of fundamental problems
[2]. One of the first well-known problems of analyzing hidden periodic oscillations is
a)
b)
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connected with the second part of Hilbert’s 16th problem on the number and mutual
disposition of limit cycles in two-dimensional polynomial systems. Later, in the 1950s
and 1960s, the study of the well-known Aizerman’s and Kalman’s conjectures on
absolute stability led to the discovery of the possible coexistence of a hidden periodic
oscillation and a unique stable stationary point in automatic control systems.
Hidden oscillations and hidden attractors also appear in various applied models: phase-locked loops (PLL), electromechanical models with the Sommerfeld eﬀect,
drilling systems, aircrafts control systems, and others.
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Analytical properties and numerical modelling of the coupled
FitzHugh-Nagumo equations
S.F. Lavrova1,a) , N.A. Kudryashov1,b) , D.I. Sinelshchikov1,c)
Research Nuclear University MEPhI

1 National

Fitzhugh-Nagumo model describing propagation of impulses between neurons is considered. We analyze a pair of electrically coupled FitzHugh-Nagumo neurons. It is
shown that the system of equations describing this model doesn’t pass the Painleve
test. The stability of system’s stationary points is analyzed. Dynamics of nonstationary solutions is studied.
a)
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The FitzHugh-Nagumo model is used to describe propagation of impulses between neurons[1,
2]. In this work we consider a model of two FitzHugh-Nagumo neurons coupled via the flow of
ions through the gap junctions between them [3]. The equations for this model are
dv1
= v1 (v1 − a)(1 − v1 ) − R1 + g(v1 − v2 ),
dt
dR1
= ϵ(v1 − βR1 ),
dt
dv2
= v2 (v2 − a)(1 − v2 ) − R2 + g(v2 − v1 ),
dt
dR2
= ϵ(v2 − βR2 ),
dt

(1)

where (v1 , R1 ) and (v2 , R2 ) represent membrane potentials and recovery variables of the coupled
neurons, a, β and ϵ are constant positive parameters and g describes the coupling strength.
We obtain that the system of equations (1) doesn’t pass the Painleve test because one of
the Fuchs indices is not integer. It means that the considered system of equations doesn’t have
any meromorphic solutions. After applying the third step of the Painleve test to (1) we find out
that there exist an expansion of the general solution in the Puiseux series with two arbitrary
constants.
Then, we study the stability of system’s stationary points O = (0, 0, 0, 0). We find that for
some parameter regions rest state O is not stable.
Finally, we plot bifurcational diagrams and compute Lyapunov exponents for the studied
system to see that considered non-stationary solutions are stable limit cycles.
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We construct the semiclassical asymptotics of the solution of the Helmholtz equation
in a three-dimensional layer of variable thickness with a localized right-hand side.
y − ξ2 ) ( z − z0 )
g
,
µ
µ
µ
u|z=hd2 (x,y) = 0.

(h2 △ + n2 (x, y))u = F
u|z=hd1 (x,y) = 0,

(x − ξ

1

,

Here coeﬃcient a n2 (x, y), and functions d1 (x, y), d2 (x, y), F (x, y), g(z) are smooth
functions of their arguments. Functions d1 (x, y) < d2 (x, y) define the boundary of
the layer. We suppose that functions F (x, y), g(z) rapidly decay at infinity. Numbers
(ξ1 , ξ2 , z0 ) define coordinates of the point in the neighborhood of which the source is
localized. The positive parameters h and µ are assumed to be small.
Using method of adiabatic reduction in operator form [1] and recently developed
approach [2], assuming the absence of "trap" states and the fulfillment of the condition 1 ≫ µ ≥ h we construct an asymptotic solution of the formulated problem
satisfying the (asymptotic) limit absorption principle. The asymptotic solution can
be represented as an decomposition into a finite number of modes, each mode is
connected with pair of Lagrangian manifolds. One of the corresponding manifolds
defines a localized ("singular") part of the solution in the neighborhood of the point
(x = ξ1 , y = ξ2 ). The second manifold defines the oscillating (“ wave ”) part of the
solution over the entire layer (taking into account the possible appearance of caustics
and focal points). The obtained formula allows to describe influence of the source
shape on the wave part of the solution quite explicitly. We consider several examples
of functions F (x, y), g(z).
The research was carried out within the state assignment (theme No. AAAA-A17117021310377-1), supported in part by RFBR (project No. 17-01-00644).
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The method of nonlocal transformations: Applications to singularly
perturbed boundary-value problems with a small parameter
A.D. Polyanin1,2,3,a) , I.K. Shingareva4,b)
1 Ishlinsky Institute for Problems in Mechanics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 101
Vernadsky Avenue, bldg. 1, 119526 Moscow, Russia
2 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI, 31 Kashirskoe Shosse, 115409
Moscow, Russia
3 Bauman Moscow State Technical University, 5 Second Baumanskaya Street, 105005
Moscow, Russia
4 University of Sonora, Blvd. Luis Encinas y Rosales S/N, Hermosillo C.P. 83000,
Sonora, Mexico
Singularly perturbed boundary-value problems for second-order ODEs of the form
′′ = F (x, y, y ′ ) with the Dirichlet boundary conditions are considered. For ε → 0,
εyxx
x
such problems are characterized by boundary layers with large gradients in narrow
regions, and their solutions obtained by the standard fixed-step numerical methods
can lead to significant errors. We propose a new method for numerical integration
of similar problems, based on the introduction of a nonlocal independent variable ξ
that is related to the original variables x and y by the auxiliary diﬀerential equation
ξx′ = g(x, y, yx′ ). With a suitable choice of the regularizing function g, the proposed
method leads to more appropriate problems that allow the application of standard
methods with a fixed stepsize in ξ.

1

Introduction

An important qualitative feature of singularly perturbed boundary-value problems is that for
the zero value of a small parameter the order of the diﬀerential equation under consideration
decreases and some parts of the boundary conditions cannot be satisfied. Solutions of singularly
perturbed boundary-value problems with a small parameter have large gradients in the region
of boundary layers, which leads to a loss of convergence of classical finite-diﬀerence schemes and
makes them of little use or unsuitable for solving problems of this type.

2

Solution method based on nonlocal transformations

We consider two-point problems for second-order ODEs of the form
′′
yxx
= f (x, y, yx′ ) (0 < x < 1);

y(0) = a,

y(1) = b,

(1)

where f (x, y, z) = ε−1 F (x, y, z) and ε > 0 is a small parameter.
We introduce a new nonlocal independent variable ξ by means of the first-order diﬀerential
equation and the initial condition:
ξx′ = g(x, y, yx′ ),

(2)

ξ(0) = 0.

Here g = g(x, y, yx′ ) is a regularizing function that can vary.
a)
b)
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We represent the second-order equation (1) in the form of an equivalent system of two equations of the first order
yx′ = z,

zx′ = f (x, y, z).

(3)

By using (2), we pass from x to the new independent variable ξ in (3). As a result, the boundaryvalue problem (1) is transformed to the following problem for the system of three equations:
x′ξ =

1
,
g(x, y, z)

z
f (x, y, z)
, zξ′ =
g(x, y, z)
g(x, y, z)
x(0) = 0, y(0) = a, y(ξ∗ ) = b,
yξ′ =

(0 < ξ < ξ∗ );

(4)

where the value ξ∗ is determined in the process of calculations according to the condition x(ξ∗ ) =
1.
Remark. The method of non-local transformations was used in [1, 2, 3] for numerical integration of Cauchy problems having monotonic and non-monotonic blow-up solutions. A comparison
of the exact and numerical solutions of a number of test problems for diﬀerential equations of
the first, second, third, and fourth orders showed the high eﬃciency of this method for numerical
integration of blow-up problems.

3

Conditions to be satisfied by regularizing functions

For numerical solution of boundary-value problems, as well as for solving Cauchy problems, it is
reasonable to use regularizing functions of the form
′′
g = G(|z|, |f |) ≡ G(|yx′ |, |yxx
|),

(5)

where f = f (x, y, z) is the right-hand side of the equation (1) and z = yx′ . The following
conditions are imposed on the function G = G(u, v):
G > 0;

Gu ≥ 0,

Gv ≥ 0;

G → ∞ as u + v → ∞;

G(0, 0) = 1,

(6)

where u ≥ 0, v ≥ 0. The last relation in (6) is the normalization condition.
For singularly perturbed boundary-value problems with a small parameter at the highest
derivative, for which the right-hand side of the equation (1) has the form f = ε−1 F (x, y, z, ε),
where F (x, y, z, 0) is a smooth function that does not have singularities, when choosing regularizing functions, in addition to the conditions (5)–(6), some other considerations should be taken
into account. For g = 1 (in this particular case, non-local transformations are not applied) and
ε → 0 in the boundary-layer region, the right-hand sides of the last two equations of the system
(4) will tend to infinity since |z| → ∞ and |f | → ∞; moreover, the order relation |f | ∼ z 2 is
valid). This circumstance considerably complicates numerical integration of the problem under
consideration and leads to the need to proportionally refine the grid spacing as ε decreases.
It is possible to avoid refining the grid as ε → 0 and to work with a fixed stepsize with respect
to the non-local variable ξ by using regularizing functions satisfying the condition
|z|/g = O(1) as ε → 0

(7)

(in this case, the right-hand side of the second equation of the system (4) will not have singularities for small ε, and the third equation of this system in the boundary-layer region will have a
substantially smaller singularity than for g = 1).
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4

Brief conclusions

Comparison of exact and numerical solutions of a number singularly perturbed boundary-value
problems has shown a high eﬃciency of the method of nonlocal transformations. For all the
test problems considered, it is established that very good results are given, for example, by
′′ |)1/2 and g = (1 + |y ′ |2 + |y ′′ |)1/2 , where y ′′ can be
regularizing functions g = (1 + |yx′ | + |yxx
x
xx
xx
replaced by ε−1 F (x, y, yx′ ).
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Exact Polynomial Solutions for the Navier-Stokes Equations
E.Y. Prosviryakov1,2,a)
1 Institute of Engineering Science, Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Science
2 B. N. Yeltsin Ural Federal University
One of the most famous and frequently used classes of exact solutions for the NavierStokes and Oberbeck-Boussinesq equations is the Lin-Sidorov-Aristov family. In the
Lin-Sidorov-Aristov class, the velocities depend linearly on a part of the coordinates
(horizontal and longitudinal) with coeﬃcients depending on the transverse coordinate
and time, and pressure and temperature are a quadratic form. Recently, this family
of exact solutions has been generalized for the thermodiﬀusion equations, taking
into account the cross dissipative eﬀects of Soret and Dufour. The question of the
possibility of constructing new exact solutions for the Navier-Stokes equations and its
non-isothermal analogs for polynomial forms that generalize the class of exact LinSidorov-Aristov solutions whose degree is at least two is completely natural. The
report will give relevant generalizations of the known family of the exact solution for
isothermal and convective flows of a viscous incompressible fluid.
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Modeling of laser-induced acoustic signals in layered nanostructures
O. Romanov1,2,a)
1 Belarusian State University, 4, Nezavisimosti av., 220030 Minsk, BELARUS
2 The National Research Nuclear University "MEPhI", 31 Kashirskoe av., 115409
Moscow, RUSSIA
The model and the results of numerical modeling of excitation of high-frequency
acoustic signals in layered heterogeneous nanostructures due to absorption of the
energy of ultrashort laser pulses are presented. Heating of metal films is described
in terms of two-temperature model for the electron gas and the ionic lattice. Spatiotemporal dynamics of excitation and propagation of acoustic waves is investigated by
numerical solution of the equations of motion of continuous media in the Lagrange
form. Regularities in the propagation of acoustic signals in periodic and quasiperiodic multilayer nanostructures such as phononic crystals, acoustic nanocavities
and plasmonic gratings are investigated, and possibilities of the use of such structures
in the development of new devices for nanophotonics and nanoacoustics are discussed.

Nonlinear waves in the Hall magnetohydrodynamics in isothermal
approximation
V.V. Savelyev1,a) , I.V. Shutov2,b)
1 Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics of Russian Academy of Sciences
2 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI

In this work we consider the nonlinear waves in the Hall magnetohydrodynamics
(HMHD) in the isothermal approximation.
In the course of the work the next expression for the wave velocity is obtained
for one-dimensional diﬀerential equations of the HMHD (where q0 – temperature
parameter, By , Bx – components of magnetic field; Bm , Q, Π – constants)
(
)
√
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
(Bm − By − Bz ) ± (By + Bz − Bm ) − 16q0 Π
(1)
Vx1,2 =
4Π
That mean, that system have two branches of solutions (for q0 = 0 it merges into
one): a branch with the plus sign will be called the first branch, with the minus –
the second branch. Also was shown that for a set of parameters there is a restriction
on the values that the components of the magnetic field strength can take.
The system of nonlinear ordinary diﬀerential equations was obtained and the
system is solved numerically.
a)
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Fig. 1: The example of a phase portrait constructed with the aid of the level lines of the Hamiltonian. It is seen that on both branches there is a separatrix

dBz
=
dt

( (
)
)
√
1
2
2
2
2 )2 − 16q Π2 − 1 B + Q (2)
Bm − By − Bz ± (By2 + Bz2 − Bm
0
y
4

( (
)
)
√
dBy
1
2
2 )2 − 16q Π2 − 1 B
=−
Bm
− By2 − Bz2 ± (By2 + Bz2 − Bm
0
z
dt
4

(3)

This system proved to be a Hamiltonian system.
Bz2 By2 By4 + Bz4
By2 + Bz2 1 2
( Bm − 1) −
−
+ QBy ±
H(y, z) =
2
4
8
16
(
2 √
By2 + Bz2 − Bm
2 )2 − 16q Π2 −
±
(By2 + Bz2 − Bm
0
16
)
√
2
2
2
2
2 )2 − 16q Π2
−q0 Π ln Bz + By − Bm + (By2 + Bz2 − Bm
0

(4)

Both branches were examined and analyzed: stable points of the given system
were found (solutions were found numerically). Both branches have a stable point:
the center. A consequence of this is the existence of periodic solutions for this system
in both branches of the given system. They will exist with all the parameters of the
system. These periodic systems were reviewed and analyzed.
Also, at low temperatures, there is another center and saddle point on the first
branch. As a result, they form a separatrix, which we can observe on the lines of the
level of the Hamiltonian. This separatrix is answered by a solitary wave.
The second branch of the separatrix appears only in a definite interval of temperature, depending on the parameters of the system. These temperature segments
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Fig. 2: The example of solitary plane wave in the first branch
intersect, and that indicates that at the same time there can be two solitary waves
corresponding to the given system.
The boundaries of existence of a solitary wave on both branches and parameters
of this wave, depending on the parameters of the system (wave amplitude, phase
velocity) were found.

Comparison of tsunami heights calculated by asymptotic formulas with
known numerical results for the transoceanic tsunami propagation.
S.Y. Sekerzh-Zen’kovich1,a) , A.A. Tolchennikov1,2,b)
1 Ishlinsky Institute for Problems in Mechanics of the Russian Academy of Sciences
2 Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology
It is known from observations (for example, for Shikotan tsunami 1994) that modelling of transoceanic tsunami propagation claims to take into account the frequency
dispersion. In order to estimate the height of the leading wave of transoceanic
tsunami we use asymptotic formulas for the solution of the Cauchy problem for
the linear Boussinesq equation. It allows us to take into considerations the eﬀect of
the dispersion. In our considerations we consider the cases of uniform and slowly
varying depth. The research was supported by the Russian Science Foundation,
grant 16-11-10282.
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Simulation of the propagation of acoustic pulse signal propagation in a
shallow sea with penetrable bottom with the Maslov’s canonical operator
S.A. Sergeev1,2,a) , A.A. Tolchennikov1,2 , P.S. Petrov3,4
1 Institute for Problems in Mechanics of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow,
Russia
2 Moscow Institute for Physics and Technology (State University), Dolgoprudny,
Russia
3 V.I. Il’ichev Pacific Oceanological Institute, Vladivostok, Russia
4 Far Eastern Federal University, Vladivostok, Russia
Recent work [1] was devoted to the modelling of the pulse acoustic signals in the deep
ocean with the help of the Maslov’s canonical operator [2]. Our current research is
focused on the construction of the time series of pulse acoustic signal in the shallow
sea [3].
In the mathematical terms this problem can be formulated as the Cauchy problem
for the inhomogeneous wave equation with zero initial functions.
1
ptt − ∆x p = Q(x, t), x = (x1 , x2 , x3 ) ∈ B,
c20

(1)

B = {(x1 , x2 ) ∈ R2 , x3 ∈ [0, H]}, c0 = cosnt, H = const.
with the zero initial conditions
p|t=0 = pt |t=0 = 0.
The variable x3 describes the depth of the sea near the shore and the equation
x3 = 0 describes the surface of the see. On the surface we posed the standard
Dirichle boundary condition. The bottom is described by x3 = H and we assume
it is penetrable for sound waves and at the bottom some part of the sound wave
transmitted into the bottom. Therefore we pose the special reflection conditions [3].
The right-hand function Q(x, t) depends on parameters λ, l:
)
(
1
x − x0
2 ′
Q(x, t) = λ g0 (λt) 3 V
l
l
with some fast decaying at infinity real functions V (x), g0 (τ ) and parameters l ≪
1, ω = cλl0 < ω0 . While the parameter λ → ∞ funtion λ2 g0′ (λt) tends to δ ′ -function,
and we pose in our calculcations λ is suﬃciently big. Parameter l describes radius
of the source function and we seek the asymtotic solution of the posed problem (1)
while l → 0.
Using [2, 1] we describe the procedure based on the modified Maslov’s canonical
operator for the asymptotic solution. We simulate with this procedure the propagation of the acoustic waves in the shallow sea near the shore. The asymptotic solution
is built in the point where located the reciever.
This work was supported by grant RFBR-18-31-00148 mol_a.
a)
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Stability of phase transition evaporation interfaces in the form of travelling
fronts
V.A. Shargatov1,2,a) , A. Il’ichev3 , S.V. Gorkunov1,2 , I.A. Artamonov1,2
Research Nuclear University ”MePHI”, Kashirskoye shosse 31, 115409
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2 Ishlinsky Institute for Problems in Mechanics RAS, Vernadskogo pr., 101 119526
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1 National

The paper is devoted to validity of the model KPP-Fisher equation in description of
phase transition evaporation interfaces in the form of travelling fronts in horizontally
extended domains of porous layers where the water is located over the vapor. It was
indicated that for the case of close planar phase transition fronts the dynamics of the
system is described by the KPP equation. We have shown, that even in case when
the plane interfaces are not close and formally we can not use the KPP equation for
description of fronts, the maximum deviation of the dimensionless traveling front amplitude from the corresponding (travelling with the same speed) KPP front is small
enough. Moreover, the asymptotics of the front at infinity is always described by
the KPP equation. The properties of the front solutions with monotonous structure
of KPP equation is extensively studied in the literature, though as far as we understand, the existing still description is restricted to the domain between two states:
0 (which is unstable) and 1 (which is stable). In our problem we have not any more
such a restriction and therefore, fronts with the oscillating structure also have to
be considered. These fronts correspond to heteroclinic interfaces travelling with the
travelling speed smaller than 2. The front solutions for this case (i. e. when the
unstable state 0 is a focus) are absolutely unstable. Depending on the perturbation
it evolves to growing non-stationary state or to the stable front of permanent form
propagating with the speed 2, which serves in this case as an attractor. This work
was supported by the Russian Science Foundation, project no. 16-11-10195.
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Integrable non–autonomous Liénard–type equations
D.I. Sinelshchikov1,a) , N.A. Kudryashov1,b)
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
In this talk we consider the following family of nonlinear diﬀerential equations
yzz + f (y)yz2 + g(z, y)yz + h(z, y) = 0,

(1)

where f , g and h are arbitrary locally smooth functions and g and h do not vanish.
Family of equations (1) contains the classical Liénard equation (f = gz = hz =
0), the quadratic Liénard equation (g = hz = 0) and the mixed Liénard equation
(gz = hz = 0) as particular cases. Equations from family (1) are used in various
applications such as physics, biology and chemistry and also appear as symmetry
reductions of certain nonlinear partial diﬀerential equations.
Here we consider the equivalence problem between family of equations (1)
and type I Painlevé–Gambier equations via the generalized Sundman transformations. While this problem for the autonomous case has already been studied, non–
autonomous one (i.e. gz , hz ̸= 0 in (1)) has yet not been considered. Thus, we study
connections given by the generalized Sundman transformations between equations
from family (1) and type I Painlevé–Gambier equations. As a result, we find four
new classes of integrable equations of type (1). We demonstrate several examples
of integrable equations from family (1), some of them are traveling or stationary
reductions of diﬀusion–convection equations.

Nonlinear delay partial diﬀerential equations: Linear and nonlinear
instability of solutions and numerical integration
V.G. Sorokin1,2,a) , A.D. Polyanin1,2,3,b)
Institute for Problems in Mechanics, Russian Academy of Sciences
2 Bauman Moscow State Technical University
3 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
1 Ishlinsky

Conditions for the linear and nonlinear instability of solutions to some reactiondiﬀusion systems with delay have been derived. Qualitative features of numerical
integration by the method of lines of initial-boundary value problems for partial
diﬀerential equations with delay have been described. The method is based on the
approximation of spatial derivatives by corresponding finite diﬀerences. As a result,
the original delay PDE is replaced by the approximate system of ordinary diﬀerential
equations with delay. An extensive comparison of numerical and exact solutions of
test problems has been given.
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1

Analysis of linear stability/instability of solutions

The solution of the delay diﬀerential equation may be unstable and/or nonsmooth, which should
be taken into account when developing and using the corresponding numerical methods.
Let us investigate the question of stability (or instability) of stationary solutions of initialboundary value problems of the following class of nonlinear equations with delay:
ut = auxx + f (u, w),

w = u(x, t − τ ),

(1)

where τ > 0 is the delay time and a > 0.
Let the constant u = u0 be a solution of equation (1), i.e. we have the equality
(2)

f (u0 , u0 ) = 0.

The constant u0 is also the solution of the problem on the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 for equation (1)
with the Dirichlet boundary conditions and the initial data
u(0, t) = u(1, t) = u0 ,

t > 0;

u(x, t) = u0 ,

−τ ≤ t ≤ 0.

(3)

Let us analyze the linear stability of problem (1)–(3). To do this, we consider perturbed
solutions of the following form:
u = u0 + ϵe−λt sin(πnx),

n = 1, 2, . . . ,

(4)

where ϵ is a small parameter and λ is the spectral parameter. On the boundaries of the domain
under consideration, solutions (4) satisfy the boundary conditions, u|x=0 = u|x=1 = u0 .
We substitute (4) into equation (1). Taking into account equality (2) and discarding terms
of order ϵ2 and higher, we obtain the dispersion equation for the spectral parameter λ:
λ − a(πn)2 + fu (u0 , u0 ) + eλτ fw (u0 , u0 ) = 0,

(5)

where n = 1, 2, . . . If the real parts of all the roots of the transcendental equation (5) are positive,
then the solution of problem (1)–(3) is considered stable (in the linear approximation). If the
real part of at least one root of the transcendental equation (5) is negative, then the solution of
problem (1)–(3) is considered unstable.
The above remains valid also for a wide class of more complicated initial-boundary value
problems described by equation (1), whose solutions have the asymptotic property limt→∞ u =
u0 = const. Examples of similar problems that admit exact stable and unstable solutions are
considered.

2

Nonlinear instability of solutions. Ill-posed problems

Let us consider a class of generalized equations of reaction-diﬀusion type with delay
(
)
u − kw
u − kw
εutt + σut = auxx + bu − b
+f
, w = u(x, t − τ ),
1−k
1−k

(6)

where f (z) is an arbitrary function (diﬀerent from a constant), k > 0 and b are free parameters.
At ε = 0, σ = 1 and in the absence of delay, which corresponds to the values τ = 0 or k = 0,
equation (6) becomes the standard heat equation with a nonlinear source ut = auxx + f (u).
Let u0 = u0 (x, t) be a solution of equation (6). Then the function

c = (ln k)/τ,

u1 = u0 + δect sin(γx),
√
γ = (b − σc − εc2 )/a, b − σc − εc2 > 0,
73
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where δ is an arbitrary constant, is also a solution of equation (6) (verified by substitution).
Let the following conditions be satisfied:
k > 1,

b > 0,

τ > τ∗ =

√
)
ln k (
σ + σ 2 + 4εb .
2b

(8)

Then it follows from (7) that |u1 − u0 | ≤ δ and |(u1 )t − (u0 )t | ≤ cδ for −τ ≤ t ≤ 0. Therefore,
for suﬃciently small δ > 0, the initial data for the solutions u0 and u1 diﬀer from each other
arbitrarily little, but for t → ∞ these solutions at the points x = π(2n + 1)/(2γ) (n = 0, 1, . . . )
will unboundedly "diverge" due to the exponential factor ect in formula (7). It can be shown
that if conditions (8) are satisfied, some initial-boundary value problems for equation (6) with
boundary conditions of the first, second or third kind are ill-posed in the Hadamard sense for
any kinetic function f (u) (global instability).

3

Numerical integration based on the method of lines

We give a brief description of the method of lines. We consider a one-dimensional initial-boundary
value problem for a nonlinear equation of the reaction-diﬀusion type with delay of suﬃciently
general form:
ut = [p(x, u, w)ux ]x + q(x, u, w)ux + f (x, u, w),
u(x, t) = φ(x, t),

−τ ≤ t ≤ 0;

u(0, t) = ψ0 (t),

t > 0,

0 ≤ x ≤ 1;

u(1, t) = ψ1 (t),

t > 0.

(9)

We introduce the spatial mesh xm = mh, where m = 0, 1, . . . , M and h = 1/M is the grid
spacing. Approximating the derivatives with respect to x by diﬀerence analogues and writing
the equation at the point xm , we reduce problem (9) to the ODE system:
(um )′t = δx [pm δx um ] + qm δx um + fm ,
um = φm (t),

m = 1, . . . , M − 1, 0 < t ≤ T ;

−τ ≤ t ≤ 0 (m = 0, 1, . . . , M );

u0 = ψ0 (t),

uM = ψ1 (t),

0 < t ≤ T.

(10)

Here um = u(xm , t), pm = p(xm , um , wm ), qm = q(xm , um , wm ), fm = f (xm , um , wm ), wm =
u(xm , t−τ ), φm (t) = φ(xm , t), T is the time interval of calculations, δx is the diﬀerence operator,
which is defined as follows:
1
δx um = (um+1 − um ),
h

δx [pm δx um ] =

1
[pm (um+1 − um ) − pm−1 (um − um−1 )].
h2

System (10) contains M − 1 unknown function um (t) and the same number of equations, as well
as three known functions u0 (t), uM (t), wm (t). We note that the ODE system obtained is often
rigid and its solution must be carried out by appropriate numerical methods.
Comparison of exact and numerical solutions of a number initial-boundary value problems
with stable and unstable solutions has shown high eﬃciency of the method of lines.
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Lyapunov functions and asymptotics for near-Hamiltonian systems
O.A. Sultanov1,a)
1 Institute of Mathematics Ufa Federal Research Center RAS
We consider a nonlinear non-autonomous system of two ordinary diﬀerential equations having a stable fixed point. It is assumed that the non-Hamiltonian part of
the system tends to zero at infinity. The asymptotic behavior of a two-parameter
family of solutions starting from a neighborhood of stable equilibrium is investigated. The proposed construction of asymptotic solutions is based on the averaging
method and the transition in the original system to new dependent variables, one of
which is played by the angle of the limiting Hamiltonian system and the other by
the Lyapunov function for the complete system.

Modeling of a pulse detonation chamber
A.V. Teterev1,2,a) , L.V. Rudak1 , P.A. Mandrik1
State University, Belarus
2 National Research Nuclear University «MEPhI»
1 Belarusian

A simple 2D-3D model of a flow in a pulse detonation chamber is described with
accounting of the transition of combustion of a two-component fuel to detonation.
Heptane was used as the fuel, and the oxidizer was air enriched with oxygen. A separate supply of fuel components was carried out in the form of spatially separated gas
jets with a specified stoichiometric coeﬃcient. Numerical simulation of the multicycle mode operation of the chamber was carried out. The conditions for an ignition
of a mixture, a transition of combustion to detonation, and a dynamics of thrust of
a pulse detonation chamber were analyzed.
A pulse detonation chamber (PDC), developed at the A.V. Luikov Heat and Mass Transfer
Institute [1], is a sectional tube with an attached prechamber. This design allows changing quickly
the length of the chamber, which can be important if the operating frequency of the chamber
changes significantly. A combustion model used earlier in calculating combustion in combustion
chambers of liquid-fuel rocket engines [2] corresponded to the diﬀusion type of combustion when
ignition and combustion occur simultaneously with mixing [3]. In this case, the processes of
heat conduction and diﬀusion were not explicitly considered. An instantaneous energy release
described combustion well, because the flows of matter through the boundaries of the calculated
cells carried out by small portions, what the diﬀusion process is imitated. A diﬀerent picture is
observed in the pulse detonation engine. The long period of filling the working volume of the
chamber to the moment of ignition of the mixture leads to the fact that the fuel and oxidizer
can mix quite well and become a so-called chemically uniform system [3]. In this connection,
it is necessary to approach the description of the rate of chemical reactions more realistically,
because it in the general case depends on a temperature and concentration of the components.
The new combustion model was constructed on the basis of the following assumptions:
a)
a)
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• a PDC works in a multi-cycle mode;
• the thermodynamic properties of air, oxygen, heptane, combustion products and nitrogen
are based on equilibrium tabular data calculated by CEA NASA [4];
• an ignition of a fuel and oxidizer mixture is carried out by Joule heat, allocated by a spark
plug;
• the transfer of energy from the combustion area to the area of the still cold prepared
mixture of oxidizer with fuel occurs due to the thermal conductivity;
• a combustion process begins when a temperature of the mixture exceeds the ignition temperature and oxidizer and fuel concentrations exceed a certain threshold value;
• a temperature of mixture components in a calculated cell is instantaneously equalized.
The velocity of the most common bimolecular homogeneous reaction, also called the second
order reaction, in which two molecules take part, can be written in the form [3]:
W (T, c) = ca cb ko e− RT .
E

(1)

where ca and cb - molar concentrations of substances, ko - accumulation coeﬃcient weakly dependent on temperature, and E - activation energy. A mathematical model describing the flow
of gas streams of fuel, oxidant and combustion products in a PDC is a system of gas dynamic
equations. The energy equation in this case has the form
[ (
)]
[ (
)
]
∂ ρ ε + v 2 /2
+ ▽ ρ⃗v ε + v 2 /2 + p⃗v = ▽λ ▽ T + Q(ti , △t).
(2)
∂t
where Q(ti , △t) - a heat emission of the spark plug at time ti over time △t, ρ - the total density
of a gas stream. To close the system, the expression for the pressure in the medium uses in the
form
∑
p=
pi ,
pi = pi (ρi , ε),
(3)
i

where the pressures of mixture components are determined from the equations of state indicated
in the tabular form in an iterative manner from the condition that their temperatures are equal.
Several parametric calculations were made. The calculations were carried out in a twodimensional approximation in a cylindrical coordinate system on a computational mesh with a
uniform spatial step △z = △r = 0.75 mm. The size of the modeling area was 1.15 m in the
z-direction and 0.12 m in the r-direction, which corresponded to a calculated grid of 1440 × 131
cells. On all open sides of the computational region, the boundary conditions for free flow were
set, and on the side of the back wall of the mixing chamber and on all surfaces of the detonation
engine, the conditions of non-flowing in the form of a rigid wall with slip were set. The air supply
was through a slit nozzle with a velocity vector directed at an angle of 45◦ towards the back wall
of the mixing chamber. The air consumption was 600 l/s, as in the test calculations, and was
constant throughout the simulation. In the first cycle of the propulsion system, the beginning
of air enrichment with oxygen corresponded to the moment of time (t = 0 c), while the oxygen
consumption was 300 l/s. Both gases were mixed before entering the mixing chamber and had
an overall temperature of 300 K, and the modulus of the velocity vector varied from 90 m/s to
230 m/s. The supply of heptane was carried out in a similar manner, and the time of the start
of its injection coincided with the time of oxygen supply. The direction of the velocity vector of
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the fuel was 90◦ , which corresponded to a flow perpendicular to the axis of the mixing chamber.
The heptane consumption was 5 · 10−3 kg/s, and in the case of a periodic feed, it is twice as
high. The activation energy varied from 45 to 55 kcal. The operating frequency of the pulsed
detonation chamber was 20 Hz. The cycle of her work was divided into two stages. The first
stage lasting from 15 ms to 25 ms corresponded to the process of filling the device with heptane
and enriched air. The duration of the second stage was 35 ms and 25 ms, respectively, and began
with the operation of a spark plug, the duration of which was 1.5 ms, and the energy released
was 40 mJ. After the successful ignition the combustion of the prepared mixture followed, which
turned into detonation.
We note some features of the simulated phenomenon. In some cases, an ignition of the mixture
for the first cycle did not occur, which was due to the small concentration of fuel in spark plug
area. Sometimes this happened in other working cycles. At certain ratios of the times of the first
and second stages of the operating cycle, a temperature in the prechamber did not have time to
fall below the ignition threshold, and the fuel supply led to the combustion of the mixture before
the beginning work of spark plug. Detonation in such cases was not observed. At high values of
the activation energy it was observed that the mixture burns along the tube without transition
to detonation, and the flame did not have time to reach the lateral surface of the tube, since
the flame propagation velocity in the radial direction in the heptane mixture with oxygen is less
than 1 m/s, and along the axis reaches several hundred m/s due to the gasdynamic flow. At
small values of the activation energy, the combustion transition to detonation is observed in the
first half of the tube, and sometimes directly in the prechamber. Another feature of the working
cycles of PDC is the non-stationary nature of thrust. At modeling till now it was not possible
to leave on a constant mode. It is necessary to continue research on the causes of significant
pulsations in the magnitude of the PDC thrust.
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Qualitative and analytical properties of solutions belongning to a family of
three-dimensional four-component conservative dynamical systems with two
quadratic nonlinearities
V. Tsegel’nik1,a)
1 Belarusian State University of Informatics and Radioelectronics, P. Brovka Str., 6,
Minsk, 220013, Belarus
It was investigated analytical and qualitative properties of solutions belongning to a
family of three-dimensional conservative dynamical systems, the right-hand parts of
which contain four components with two quadratic nonlinearities. It is proved, that
only one of the 15 systems is of the Painlevé-type system. At the same time, one
of the components of the two systems, which are not Painlevé-type systems, has no
movable singular points at all. It is proved, that all systems of this family have no
chaotic behavior.
1. The aim of this paper is to study the analytical and qualitative properties of solutions of
systems of diﬀerential equations
ẋ = y 2 + yz, ẏ = x, ż = y.

(1)

ẋ = y 2 + yz, ẏ = z, ż = x.

(2)

ẋ = y 2 − z 2 , ẏ = x, ż = y.

(3)

ẋ = 2xy + z, ẏ = −y , ż = x.

(4)

ẋ = y 2 − x, ẏ = xz, ż = z.

(5)

ẋ = xz + y, ẏ = −yz, ż = x.

(6)

ẋ = x2 + z, ẏ = −2xy, ż = y.

(7)

2

2

ẋ = y + y, ẏ = xz, ż = εy.
2

(8)

2

(9)

2

2

(10)

2

2

ẋ = y + z, ẏ = x , ż = εy.

(11)

ẋ = y 2 + z, ẏ = εxz, ż = y.

(12)

ẋ = y + y, ẏ = z , ż = x.
ẋ = y + z, ẏ = x , ż = εx.

2

2

ẋ = y + z, ẏ = z , ż = εx.

(13)

ẋ = yz + x, ẏ = x2 , ż = −z.

(14)

2

2

ẋ = y + z , ẏ = x, ż = y

(15)

with unknown functions x, y, z of the independent variable t; ε2 = 1.
In [1], it is proved, that none of the systems (1)–(14) had chaotic behavior.
2. Assuming the independent variable t to be complex, the following statements are proved
Theorem 1. The system (4) is the Painlevé-type system.
Theorem 2. None of the systems (1)–(3), (5)–(15) is of the Painlevé-type. At the same
time, a component z of the systems (5), (14) has no movable singular points at all.
Theorem 3. Systems (3), (15) are invariant under transformation t → −t, x → −x, y → y,
z → −z. The system (3) with the help of convert t → it, x → ix, y → −y, z → iz, i2 + 1 = 0 is
reduced to the system (15).
Theorem 4. The system (15) has no chaotic behavior.
a)
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On a pair of Lagrangian manifolds connected with the asymptotics of
Hermite polynomials
A.V. Tsvetkova1,2,a)
1 Ishlinsky Institute for Problems in Mechanics RAS
2 Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology (State University)
We discuss two approaches to constructing the well-known asymptotics of Hermite
polynomials Hn (y) as n → ∞. These approaches are related to the Maslov canonical
operator.
The first approach is based on the presentation of Hermite functions ψn (y) =
√ 1 y2
n
(2 n! π) 2 e− 2 Hn (y) as solutions of the Shrödinger equation for a harmonic oscillator
(
)
1
1 d2 ψn y 2
+ n ψn , ||ψn ||L2 (Ry ) = 1.
−
+ ψn =
2 dy 2
2
2
The second approach is based on the fact, that Hermite polynomials can be obtained
from the recurrence relation with initial conditions
Hn+1 (y) = 2yHn (y) − 2nHn−1 (y), H0 (y) = 1, H1 (y) = 2y.
To construct the asymptotics we use the Maslov canonical operator. This operator
is connected with the Lagrangian manifolds which are defined by trajectories of the
corresponding Hamiltonian systems. In the first case the Lagrangian manifold is
a circle, in the second case the Lagrangian manifolds are a family of "distorted"
horizontal parabolas.
Described approaches give the uniform asymptotics of the Hermite polynomials
in terms of the Airy function Ai. And it seems to us that such approaches can also
be useful in constructing the asymptotics of other polynomials.
The research was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project 16-1110282).
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Using Machine Learning to predict survival in patients with brain
metastases after Gamma Knife radiosurgery.
G.A. Vazhenin1 , S.M. Banov2 , A.V. Dalechina2
MEPHI Department of Applied Mathematics (31)
2 Moscow Gamma Knife center (Burdenko Neurosurgical Institute)
1 NRNU

In this research we developed methodology for estimating survival time for patients
with brain metastases who had received the SRS in the Moscow Gamma Knife center.
The main tool of our research became machine learning algorithms. We received the
total data of 916 patients with 23 diﬀerent features and predicts the time interval from
the onset of disease to death. The initial data was restructured and converted into
clean data, on which predictions were made with the median error of 0.88 months.
It was founded that the most important factor which aﬀects the survival time is the
time interval from the onset of the disease to the date of Gamma Knife radiosurgery.
key words: radiosurgery, brain metastases, machine learning
Objective:
The quantity of detected cases of oncology diseases is being on arise all over the world.
Brain metastases are one one of the most severe complications of oncological disease, accounting
for significant mortality in oncology patients. Traditionally medical therapy includes surgical
rejection, systemic corticosteroids fractionated whole brain radiation therapy (WBRT) . At the
moment the most eﬃcient and secure method in case of limited brain metastases is considered to
be stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) [1]. It is extremely important for cancer research to predict
outcomes after a given therapy and detect the key features from complex datasets and identify
the prognostic factors aﬀecting patients survival.
The Machine Learning (ML) is a powerful tool to achieve all these goals. ML enables computers to learn from previous data to make accurate predictions on new data. The purpose of
this study is to apply the ML to predict survival in patients with brain metastases (BS) after
Gamma Knife radiosurgery .
Materials and methods:
We retrospectively evaluated the total data of 916 patients with 23 diﬀerent patient characteristics who had received the SRS in the Moscow Gamma Knife center (Burdenko Neurosurgical
Institute) in the period from 2009 to 2016.
All this patients with 23 features (5 - real, 7 - categorical, 10 - date) were included into
analysis. We predicted survival time from the onset of disease to death taking into account the
various factors: clinical, molecular - genetic, previous treatments, etc. Data were divided into
two sets: “train” set and "test" set. Train set contains 479 patients with information about the
date of death. In turn, “test” set does not include any information about the date of death for
these patients or they have been being alive.
This research was based on the use of machine learning algorithms.
Algorithms and metrics:
RandomForestRegressor (RF) - Meta estimator that fits a number of classifying decision
trees on various sub-samples of the dataset and use averaging to improve the predictive accuracy
and control over-fitting.
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Gradient boosting (GB) is a machine learning technique for regression and classification
problems, which produces a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of weak prediction
models. It builds the model in a stage-wise fashion like other boosting methods do, and it
generalizes them by allowing optimization of an arbitrary diﬀerentiable loss function.
Cross-validation (CV) - Validation technique which is mainly used in settings where the
goal is prediction, and one wants to estimate how accurately a predictive model will perform in
practice. It involves partitioning a sample of data into complementary subsets, performing the
analysis on one subset (called the training set), and validating the analysis on the other subset
(called the validation set or testing set). Usually, validation scores averaged.
Metric Accuracy - The proportion of correctly predicted results relative to all. (In our
research - the proportion of predicted results that fell within a month’s ambit from reality). The
metric is unstable to large deflection, but in order to increase development speed were decided
to choose it.
72 additional attributes were generated during the data-engineering process. Categorical
attributes were converted into binary. Because if we convert all distinct statements in numbers,
model will certainly interpret it as sorted in a priority order attributes. Diﬀerence between every
date pairs were converted into time intervals in case that dates don’t bear semantic loading,
otherwise, time intervals do.
The RF method in the conjunction with the "greedy" selection defines 20 most suitable
features for the GB+RF model training. It was decided to use stack (the average predictions)
of two models based on the GradientBoosting and RandomForest algorithms to determine the
survival time interval.
The methods were implemented using open-source Python libraries: sklearn, catboost, pandas, numpy, scipy, pylab. To verify the correctness of the model, metric accuracy was used in
conjunction with cross-validation.
Results:
The model (GB+RF) was trained within the 20 selected most-suitable features. For the
training set of data, the discrepancies between the predicted results and the known ones were
calculated. The absolute errors were measured in months.
• GB+RF accuracy: 0.95 (Cross-Validation)
• Mean absolute error: 1.26
• Median absolute error: 0.88
• Max absolute error: 12.52
The five most significant features were identified from 20 features. The most important
feature in constructing the model is the time interval from the onset of the disease to the date
of Gamma Knife radiosurgery. Further in descending order of importance: The time interval
from Gamma Knife radiosurgery to the last observation of the patient, the time interval from
the onset of the disease (diagnosing of the disease) to the last observation, the time interval from
whole brain radiation treatment (WBRT) to the first radiosurgery. The importance of the factor
is the weight that model defines to a factor in the final function.
Conclusion:
For 479 patients (train part) a prediction was made with a median error of 0, 88 months.
It was revealed that the most significant feature is the time from the onset of the disease to
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the radiosurgery. The data given were too raw to make good estimations by the reason of its
incompleteness, we get good results on predictions for the patients with adverse forecast.
To make predictions more reliable, we should enlarge the sample train data, as well as increase
it’s completeness. We see that machine learning methods demonstrate great potential in the
analysis of medical data.
The next stage of our research will be determining the most favorable treatment option in
terms of survival.
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The chemical kinetics and the connection between the hydrodynamic and
kinetic descriptions
В.V. Vedenyapin1,a) , S.Z. Adzhiev2,b) , V.V. Kazantseva1,c) , I.V. Melikhov2,d)
1 Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics of Russian Academy of Sciences
2 Lomonosov Moscow State University
We consider the fundamental kinetic equations: the Boltzmann equation, which
describes the short-range interactions, and its basic application – the theorem of
entropy increase (the H-theorem). The H-theorem was considered for the first time
by Boltzmann [1]. This theorem substantiates the convergence of solutions of the
Boltzmann type equations to the Maxwell distribution. Latterly, Boltzmann associated the H-theorem with the law of entropy increase [2]-[21]. We investigate the
generalizations of the equations of chemical kinetics, including classical and quantum chemical kinetics with continuous and discrete time [3], [14]-[21]. We discuss
the Vlasov equation, which describes any long-range interaction with its major applications for plasma description [7]-[9]. We consider the Liouville equation or the
continuity equation with applications to the statistical mechanics [3]-[5] and in the
Hamilton–Jacobi method [6], [7], [12], [13], as well as in the ergodic theory [3], [4],
[14]-[16].
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Section “Mathematical modelling”
On the application of systems of functions of special kind in mathematical
physicsl
A. Barmenkov1,a) , N. Barmenkov1,b)
1 National research nuclear university "MEPhI"
The report considered the appltcation of functional sequences of spesial kind for the
study of some boundary value problems of equations mathematical physics. This
sequences may be used in modelling physical processes.
Consider of functional sequences of special kind
{
}∞
Re[W (x)]n ; Im[W (x)]n
,

(1)

n=0

where W (x) continuous complex-valued function of x ∈ [a, b]. In [1, 2], the basic properties such
sequences are proved. In [3] Minzonii A.A.proved completeness in L2 [0; 2π] system of functions
of special kind
{
}∞
−np(x)
−np(x)
e
cos(nt)); e
sin(nt))
(2)
n=0

where p(x) real function p(x) ∈
The proof is based on the fact that this sequence is applied
to the solution of the following problem of Coshi ( see [4] Vequa)
C 1,α .

△w(x, y) = 0,

(3)

w(x, p(x)) = f (x)
w(0, y) = w(2π, y)
w(x, y) → 0,
as → 0. The solution of this problem is given in the form of a series
w(x, y) =

∞
∑

(An e−ny cos(nx) + Bn e(−ny) sin(nx)),

n=0

where the coeﬃcients satisfy the relation
w(x, p(x)) =

∞
∑

(An e−np(x) cos(nx) + Bn e(−np(x)) sin(nx))

n=0

Moreover, the function p(x) is subject to rather rigid conditions p(x) ∈ C 1,α [0; 2π]. In fact,
the sequence (2)(see [3]) is a system of the form (1) for
w(x) = e−p(x)+ix , i.e. {e−p(x) cos(nx); e−p(x) sin(nx)}∞
n=0 , x ∈ [0; 2π]
In fact, this result follows from the works of [1, 2], proved in a diﬀerent way earlier than
[3] and under more general conditions for the p(x) function. The completeness of the system of
a)
b)
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functions (1) in diﬀerent spaces is proved in [1], and the minimality in [2]. In [2], the minimality
is proved and the sequence biorthogonally conjugate to (1) is given explicitly. From the results
of [2] it follows that the image of the segment [0; 2π] when w(x) = e−p(x)+ix ,x ∈ [0; 2π] displayed
is the curve Γ = w[0; 2π].
If p(0) ̸= p(2π),then the contour Γ is open and the sequence (2) is dense complete in diﬀerent
spaces. If p(0) = p(2π), then the contour Γ is closed, and the point 0 (origin) lies in the finite
region bounded by this contour Γ, then this sequence (2) is complete and minimal in various
functional spaces depending on the values of the angles at the angular points of the contour Γ
(see [2]). At least for a smooth closed contour Γ = w[0; 2π] the sequence (2) is complete and
minimal in space L2 [0; 2π].
Hence, the statement of Minzoni [3] is a special case of the results [1, 2].
The following properties of the boundary value problem (3) of diﬀerential equations of mathematical physics are shown.
Boundary condition p(0) ̸= p(2π) of the problem (3) means the dense completeness of the
sequence (2)in L2 [0; 2π].
Boundary condition p(0) = p(2π) of the problem (3) means the completeness and minimality
of the sequence (2)in L2 [0; 2π].
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Refinement of the Reactor Dynamics Mathematical Model
A.V. Baskakov1 , N.P. Volkov1,a)
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow)
The report is devoted to the problems of improvement of the mathematical model
of reactor dynamics. Physical processes of reactor dynamics are studied, which
are described by a system of non-stationary integral-diﬀerential equations: a nonstationary anisotropic multi-speed kinetic transfer equation and a delayed neutrons
balance equation. Suﬃcient conditions of existence and singularity of generalized
solutions of the examined observation problems were obtained.
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The mathematical model of reactor dynamics is considered herein without accounting for
temperature feedback [1] and described by a system of non-stationary integral-diﬀerential equations:
1) by the non-stationary anisotropic multi-speed kinetic transport equation
∂u
(x, v, t) + (v, ∇x )u(x, v, t) + Σ(x, v, t)u(x, v, t) =
∂t
∫
N
∑
=
J(x, v, v′ , t)u(x, v′ , t)dv′ +
zk Rk (x, v, t) + F (x, v, t), (1)
V

k=1

2) by the delayed neutrons balance equation
∫
∂Rk
(x, v, t) = −zk Rk (x, v, t) +
Jk (x, v, v′ , t)u(x, v′ , t)dv′ ,
∂t
V

∀k = 1, N ,

(2)

(x, v, t) ∈ D = G × V × (0, T ).
Whereas the following initial conditions for the functions u(x, v, t) and Rk (x, v, t) are set
u(x, v, 0) = φ(x, v),
Rk (x, v, 0) = Rk0 (x, v),

(x, v, t) ∈ G × V,
∀k = 1, N ,

(x, v, t) ∈ G × V.

(3)
(4)

and boundary conditions (lack of external sources, i.e. the reactor walls do not let external
radiation pass)
u(x, v, t) = 0,

(x, v, t) ∈ γ− × [0, T ],

(5)

where γ− = {(x, v) ∈ ∂G × V : (v, nx < 0)}, and nx is an outward normal to a boundary ∂G of
G at a point x.
We will consider the redefinition condition (internal measurement)
∫
(6)
ωx0 (x)u(x, v, t)dx = χ(v, t), ∈ G × [0, T ],
G

which, in physical terms, describes the measurement of neutron density in a certain vicinity of
point x0 ∈ G. The finite function ωx0 ∈ L2 (G) which is referred to as an instrument function
and characterizes parameters of the instrument the measurements are performed with, has the
pronounced maximum in point x0 , and the carrier supp(ωx0 ) ⊂ G.
The problems of finding of one of the sources, absorption factor or scattering indicatrix
functions were examined and are set out as follows:
F (x, v, t) = f (v, t)g1 (x, v, t),

(7)

Σ(x, v, t) = σ(v, t)g2 (x, v, t),

(8)

J(x, v, v′ , t, t) = j(v, t)g3 (x, v, v′ , t),

(9)

the correction functions g1 , g2 , g3 are preset functions, while functions f (v, t), σ(v, t) and j(v, t)
are desired functions.
The assigned problems (1)-(7) or (1)-(6),(8) or (1)-(6),(9) are usually referred to as observation problems, wherein functions F (x, v, t) or Σ(x, v, t) or J(x, v, v′ , t, t) are improved on basis
of the supplementary data (6), and thus the entire mathematical model of reactor dynamics is
improved.
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Suﬃcient conditions of existence and singularity of generalized solutions of the problems under
study were obtained, i.e. problems of simultaneous definition of the function of neutron distribution density u(x, v, t), the function of distribution density of the kth group delayed neutron
carriers Rk (x, v, t) and the required part of one of functions F (x, v, t) - the density of internal
sources of neutrons, Σ(x, v, t) - the complete macroscopic neutronic section or J(x, v, v′ , t, t) - the
scattering integral core which characterizes the distribution density of the secondary scattering,
and macroscopic sections of resilient and non-resilient scattering.
Existence and uniqueness theorems of generalized solutions for the studied observation problems are proved.
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A new look at the double sine-Gordon kink-antikink scattering
E.G. Belendryasova1,a) , V.A. Gani1,2,b) , A. Moradi Marjaneh3,c) , A. Askari4 , D.
Saadatmand5
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute), Moscow, Russia
2 National Research Center Kurchatov Institute, Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Moscow, Russia
3 Young Researchers and Elite Club, Quchan Branch, Islamic Azad University,
Quchan, Iran
4 Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, University of Hormozgan, P.O.Box
3995, Bandar Abbas, Iran
5 Department of Physics, University of Sistan and Baluchestan, Zahedan, Iran
We study kink-antikink scattering withing the (1 + 1)-dimensional double sineGordon (DSG) model. The dynamics of the real scalar field φ(x, t) is described
by the Lagrangian
( )
( )
1 ∂φ 2 1 ∂φ 2
L=
−
− V (φ)
(1)
2 ∂t
2 ∂x
with the potential
VR (φ) = tanh2 R (1 − cos φ) +

(
4
φ)
1
+
cos
,
2
cosh2 R

R > 0.

(2)

The DSG kink (antikink)
ϕk(k̄) (x) = 4πn ± 4 arctan

sinh x
cosh R

(3)
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can be viewed as two subkinks separated by some distance. We use a parameter R
which can be interpreted as the separation of the subkinks.
In the kink-antikink collisions we found a critical velocity vcr , which separates
two diﬀerent regimes: at initial velocities above vcr kinks reflect from each other and
escape to infinities, while at velocities below vcr kinks can either escape after (two or
more) collisions or capture and form a bound state of the kinks — a bion. We show
that the dependence vcr on R has several local maxima.
In the kink-antikink collisions below vcr we observed a phenomenon, which, to
the best of our knowledge, has not been reported for the DSG model before. At some
initial velocities of the colliding kinks we found final configuration in the form of two
escaping oscillons. At the same time, at some initial velocities we observed formation of the configuration, which can be classified as a bound state of two oscillons.
Formation of the bound state of oscillons and the escape of oscillons are extremely
sensitive to changes of the initial velocity of the colliding kinks.
This research was supported by the MEPhI Academic Excellence Project (contract No. 02.a03.21.0005, 27.08.2013).

The influence of potential parameters of a binary mixture components on
the calculation accuracy by the Monte Carlo simulations
Y.A. Bogdanova1,a) , Z. Mamedov1 , A.V. Kudinov1
Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute)
1 National

The eﬀect of potential parameters of the components of a binary mixture on the
accuracy of calculations of thermodynamic properties using an eﬀective one-fluid
model based on the Monte Carlo simulation was investigated. It is shown that the
well depth ratio has the most significant eﬀect. With increasing value of the well
depth ratio, the deviation of the pressure values from the model vdW1f from the
exact simulation of the binary mixture increases linearly.

1
In practical problems aimed at studying physical and chemical processes at high pressures and
temperatures, complex chemical systems are considered in which the gas (fluid) phase is multicomponent. To model complex multicomponent mixtures the eﬀective one-fluid model (vdW1f)
is widely used [1, 2]. In this model a multicomponent mixture of fluids is considered as a hypothetical (eﬀective) pure fluid. Potential parameters of the eﬀective fluid are determined through
the parameters of the intermolecular interaction of the potentials of a multicomponent mixture
and depend on its composition. In [3] it was shown that it is necessary to determine the area
of applicability of the vdW1f model as a function of the potential parameters of the mixture
components. Therefore, in this paper, we investigate the influence of potential parameters of the
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Fig. 1: Dependence of pressure error
on potential parameters

Fig. 2: Dependence of internal energy
error on potential parameters

components of a binary mixture on the calculations accuracy in comparison with the exact model
of a two-component system based on Monte Carlo simulation results. For the studies, a model
mixture of hydrogen molecules and helium atoms with diﬀerent compositions was chosen. The
interaction of the particles of this binary mixture is described by the paired spherically symmetric
potential Exp-6, applied in the region of high pressures and temperatures. Potential parameters
of hydrogen are taken from [1] and the helium parameters were varied to study the accuracy
of the model vdW1f in comparison with the results of calculations of the binary mixture. The
parameters of the unlike potential were assumed to be additive and calculated according to the
Lorentz-Berthelott rule [4]. Calculations in this work were carried out using the software code
MCCCS (The Monte Carlo for Complex Chemical Systems) Towhee [5]–[10]. This is a software
package that implements the Monte Carlo method with the required accuracy. Calculations were
performed on the cluster of the National Research Nuclear University MEPhI.
The results of the calculations are shown in Figures 1 and 2 in the form of the dependence
of the relative pressure deviations (figure 1) and internal energy (figure 2) calculated according
to the vdW1f model from the results of the exact simulation of the binary mixture. The solid
lines show the dependencies on the ratios stiﬀness parameters αHe / αH2 , the dashed lines show
∗ / r ∗ , the dashed lines depend on the ratio of the well depth
the dependence on the ratio rHe
H2
εHe /εH2 . The vertical asymptotes correspond to the values of the potential parameters of helium
He [3] .
It can be seen from the figures that the diﬀerence of the well depth of the components has
the most significant eﬀect on the accuracy of the calculated quantities using the eﬀective onefluid model. With an increase in the ratio of the well depth of the components of the binary
mixture, the deviation of the results of calculations by the vdW1f model from the results of
the exact simulation of the binary mixture increases. Thus, the use of the vdW1f model for
thermodynamic modeling of multicomponent systems can lead to absolutely unrealistic results.
Therefore, additional studies are needed on the applicability region of the vdW1f model.
The work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project No. 16-19-00188).
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On Inverse Problem of Determination of the Coeﬃcient in Strongly
Degenerate Parabolic Equation
T.I. Bukharova1,a) , V.L. Kamynin1,b) , A.P. Tonkikh2,c)
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
2 Bryansk State Academician I.G.Petrovski University
We investigate the unique solvability of the inverse problem of determination of
the lower term in the strongly degenerate parabolic equation with two independent
vatiables.
We consider the inverse problem of determination of the pair of functions {u(t, x), γ(t)}
satisfying in the rectangle Q ≡ [0, T ] × [0, l] the equation
ut − a(t, x)uxx + b(t, x)ux + γ(t)u = f (t, x),

(1)

with initial and boundary conditions
u(0, x) = u0 (x), x ∈ [0, l],

u(t, l) = 0, t ∈ [0, T ],

(2)

and additional condition of integral observation
∫l
u(t, x)ω(x)dx = φ(t),

t ∈ [0, T ].

(3)

0
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We suppose that the input data functions of the problem (10—(3) are measurable and satisfy
the conditions
x2 a1 ≤ a(t, x) ≤ a2 , (t, x) ∈ Q; a1 , a2 = const > 0;
ax (t, x),

a2x (t, x)
∈ L∞ (Q);
a(t, x)

a(t, 0) = 0, t ∈ [0, T ];

(A)

b2 (t, x)
f 2 (t, x)
∈ L∞ (Q),
∈ L1 (Q), f (t, x) ∈ L∞ (0, T ; L1 (0, l));
a(t, x)
a(t, x)

(B)

ω(x) ∈ W21 (0, l), ω(l) = 0, (aω)x , (aω)xx , (bω)x ∈ L∞ (0, T ; L2 (0, l));

(C)

1
φ(t) ∈ W∞
(0, T ), |φ(t)| ≥ φ0 > 0, t ∈ [0, T ];

(D)

u0 (x)

0

∈W 12 (0, l),

∫l
φ(0) =

u0 (x)ω(x)dx.

(E)

0

We note that, in view of the assumption (A) we can consider as an equation (1) the wellknown Black-Scholes equation which is widely used in financial mathematics.
Definition. Generalized solution of the inverse problem (1)–(3) is a pair of functions
{u(t, x), γ(t)} such that
∩
1) u(t, x) ∈ L∞ (0, T ; W21 (0, l)) C 0,β (Q), β = const ∈ (0, 1), ut ∈ L2 (Q),
au2xx ∈ L1 (Q), uxx ∈ L2 (Qδ ) ∀δ > 0, where Qδ = [0, T ] × [δ, l]; γ(t) ∈ L∞ (0, T );
2) this pair satisfies the equation (1) a.e. in Q;
3) the function u(t, x) satisfies the conditions (2),(3) in classical sense.
Theorem 1. Let the conditions (A) − (E) hold. Then there are no two diﬀerent generalized
solutions of the inverse problem (1)–(3).
Theorem 2. Let the conditions (A) − (E) hold. Suppose that T is less than the constant
which is written explicitly through the input data functions. Then there exists a generalized
solution {u(t, x), γ(t)} of the problem (1)–(3) and function u(t, x) satisfies the boundary condition
u(0, x) = 0.
The first and second authors were pаrtially supported by the Programm of Competitiveness Increase of the National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute); contract No 02.a03.21.0005,27.08.2013.

Dependence of micromobility of dental implants on its thread geometry
I.N. Dashevskiy1,a)
1 Ishlinsky Institute for Problems in Mechanics of the Russian Academy of Sciences
The eﬀect of the profile, pitch and depth of thread on the primary stability of dental
implants was studied. With the same occlusal load values and observed macromobility of the implant the thread characteristics can change micromobility on the
implant-bone interface by times. Minimal local displacements were obtained for the
square and dovetail profiles. Maximum of local displacements was observed at the
apex thread turn.
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One of the key factors in the success of dental implantation is osseointegration [1] – intergrowth of the implant with the bone. Excessive micromobility on the implant-bone interface
at loading violates the osseointegration. A natural question arises: is it possible to minimize
micromobility by controlling the structural characteristics of the implant, in particular, of the
threads?
The eﬀect of the thread characteristics (and conditions on the interface implant-bone) on the
stability of dental implants was studied in a number of papers [2-4]. In this paper, the emphasis
is on studying the eﬀect of thread characteristics (profile, depth and thread pitch) on the stability
of dental implants under immediate loading (primary stability), when osseointegration has not
yet occurred and there is no complete adhesion at the implant-bone interface. Implant was
modeled by a ribbed cylinder flush with the half-space surface, the slip condition was set on the
implant-bone interface, typical values for the load, geometric and mechanical characteristics of
the bone and implant were taken. Calculations were carried out in ANSYS.
The change in the thread profile was modeled by the variation in the slope angle of the
profile sides with a successive transition from the triangular through the trapezoidal and square
threads to the dovetail thread. With this, the implant subsidence (global mobility) varied little
(a fraction of a percent). At the same time, the maximums of local displacements (that is of
relative displacements of mutual points on the implant-bone interface) – and namely they aﬀect
osseointegration – could vary at times (with a general tendency to fall) with this change in
the profile of the thread (Fig. 1). Apparently, this is due to the increase in the engagement
and, consequently, in constraint of movements on the faces of the thread. Minima of maximum
displacements were obtained for the square and dovetail profiles. Their values were microns,
which corresponds to the results of other authors. In this case, the displacements values grew
monotonically from the last thread turn to the first (apex) one and the maximum was invariably
observed at the first (apex) thread turn.

Fig. 1: Evolution of the displacements pattern at the interface of a dental implant and bone
versus thread profile under vertical loading
The eﬀect of the thread depth and pitch was studied on a square profile. It turned out that
an increase in the thread depth from 0.1 to 0.4 mm (as well as reducing the thread pitch from
2.0 to 0.4 mm) led to a decrease in the implant sediment by 3-6
The study was carried out together with PS Shushpannikov on the theme of the state assignment (state registration number AAAA-A17-117021310386-3) and with partial support of RFBR
grants No. 17-08-01579 and No. 17-08-01312.
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On personification of the evaluation of stress-strain state in a mandible
according to CT data for diﬀerent dental implantation schemes
I.N. Dashevskiy1,a) , D.A. Gribov1,b)
1 Ishlinsky Institute for Problems in Mechanics of the Russian Academy of Sciences
A computer simulation of orthopedic rehabilitation planning for a patient 67 years
old with implants placement onto the edentulous mandible was carried out. The
material of implants and dentures (titanium or zirconium dioxide) had little eﬀect
on the stress-strain state of bone tissue. Increased osseointegration (modeled by
increasing friction from full slip to full adhesion) led to a decrease in the concentration
of both stresses and displacements. Oblique loads were more dangerous than vertical
ones, loading in the lateral part of the artificial dentition – more dangerous than in
the frontal compartment. Comparison of diﬀerent implantation schemes showed that
an increase in the number of implants somewhat smoothed the concentration of both
stresses and displacements in bone tissues.
Individualization of medical treat is one of the hot points of today’s medicine including
implant dentistry [1]. A computer simulation of orthopedic rehabilitation planning [2] for a
patient 67 years old with implants placement onto the edentulous mandible was carried out.
In order to optimize the distribution of functional stresses in the bone tissue around the
implants, as well as in prosthetic structures, several implantation schemes were considered with
diﬀerent number of implants. Implants computer models were created according to the data
given in the accompanying documentation, as well as from the results of direct measurements.
To personalize the diagnostic data, mandible cone-beam computerized tomography was done with
the dental tomograph Galileos (Sirona). Image processing, including segmentation, creation of
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a three-dimensional triangulated surface model and a tetrahedral grid, was carried out in the
MIMICS program complex [3] (Fig. 1). The model obtained was supplemented with implants
models and passed on to the finite-element complex ANSYS, where numerical simulation was
carried out.

Fig. 1: Determination of the x-ray density of the mandible
Titanium and zirconium dioxide implants 10-11 mm long and 3.5 mm in diameter were taken.
For removable dentures schemes were studied on a beam with a semi labile fixation and with rigid
locking fastening to the beam, fixed dentures were provided with small cantilevers. Diﬀerent
loading schemes were considered, corresponding to central (nibble) and one-sided (chewing)
occlusion. Central occlusion was modeled by applying vertical or oblique loads to two central
implants. There were cases of complete (adhesion on the implant-bone interface) and incomplete
(sliding or friction on the interface) osseointegration.
Areas of stress concentration in the bone in all cases arose at the thread tops and carvings,
and especially in the vicinity of the implant neck (platform). Micromotions (relative displacement
of corresponding points on the implant-bone interface) in the case of complete osseointegration
were absent, while for incomplete osseointegration (primary stability) the maximum micromotions appeared on the first (apex) thread. The material of implants and dentures (titanium or
zirconium dioxide) had little eﬀect on the stress-strain state of bone tissue. Increased osseointegration (modeled by increasing friction from full slip to full adhesion) led to a decrease in
the concentration of both stresses and displacements. Oblique loads were more dangerous than
vertical ones, loading in the lateral part of the artificial dentition – more dangerous than in the
frontal compartment. Comparison of diﬀerent implantation schemes showed that an increase in
the number of implants somewhat smoothed the concentration of both stresses and displacements
in bone tissues.
The study was carried out on the theme of the state assignment (state registration number
AAAA-A17-117021310386-3) and with partial support of RFBR grants No. 17-08-01579 and No.
17-08-01312.
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Governing Equations of the Thermoelastoplasticity in Toroidal Coordinates
E.P. Dats1,a) , E.V. Murashkin2,3,b)
State University of Economics and Service
2 Ishlinskiy Institute for Problems in Mechanics RAS
3 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
1 Vladivostok

A governing system of equations for the theory of thermal stresses in a toroidal
coordinate system is obtained. The boundary value problems for thermoelasticplastic
solids with toroidal symmetry properties are considered. A solution is presented for
the problem of thermoelastic toroid deformation under conditions of uniform thermal
expansion.
The toroidal coordinate system is widely used for mathematical simulations of processes occurring in solids with geometrical properties possessing the toroidal symmetry. For example in
astrophysics, toroidal coordinates naturally define the geometry of spiralling galaxies and allow
us to investigate their dynamics and evolution. For another hand in thermonuclear physics,
toroidal chambers with magnetic coils are the main objects for studying the processes of thermonuclear fusion. The magnetohydrodynamics governing equations simulating the behavior of
the plasma are often written in toroidal coordinates [1]. The toroidal coordinates can be used in
the study of the magnetic accelerators exploitation [2]. The calculation of the stress–strain state
characteristics of the solids having a toroidal shape is the actual problem of applied science and
technology [3].
One of the sections of solid mechanics that attract the attention of scientists and engineers
is the theory of thermoelastoplasticity, which makes it possible to simulate the processes of
deformation in a solid material subject to the influence of a thermal gradient. The analytical
solutions of a number of boundary value problems in the frameworks of thermal stresses theory
and under conditions of axisymmetric thermal action were early obtained taking into account
the plastic properties of the material. In depth studies of the problems of the residual strains and
stresses under conditions of spherical symmetry for an elastoplastic material under nonstationary
thermal action are carried out in [4, 5]. The solutions for stresses and displacements fields in
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elastoplastic material under conditions of axial symmetry in cylindrical coordinates are obtained
in [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Specific features of the stress–strain state calculation in the case of a plane
stress of plane strain hypothesises were found for materials with the yield stress depending on
temperature. Investigation of the stress–strain state of the material under toroidal symmetry
conditions promotes the further development of the theory of temperature stresses and can
generalize the early results.
The system of equilibrium equations can be furnished in the following form
σrr,r +

σrθ,θ
σrφ,φ
σrr − σθθ
sin(θ)
+
+
+
(σrr − σφφ + ctg(σrθ )) = 0,
r
R0 + r sin(θ)
r
R0 + r sin(θ)

σrθ,r +

σθθ,θ
σθφ,φ
2σrθ
sin(θ)
+
+
+
(σrθ + ctg(θ)(σθθ − σφφ )) = 0, (1)
r
(R0 + r sin(θ))
r
R0 + r sin(θ)

σrφ,r +

σθφ,θ
σφφ,φ
σrφ
2 sin(θ)
+
+
+
(σrφ + ctg(θ)σθφ ) = 0
r
R0 + r sin(θ)
r
R0 + r sin(θ)

It is assumed that the eﬀect of deformation processes on the variation of the temperature
field is negligible in the framework of the theory of thermal stresses. Thus the stress-strain state
is determined by a prescribed temperature distribution. The stationary heat conduct equation
in toroidal coordinates reads by
T,rr +

T,θθ
cos(θ)T,θ
T,φφ
(R0 + 2r sin(θ))T,r
+ 2 +
+
=0
r(R0 + r sin(θ))
r
r(R0 + r sin(θ)) (R0 + r sin(θ))2

(2)

Among the methods for the reduced system of equations solving one can chose the expansion
in a series on the parameter ϵ = r0 /R0 [12]. In many calculations this parameter can be considered as small. Value ϵ arises in the presented system of equations with the dimensionless radial
coordinate r = r/r0 . As an example, we give the simplest solution for a torus with a uniform
heating to a temperature Tm . This solution implies that even in the trivial case the solution is
two-dimensional with following stress–strain state parameters
ur (r, θ) = α(Tm − T0 )(r + R0 sin(θ)),
σrr = σφφ = σθθ = 0,

uθ = α(Tm − T0 )R0 cos(θ),

err = eφφ = eθθ = α(Tm − T0 )

uφ = 0,
(3)

The nondiagonal components of stress and strain tensors are vanished. T0 is the referential
temperature of the torus at which no deformations are assumed, α is the linear thermal expansion
coeﬃcient. Numerical analysis of displacements in the hollow torus occupying domain r1 < r < r2
under the nonuniform thermal expansion of (T (r1 ) ̸= T (r2 )) shows that the angular displacement
can be approximated for the parameter ε > 5 by an expression obtained in (3) if we use for the
temperature Tm the value of the mean temperature of the torus determined by the following
equation
∫ 2π ∫ r2
1
(4)
T =
T (ρ, θ)ρ(R0 + ρ sin(θ))dρdθ
πR0 (r22 − r12 ) 0
r1
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In this paper we present algorithm for calculating the potential of a single layer with
increased accuracy on the basis of the quadrature formulas obtained in the course
work of B.E. Gonochenko. Also the accuracy is estimated.
As is known, when solving boundary value problems for the Laplace and Helmholtz equations
the method of reducing them to integral equations along the boundary of the region is used [1].
For this, the solution is sought in the form of a single or double layer potential or in the form
of a linear combination of them (also sometimes the angular potential in the two-dimensional
case and the bulk potential are used). The density of the potential is found from the integral
equation at the boundary of the region.
In particular, let us consider the potential of a single layer. For the Laplace equation ∆w = 0
in the three-dimensional case, it has the form
∫∫
σ(y)dSy
1
,
V (x) =
4π
Rxy
Φ

where Φ is a smooth closed surface, x is a point not lying on the surface Φ, y is point lying on
the surface Φ, Rxy is the distance between points x and y, σ(y) is the density of the potential.
For the Helmholtz equation ∆w + k 2 w = 0 in the three-dimensional case the potential of a
single layer has the form
∫∫
σ(y)eikRxy dSy
1
V (x) =
.
4π
Rxy
Φ

With the approximate calculation of the potential of a single layer the following problem
arises. The kernel of the potential of a single layer is a singular function, i.e. tends to infinity
with x → y. At the same time, the potential of a single layer V (x) is continuous when passing
through the surface Φ. Hence, if one calculates the potential of a single layer by discretizing the
surface and using standard quadrature formulas the error will increase sharply if the observation
point x is near the surface Φ (the approximate solution will tend to infinity when the exact
solution is finite).
To avoid this problem and obtain a uniform approximation in the region D of the single layer
potential is possible if one singles out the main (singular) part of the single-layer potential and
calculates the integral for it exactly at each part of the discretization of the surface Φ. In this
case the main parts of the single-layer potential for the Laplace equation and for the Helmholtz
equation are equal and therefore the results can be used both for solving boundary value problems
for the Laplace equation and for solving boundary value problems for the Helmholtz equation.
We note that the same approach is also suitable for approximate calculation of the potential of
a double layer and for an approximate solution of integral equations on the boundary of a region
into which direct values of potential on the surface Φ are included.
In the two-dimensional case, this approach was implemented in [2] where exact quadrature
formulas for solving the skew-derivative problem for the Laplace equation in the exterior of an
open arc were constructed. Examples of numerical calculations in [2] show that these formulas
really make it possible to achieve high accuracy uniformly throughout the region.
In this paper we calculated the potential for the Laplace equation and the Helmholtz equation
by the quadrature formulas of increased accuracy for the cases when the surface is a sphere, an
ellipsoid of rotation and a rectangle. Dependences of the potential from diﬀerent coordinates and
equipotential contours for the Laplace equation were plotted. In the case of a spherical surface
these dependencies were compared with theoretical ones. It was found that the deviation from
the theoretical values is proporional to the square of the step of the discretization. A table of
relative errors for diﬀerent discretizations and distances from the center of the sphere was made.
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An approximate analytical solution for the shock wave structure in a duct
with a pseudo-perforated wall
S.V. Gorkunov1,a) , Y.A. Bogdanova1,b) , A.V. Karabulin1,c)
Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute)
1 National

An approximate analytical solution is obtained for the shock tube problem in a rectangular duct with an array of rectangular grooves in the lower wall. The analytical
solution is based on the approximate quasi-1D shock adiabat for a shock wave that
propagates in a channel with periodically located barriers. This problem is also
studied numerically. It is found that the approximate analytical solution correctly
predicts the propagation velocity of the leading discontinuity and the flow parameters at this discontinuity. The leading gas-dynamic discontinuity is followed by a
relaxation zone in which there are long-wave and short-wave flow oscillations. These
oscillations are caused by waves arising from the interaction of the flow behind the
leading shock wave with the side and bottom walls of the grooves. An approximate
analytical solution allows one to obtain the values of the flow parameters at the
end of the relaxation zone. These values are in good agreement with the numerical
calculation.
The present work is devoted to the study of the propagation of shock waves in a duct with
grooves (a pseudo-perforated wall). The computational model is shown in Figure 1. The channel
consists of two sections. On the right side of the channel there are grooves in the lower channel
wall. The wall is smooth in the left part of the channel.
At the initial instant of time, for x < 0, the gas has parameters P3 , v3 = 0 and ρ3 and the
parameters P0 , v0 = 0, ρ0 for x ≥ 0. Here P is the pressure, v is the velocity, and ρ is the gas
density. The normal component of the velocity of the gas is zero at the gas-channel-wall and
gas-groove-wall boundaries. Adhesion on the walls is absent. The basic equations governing the
propagation of a shock wave along a pseudo-perforated tube are as follows

 

ρ
ρυj
∂  
∂ 
|υ|2
P
ρυi +
ρυi υj  = 0,
E =e+
,
e=
,
(1)
∂t
∂xj
2
(γ − 1)ρ
ρE
(ρE + P )υj
a)
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Fig. 2: Division of the flow into zones used to
obtain approximate formulas for the discontinuity structure.

Fig. 1: Geometry of the problem.

where E is the total specific energy of the gas and e is the specific internal energy.
It was found in [6] that, from the point of view of large spatial scales, a complex consisting of
a leading gas-dynamic discontinuity and a relaxation zone can be considered as a discontinuity
with the structure, and an eﬀective shock adiabat for such a discontinuity is obtained. The
presence of a relatively narrow zone in which a nonmonotonic change in the flow parameters
occurs to a certain constant value is characteristic of the structure of discontinuities in the
presence of dispersion and dissipation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
According to [6], behind the leading gas-dynamic discontinuity there is a relaxation zone in
which the flow parameters change rapidly and nonmonotonically. Behind the zone of relaxation
is a zone in which flow parameters change slowly. A diagram of the simplifying separation of the
flow into zones and regions is shown in Fig. 2. For the average values of the gas parameters at
the end of the relaxation zone, we use the index 1 if the gas is outside the groove and the index
is 2 if the gas is inside the groove. It is assumed that P1 = P2 , v2 = 0, ρ1 ̸= ρ2 .
The approximate relations for the shock parameters was obtained in [6]. These relations have
the form

ρ0 D0 + αρ0 D0 + υ1 ρ1 − ρ1 D0 − αρ2 D0 = 0, ρ1 υ1 D0 + αυ1 (ρ2 − ρ0 )D0 + P0 − ρ1 υ12 − P1 = 0
(
)
2
2 −1
 (1+α)(P1 −P0 ) D0 − ρ1 υ1 (υ1 − D0 ) − γP1 υ1 = 0, ρ2 = ρ0 + (1 − ρ0 )P1 P1 + (γ−1)υ1
γ−1
2
γ−1
ρ1
ρ1
2
(2)
where α = hl/(HL). The system (2) implicitly determines the dependence of P1 on v1 .
For H = 10 m, L = 2 m, h = 10 m, l = 0.8 m, P0 = 100 kPa, ρ0 = 1.17 kg/m 3 , P3 = 1 MPa
and ρ3 = 11.7 kg/m3 the system of equations (2) has the solution P1 = 235 kPa, v1 = 290 m/s,
ρ1 = 2.23 kg/m3 , ρ2 = 2.10 kg/m3 and D = 451 m/s.
The pressure profiles at the time t = 0.96 s are shown in Figure 3 by lines 4 and 5. The
presence of the grooves leads to a decrease in the average velocity of the shock wave by 19% and
the overpressure decreases by 17%.
The system of equations (1) was solved by the Godunov-Kolgan method. Figure 3 shows the
distribution of the average pressure P as a function of the coordinate x.
The flow parameters averaged over the channel cross section have long-wave and short-wave
oscillations. These oscillations are not introduced numerically, but are inherent in the solution
of the system (1). The amplitude of the oscillations decays with distance from the leading
gas-dynamic discontinuity. In the relaxation zone, long-wave pressure oscillations occur near
the mean value, which agrees well with the value of P1 (line 5, in Figure 3) obtained using
the analytical approach described above. The appearance of long-wavelength and short-wave
oscillations of the flow parameters in the relaxation zone is associated with reflection of the
waves from the lower and lateral walls of the groove ( Figure 4).
This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation, project no. 16-19-00188.
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Fig. 4: Pressure field at time t = 0.96 s.
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The accuracy of the theories based on statistical physics for the
thermodynamic modeling of state parameters of dense pure gases (fluids).
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The current level of development of statistical mechanics allows to obtain equations
of state for pure substances based on the intermolecular interaction potentials. There
are three theories that provide the highest accuracy of calculation of the thermodynamic properties of pure fluid (liquid or gas at the supercritical state) in a wide
range of pressures and temperatures.Comparison of the accuracy of calculations of
the state parameters of substances is performed on the basis of these theories.
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To date, experimental determination of composition and thermodynamic parameters of complex chemical systems at high pressures and temperatures is extremely diﬃcult and often even
impossible. Therefore, a realistic thermodynamic simulation quasi-equilibrium processes in this
range of thermodynamic conditions is of considerable scientific and practical interest including
problems of detonation and shock waves, geophysics, astrophysics, etc.
Today there are three theories that provide the highest accuracy of calculation of thermodynamic properties of one-component fluid (liquid or gas in the supercritical state), molecules
which interact with a given spherically symmetric potential, in a wide range of pressures and
temperatures, including the range of high densities. These are variational perturbation theory
MCRSR[1], HMSA integral equation[2] and the KLRR perturbation theory[3]. These theories
were developed on the basis of statistical physics and have a deep physical basis. The equations
of state models (EOS), developed on the basis of these theories are theoretically substantiated
too. The application of the potential theories allows to get a much more reliable EOS for fluids,
compared with empirical equations.
These theories allow to calculate the thermodynamic properties of substances in diﬀerent
phase state (gas, liquid and solid) in agreement with the Monte Carlo (MC) data a hundred
times faster MC calculations and molecular modeling (MD). Therefore, computer codes based
on these theories are developed for thermodynamic calculations in a wide region of pressures and
temperatures.
These theories calculations are consistent with a direct computer Monte Carlo simulation
(computer experiment) that allows to accurately calculate thermodynamic properties of systems
of molecules with interacting with each other with a given intermolecular potential and to assess
the accuracy of the considered theories.
Nowadays, we have developed models of the EOS of the fluid phase on the basis of improved KLRR perturbation theory[4] and integral equations HSMA/C [2]. In this work the
variational theory was developed in two ways using the function proposed in [1] to correct for
excess Helmholtz energy in such a way that the pressure and internal energy are in good agreement with the results of computer simulation Monte Carlo and without this function. Now it is
possible to compare the statistics of the deviations of calculations of the thermodynamic properties of one-component fluid from the MC data on the best three theories and determine the most
accurate theory. There are assumed that the interaction of molecules is described by spherically
symmetric potential, Exp-6 in all three theories.
In the variational theories of the perturbations of the excess Helmholtz energy is minimized
by variation of the diameter of hard spheres at fixed temperature T, specific volume V and
number of particles N. The value of the hard-sphere diameter d is determined by minimization
of the excess Helmholtz energy with the use of assumptions made in [1].
In the developed theory MCRSR multiple numerical integration and diﬀerentiation leads to
significant costs in computer time in the developed theory. But of course, these costs are not
comparable with the required time for MC and MD.
The computer program calculation of thermodynamic properties of one component fluids has
been developed based on the methodology MCRSR. The results of calculations were compared
with the MC data (see table 1).
MCRSR theory provides a satisfactory agreement with calculations of Monte Carlo for a
wide class of intermolecular potentials, especially, for the interesting us potential of Exp-6. This
theory has been implemented in the computer code CHEQ [5], which was developed at Lawrence
Livermore lab in the U.S. and in the French code CARTE [6].
Calculations show that the semiempirical term Ross significantly improves the agreement
between theory MCRSR and MC simulation data. Even using this semi-empirical term Ross
theory MCRSR is less accurate compared to an improved version of the KLRR[1]. Comparison
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Table 1: The statistics of the relative deviations calculated in this work values of the dimensionless
pressure, Z and the dimensionless excess internal energy U *, on the base theories MCRSR,
HMSA/C and an improved version of the KLRR [4] of fluid with the potential Exp-6 from the
MC results [2].

Method

Рћver 55 MC
points:
δZ, % δU *, %

KLRR
MCRSR
HMSA/РЎ

0.60
2.07
0.72

0.87
2.46
1.89

KLRR
MCRSR
HMSA/C

0.90
2.33
0.84

1.44
3.29
3.64

KLRR
MCRSR
HMSA/C

5.30
5.06
2.43

7.00
11.56
23.42

Over
19
MC Over
18
MC
points for α = 11.5 points for α = 13.5
δZ, %
δU *, %
δZ, %
δU *, %
Relative average deviation, %
0.55
0.60
0.50
0.75
2.92
1.87
1.78
2.29
0.46
1.19
0.72
1.69
Relative rms deviation, %
0.62
0.76
0.56
0.99
3.10
2.14
1.86
2.85
0.54
1.32
0.80
2.28
Relative maximum deviation, %
1.48
1.72
1.05
2.96
4.11
3.87
2.40
4.82
1.08
2.20
1.63
7.62

Over
18
MC
points for α = 15.5
δZ, %
δU *, %
0.75
1.52
0.98

1.26
3.24
2.85

1.32
1.79
1.10

2.16
4.45
5.78

5.30
5.06
2.43

7.00
11.56
23.42

of calculations of dimensionless deviations of pressure and internal energy from MC data on these
three theories give similar results (table 1).
However, the improved version of the calculations on the base of the KLRR perturbation
theory[4] are more accurate than the integral equations HMSA/C [2] and variational theory
MCRSR [1] calculations. It follows from the table 1. This conclusion is confirmed by [7]
This work is supported by the Russian Science Foundation under grant 16-19-00188.
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Аxial closed form texture component approximating the canonical normal
distribution
T.M. Ivanova1,a)
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPHI
Easily calculated texture components are necessary for solving problems of quantitative texture analysis. In the present work we obtain closed form approximation for
the axial component of the canonical normal distibution on SO(3) with central and
non-central scattering.
Modeling and interpreting the texture of polycrystalline materials by the method of texture
components is based on the use of standard functions [1]. The latter describe the shape, position
in the orientation space and the scattering of texture components.The texture components in the
form of the canonical normal distribution on the rotation group SO(3) are widely used [2]-[4].
The peak component of the canonical normal distribution is represented by the series
∞
( (
)
)
(
) ∑
(
) sin(2l + 1) ω2
, cos ω = 0.5 Sp g0−1 g − 1 , (1)
f peak g, g0 , ε2 =
(2l+1) exp −l(l + 1)ε2
ω
sin 2
l=0

while the axial component with the axis ⃗nA has the form
f

axial

(

)

2

g, g0 , ε , ⃗nA =

∞
∑

(
)
(2l + 1) exp −l(l + 1)ε2 Pl ((g0⃗nA , g⃗nA )) .

(2)

l=0

The use of texture components of the form (1),(2) is associated with the high complexity of
calculations and the need to truncate the series depending on the sharpness of the texture.
Closed form approximation for the distribution (1) was proposed in [5]. In the present work
we obtain closed form approximation for the distribution (2). For the central canonical normal
distribution it has the form
(
)
{
}
2
1
1
2 ω
2
2 ω
1
−
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]
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2
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2
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)
g0−1 g = [⃗n, ω] , cos ω = 0.5 Sp g0−1 g − 1 .
In particular, if ⃗nA = {001} then
axial
fapprox

(

g, g0 , ε

2

)

=

1
ε2

+ 12 cos2
cos3

β
2

β
2

{
}
(
)
1
2 β
exp − 2 tan
, β = β g0−1 g .
ε
2

It should be noted that the closed form approximation for the axial component is constructed
not only for the central normal distribution (2), but also for the normal distribution with noncentral scattering, which coeﬃcients can be found only numerically.
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Determination of the right-hand term in degenerate parabolic equation with
two independent variables
V.L. Kamynin1,a) , A.B. Kostin1,b)
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute)
We find two type conditions suﬃcient for unique solvability of inverse problem of
source determination for degenerate parabolic equation with two independent variables.
Let us give a formulation of the problem. We consider the inverse problem of determination
of a pair of functions {u(x, t); p(x)}, satisfying in Q ≡ [0, T ] × [0, l] the parabolic equation
ut − a(x, t)uxx − b(x, t)ux − d(x, t)u = p(x)g(x, t) + r(x, t),

(1)

the initial and boundary conditions
u(x, 0) = u0 (x),

x ∈ [0, l],

u(0, t) = u(l, t) = 0,

t ∈ [0, T ],

(2)

and additional condition of integral observation
∫

T

u(x, t)χ(t) dt = φ(x),

x ∈ [0, l].

(3)

0

Here T > 0, l > 0 are some fixed numbers. The main feature of our study is that the leading
coeﬃcient a(x, t) of the equation (1) is bounded but only nonnegative, and satisfy the condition
1/a(x, t) ∈ Lq (Q),

(4)

q > 1.

Thus the equation (1) is a degenerate parabolic equation.
a)
b)
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Definition. By the generalized solution of the problem (1)–(3) we mean the pair of functions
{u(x, t); p(x)},
◦

u ∈ C 0,σ (Q) ∩ L∞ (0, T ; W 12 (0, l)) ∩ Ws2,1 (Q), s > 1, σ ∈ (0, 1),

p ∈ L∞ (0, l)

such that this pair satisfies the equation (1) almost everywhere in Q and the function u(x, t)
satisfies the conditions (2), (3) in classical sense.
We note that the inverse problem (1)–(3) with a(x, t) strictly positive (a(x, t) ⩾ a0 > 0)
but unbounded were investigated in [1]. Inverse problem for higher order degenerate parabolic
equation without lower terms and with additional condition (3) was investigated in [2]. Let us
also mention that the close inverse problem of determination of the source term in degenerate
parabolic equation with the leading coeﬃcient satisfied the condition (4) were studied in [3, 4]
in the case when additional condition has the form
∫ l
u(x, t)ω(x) dx = ψ(t), t ∈ [0, T ].
0

The inverse problems for degenerate parabolic equations are important in applications in engineering and financial mathematics.
In our study we give two types of conditions suﬃcient for unique solvability of inverse problem (1)–(3). This results are based on the investigation of corresponding direct problem (1)–(2)
(where the function p(x) is known) and on estimates of it generalized solution. The obtained
results for direct problem are also new and of independent interest.
The authors were partially supported by the program of competitiveness increase of the
National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics Institute) contract
no 02.a03.21.0005.27.08.2013.
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Plane contact problem for foundation with multilayer nonuniform coating
K.E. Kazakov1,2,a) , A.V. Manzhirov1,2,3,b)
1 Ishlinsky Institute for Problems in Mechanics of the Russian Academy of Sciences
2 Bauman Moscow State Technical University
3 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
Plane contact problem for a viscoelastic foundation with multilayer coating and a
rigid punch is considered. It is assumed that thin coating consist of several diﬀerent
elastic layers. The rigidity of each layer depend on longitudial coordinate and can
be described by own rapidly changing function. We obtain basic integral equation
and additional conditions for this problem. The analytic solution of the problem is
constructed.

1

Statement of the Problem

We assume that a viscoelastic layer with a multilayer coating lies on a rigid basis. At time τ0 ,
the force P (t) with eccentricity e(t) starts to indent a smooth rigid punch of width 2a into the
surface of such a foundation. A specific characteristic of this contact interaction is the fact that
the rigidity of each layer in coating depend on longitudial coordinate and can be described by
rapidly changing function. The coating is assumed to be thin compared with the contact area, i.e.,
its total thickness (sum of layers thicknesses) satisfies the condition h = h1 + h2 + · · · + hn ≪ 2a.
(Here hi is thickness of ith layer in coating, n is number of layers.) The lower viscoelastic layer
has arbitrary thickness H. We denote the moment of its production τlower . We assume that
the coating maximum rigidity is less than the rigidity of the lower layer or they are of the same
order of magnitude. We consider the case of plane strain and the case of smooth layer-layer and
layer-basis contact.
The integral equation of the problem has a form [1]:
∫ a
n
(x − ξ )
∑
q(ξ, t)
q(x, t)hi 2(1 − ν22 )
+
(I − V)
kpl
dξ = δ(t) + α(t)x − g(x),
Ri (x)
π
H
E
lower (t − τlower )
−a
i=1

∫

t

Vf (x, t) =

K(t − τlower , τ − τlower )f (x, τ ) dτ,

τ0

(1)
[
]
∂
1
K(t, τ ) = Elower (τ )
+ C lower (t, τ ) ,
∂τ Elower (τ )

where Ri (t) are contact rigidities of the coating layers depend on Young moduli and Poisson’s
ratios of this layers; Elower and νlower are the Young modulus and Poisson’s ratio of lower layer;
δ(t) and α(t) are punch settlement and tilt angle; g(x) is punch base form; I is the identity
operator; V is the Volterra integral operators with tensile creep kernels K(t, τ ); C lower (t, τ ) is
the tensile creep functions; kpl [(x − ξ)/H] is known kernel of the plane contact problem, which
has the form
∫ ∞
L(u)
cosh 2u − 1
kpl (s) =
cos(su) du, L(u) =
.
u
sinh
2u + 2u
0
The additional conditions has a form
∫ a
∫ a
q(ξ, t) dξ = P (t),
q(ξ, t)ξ dξ = P (t)e(t).
−a
a)
b)

−a
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There are exist 4 diﬀerent versions of the problem: 1) the settlement and tilt angle of the
punch are given (i.e., the right-hand side of the equation is given); 2) the punch settlement and
the moment of the load application are given; 3) the tilt angle of the punch and the force of the
load application are given; 4) the force and the moment of the load application are given.

2

Final Solution

If we introduce into (1) new function
m(x) =

n
∑
i=1

hi
,
Ri (x)

we obtain the problem, described in [2].
The solution of such a problem for the case of known force and eccentricity can be constructed
by using special basis and generalized projection method [3]. We note that earlier no solutions
of the problem with incomplete information about the right-hand side and additional conditions
(cases 2)–4)) have been obtained even in the case of an elastic material. This could be done only
by using the generalized projection method. Moreover, this methods allowed us to construct
a new eﬀective solution of the classical problem for the Fredholm integral equation of second
kind with the Schmidt kernel fora given right-hand side, which diﬀers from theclassical solution
presented in Goursat’s book [4].
The final solution for this case has a form:
[∑ h ]−1
1
i
[z0 (t)p0 (x) + z1 (t)p1 (x) + · · · ] =
[z0 (t)p0 (x) + z1 (t)p1 (x) + · · · ],
q(x, t) =
m(x)
Ri (x)
n

i=1

where pk (x) is polynomial of degree k, zk (t) is known function depend on time. This form of
solution allows one to perform computations for actual nonuniformities of layers in coating, which
are described by diﬀerent rapidly changing functions Ri (x). The use of other known methods
for constructing the analytic solution of the basic integral equation leads to major errors in the
numerical implementation.
We can obtain the explicit formulas for the punch settlement and the tilt angle also.
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Basic operators method extension for 3D stationary problems on
unstructured tetrahedral meshes
I.A. Kondratyev1,2,a) , S.G. Moiseenko1,b)
Research Institute RAS
2 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
1 Space

Support operator method (Samarskii’s method, operator-diﬀerence method) has
proven itself well in 2D numerical simulations of astrophysical problems. We extended this method for three dimensional case. 3D grid analogues for continuous
diﬀerential operators using a cell-node approximation were derived. A test problem
for calculation of spatial Newtonian gravitational potential was solved. The stationary heat transfer equation in spherical layer with Dirichlet boundary condition on the
inner surface and third type boundary condition on the outer one was calculated. It
is planned to continue developing the method and apply it to diﬀerent astrophysical
problems.
The idea of operator approach [1] was developed by Samarskii and his disciples for partial
diﬀerential equations. It consists of inclusion of boundary conditions in finite diﬀerence form
into the grid analogue of solving problem and formulation of the finite diﬀerence problem as
operator equation. Basic operators method consists of construction of grid analogues of vector
operators. The finite diﬀerence operators are constructed in the way to fulfill corresponding
relations between continuous operators (for instance, div(rot)= 0, div is conjugated to -grad;
div(grad) is self-conjugated etc.). The method allows obtaining completely conservative finite
diﬀerence schemes. The matrix which corresponds to the self-conjugated operator is symmetrical
and can be inversed eﬃciently by modern iteration methods. 2D basic operators approach on the
triangular grid was suggested by Ardelyan [2, 3]. It was successfully applied for numerical solution
of diﬀerent plasma physics [4] and astrophysical problems such as collapse of magnetized rotating
cloud [5], magnetorotational core-collapse supernovae [6] and etc. We derived 3D analogues of
corresponding diﬀerential operators on the unstructured tetrahedral grid (Fig. 1). Operatordiﬀerence technique, developed by Ardelyan, includes also formulation of boundary conditions
of diﬀerent types in operator form a consequent its inclusion into operator equation. For testing
of the 3D extension of the operator method we calculated gravitational potential of the star
(Fig. 2). It was found that the method allows calculating the gravitational potential for the case
when the density of the star is changing by many orders (neutron star) on grid with moderate
grid dimension. The second test was the calculation of the heat transfer in spherical layer with
the first type boundary condition on the inner surface of the layer and third order boundary
condition on the outer surface of the layer.
a)
b)
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Fig. 1: Tetrahedral mesh cross section in Y − Z plane (left) and boundary surface of the mesh
(right)

Fig. 2: Solution for the gravitational potential (cross section in Y − Z plane) for the given mass
1 √
z
density ρ = 4π
(left - numerical, right - accurate)
2
2
2
x +y +z
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Calculation of sums of Rayleigh type by zeros of equation containing Bessel
function and its derivative
A.B. Kostin1,a) , V.B. Sherstyukov1,b)
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute)
In the paper equations of view azJν′ (z) + bJν (z) = 0 with complex parameters
ν, a, b and the Bessel function Jν (z) are studied. Special summation relations for
zeros of the equation are proved. The obtained results are consistent with well-known
formulas for classical Rayleigh sums calculated by zeros of the Bessel function.
The paper is a continuaton of researches published in [1, 2]. We consider the equation
azJν′ (z) + bJν (z) = 0,

z ∈ C,

(1)

with parameters ν, a, b ∈ C that |a| + |b| > 0. We are interested in non-trivial, i. e. other than
z = 0, zeros of the equation (1). There are infinitely many zeros and all ones are located in some
horizontal strip symmetrically with respect to the point z = 0. We denote the zeros ±zν, k (a, b) ≡
±zν, k , k ∈ N, where zν, k are zeros of (1) belonging to the set {Re z > 0} ∪ {Re z = 0, Im z > 0}
a)
b)
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and numbered in order of increasing the module taking into account the multiplicity. Any zero
z ̸= 0 has multiplicity ⩽ 2 and its multiplicity is equal to two only in the case a2 z 2 = a2 ν 2 − b2 .
Thus, all non-trivial zeros of the equation (1) are simple with the possible exception of one pair of
symmetric zeros. Similarly with the classical Rayleigh sums [3, 4] we define the sums of Rayleigh
type
η (2m) (ν, a, b) =

∞
∑

1

2m (a, b) ,
zν,
k
k=1

m ∈ N.

(2)

Similar sums were studied in articles [5]–[8]. Our main result gives recurrent formulas for calculating sums of (2). The relations
η (2) (ν, a, b) =

b + aν + 2a
,
4(ν + 1)(b + aν)

η (4) (ν, a, b) =

]2
a2
1 [ (2)
a2 ν
+
η
(ν,
a,
b)
−
η (2) (ν, a, b),
4(b2 − a2 ν 2 )(ν + 2) ν + 2
(b2 − a2 ν 2 )(ν + 2)

η

(2m+2)

m−1
∑
a2
η (2m−2p) (ν, a, b) η (2p) (ν, a, b) +
(ν, a, b) = 2
(b − a2 ν 2 )(ν + m + 1)
p=1

+

1
ν+m+1

m
∑

η (2m+2−2p) (ν, a, b) η (2p) (ν, a, b) −

p=1

a2 (ν + m − 1)
η (2m) (ν, a, b),
(b2 − a2 ν 2 )(ν + m + 1)

where m = 2, 3, . . . , a, b ∈ C, ν ∈ C \ {−1, −2, . . .}, b2 − a2 ν 2 ̸= 0 are taken place. Special
cases not covered by these formulas are separately analyzed.
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Modeling of acetylene detonation in a shock tube by the large particle
method with TVD correction
I.M. Kozlov1,a) , N.I. Misuchenko1 , A.V. Teterev1,2
State University, Belarus
2 National Research Nuclear University «MEPhI»
1 Belarusian

A one-dimensional TVD correction scheme is described, which can be successfully applied not only in 1D calculations, but also in 2D-3D modeling [1],[2]. The advantage
of the proposed scheme is the lack of solving matrix equations. The implementation
of the scheme in conjunction with the large particle method was tested on the problems of arbitrary discontinuity breakup and strong point explosion. The modeling of
acetylene combustion in a shock tube and its transition to detonation was performed
depending on the conditions set on the surface of the tube, and the parameters of
the problem.
In the diﬀerence scheme of the large particle method [3], all the principal independent hydrodynamic variables - density, velocity and specific energy of the substance are determined in
the center of cells. To obtain the flows of these quantities in this scheme, they are interpolated
first to the cell edges, and then the corresponding flows of mass, momentum and energy are
formed. In the classical TVD schemes the basic value flows are first calculated in the cell center,
where these variables are defined, and then the resulting flows are interpolated to the cell edge.
This circumstance causes the necessity of verification of the joint operation of the large particle
scheme and the TVD correction one. The problem of the decay of an arbitrary discontinuity and
the problem of a strong point explosion were chosen as test problems.
Nowadays, the use of detailed chemical kinetics in modeling two-dimensional and, moreover,
three-dimensional problems of gas dynamics to describe combustion and detonation processes is
extremely expensive and ineﬀective. Therefore, the proposed physical-chemical model uses tabular descriptions of the thermodynamic state for each component of the gas mixture separately,
but they may not be in a state of chemical equilibrium and may participate in mutual chemical
transformation. In addition, each component can be a given mixture of simpler elements with
a fixed composition, which is not changed either as a result of the chemical reactions included
in the model, or due to convective transfer or other processes. For example, oxygen-enriched
air mixture can be represented as one component having a given volume fraction of oxygen and
nitrogen molecules 2.5O2 +5.2N2 .
To calculate the correcting TVD flows in the modified method of large particle, it is necessary
to know not only the equation for the mixture pressure p = p(ρ, ε, Y ) , but also its derivatives:
( )
(
)
(
)
∂p
∂p
∂p
u2 + ν 2
χ=
, k=
, ηi =
, ε=E−
.
(1)
∂ρ ρε,Y
∂ρε ρ,Y
∂Yi ρ,ρε
2
a)
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Here we can find: ρ - density, ε - specific internal energy and the p - pressure of the mixture,
and Yi = ρi /ρ вЂ“ mass fraction of the i-th component of the mixture (i = 1, . . . , N ).
The temperature used to calculate the partial pressure and the energy of the mixture components is determined based on the energy conservation equation for the mixture in a given
calculation cell:
ε=

N
∑

(2)

Yi εi (T, Yi ρ),

i

that is solved iteratively by Newton’s method under the assumption of equal temperatures for
all components of the mixture:
(
) N
N
∑
∑ ∂εi (Ts , Yi ρ)
.
(3)
Ts+1 = Ts + ε −
Yi εi (Ts , Yi ρ) /
∂T
i

i

The numerical simulation uses the functions εi = εi (T, ρ) and pi = pi (T, ρ) obtained in the
form of tables, calculated with a given grid on the parameters of temperature and density. For
these calculations, a uniform temperature scale ranging from 200 K to 6000 K in increments
of 50 K and a logarithmic scale in densities ranging from 10−8 kg/m3 to 102.5 kg/m3 with a
uniform logarithmic step of 0.25 is used.
For a realistic description of the thermodynamic properties of the substance, equilibrium
tables calculated by CEA NASA for specific components of the burning mixture considered in
the simulation were used. Calculations were made for a long pipe with a diameter of about
0.04 m and a length of 1 m to 6 m, sealed on one side. Initially, the pipe was filled with the rest
stoichiometric acetylene-air mixture enriched with oxygen at a temperature of about 300 K, with
a reduced density of 0.18 kg/m3 and a pressure of 0.142 Pa. Initiation of combustion was carried
out by modeling Joule heat release from the electric spark of the spark plug. The energy of the
spark plug stood out in a gas mixture with 0.04 J in the period of 1.5 ms in a small volume at
the axis adjacent to the end face of the closed pipe end.
Numerical simulation was performed by a modified method of large particles with TVD
correction of flows in a two-dimensional setting in the axisymmetric coordinate system. The
symmetric spatial scheme of the large particle method of the 2nd order on space and the 1st order
of approximation on time without artificial viscosity was used. To account for heat transfer by
thermal conductivity, a scheme of the 2nd order of approximation was also used. A homogeneous
diﬀerence grid with a cell size in both directions (axial and radial) equal to 9.77·104 m was applied.
The mesh size was 24×6140 cells. On the face ends of the pipe conditions of non-flow of gas were
placed, on the side walls conditions of non-flow were also put with the choice of either sliding
or partial adhesion to the surface of the pipe. This possibility was envisaged, since it is known
that wall phenomena such as boundary viscous layer or heat loss of the mixture on the wall can
aﬀect the shape and length of the combustion wave and, therefore, the rate of its spread. To
compare the influence of the wall layer on the formation of the combustion wave, we calculated
the variants with both conditions.
Simulation results for several variants of calculations are considered. The variants diﬀered in
setting the conditions for the interaction of the flow with the side walls of the pipe, as well as the
value of the activation energy for the combustion reaction rate. The first option was considered
at rather low activation energy of 53 kcal, which allows the combustion wave to maintain a high
speed due to the heat released as a result of the reaction. Two variants with the given activation
energy, diﬀering by a condition of adhesion on a pipe wall, are calculated. In these variants, the
combustion wave that occurs after the spark is initiated from the spark plug is accelerated quite
quickly and at a distance of about 9 cm passes into a classic detonation wave propagating at
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a constant speed and having a fairly stable detonation front. However, the diﬀerences are still
there. In variant with adhesion, the temperature of the front is about 35 degrees lower and is
equal to 3075 K; the speed of the front is lower by 80 m/s and is 1810 m/s. In addition, the front
temperature on the axis of symmetry in the version with adhesion experiences small oscillations
with constant amplitude of 5 degrees and a frequency of 1.25 kHz. This suggests that the surface
of the detonation wave front is not flat and stationary.
Another value of the activation energy with which the calculations were performed was
63.7 kcal. It represents a certain critical value, above which combustion was not spread. Note
that for the slip case, the critical value of the activation energy is significantly lower than the
given value. Moreover, in a slip-on model with its critical value of activation energy, combustion
can propagate at subsonic speed, but not go into detonation. In contrast, in a model with adhesion, combustion either does not propagate at all or necessarily enters detonation mode. This
is due to the fact that the combustion front in terms of adhesion stretches along the axis faster
than it reaches the walls, spreading along the radius of the pipe. In this case, the surface area
of the flame increases, and at the same time increases the rate of combustion. The flame speed
increases until the detonation conditions are met. As soon as combustion enters the detonation
mode, the velocity of its propagation is stabilized.
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On the mechanism of electroplasticity of a metal under the action of a
pulsed high-energy electromagnetic field
K.V. Kukudzhanov1,a) , A.L. Levitin1,b)
Institute for Problems in Mechanics RAS

1 Ishlinsky

Electroplastic eﬀect is reduction of the yield strength of the material or an increase
in the ultimate plastic deformation up to failure. Electroplastic eﬀect is observed if
the electromagnetic field induces a current in the material with a current density of
108 to 1011 A/m2 for a suﬃciently short time interval of up to several 100 µs. The
specific electromagnetic energy dissipated during the specified time interval in the
material is found to be in the range 106 ≤ e ≤ 1010 J/m3 . In this case, we will refer
to the field as a pulsed high-energy electromagnetic field (HEEMP), if, under such
action, the scattered specific electromagnetic energy in the material is in the range
108 ≤ e ≤ 1010 J/m3 .
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When a current flows in a metal, free electrons are scattered by crystal lattice
ions, during which thermal energy (Joule heat) is released. At the same time, there
is no doubt that this heat release in regions with defects in the structure of the
material (dislocations, microcracks, inclusions) and in regions where such defects are
absent occurs in diﬀerent ways. It is known that dislocations possess "easy" mobility,
i.e. A relatively small shear stress is required to, for example, the edge dislocation
begin to move in the crystallite (grain). The situation is diﬀerent in the case of more
"large" defects, such as microcracks and micropores, which were formed during the
preliminary plastic deformation of a polycrystalline metal. Simulation shows that
inhomogeneous heat release in the vicinity of microdefects is the reason for their
healing. In this process, healing takes place in the form of restoring the continuity of
the material by "welding" the shores of microcracks (in contrast to the earlier models
that showed only the appearance of compressive stresses in the tops of microcracks
or a slight convergence of the mesocracket shores). This is confirmed by experiments.
On the basis of the developed mathematical model, it is shown that in order to
move the boundaries of microdefects, it is required to disperse electromagnetic energy
in the material volume unit by two orders of magnitude greater than for initiating
the electron-dislocation interaction and driving dislocations. At the same time, the
value of the “threshold” scattered specific energy required for the defects to begin
to heal is in good agreement with the value of the scattered specific energy needed
to initiate the process of electroplastic deformation obtained in experiments on the
eﬀect of HEEMP on materials.
It is shown that to initiate the processes of healing defects and a significant
increase in the ultimate plastic deformation prior to failure in the process of electroplastic deformation, it is precisely the impulsive HEEMP that is required.
Based on the micromodel analysis carried out for intergranular and intragranular
microcracks, macroparameters for the healing and damage of the material were introduced, a macroscopic dependence of the change in the metal damage on the specific
electromagnetic energy of the pulsed HEEMP scattered in it and the “length” of the
microcrack was obtained.
This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (RFBR)
under Grant No. 18-08-00958.
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Application of M.Riesz potentials for solving a 3D inverse problem of
acoustic sounding
A.S. Leonov1,a)
1 National Research Nuclear University ’MEPhI’
An inverse coeﬃcient problem for time-dependent 3D wave equation is under consideration. We recover a spatially varying coeﬃcient of this equation knowing special
time integrals of the wave field in an observation domain. The inverse problem has
applications to the acoustic sounding, medical imaging, etc. We reduce the inverse
problem to a new linear 3D Fredholm integral equation of the first kind in which
the integral operator has the form of well-known M.Riesz potentials. The equation
has a unique solution for a considered class of acoustic inhomogeneities. Assuming
a special scheme for recording the data of the inverse problem, we present and substantiate a numerical algorithm of solving this integral equation. The algorithm does
not require significant computational resources and a long solution time. It is based
on the use of fast Fourier transform. Typical results of solving 3D inverse problem
in question on a personal computer for simulated data demonstrate high capabilities
of the proposed algorithm.
1. We consider the wave equation c2 1(x) utt (x, t) = ∆u(x, t) − g(t)φ(x), x = (x, y, z) ∈ R3 , t >
0, with homogeneous initial conditions. For this equation, the coeﬃcient inverse problem is
usually formulated as follows: knowing the wave field u(x, t) in a domain Y ⊂ R3 and the
source functions g(t), φ(x), x ∈ S, to find the function c(x) in a known domain X, X ∩ Y = ∅,
X ∩ S = ∅, if c(x) is a known constant c0 outside the region X. A detailed statement of
the inverse problem with an indication of the spaces used is given in the report. Such a task,
as established in a number of works, requires for its solution significant computing resources
(supercomputer, long calculation time, etc.). However, there are alternative statements of such a
problem, where special integral functionals of the function u(x, t) are used as data. For example,
in [1], a three-dimensional linear integral equation of the first kind was obtained for finding the
function ξ(x) = c12 − c2 1(x) associated with c(x). The right-hand side of this equation contains
0
∫∞
the function V2 (x) = 0 t2 u(x, t)dt, x ∈ Y , which can be calculated from the scattered wave
field or directly measured. However, the solution of the integral equation may not be unique,
and it was suggested in [1] to seek the normal solution. In the present report, the uniqueness
problem is eliminated by considering a new integral equation.
(0)
2. Suppose that we have at our disposal two functions, V2 (x) and V2 (x). The function
(0)
V2 (x) is an analog of the function V2 (x), which is measured or calculated from the wave field
(0)
u (x, t), x ∈ Y , in the case when there are no scatterers in the region X. Introducing the
auxiliary functions
)
(
∫
∫ ∞
A0
φ(x′ )dx′
1
1
V0 (x) = −
, ζ(x) =
−
V0 (x); A0 =
g(t)dt,
4π S |x − x′ |
c20 c2 (x)
0
a)
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we can obtain under assumptions that will be detailed in the report the equation for finding
ζ(x),
∫
{
}
λ−1
ζ(x′ )dx′
1
(0)
2 (V (x) − V
=
w(x),
x
∈
Y
;
w(x)
=
b(λ)
(−∆)
(x))
(1)
2
2
λ
2
X |x − x′ |
(
) −1 ( λ )
with b(λ) = 23−λ π 3/2 Γ 3−λ
Γ
2
2 . For 1 < λ < 3, Eq.(1) can have only a unique solution
(see [2]). It turned out that the most convenient case is λ = 2, in which
∫
1
ζ(x′ )dx′
(0)
2
2
(2)
2 = w(x), x ∈ Y ; w(x) = π (−∆) [V2 (x) − V2 (x)].
′
X |x − x |
3. The solution of Eq.(2) requires preliminary preparation of its data, i.e. calculation of the
1
(0)
function w(x) = π 2 (−∆) 2 [V2 (x) − V2 (x)]. It can be proved under certain assumptions on the
(0)
data U (x) = V2 (x) − V2 (x) that the function w(x) is a unique solution of the integral equation
∫
w(x′ )dx′
= 2π 4 U (x), x ∈ Y.
(3)
′ |2
3
|x
−
x
R
Eqs.(2) and (3) can be solved in the same manner by the use of regularization methods. In what
follows, we describe the corresponding solution procedure.
4. We consider schematically the algorithm for solving Eqs.(2) and (3) in the case when the
wave field is measured in a «plane layer» Y = R2xy × [h, H] while the scatterers are located in
X = R2xy × [l, L]. First of all, we represent the equation (3), from which it is necessary to find
w(x), in the form
∫ ∞
∫∫
′
dz
K(x − x′ , y − y ′ , z − z ′ )w(x′ , y ′ , z ′ )dx′ dy ′ = 2π 4 U (x, y, z),
−∞

R2xy

with (x, y) ∈ R2xy , z ∈ [h, H] and K(x, y, z) = (x2 + y 2 + z 2 )−1 . From here, using two-dimensional
Fourier transforms K̃(ω1 , ω2 , z), w̃(ω1 , ω2 , z),Ũ (ω1 , ω2 , z) of the functions K, w, U with respect to
(x, y) and applying the convolution theorem we obtain a family of one-dimensional integral
equations of the first kind
∫ ∞
K̃(ω1 , ω2 , z − z ′ )w̃(ω1 , ω2 , z ′ )dz ′ = Ũ (ω1 , ω2 , z), z ∈ [h, H],
−∞

which depend on the parameters (ω1 , ω2 ) ∈ R2ω1 ω2 . These equations can be approximately solved
using the well-known TSVD method, and as a result we obtain the approximation of the function
w̃(ω1 , ω2 , z ′ ), z ∈ R1 . Similarly, we can reduce the equation (2) to the set of integral equations
∫ L
K̃(ω1 , ω2 , z − z ′ )ζ̃(ω1 , ω2 , z ′ )dz ′ = w̃(ω1 , ω2 , z), z ∈ [h, H],
(4)
l

where ζ̃(ω1 , ω2 , z ′ ) is the Fourier transform of the function ζ(x). Solving Eqs.(4) by the
TSVD method we can find the family ζ̃(ω1 , ω2 , z ′ ), and then restore the functions ζ(x),
ξ(x) = ζ(x)/V0 (x) and c(x). In the report we give a justification for this algorithm and its
discretized form. Results of solving the inverse problem (2) on a personal computer for typical
model solutions are also presented.
This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (project no.16-0100039a) and the Programm of Competitiveness Increase of the National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics Institute); contract no. 02.a03.21.0005, 27.08.2013.
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Description of liquid-vapor equilibria in binary associated of nonelectrolyte
systems
M.S. Mitrofanov1,a) , O.A. Nagovitsyna1,b) , V.V. Sergievskii1,c)
1 National Research Nuclear University "MEPhI"
Liquid-vapor equilibrium research is widely used to optimize various physical and
chemical processes for components separation in liquid mixtures, for example, rectification, extraction, etc. We propose a model for describing the equilibrium in binary
mixtures of nonelectrolytes that show positive deviations from Raoult’s law due to
association of one of the components in this paper. The description adequacy for
the experimental data by model equations is checked using as example systems with
alcohols solution.
Keywords: cluster model, vapor-liquid equilibria, aliphatic alcohol - chlorobutane.
Theoretical part
Earlier [1], the model of associated nonelectrolyte solutions, whose parameter is the number
of solute stoichiometric association (A1 ) in the standard state was substantiated. The model
is applicable to binary solutions of nonelectrolytes exhibiting positive deviations from Raoult’s
law, whose nonideality is mainly contributed by the association of one of the components. The
concentration dependence of the mean number of association A is described by equation A =
A1 xr , where r = D1 /A1 , D1 = D (x = 1), A1 = A (x=1) are the dispersion and distribution
of the association mean number in the standard state with solute molar fraction x = 1. The
corresponding expressions for the activity coeﬃcients of the components (f) are obtained. Taking
into account the solution nonideality, the expression for vapor pressure P dependence of the
system composition has the form:
P = P 0 a + Ps0 as

(1)

where P0 and Ps 0 are vapor pressure over the pure substance and solvent, a = fx and as = fs xs
are the activity of the solute and the solvent.
It is of interest to take into account the contribution of one of the components association
not by the association numbers, but by the association equilibrium constants. For systems in
a)
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which the association of one of the components is limited by associates formation with small
association numbers i in [2], the following relationships are obtained:
∑
i−1
i iki x
ln fs = x ∑
i
i ki x
∑
∑
ki
iki xi
ln f = ln ∑ i i − xs ∑i
i
i ki x
i ki x
2

(2)

which relate the concentration dependences of components activity coeﬃcients directly to the
thermodynamic equilibrium association constants.
In the present work some mixtures of aliphatic alcohols with alkanes were analyzed. For such
systems, the literature has reliably established that their nonideality is primarily connected with
alcohols association. With reference to the equations of models considered in this paper, the
standard deviation is used as an optimization criterion:
√∑
σ=

v
j=1 (Yj,exp

− Y (θ)j,mod )2

(3)

v−b−1

where Yj,exp and Y (θ)j,mod are the experimental and calculated values for certain thermodynamic
property at the jth point, v is the number of experimental points, b is the number of empirical
parameters θ in the model equation.
Results and discussion
Table 1 shows the errors in identifying model parameters, (constants), describing the vapor
pressures above the solution.
Table 1. Results of modeling vapor pressure in system 1-chlorobutane - 2 butanol [3] in the
temperature range within the framework of the model (constants). It is proposed to associate
alcohol with the formation of di-, tri-, and tetramers.
T, K
278.15
288.15
293.15
298.15
303.15
313.15
318.15
323.15

k2
k3 k4
σ, kPa
Alcohol is associated
9.35 0
3.40 0.04
7.25 0
2.38 0.06
6.51 0
1.99 0.07
5.92 0
1.75 0.08
5.20 0
1.42 0.09
4.47 0
1.07 0.11
4.14 0
0.91 0.13
3.85 0
0.77 0.13

δ,%
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3

k

k3 k4
Chlorobutane
0.69 0
1.89
0.72 0
1.69
0.71 0
1.59
0.73 0
1.52
0.74 0
1.40
0.72 0
1.24
0.71 0
1.16
0.69 0
1.08
2

σ, kPa δ,%
is associated
0.19
3.3
0.26
2.7
0.30
2.4
0.34
2.2
0.37
1.9
0.47
1.5
0.52
1.4
0.57
1.2

The symmetry of the model equation is observed. It is clear that the errors in the choice
of alcohol as associated component is significantly lower than choosing alkylhalide as associated
component. The results of estimations of the parameters of the considered models are close
(Table 2).
Table 2. Results of parameters calculating of the cluster model equations in some systems of
hydrocarbon-aliphatic alcohol type [4] at 298.15 K. It is proposed to associate alcohol with the
formation of di-, tri-, and tetramers.
Conclusions
Binary mixtures of completely miscible non-electrolytes are considered, the non-ideality of
which is determined by the association of one of the components. It is established that the
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Chemical system
k2
k3
k4
Model parameters using the association
1-bromobutane +
2-methyl-2-propanol
6.28 0
1.96
1-butanol + 1-bromobutane 7.56 1.07 1.73
1-chlorobutane +
2-methyl-1-propanol
8.59 0.01 2.41
1-chlorobutane + 2 butanol 5.92 0
1.75

A1
D1
constant

r1

A1
D1
r1
Cluster model

1.33
1.31

0.89
0.69

0.67
0.53

1.28
1.29

0.65
0.58

0.51
0.45

1.32
1.29

0.79
0.84

0.6
0.65

1.29
1.25

0.58
0.65

0.45
0.52

model with association constants describes with good accuracy the vapor pressure over solutions
of alcohols in alkanes. The simulation results are consistent with the literature data on the state
of the components with respect to molecular association.
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Heat transport modelling in hemitropic micropolar continuum
E.V. Murashkin1,a) , Y.N. Radayev1,b)
Institute for Problems in Mechanics of the Russian Academy of Sciences

1 Ishlinsky

The present study is devoted to problems of heat transport modelling in hemitropic
micropolar continuum. The notion of hemitropic micropolar continua and irreversible
thermodynamics formalism are applied to extent existing continuum thermomechanical models to hemitropic micropolar thermoelastic media. Constitutive laws of heat
propagation as of type-III thermoelasticity complying with the principle of thermomechanical orthogonality are proposed and discussed. The energy and entropy
balance equations specific for hemitropic micropolar thermoelasticity are considered.
The special form of the Helmholtz free energy is given providing fully coupling of the
equations of motion and heat conduction for hemitropic thermoelastic micropolar
media. The resulting system of diﬀerential equations is obtained and discussed.
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The most challenge problems in modern biomechanics are the modelling of soft biological
tissues behaviour and their response on thermomechanical treatments. Biomaterials being composed of chiral molecules often expose chiral properties. Such solids are isotropic with respect
to coordinate frame rotations but not with respect to coordinate inversions and are called noncentrosymmetric, acentric, hemitropic, or chiral. Structural noncentrosymmetry is an intrinsic
characteristic of bone tissues, wood, foams, chiral sculptured thin films. It is also true for fibers,
auxetics, granular, fibrous, lattice materials and other artificial materials.
Chiral eﬀects cannot be modelled within conventional elasticity since the 4-rank constitutive
tensor is unchanged under a coordinates inversion. The eﬀects of chirality in elastic materials
can be described by a generalized continuum theories, for example, the Cosserat elasticity [1, 2].
The early study on hemitropic micropolar materials modelling has been presented by Aero and
Kuvshinskii in 1961 [3].
The present study is devoted to problems of heat transport in hemitropic micropolar continua.
The irreversible thermodynamics formalism is applied to develop a continuum thermomechanical
model of hemitropic micropolar thermoelastic media. There are diﬀerent mechanisms of the
heat conduction in solids such as thermal diﬀusion based on the Fourier’s law and thermal wave
propagation characterized by the finite velocity of the heat transport. The generalized type-III
thermoelasticity can be reduced to the distingueshed limit cases of conventional thermoelasticity
(CTE/GNI) [4] and type-II hyperbolic thermoelasticity (GNII) [5] implying no dissipation of
thermal energy in the course of heat transfer. The type-II thermoelasticity constitutive laws can
be naturally formulated as a physical field theory starting from the variational action integral
and the least action principle and permits the heat flow as thermal waves. Numerous discussions
have been devoted to GN thermomechanical model. we would like to attract attention to the
following papers [6–15]. Constitutive laws of heat propagation as of type-III thermoelasticity
complying with the principle of thermomechanical orthogonality are proposed and discussed.
The energy and entropy balance equations specific for hemitropic micropolar thermoelasticity
are considered. The special form of the Helmholtz free energy is given providing fully coupling of
the equations of motion and heat conduction for hemitropic thermoelastic micropolar media. The
problems related to propagation of surfaces of weak and strong discontinuities of translational
displacements, microrotations and temperature are investigated by the aid of the geometrical
and kinematical compatibility conditions akin to Hadamard and Thomas.
The resulting diﬀerential system of linear hemitropic micropolar type-I thermoelastic continuum can be furnished in terms of translational displacements u and microrotations ϕ as follows

(µ + α)∇∇ · u + (λ + µ − α)∇ · ∇u + 2α∇ × ϕ+




+(χ + ν)∇∇ϕ + (χ − ν + κ)∇ · ∇ϕ − η∇θ = ρü,




(γ + ε)∇∇ · ϕ − 4αϕ + (β + γ − ε)∇ · ∇ϕ + 2α∇ × u + 2ν∇ × ϕ

+(χ + ν)∇∇u + (χ − ν + κ)∇ · ∇u − ς∇θ = J ϕ̈,






 ∇2 θ − C θ̇ − η ∇ · u̇ − ς ∇ · ϕ̇ = 0.
Λ∗
Λ∗
Λ∗
where ∇ is the three-dimensional Hamiltonian diﬀerential operator (the nabla symbol); ρ is
the mass density; J is a scalar dynamic characteristic of continuum (the rotational inertia);
superimposed dot denotes partial diﬀerentiation with respect to time at fixed spatial coordinates;
C is the heat capacity (per unit volume) at constant (zero) strains; θ denotes the temperature
increment over the referential temperature; α, β, γ, λ, µ, χ, ε are isothermal constitutive constants
of micropolar thermoelastic continuum; η, ς are constitutive constants providing coupling of
equations of motion and heat conduction. The diﬀerential system given above is considered as
the limit case of the generalized hemitropic micropolar type-III thermoelasticity.
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Cooling eﬀect for evaporating of drops situated at high-conductivity
substrate
O.V. Nagornov1,a) , S.Z. Dunin1,b)
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
Evaporation of liquid drops at the solid substrates have been studied in numerous
papers. As a rule it is studied by numerical methods. In this paper we obtain the
solution in quadrature. It allows us to analyze various physical features.
Evaporation of drops is studied during more than hundred years. However, even spherically
symmetric solution for sphere have many uncertainties [1]. The problem is significantly complicated for sessile drops [2, 3] due to additional factors connected with the evaporation processes.
Important eﬀect of the drop evaporation results in the cooling eﬀect at the surface. In
majority of papers this eﬀect is taken into account numerically with correction on experimental
data.
We obtained the solution in quadratures. The temperature depends on the heat conductivity
kL , and the evaporative number Γ. If the heat conductivity of substrate ks is high comparing
with ones for drop kL , then the bottom part of the drop is isothermal. The convective terms and
the gravitational eﬀects can be neglected because the Pecle number P e << 1, and B0 << 1. The
evaporation of the drop is assumed to be quasi-steady. Then we can use the Laplace equations
△TL = 0, △c = 0 for temperature TL and concentration c together with the boundary equations
TL (α, θ = 0) = Ttr , and dc(α, θ = π)/dθ = 0. The solution of this problem in toroidal coordinates
tr
) is derived analytically:
(α, θ) under condition (1 − Γ)(TL (α, θc ) − Ttr << Γ △c
c′
Ttr

1

TL (α, θ) − Ttr = {2(cosh α + cos θ)} 2 ·
∞
cosh τ θs
sinh τ θ
·
dτ P− 1 +iτ (cosh α)
AL
,
2
cosh τ π
sinh τ θc
0
TL (α, 0) = Ttr ,
∫

1

c(α, θ) − c∞ = {2(cosh α + cos θ)} 2 ·
∫ ∞
cosh τ θs cosh τ (π − θ)
.
·
dτ P− 1 +iτ (cosh α)B
2
cosh τ π cosh τ (π + θc )
0
Nuclei of integrals are found out from the following conditions: the Claiperon-Clausius equation and the energy ballance equation. We calculated the temperature inside the drop and the
local mass flux at the drop surface. It is derived that maximum and minimum temperatures are
at the drop edge and the drop top, respectively.
a)
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Determination of paleotemperature for the Elbrus glacier based on the
inverse problem solution
O.V. Nagornov1,a) , S.A. Tyuflin1,b) , V.N. Mikhalenko2 , G.A. Chernyakov2
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
2 Institute of Geography, Russian Academy of Sciences
The surface temperature reconstruction for the Elbrus Plato is built. It takes into
account new data on the annual layers in glacier. The dendrochronological data are
used as an additional information that allows us to improve accuracy of calculations
and stability of the solution.
Previous surface temperature reconstructions for the Elbrus Plato had big discrepancies between each other [1]. It was connected with absence of data on the advection rate in glacier.
The new dating of the annual glacier layers [2] allows us to find out the proper solution.
The underground temperature distribution is mainly determined by two types of processes
[3]. The first is the surface temperature changes and the second is the heat flux from the
Earth that is subjected to the long-time geological processes. The mathematical statement of
the inverse problem consists of the thermal conductivity equation that takes into account the
vertical advection term, the initial condition, the boundary condition at the bottom of glacier
and the re-determination condition. The measured-temperature-depth profile is used as the redetermination condition, χ(z), where z is vertical coordinate. Then the inverse problem to find
the temperature in the past is the solution of the following one-dimensional problem:
ρ(z)C(z)Tt = (k(z)Tz )z − ρ(z)C(z)w(z)Tz ,

(t, z) ∈ Q ≡ [0, tf ] × [0, H],

T (z, 0) = U (z),

z ∈ [0, H],

T (0, t) = Us + µ(t),

t ∈ [0, tf ],

−k(H)Tz (H, t) = q,

t ∈ [0, tf ],

T (z, tf ) = χ(z),

z ∈ [0, H],

(1)

where H is the ice sheet thickness, ρ(z), C(z), and k(z) are the density, specific heat, and thermal
conductivity of ice, w(z) is the vertical ice velocity, q is the geothermal heat flux, U (z) is the
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Fig. 1: Past surface temperature reconstruction.
steady-state temperature profile associated with this flux. Us – is the initial temperature on the
surface, which characterizes the average temperature that was on the surface in the past before
the beginning of sharp temperature variations on the surface. µ(t) is temperature variations on
the surface in time with respect to its initial value Us from the moment t = 0 (µ(0) = 0) to the
time of measurements of the borehole temperature profile tf .
Physical parameters of glacier are taken from [1]. We assume that the reconstructed temperature corresponds to the temperature at the depth of the activity layer equal approximately
to 10 m. The temperature changes at this depth arise due to long-term temperature changes at
the surface. The seasonal temperature variations do not penetrate at this depth. We decompose
the temperature in the finite Fourier’s series where each term corresponds to the characteristic climatic signal at the surface. It provides the uniqueness and stability of the reconstructed
temperature [4]. We used the signal periods of the following duration: 264, 165, 78, 41, 27
and 19 years. These periods were obtained by the wavelet analysis of the chronology data of
the tree-rings situated in this region. The tree-ring data have high resolution that improves the
accuracy of the reconstruction.
The solution is shown in Fig. 1. It correlates enough well with the data based on the Kulkhor
meteo-station. The correlation coeﬃcient is 0.65.
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Application of eigenvalue problems for tensor and tensor-block matrices for
mathematical modeling of micropolar thin bodies
M. Nikabadze1,2,a)
1 Lomonosov Moscow State University
2 Bauman Moscow State Technical University
The eigenvalue problems of any even rank tensor and tensor-block matrix which
consists of the identical even rank tensors are considered. Formulas are obtained that
express the classical invariants of the tensor A ∈ R2p (Ω) through the first invariants
of the degrees of this tensor. The relations that are inverse to these formulas are also
given.
The complete orthonormal system of eigentensors of the symmetric tensor of the
module R2p (Ω), as well as the complete orthonormal system of eigentensor-columns
of the symmetric tensor-block matrix of the module R42p (Ω) are constructed in an
explicit form. These eigentensor-columns are, of course, the elements of the module
R2p (Ω).
Some applications to mechanics are given. In particular, the representations
of the elastic deformation energy and the constitutive equations (Hooke’s law) of
the micropolar theory are given using the introduced tensor columns and the tensorblock matrix. The definition of a positive definite tensor-block matrix is given and the
positive definiteness of the tensor-block matrix of the elastic modulus tensor is shown.
The definitions of the eigenvalue and the eigentensor-column of the tensor-block
matrix are introduced and the problem of finding the eigenvalues and the eigentensorcolumn of the tensor-block matrix is considered. The characteristic equation of the
tensor-block matrix has the 18th degree in the micropolar theory and according to the
positive definiteness of the tensor-block matrix it has 18 positive roots. Each root
should be taken as many times as its multiplicity. Consequently, each eigenvalue
has the corresponding eigentensor-column. The complete orthonormal system of
tensor columns of the tensor-block matrix consists of 18 tensor columns. A canonical
representation of the tensor-block matrix is given. Based on this representation the
canonical forms of the specific strain energy and constitutive relations are given. The
consept of the structure symbols (the symbol of anisotropy) of the tensor and the
tensor-block matrix are introduced.
Classification of the tensor-block matrices of the elastic modulus tensor of the
micropolar linear theory of elasticity of anisotropic bodies without a center of symmetry is given. All linear anisotropic micropolar elastic materials that do not have
a center of symmetry in the sense of elastic properties are divided into 18 classes
which equals to the number of diﬀerent eigenvalues. At the same time these classes,
depending on the multiplicities of eigenvalues, are subdivided into subclasses.
The complete orthonormal system of eigentensor-column of the tensor-blockmatrix of the elastic modulus tensor using 153 independent parameters, and the
complete orthonormal system of eigentensor-columns of the tensor-block-diagonal
matrix of the elastic modulus tensor using 72 independent parameters as well as the
complete orthonormal system of eigentensors for the positive definite symmetric elastic modulus tensor of the micropolar elasticity theory by means of 36 independent
parameters were constructed in an explicit form.
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Applying the canonical representations of the tensor and the tensor-block matrix,
we formulated the initial-boundary value problems for the micropolar theory of some
anisotropic thin bodies, and also we considered the problems of waves propagation
in some continuum.
Acknowledgements: this work was supported by the Shota Rustaveli National
Science Foundation (project no. DI-2016-41).

To mathematical modeling of deformation of micropolar thin bodies with
two small sizes
M. Nikabadze1,a) , A. Ulukhanyan2,b) , G. Sakhvadze3,c)
1 Lomonosov Moscow State University
2 Bauman Moscow State Technical University
3 Blagonravov Mechanical Engineering Research Institute of the Russian Academy of
Sciences
A set of variety thin bodies used in engineering and construction is increasing at
the present time. There were chosen some subsets of elements from this set with
similar properties for which the corresponding versions of the thin body theories
were developed. We note some of them: 1) the thin rods theory; 2) the singlelayered thin shells theory; 3) the ribbed shells theory; 4) the single-layer thick shells
theory; 5) the theory of multilayer structures and others. We can refer to several
versions of each theories that diﬀer both in the original assumptions and in the final
equations.
Thus, we can conclude that the modern theory of thin bodies is a deeply developed
part of the solids mechanics. However, the development the thin bodies theories is
not complete, since new structures are continuously arising in the engineering. But it
turns out it is impossible to make calculations of these constructions using existing
versions of the theories. In this regard, we should expect the appearance of new
versions of refined theories and improved methods for their calculation. Therefore,
the construction of the refined theories of thin bodies and the development of eﬀective
methods for their calculation are an important and actual.
Here we consider some problems of modeling the deformation of micropolar thin
bodies with two small sizes. For this purpose, the parametrization of the thin body
domain with respect of arbitrary point is considered. In particular, the vector parametric equation of the thin body domain is given. There are introduced the geometric characteristics that appear under this parametrization. Diﬀerent families of
basis (frames) are considered and expressions for the components of the second-rank
identity tensor are obtained. The representations of the gradient and the divergence of the tensor under the parametrization of the thin body domain are obtained.
Based on the three-dimensional equations of motion, the constitutive relations and
the boundary conditions of the micropolar elasticity theory, we got the equations
a)
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of motion, the constitutive relations and the boundary conditions of the micropolar
theory of thin bodies under the oﬀered parametrization.
Based on the main recurrence formulas several recurrence formulas for Legendre
polynomials playing an important role in the construction of various versions of
the thin bodies theories are obtained. Definitions of the (m,n)-th order moment of
some quantity with respect to an arbitrary system of orthogonal polynomials and
the Legendre system of polynomials are given. The expressions for the moments
of partial derivatives and some relations with respect to the system of Legendre
polynomials, as well as the boundary conditions and various representations of the
system of equations of motion and the constitutive relations of physical content in
moments are obtained.
It should be noted that using this method of construction the thin bodies theory
with two small sizes, we get an infinite system of ordinary diﬀerential equations.
This system contains quantities which depends on one variable, namely, depends
on the parameter of the base line. Thus, decreasing the number of independent
variables from three to one we increase the number of equations to infinity, which, of
course, has its obvious practical inconveniences. In this regard, the next necessary
step is made to simplify the problem. We reduce an infinite system to the finite
system. A simplified method of reduction an infinite system of equations to a finite
one is presented. The initial-boundary value problems are formulated. To satisfy
the boundary conditions on the front surfaces we constructed correcting terms. As
a special case, we considered a prismatic body. In particular, the equations with
respect to displacement and rotation vectors in moments with respect to arbitrary
systems of orthogonal polynomials, including the system of Legendre polynomials,
have been derived. Several equations of the first approximation were obtained. We
used the tensor calculus to do this research.
Acknowledgements: this work was supported by the Shota Rustaveli National
Science Foundation (project no. DI-2016-41).

Optical radiation sensor signal distortion model in the computer microscopy
system
V.G. Nikitaev1,a) , O.V. Nagornov1,b) , A.N. Pronichev1,c) , E.V. Polyakov1,d) , V.V.
Dmitrieva1,e)
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute)
The article is devoted to the analysis of the possibilities of improving the accuracy of
the microscopic analysis of low contrast objects images in the optical radiation range.
The factors influencing the distortion of the recorded image in the computer light
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microscopy systems, in which sensor is based on the CCD matrix, are considered.
The generalized model of distortions reflecting various influencing factors is oﬀered.
Experimental evaluation of the model parameters allows you to make necessary corrections to the recorded signal. It provides an increase in the accuracy of automated
analysis of microscopic images of low contrast objects in the optical radiation range.
The microscopic research method in the optical range is widely used in various fields of
science, industry, medicine [1, 2]. The image analysis basis in such a microscopic study is
the identification of structural elements based on their color or brightness contrast with the
surrounding background. In a number of tasks this contrast is visually hardly noticeable [3, 4, 5].
Electronic means of image registration based on optical radiation sensors can be used to enhance
the contrast of the image. The formation of a digital image in the computer microscopy system
allows you to automate the analysis of images, highlight objects of interest and measure their
characteristics. Automatic detection of low-contrast objects is limited by the capabilities of the
optical radiation sensors.
Next, we consider the features of signal formation in optical radiation sensors based on chargecoupled devices (CCD). The formation of the image in the computer microscopy system is as
follows (the passing light mode is considered in the example): the light flux from the light source
is directed by an optical condenser to the sample under study, part of the light is absorbed and
dissipated by the structural elements of the sample, the light transmitted is projected onto the
light-sensitive matrix of the CCD by the lens of microscope. Light energy trapped in the CCD
cell is converted into charge packet, which in a certain sequence is transmitted to the capacitor,
forming a proportional charge voltage at the input of the amplifier. The amplifier performs the
necessary transformation for further processing of the signal, which is subjected to analog-digital
conversion, the resulting digital code is written in computer memory.
The formation of the image in the computer microscopy system along with the light flux is
influenced by side factors. The set of factors determining the distortion of the signal formed by
the optical radiation sensor based on the CCD matrix for each cell can be represented by the
model:
< Er, Kr, T, Tr, P, Pr, Ur>
Here Er is a random component of the light energy trapped in the CCD cell (due to the
fluctuation of the light flux density at a constant brightness of the light source). Kr is the
deviation of the quantum yield characteristic of a single CCD cell from the mean value of the
quantum yield for all cells of the CCD matrix (diﬀerent CCD cells have diﬀerent quantum yield).
T, Tr is a constant and a random component of the dark current (dark current fluctuation) parasitic charge generation is in each CCD cell, even in the absence of illumination. It is dark
current. P, Pr - a constant and random component of the characteristics of the charge transfer
eﬃciency in the CCD matrix, given to the CCD cell under consideration (part of the charge
packet is lost in the process of transfer of charge packets when reading the image signal ); Ur
–the noise of reset and reading, due to the processes of conversion of the charge package into
voltage and its amplification to the level necessary for further processing.
By separating the target signal registration function and side factors, it is possible to present
the generated image signal I(x,y,t) by the following model:
I(x, y, t)= K*G(x,y)+S(x,y,t).
Here G (x,y) is a function that determines the distribution of the light transmitted through the
sample for corresponding area of the light–sensitive CCD cell. (x, y) –integer spatial coordinates
in the plane of the sample (the numbers x and y correspond to the row and column numbers of
the CCD cell). K – the light-signal conversion factor (it is a constant value for an ideal system).
t – the time at which the image registration occurred. S(x,y,t) is a function of the distortion
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associated with the imperfection of the image registration system. The function G(x, y) is timeindependent under constant lighting conditions and a stationary sample. The dependence of the
function S(x,y,t) on time reflects the time-random nature of the distortion.
Deterministic and random components of the signal can be identified in these side factors
that aﬀect the formation of the image. Summarizing the impact of these factors, we can present
the function of distortion in the form of:
S(x,y,t)=C(x, y, G(x,y))+V(x, y, t, G(x,y)).
The first term in the formula determines the time-independent constant component of the
distortion for each cell with coordinates (x, y). The second term corresponds to the time-random
changes in the signal under constant lighting conditions of a stationary sample. The estimation of
the distortion component C(x, y, G(x,y)) is made according to the results of experimental studies.
This allows to make a correction to the signal registered in the system. Such correction improves
the accuracy of measurements performed in the computer microscopy system and increases the
eﬃciency of automated analysis of low-contrast objects.
The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project № 18-07-01456.
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Inverse Problem for a Diﬀerential Equation with Caputo fractional
derivative in a Hilbert Space
D.G. Orlovsky1,a)
1 Mephi
The Cauchy problem for a equation with fractional derivative and self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space is considered. The problem of parameter determination
in equation by the value of the solution at a fixed point is presented. Theorems of
existence and uniqueness of the solution are proved.
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Consider the following inverse Cauchy problem
 α
 D u(t) = Au(t) + φ(t)p,
u(0) = x,

u(T ) = y,

0 ⩽ t ⩽ T,
(1)

where A is self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space H, φ(t) is a scalar non zero function and
x, y ∈ H, p ∈ H is unknown element, 0 < α < 1 and Dα is the Caputo fractional derivative

 t
∫
1
d 
u(s)
(Dα u)(t) =
ds − u(0)
Γ(1 − α) dt
(t − s)α
0

(Γ is the Gamma function).
Solution u(t) of (1) is a function which satisfies the conditions
u ∈ C([0; T ], D(A)) ∩ C([0; T ], H),
∫t
0

u(s)
ds − u(0) ∈ C 1 ([0; T ], H).
(t − s)α

We need to find the function u(t) and the element p ∈ H from the system (1). The key point
in the study of the inverse problem is the behavior of the characteristic function
∫T
(T − s)α−1 Eα,α (z(T − s)α )φ(s)ds,

F (z) =

(2)

0

where
Eα,β (z) =

∞
∑
n=0

zn
Γ(αn + β)

is Mittag-Leﬄer function.
Theorem 1. Let us assume that operator A is self-adjoint and non-positive, function φ ∈
C 1 [0; T ], it is not identically equal to zero and the elements x, y ∈ H. The solution of problem
(1) is unique if and only if point spectrum of the operator A does not contain zeros of the
characteristic function (2). The solution of problem (1) exists if and only if
∫0

|F (λ)|−2 d(Eλ h, h) < ∞,

−∞

where Eλ is a spectral resolution of the operator A, and the element
h = y − Eα,1 (T α A)x.
Theorem 2. Let us assume that operator A is self-adjoint and non-positive, function φ ∈
everywhere either φ(t) ⩾ 0 or φ(t) ⩽ 0, φ(T ) ̸= 0, x, y ∈ D(A). Then solution of
problem (1) exists and it is unique.
Theorem 3. Let us assume that operator A is self-adjoint and non-positive, function φ(t) = tβ ,
where β ⩾ 0, the elements x, y ∈ D(A). Then the solution of problem (1) exists, it is unique and
has the form
1
p=
E −1
(T α A)(y − Eα,1 (T α A)x),
Γ(β + 1)T α+β α,α+β+1
C 1 [0; T ],
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u(t) = Eα,1 (tα A)x + Γ(β + 1)tα+β Eα,α+β+1 (tα A)p.
Corollary 1. Let us assume that operator A is self-adjoint and non-positive, function φ(t) ≡ 1.
Then the solution of problem (1) exists, it is unique and has the form
p=

1 −1
(T α A)(y − Eα,1 (T α A)x),
E
T α α,α+1

u(t) = Eα,1 (tα A)x + tα Eα,α+1 (tα A)p.

Mathematical model of additively formed solids
for the mechanical analysis of layer-by-layer manufacturing
viscoelastic materials on rotating cylindrical substrates
D.A. Parshin1,2,a) , A.V. Manzhirov1,2,3,b)
1 Ishlinsky Institute for Problems in Mechanics of the Russian Academy of Sciences
2 Bauman Moscow State Technical University
3 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute)
Additive technological processes of layer-by-layer manufacturing of material on the
inner surface of an axisymmetric cylindrical substrate rotating around its axis are
investigated. The obtained material exhibits properties of viscoelasticity and aging.
The compliance of the substrate is not taken into account. A mechanical model
of the processes is proposed. The model is based on the general approaches of the
mathematical theory of accreted solids developed by the authors. The corresponding
nonclassical boundary value problem for the velocity characteristics of the deformation process of the formed material layer under the action of centrifugal forces is
stated. The closed analytical solution of the stated problem is obtained. By means
of this solution the evolution of the stress state of the layer during and after the
process of its additive manufacturing is described. The found technological stresses
in the obtained layer, caused by the action of centrifugal forces in the process of its
manufacturing, depend on the history of the process in determining wise. The distributions of these stresses essentially diﬀer from the classical stresses distributions
in a similar rotating material layer that did not undergo straining factors during the
manufacturing process. This diﬀerence is explained by the fundamental mechanical
features of the accreting process itself and causes the inevitable occurrence of residual stresses in the obtained layer after stopping its rotation and, if the simulated
technological process implies it, after detaching the completed material layer from
the substrate. The distributions of these residual stresses can be found by means of
the dependences constructed in the presented work.
This work is devoted to modeling the processes of gradual deposing the uniform in thickness
layers of additional material on the inner surface of a axisymmetric cylindrical substrate rotating
around its axis at the angular velocity Ω(t) arbitrarily changing in time t. It is assumed that when
a)
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deposing the material the velocity of its inflow in the circumferential direction is incomparably
higher than the velocity of its inflow in the radial direction. This assumption makes it possible to
simulate the considered process of deposing the material as axisymmetric process of deposing the
layer being formed simultaneously throughout its whole inner surface. In addition, this deposing
process is considered as continuous, in which each infinitely small period of time an infinitely
thin additional layer joins the accreting solid. Thus, the time dependence of the inner radius of
the generated layer a(t) is a continuous function.
It is stated the task to trace the evolution of the stress-strain state of the layer being deposed
under the influence of the inertia forces of its rotational motion together with the substrate. A
suﬃciently slow time variation of the substrate rotational speed is assumed, Ω′ (t) ≪ Ω2 (t),
so that the tangential inertia forces of rotation are negligible if comparing to centrifugal forces.
It is supposed that the potentially possible dynamic eﬀects from the attaching the additional
material to the surface of the accreted layer are insignificant, and therefore the forces of inertia
of its deformation can also be neglected in comparison with the centrifugal forces of inertia and
the problem can be considered in a quasi-static statement.
The problem is solved in the approximation of the plane strain state under small strain
condition. In view of the latter, it makes no sense to take into account the depending on the
time strain component of the inner radius of the formed layer a(t) decreasing due to the inflow
of additional material. This dependence can be considered a prescribed program of attaching
material, which is implemented in the simulated process. Thus, in the considered problem the
dependence a(t) is a given continuous function, strictly decreasing at those time intervals at which
the material is deposed, and constant at those time intervals at which the inflow of additional
material to the formed layer is temporarily or finally stopped.
It is obvious that if the additional material joins a certain solid that is already in the process
of deformation under the exposure of certain impact, then the entire newly joined material is
inevitably involved in the process of deformation. One of the objectives of the present study is
a refined demonstration of the mechanical eﬀects that arise due to building-up the solid under
simultaneous acting on it centrifugal forces regardless of the influence of deformation processes,
occurring in the part of the solid under consideration existing before start of accreting (initial).
Therefore, in the proposed model the possible compliance of the substrate on which the layer
is being built is not taken into consideration (although its consideration does not represent a
fundamental diﬃculty), and the substrate is considered to be absolutely rigid. The inner radius
of the substrate let us denote by a0 .
Elements of the additional material to be attached to the solid in the process of accreting, can
for some reasons — mechanical, physical, chemical — undergo pre-deforming when joining. This
will cause some initial stresses in them. In this case, stress and strain fields will be formed in the
accreted solid even in the absence of an external load. Taking into account the initial stresses in
the elements of any accreted solid is an integral part of the formulation of boundary conditions
on the surface of its growth. In this paper, these stresses are considered to be zero, that is,
when setting the problem of the considered accreted layer deformation, it is considered that the
processes and eﬀects accompanying the continuous inclusion of the additional substance in its
composition does not lead to the appearance of nonzero stresses in it near the growth surface.
It is important to note that this assumption in the studied problem, where the deforming of the
accreted solid occurs in the field of mass forces action, from the mathematical point of view,
does not simplify the formulation and solution of the problem in comparison with the case of
action of some nonzero initial stresses in the attached material. Consideration of zero initial
stress in the proposed model only allows to focus on the eﬀect of exlusively centrifugal forces on
the development of stress-strain state of the formed layer and convincingly show the fundamental
diﬀerences of this condition from the state of the layer of similar size and material properties,
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firstly formed entirely on the surface of a rigid substrate without any residual stresses, and only
then forced to rotate. The latter state can be obviously determined from the solution of the
corresponding classical problem of mechanics, which does not take into account the process of
the considered solid formation and involves the applying the load to the solid already in its final
composition.
If the elastic solid is formed by deposition, the rate of change of its stress-strain state is
obviously determined only by instantaneous characteristics of the processes of its deposing and
loading. After deposing is completed and the loading and kinematic constrains are fixed, the
state of the solid no longer changes. This is not the case when the deformation response of the
material to the mechanical loads applied to it depends on the duration of these loads acting and
on the age of the material in which these loads were applied. Extended in time the processes of
accreting solids with the use of such materials are quite diﬃcult to simulate as in this case the
process of changing the stress-strain state of accreted solid is aﬀected at any given time by the
entire previous history of deforming its every material element, in particular those that were in
the part of the solid existed prior to the increase. However, the study of this very kind of processes
is relevant from the point of view of various engineering applications since many materials used
in practice exhibit conspicuous rheological properties and their mechanical characteristics are
often significantly changed with age regardless of acting loads.
In the model proposed, we consider a linear viscoelastic uniformly aging isotropic material
with the same constant (independent of either the material age or the time elapsed since the
application of loads to it) Poisson’s ratio ν = const for instantaneous elastic strain and creep
strain developing over time. For the given material the relation between the stress tensor T
and the small strain tensor E at each point r of the solid at any time moment t has the form:
Hτ0 (r) T(r, t) = 2 E(r, t) + (κ − 1) 1 tr E(r, t). Here 1 is the unit tensor of the second rank,
κ = (1 − 2ν)∫−1 , Hs is the linear viscoelasticity integral operator acting under the rule Hs f (t) =
t
f (t)/G(t) − s f (τ )/G(τ )K(t, τ ) dτ , where G(t) is the elastic shear modulus of the material at
its age t, and K(t, τ ) is the creep kernel. Since the accreted solid is increased with new material
elements already during the process of its deformation, the moment of occurrence of stresses at
the points r of such a solid will change from point to point and be set by a certain function τ0 (r),
which is taken into account in the constitutive relation. In the additive processes modeled in
the presented work we assume that the elementary layers of the additional material join to the
inner cylindrical surface of the formed solid in the initially non-stressed state and thus begin to
deform only as a part of this solid. In this case, the value τ0 (r) ≡ τ0 (ρ) should be considered as
the moment of joining to the growing solid of the material layer with the radius ρ < a0 .
This work was financially supported by the Federal Agency for Scientific Organizations (State
Registration No. AAAA-A17-117021310381-8) and in part by the Russian Foundation for Basic
Research (under grant No. 17-01-00712-a).
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Relativistic length contraction and time dilation as dynamical phenomena
D.V. Peregoudov1,a)
1 Geophysical Center RAS
It is commonly accepted that the
√ rod being accelerated and then left free contracts
in accordance to Lorentz factor 1 − v 2/c2 , and also that the clock being accelerated
and then∫ returned
to rest demonstrates time dilation in accordance to proper time
√
formula
1 − v 2/c2 dt. Although both issues were debated numerous times, no
models were proposed to trace dynamical nature of these phenomena. The purpose
of present paper is to propose simple relativistic elastic rod model, which allows exact
analytical solutions for a number of problems. The solutions of two problems are
presented: 1) acceleration of rod with constant force applied at one of its ends during
finite time interval, the result is Lorentz contraction, 2) acceleration and deceleration
of Einstein clock, the result is time dilation.
A number of issues in special relativity among those Lorentz contraction [1], Ehrenfest paradox [2], Bell’s spaceships paradox [3, 4] and even (implicitly, via the construction of clock) twin
paradox [5] involve extended bodies. However systematic relativistic consideration is mostly
suited for point particles and becomes extremely complicated in the case of extended bodies.
This is the main reason why numerously times debated during more than a century issues still
have no clear dynamical explanation and all attempts of such an explanation remain handwaving
and mere wishes [6, 7, 8].
In this situation even simplified and purely phenomenological relativistic elastic model would
be appropriate. The aim of present paper is to develop such a model. We restrict ourselves to
one-dimensional case and isoenthropic motion, then one can use well-known Euler and continuity
equations
nuµ ∂µ (w̃uν ) − ∂ ν p = 0, ∂µ (nuµ ) = 0,
√
√
where uµ = (1/ 1 − v 2 , v/ 1 − v 2 ) stands for 4-velocity (v is ordinary velocity, natural units
are used, √velocity of light equals unity), n stands for 4-concentration (ordinary concentration
equals n/ 1 − v 2 ), w̃(n) and p(n) stand for enthalpy per particle and pressure, these are related
by thermodynamical law dw̃ = n1 dp. The particular choice of w̃(n) defines elastic properties of
the body.
The equations of motion can be rewritten in the form
)
(
∫
v±c ∂
c dn
∂
+
J± = 0, J± = arth v ±
,
∂t 1 ± vc ∂x
n
where c2 (n) = p′/w̃ — elastic wave velocity. Equations are simplified drastically, if we choose
w̃ = n. Then p = (n2 − 1)/2 (we assume n = 1 corresponds to the absence of stress), c = 1,
J± = arth v ± ln n, equations are reduced to
(
)
∂
∂
±
J± = 0,
∂t ∂x
thus general solution is
arth v + ln n = ln g(t − x),
a)

arth v − ln n = ln f (t − x),
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x
0.73l
t
0.93, 0.63

l

0.93, 0.48
0.93, 0.31

0.93, 0.10

1, 0.69

1, 0.56

1, 0.40
1, 0.21

1, 0

Fig. 1: Space-time diagram for the rod, accelerated with constant force applied at its front end.
The correspondent pressure at the front end equals p(0.93) and correspondent 4-concentration
equals 0.93. Upper and lower polylines are world line of rod’s ends, zigzag line is shock wave
world line, numbers denote 4-concentration n and velocity v on corresponding spacetime areas.
The force is applied during four shock wave trips forth and back over the rod. Rod’s length
contraction from l to 0.73l is shown.

f and g are determined by initial and boundary conditions.
The figures below demonstrate the solutions of two particular problems: acceleration of rod
and acceleration and deceleration of Einstein clock.
This work was conducted in the framework of budgetary funding of GC RAS adopted by
FASO Russia.
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Fig. 2: Space-time diagram for two Einstein clock (the rod with two mirrors at its ends and a
light pulse between them) the first one accelerated and decelerated with piecewise constant force
applied at its front end and the second one at rest. The corresponding 4-concentration equals 1
(no force), 0.9 (acceleration) and 1/0.9 (deceleration). Upper and lower polylines are world lines
of mirrors, zigzag lines are the world lines of light pulses. The labels show the number of tic-tacs
starting with the beginning of the first clock acceleration. The clock is accelerated during 0–5th
and 25–30th and decelerated during 10–20th tic-tacs. Finally the clock undergone acceleration
is ten tic-tacs behind the cklock at rest.
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Boundary integral equations for stress analysis of technical structures (from
jet blades to tooth implants)
M.N. Perelmuter1,a)
1 Ishlinsky Institute for Problems in Mechanics RAS
For solution of stress concentration and fracture mechanics problems the direct
boundary integral equation (BIE) method is used. For elasticity problem without
body forces the direct BIE for homogeneous structure is given by [1]:
∫
cij (p) ui (p) =
[Gij (q, p) ti (q) − Fij (q, p) ui (q)]dΓ (q) , i, j = 1..m
(1)
Γ

where cij (p) depends on the local geometry of the boundary Γ (for a smooth boundary cij (p) = 0.5δij ), Gij (q, p) and Fij (q, p) are fundamental solutions of the equilibrium equations for displacements and stresses, respectively, ti (q) and ui (q) are
the boundary tractions and the boundary displacements on the structure surface
and the location of source and field points belonging to the boundary are defined
by the coordinates of points q and p, m = 2 for two-dimensional and axisymmetric
problems, m = 3 for three dimensional problems.
The multi-domain formulation of the BIE is applied for the composite structures
modelling. The equations (1) are considered for each of homogeneous sub-region of
the structure with the additional boundary conditions between sub-regions.
a)
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The fundamental solutions in the equation (1) for an isotropic material are wellknown [1]. When 3D problems with an arbitrary anisotropy are considered, only
numerical methods can be used for representation of the fundamental solutions. For
this purpose we use the method based on the multipole decomposition into the series
of spherical harmonics [2].
The numerical procedure including the computation of the fundamental solutions
for a body with an arbitrary elastic anisotropy was incorporated into the boundary
element package for the analysis of 2D and 3D thermo-elastic multi-region problems
with body forces [3, 4].
Plates with holes of diﬀerent shapes and orientations are wide used in the modern
technology. In the neighborhood of holes the stress state is often triaxial in nature
and the problem should be considered as the three-dimensional one.
The computational analysis of the stresses concentration for some flat plates with
oblique and conical holes under in-plane tensile and thermal loading for diﬀerent
angles of the obliquity was performed.

Fig. 1: Plates with one (left) and two oblique holes - models of turbine blades cooling system
Stresses concentration analysis in dental implants consists of the two stages:
1) analysis of the structure whole with smoothed screw in the junction between
an implant and a bone;
2) analysis of the stresses concentration in the screwed junction at the contact
boundary between the implant and bone.

Fig. 2: Relative stresses along the boundary of the ceramic implant (left) and spongy bone
The computational model of the first stage contain of 7 sub-domains which
are conforming to various parts of the implant. On all boundaries between
sub-domains of the implant model were imposed the ideal contact conditions.
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Analysis of the stresses concentration at the screw and bone junction was performed at the second stage of the research. It was assumed, that hollows in
the spongy bone, formed in a bone after an implant penetration, are conformed
to the screw thread on the implant. The following parameters of models were
investigated: mechanical properties of implants and surrounding bones; shape of
screw thread; the quality of junction conditions between implants and bones - from
full sliding to full osseointegration. In the latter case the boundary between the implant screw thread and the bone was considered on the basis of weak interface model.
This work was partly supported by the RFBR (the Projects 17-08-01312 and
17-08-01579).
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An Example of a None-zero Walsh Series with Riesz-spaces’ Coeﬃcients and
Vanishing Partial Sums S2k
S.V. Petrov1 , V.M. Prostokishin1,a)
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute), 31 Kashirskoe shosse, 115409 Moscow, Russia
A none-zero Walsh series with coeﬃcients from a Riesz-space and partial sums S2k
(o) - converging to 0 is presented.
In this work we consider an example of a Walsh series [1] with coeﬃcients belonging to a Rieszspace [2]. The partial sums S2k of this series (o) - converge to the element 0 of the Riesz-space
[3, 4]. Nevertheless, the series is not the null series. Thus, we can not recover coeﬃcients of the
series using (o) - convergence. It is an additional argument for introduction of (u) - convergence
(see [4]). There are some results of using it in [4, 5].
Theorem 1. There exist a series in the Walsh system with coeﬃcients belonging to a Rieszspace R such that it (o) - converges to 0 ∈ R with respect to the subsequence of the natural
numbers nk = 2k , k = 0, 1, . . . but this series is not a null series.
a)
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Let f be a function f : R → L0 ([0, 1]). By definition, put (see [3], p.300)
f (t) = 1]t−1/8, t+1/8[∩]0,1[ ,

t ∈ R.

Notice that the space L0 ([0, 1]) is a (super) Dedekind complete Riesz-space (see [3], p.300).
Lemma 1. Let t, t0 ∈ R be points such that 0 ⩽ t0 < t < t0 + 1/8 ⩽ 1, and s ∈ R; then

1

− t−t0 , if s ∈]t0 − 1/8, t − 1/8[,
f (t) − f (t0 )
1
(s) =
t−t0 , if s ∈]t0 + 1/8, t + 1/8[,

t − t0

0,
otherwise.
We now recall some definitions. Here we use the notions and conceptions of Walsh systems,
a Riesz-space, (o) - convergence and ets. from [1, 2, 3, 3].
Definition 1. A function F : [a, b] → R is said to be diﬀerentiable at x0 if
F (x) − F (x0 )
, exists in R.
x→x0
x − x0
[
)
(k)
Half-bounded intervals ∆m = 2mk , m+1
, 0 ⩽ m ⩽ 2k − 1, k = 0, 1, . . . are called binary–
2k
intervals (or intervals) of the rank k ⩾ 0.
(k)
The set of all intervals of the rank k is called the binary-net Mk of the rank k. Let ∆x be
(k)
a interval of the rank k such that the point x belongs to it. By {∆x } = {[αk , βk ]∞
k=0 } denote
(k)
a sequence of the intervals such that x ∈ ∆x for any k ⩾ 0. There exists a nest of intervals
(k)
{∆x } for any point x ∈ [0, 1].
Definition 2. Suppose that for a function F : [a, b] → R, there exists a limit
(o) - lim

F (βk ) − F (αk )
.
k→∞
βk − αk

(o) - lim

This limit is called the (o) - derivative with respect to the binary sequence of nets {Mk } or
(o){Mk } - derivative and is denoted by (o)D{Mk } F (x).
Lemma 2. The limit of the right of the function f at any point t0 ∈ [0, 1] equals 0:
(o)f+′ (t0 ) = 0 ∈ R. (In fact, it means that f+′ (t0 )(s) = 0 is true almost everywhere on [0, 1].)
Likewise, we have (o)f−′ (t0 ) = 0 ∈ R. It follows that (o)f ′ (t0 ) = 0 ∈ R.
Hereafter we suppose that ϕ is a Riesz-space-valued function defined on the set of dyadicrational points. We use the Henstock-Kurzweil type integral over J = [0, 1] with respect to the
basis B for Riesz-Space-valued functions (see [4]). In our case, the basis B is a dyadic basis D.
The elements of the set D are pairs (I, x) such that x ∈ I and I is any interval of the rank k ∈ N.
By definition, put
ϕk (x) =

− ϕ( 2mk )
ϕ( m+1
2k
(k)
|∆m |

Proposition 1.
∫
∫
ϕk (x) dx =
(k)

∆m

k
, where x ∈ ∆(k)
m , 0 ⩽ m ⩽ 2 − 1, k = 0, 1, . . . .

∫

∫
(k+1)

∆2m

ϕk (x) dx +

(k+1)

∆2m+1

ϕk (x) dx =

(k+1)

ϕk (x) dx.

∆m

∑n−1
Let Sn =
j=0 aj wj be the partial sum of a series in the Walsh system {wj }j , where
coeﬃcients aj belong to a Riesz-space R.
The following theorem is needed for the sequel. This theorem can be proved similarly to
proposition 3.1.1. from [1] for Riesz-space-valued functions.
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Theorem 2. Let {kj }j be an increasing sequence of natural numbers and {ϕk }j be a sequence
(k )
(k )
of functions such that {ϕk } is a constant on any interval ∆mj and for any interval ∆mj the
following condition holds
∫
∫
(k)

ϕk (x) dx =

∆m

(k+1)

ϕk (x) dx.

∆m

Then, there exists a Walsh series such that sums S2kj (x) are equal to the functions {ϕj }.
Take the function f as ϕ. The application of Theorem 2 yields that the sequence {fk (x)}
defines a unique series with partial sums S2kj (x) = fk (x) (where kj = j), and for any x ∈ ∆km
the following condition holds
S2k (x) =

f ( m+1
) − f ( 2mk )
2k
(k)

|∆m |

.

(I)

The limit as k → ∞ for the fraction of the right side of equality (I) equals the (o){Mk } derivative of the function f . Thus we have (o) - limk→∞ S2k (x) = (o)D{Mk } f (x).
To complete the example, we need the following proposition:
Proposition 2. If a function Y has the (o) - derivative (o)Y ′ (x) = y(x) at some point
x, then there exists a unique (o) - derivative with respect to the binary sequence of nets and
(o)D{Mk } f (x) = y(x) at this point x.
Finally, we obtain (o) - limk→∞ S2k (x) = (o)D{Mk } f (x) = (o)f ′ (x) ≡ 0 for any x ∈ [0, 1].
We claim that our series is not a null series. Indeed,
S1 (x) = a0 + w1 (x) = S20 (x) =

f (1) − f (0)
(0)

∆0

= 1]7/8,1[ − 1]0,1/8[ ̸= 0.

Hence it is clear that a0 ̸= 0 ∈ R. Thus Theorem 1 is proved.
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On Simulation of Blood Vessels Growth
N.E. Stadnik1,a) , V.V. Klindukhov2,b)
1 Ishlinsky Institute for Problems in Mechanics of the Russian Academy of Sciences
2 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
The present study is devoted to the problem of the human blood vessel growth simulation. The vessels are modelled by the thin-walled circular cylinder. The boundary
value problem of the surface growth of such cylinder is solved. The analytical solution
is obtained in terms of velocities of stress and strain tensors. The condition of thinness allows us to study growth processes by means of infinitesimal deformations. The
stress-strain state characteristics are numerically computed and graphically analysed
for various mechanical parameters of the growth processes.
The organs in the human body and animals morphologically are discriminated in two types:
tubular and stromal. The first type is characterized by a cavity with walls such as vessels,
bronchial tubes, bile ducts, gastrointestinal tract, etc. The most of pathological processes leading
to obturation of the lumen of tubular organs due to the surface deposition of particles. The
present study is devoted to the two pathological processes modelling such as atherosclerotic
lesions of the arteries and thrombosis of the veins. First one is characterized by infiltration of
proteins and lipids into a thin layer of the artery. Second one occurs due to the subsidence of
blood and plasma proteins on the wall of the vessel.
The wall of a large vessel, both arteries and veins, structurally consists of three shells: outer,
middle and inner. The outer shell is a loose connective tissue rich in blood vessels. The middle shell is represented by smooth muscle cells and the arteries also have elastic membranes.
The inner membrane is thin and is represented by a flat single-layered epithelium lying on
the basal membrane [1, 2]. Infiltration of the inner membrane with lipids, proteins and blood
cells (macrophages, leukocytes) occurs during atherosclerotic lesions of the artery resulting in
the deposition of atherosclerotic masses in the thin layer, which gradually accumulate form an
atherosclerotic plaque that grows predominantly in the lumen of the vessel in virtue of elastic forces acting at the muscular membrane [3, 4]. The outer diameter of the vessel during an
atherosclerotic lesion does not generally increase.
The thrombus formation is caused by a change in the vascular wall in response to which the
platelets adhere to the site of injury. Further, the formation of fibrin with the participation of
platelets and consolidation of the protein content of the growing thrombus. At the next stage,
there is a seizure and adherence of leukocytes, erythrocytes. The final formation of the thrombus
is completed by the settling of the plasma proteins of the blood on the formed convolution and
its compaction [5]. As a result of the above-described processes, the thrombus has a non-uniform
layered structure. The above processes are characterized mainly by surface growth of the artery
wall in a thin layer. On vessels with an atherosclerotic lesion for the resumption of normal blood
flow stenting is performed. A stent is a thin metal tube, consisting of wire cells, inflated with a
special balloon [6, 7]. It is introduced into the aﬀected vessel and is pressed by expansion into
the walls of the vessel increasing its lumen.
Another pathological process is the remodeling of the vessel wall as a result of which a
volumetric thickening of the wall occurs. With persistent high blood pressure in the arteries of
large and medium diameter elastosis and elastofibrosis is revealed. Elastosis and elastofibrosis
are sequential stages of the process and represent hyperplasia and cleavage of the internal elastic
a)
b)
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membrane, which develops compensatory in response to a persistent increase in blood pressure.
In the future, the destruction of elastic fibers occurs and their replacement by collagen fibers,
i.e. sclerosis. Thus, the wall of the vessels thickens, the lumen tapers [8, 9]. On Figure 1 changes
in the vessel wall (thickness, outer and inner radius) are shown in the first approximation for
various pathological processes.
The pathological growth of blood vessel wall can be described in some cases by surface growth
mechanics technique. At present study we will focused on the processes of surface growth of thinwalled vessels. We use the ideas of the mechanics of growing solids [10, 11, 12]. Some problems
concerning the residual stresses computation in frameworks of the thermoelastoplasticity and
circular symmetry conditions are early studied in many papers [13, 14, 15, 16]. The principal
variables of the boundary value problem for a growing body are the stress rate tensor, the strain
rate tensor and the velocity vector. On the surface of growth we set a specific boundary condition
depending on the curvature tensor of the growth surface and the tension and inflow rates of the
incremented elements.
Some problems for an elastic thin-walled surface-growing circular cylinder are considered at
present work. The condition of thinness allows us to simulate finite displacements of cylinder
points under the condition of small deformations. This, in particular, makes it possible to solve
the problem with exact boundary conditions on a moving surface. The behaviour features of the
strain–stress state characteristics depending on the pressure on the inner and outer surfaces of
the cylinder are observed and analysed.
The present study is supported by the Federal Agency for Scientific Organizations (State
Registration Number AAAA-A17-117021310381-8) and by the Russian Foundation for Basic
Research financially (project No. 18-01-00844, 17-01-00712, 17-51-45054).
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Steady trans-Alfvenic and sub-Alfvenic MHD flows in coaxial channels with
longitudinal magnetic field
E.V. Stepin1,a)
1 Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Miusskaya
sq. 4, 125047, Moscow, Russia
Theoretical and numerical researches of plasma flows in coaxial channels in the presence of a longitudinal magnetic field are presented. The process of flow transition
through the Alfvenic velocity corresponding to the longitudinal magnetic field in
narrow channels of an arbitrary geometry is considered. Features of the relaxation
process and characteristics of the transonic sub-Alfvenic flow type with acceleration
in a narrow channel with a constant mean radius are studied. The main results are
obtained in the quasi-one-dimensional (hydraulic) approach.
The study of processes in plasma accelerators is one of the most important theoretical and
practical problems in plasma physics [1]. In the accelerator output, plasma fluxes with high
velocity and energy values are formed, thus these devices have a number of actual and perspective applications. Two coaxial electrodes connected to an electric current source form a nozzle
a)
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accelerator channel (fig. 1). Plasma acceleration in the axial direction comes at the expense of
the Ampere force of the interaction between the azimuthal (i.e., transverse with respect to the
flow) magnetic field generated by the current in the central electrode and the electric current
flowing between the electrodes. The further development of the flow acceleration mechanism in
plasma accelerators channels implies the introduction of the longitudinal magnetic field induced
by external conductors.

Fig. 1: Schematic view of coaxial plasma accelerator with longitudinal magnetic field.

An important role in the development of plasma accelerators is played by their mathematical
models and by theoretical and numerical studies of their plasma dynamic processes. Plasma
is considered as a continuous medium that moves in narrow tubes, therefore its behavior can
be described by the equations of magnetic hydrodynamics (MHD) in the quasi-one-dimensional
approach.
As is known [2], in the presence of a longitudinal magnetic field, plasma flows are subdivided
into the two fundamentally diﬀerent classes: super-Alfvenic and sub-Alfvenic (relative to the
Alfven velocity corresponding to the longitudinal magnetic field). The most important in terms
of applications super-Alfvenic accelerated flows, which exist in a weak longitudinal field or in its
absence (i.e., in the transverse magnetic field), have been studied in detail in the previous works
[3, 4].
The sub-Alfvenic class is much less stuied. In [5], in particular, the classification of all steady
flow types in narrow channels with a constant mean radius is presented and the properties of
the Alfvenic flow in which plasma velocity coincides with the Alfvenic velocity along the entire
length of the channel are highlighted. In [6], features of the relaxation and characteristics of
near-Alfvenic flow types in the channels of the same geometry have been determined.
Developing previous researches, trans-Alfvenic flows in which plasma velocity passes through
the Alfvenic velocity are considered in the present paper. This transition, in contrast to narrow
channels with a constant mean radius, is possible in channels with a curvilinear configuration.
The calculations of this process in the narrow curved tubes with two opposite variants of geometry
are provided. Some of its features are obtained by the theoretical analysis of the first integrals of
the steady system of equations. It has been determined that a geometric place of the transition
under consideration in a channel is directly related to its configuration.
The part of the present researches concerns the transonic sub-Alfvenic flow type with accel147
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eration. In the narrow channel with a constant mean radius, its relaxation process is studied and
the dependence of plasma parameters on the value of the longitudinal magnetic field is determined. It has been noted that this flow type has a mechanism of energy transformation diﬀerent
from its super-Alfvenic analogue. Moreover, unlike super-Alfvenic flows, there are entire families
of transonic sub-Alfvenic accelerated flows at the same value of a longitudinal magnetic field.
The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project № 18-31-00351.
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Simulation of gas release from trunck pipelines using a new numerical
method based on the Godunov approach
S.I. Sumskoi1,a)
1 National Research Nuclear University “MEPhI” (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute
The paper proposes a new numerical method for solving problems of pipeline transport of natural gas (methane), including the problems of modeling the gas release
when accidental rupture of gas pipeline takes place.
At present, simple algebraic relations are used to calculate the release rate for disrupted gas
pipeline - the Bell formula. This formula allows to calculate the release rate for a single-pipe
pipeline when the valve closest to the accident site is closed. However, this approach also has
disadvantages: it does not allow us to calculate, for example, a such parameter as the release
temperature, which is extremely important for subsequent calculations: the temperature will
significantly aﬀect the buoyancy of the release, and hence the process of methane dispersion. It
also does not allow to calculate the flow pattern for a complex pipeline scheme. Therefore, it is
of interest to develop new numerical methods that make it possible to describe in more detail the
process of the gas release from a destroyed gas pipeline. In this paper, it is proposed to use the
standard system of gas dynamics equations describing the nonstationary one-dimensional motion
of an ideal gas in a pipe of constant cross section to describe the gas flow through a gas pipeline
a)
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(including the case of its full rupture). A distinctive feature of the equations used is that in the
energy balance not only the kinetic energy of motion with an average flow velocity is considered,
but also internal pulsational motions with respect to the averaged flow. Also in the energy
conservation equation, in addition to the standard terms, a special term is included to describe
heat exchange with the environment, the intensity of this heat exchange is proportional to the
diﬀerence in gas and ambient temperatures: To solve the system of equations of gas dynamics,
a numerical method was proposed on the basis of the splitting of the calculation procedure
according to physical processes. The calculation was carried out in two stages. At the first stage,
the usual system of gas dynamics equations is solved - without taking into account such processes
as the gravity, friction and heat transfer. In fact, this means rejecting the source terms from the
main system and considering only such gas dynamic factors as convective transfer and the action
of pressure forces. At this stage the numerical Godunov type method in Kolgan’s modification
is applied. Its additional modification in the framework of this paper is that the total kinetic
energy took into account the pulsating component of the flow velocity. Also, to solve the Riemann
problem, a solver was developed, taking into account the presence of the gas compressibility factor
in the ideal gas equation. At the second stage, only the processes of gravity, friction on the walls
and heat exchange through the walls of the pipeline were modeled numerically. To model the
guillotine rupture, boundary conditions were considered with constant pressures at the inlet of
the pipeline (the pressure was assumed equal to the pressure of the compressor station) and at
the release point (the pressure was assumed to be equal to atmospheric pressure). Using the
proposed numerical method, a computational program was developed. Test calculations of the
release problem at a complete rupture of the pipeline were performed. The rupture was considered
in the middle of a gas pipeline 120 km long and 1420 mm in diameter. The inlet pressure is
equal to 150 atm, the flow rate is equal to 200 million cubic meter per day. Calculations showed
that, depending on time, the release intensity remains extremely high for a long time interval.
The flow rate of 5 tons per second can exist up to 20 minutes. This work is supported by the
Russian Science Foundation under grant 16-19-00188

On the Holomorphy of Functions that Define Mappings with Asymptotically
Constant Stretching
D.S. Telyakovskii1,a)
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute)
The following theorem is proved: Let f (z), z ∈ G ⊂ C be a function that defines
the mapping w = f (z), which is direct and has asymptotically constant stretching at
each point of G, and the function log+ |f (z)| is locally integrable in G, then f (z) is
holomorphic in G.
We obtain a suﬃcient condition for the holomorphy of functions f (z), z ∈ G ⊂ C. Existence
of a nonzero derivative of f (z) at the point ζ is equivalent to the conformality of the mapping
w = f (z) at that point, that is emitting from ζ infinitely small vectors dz stretched with the
same non-zero coeﬃcient (the condition of a constant stretching) and are rotated by the same
angle (the condition of preserving the angles by magnitude and direction).
a)
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Thus, the conformality of the mapping w = f (z) at each point of the domain G is a suﬃcient
condition for the function f (z) to be holomorphic in G. Conditions of the constancy of stretchings
and preservation of angles under the mapping w = f (z), taken separately, also give suﬃcient
conditions for holomorphy. Menshoﬀ [1] showed that a continuous univalent function, setting
an angle-preserving mapping at all the points of G is holomorphic in G, and if the constancy
of stretchings condition satisfies in G, then holomorphic is either f (z), or f (z). Then Menshoﬀ
proved [2] that for continues univalent functions, the conditions of angle preservation and the
constancy of the stretchings is suﬃcient to assume only along three mutually noncollinear rays
emitting from each point ζ ∈ G; moreover, the directions of these rays depends on ζ.
Then Trokhimchuk [3] removed the assumption of univalency of f (z) in these Menshoﬀ’s
theorems. The Bohr’s examples shows that the condition of univalency is essential to prove
holomorphy of functions setting mappings with constant stretchings. Trokhimchuk replaced
condition of univalency with the assumption that the mapping w = f (z) is direct at each point
ζ ∈ G ([3], p. 107).
Diﬀerent conditions of complex diﬀerentiability set diﬀerent conditions of preservation angles
and constancy of stretchings. In this paper, we consider the constant-stretching condition for
asymptotically monogenic functions. The function f (z) is said to be asymptotically monogenic
at ζ, if there exists the finite limit
lim

f (z) − f (ζ)
z−ζ

as z → ζ, z ∈ Eζ ,

where Eζ is measurable set (with respect to planar Lebesgue measure) and ζ is its point of
density. Accordingly we can say that the mapping w = f (z) obtains asymptotically constant
stretching at ζ, if there exists a finite limit
lim

f (z) − f (ζ)
z−ζ

as z → ζ, z ∈ Eζ .

Menchoﬀ [4] proved holomorphy of continuous asymptotically monogenic functions. In the
same paper Menchoﬀ gave an example, going back to Luzin, of a function that is asymptotically
monogenic in a domain but not holomorphic there. Thus the assumption of continuity can’t be
removed completely but it can be suﬃciently weakened. The author [5] replaced it by condition of
integrability of log+ |f (z)|. For functions, setting transformations with asymptotically constant
stretching, the following theorem is proved.
Theorem. Let f (z), z ∈ G ⊂ C be a function that defines the mapping w = f (z), which is
direct and has asymptotically constant stretching at each point of G, and the function log+ |f (z)|
is locally integrable in G, then f (z) is holomorphic in G.
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Global uniqueness of the compact support source identification problem
D.S. Tkachenko1,a) , V.V. Soloviev1
1 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
An inverse problem of reconstructing the source of a special kind for parabolic equations in a bounded region with smooth boundary is considered. Solutions are sought
in the Hölder classes. The source is considered to have an unknown term with a
compact support on a segment inside the main domain. We prove an uniqueness
theorem for the solution of the problem.
Let T > 0, 0 < α < 1 - fixed numbers, and on a plane with Cartesian coordinates x = (x1 , x2 )
there is a bounded domain Ω with a smooth boundary of C 2, α class. In the point space (x, t) we
define the cylinder ΩT = Ω × [0, T ] with the side boundary ΓT = ∂Ω × [0, T ]. Let the numbers
a, b ∈ R and the domain Ω be such that the interval ω = (a, b) × {0} ⊂ Ω and,moreover,
ω = [a, b] × {0} ⊂ Ω. Consider the inverse problem to determe in the cylinder ΩT the pair of
α
functions u : ΩT → R, f : R → R, u ∈ C 2+α, 1+ 2 (ΩT ) ∩ C(ΩT ), f ∈ C[a, b] from given
conditions:
ut (x, t) − ∆u(x, t) = f (x1 )h(x, t) + g(x, t),
u(x, t) = µ(x, t), (x, t) ∈ ΓT ,
u(x1 , 0, T ) = χ(x1 ),

(x, t) ∈ ΩT ,

u(x, 0) = ϕ(x),

x1 ∈ [a, b].

x ∈ Ω,

(1)
(2)
(3)

We further assume that the f function has a compact support on the interval [a, b], i.e.
f (x1 ) = 0 at x1 < a, x1 > b. In addition, we further assume that domain Ω is symmetric with
1 , −x2 , t)
respect to the x2 = 0 axis. Denote h̃(x, t) = h(x1 , x2 , t)+h(x
. For the inverse problem (1) –
2
(3), the uniqueness theorem holds.
Theorem Let domain Ω is symmetric with respect to the line x2 = 0 and function h satisfyes
α
conditions h, ht , hx2 ∈ C α, 2 (ΩT ), h(x1 , 0, T ) ≥ hT > 0, h(x, t) ≥ 0, ht (x, t) ≥ 0, x1 ∈ [a, b],
h̃x2 (x, t) ≥ 0, x1 ∈ [a, b], x2 < 0. Then the inverse problem (1) - (3) cannot have two diﬀerent
solutions.
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Tikhonov-type Cauchy problem for Relativistic Schrodinger Equation
S.A. Vasilyev1,a) , I.S. Kolosova1,b)
1 Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia (RUDN University)
Tikhonov-type Cauchy problem on the interval [0, r0 ] for relativistic Schrodinger
equation which is an infinite order singularly perturbed diﬀerential equation is considered. The runcated equation for relativistic Schrodinger equation is build. For
solving the runcated relativistic Schroedinger equation with some quasipotentials
numerical methods is used. The numerical schemes on an irregular grid is applyed
for the solution analysis.
In the papers [1]-[4] it was investigated the relativistic Schroedinger diﬀerence equation with
the quasipotential (Logunov–Tavkhelidze–Kadyshevsky equation, LTK equation) in the relativistic configurational space for the radial wave functions of bound states for two identical elementary
particles without spin
√
[ rad
]
H0 + V (r) − 2c q 2 + m2 c2 ψ(r, l) = 0,
(
)
(
)
iℏ
ℏ2 l(l + 1)
iℏ
rad
2
H0 = 2mc ch
D +
exp
D
iℏ
mc
mc
mr(r + mc
)
where m is the mass, q is the momentum, l is the angular momentum of each elementary particles
and V (r) is the quasipotential (a piecewise continuous function).
If in this equation we let the velocity of light to infinity (c → ∞) formaly it is possible to get
the nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation [4].
Asymptotic solutions of boundary value problems for LTK equation was presented in [1]. For
this equation were studied boundary value problems with the quasipotential on an interval and
on a positive half-line. Using asymptotic methods were obtained solutions in the form of regular and boundary layer parts, and investigated the question of the asymptotic behavior of the
solutions when a small parameter ε → 0. Also in [1] for LTK equation was made the transition
from equations of infinite order equation to finite order 2m. For this ”cutting” equation (Logunov–Tavkhelidze–Kadyshevsky cutting equation, LTKC equation) have also been formulated
boundary value problems on an interval and on a positive half-line, it is were built asymptotic
solution for these problems and studied their behavior when the order LTKC equation 2m → ∞.
If in this equation we assume that ℏ = 1, m = 1, l = 0 (S-wave function),
√
1
ε = , λε,∞ = 2q 2 / 1 + ε2 q 2 + 1, v = V (r), q 2 = (1 + 0.25ε2 λε,∞ )λε,∞ ,
c
then the equation has the form:
e ε − λε,∞ ]ψε,∞ (r) = 0,
[L
∞
e ε = L2 + ε2 Lε =
L
∞
∞

∞
∑

ε2p−2 L̂2p + v(r),

L̂2p =

p=1

L2 = L̂2 + v(r) = −D + v(r),
2

Lε∞

=

∞
∑
p=1

a)
b)
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ε

2p−2

2(−1)p 2p
D ,
(2p)!!

L̂2p+2

Dp = dp /drp ,

∞
∑
2(−1)p+1 2p−2 2p+2
=
ε
D
.
(2p + 2)!!
p=1
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This diﬀerential equation of infinite order with a small parameter (ε << 1) belongs to the class
of singularly perturbed equations.
For this diﬀerential equation we can build runcated equation in the form:
e ε − λε,∞ ]ψε,2m (r) = 0,
[L
2m
e ε2m = L2 + ε2 Lε2m =
L

2m
∑

ε2p−2 L̂2p + v(r),

L̂2p =

p=1

L2 = L̂2 + v(r) = −D2 + v(r),

Lε2m =

2m
∑

2(−1)p 2p
D ,
(2p)!!

ε2p−2 L̂2p+2 =

p=1

Dp = dp /drp ,

2m
∑
2(−1)p+1 2p−2 2p+2
ε
D
.
(2p + 2)!!
p=1

For this diﬀerential equation we can formulate Tikhonov-type Cauchy problem A2m
T CI,ε on the
interval [0, r0 ]
e 2m − λε,2m ]ψε,2m (r) = 0,
[L
Di ψε,2m (0) = 0,

i = 0, 1, . . . , 2m − 1.

If we assume that ε = 0 we can formulate degenerate Cauchy problems A0
[L2 − λ0 ]ψ0 (r) = 0,
Di ψ0 (0) = 0, i = 0, 1.
In this work Tikhonov-type Cauchy problem A2m
T CI,ε and Cauchy problems A0 are investigated
with some continuous quasipotentials. The numerical schemes on an irregular grid is applyed for
the solution analysis of problems A2m
T CI,ε and A0 .
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Mathematical modelling and optimization of High-Power Channel-Type
Reactor’s core charge
G. Zaluzhnaya1,a) , A. Zagrebayev1,b)
1 NRNU MEPhI
Optimizing the decommissioning of nuclear power units that have worked their resources out is now one of the most urgent tasks. In addition to technical problems
related to safety, there is a problem of eﬃcient use of fuel in a decommissioning reactor, particularly for reactors with continuous overload of RBMK–type fuel. During
the operation of the reactor there are fuel assemblies with diﬀerent energy-producing
values in the core and there is a fundamental possibility of their rearrangement, forming accordingly the structure of the core, which in turn determines the eﬃciency of
using the remaining fuel. To solve these problems, we provide a mathematical model
of fuel assemblies’ spectrum in this paper.
Let us note that the mathematical model of fuel assemblies spectrum dynamics by energy–
producing was obtained by analogy with the mathematical model of the Fermi neutron slowdown
spectrum.link1 Fuel assemblies’ balance in interval dE of energy–producing is
∂q(E, t)
∂n(E, t)
=
− S(E, t) + B(E, t)
∂t
∂E

(1)

where the first term on the right-hand side is the rate of decrease due to burning out, S(E, t) is
the rate of loss due to unloading from core, B(E, t) is the rate of fuelling from another reactor.
The model was tested using data of the Kursk and Smolensk NPPs. For comparison, the
average energy production by the zone was used and fuelling (in reality, it does not usually
exceed 2 − 3 assemblies per day, taking into account replacement of defective fuel assemblies).
The calculation results showed an error approximatly 1% when calculating the average energy–
producing in the core, and the values of fuelling correspond to the technically feasible ones.
First way to maintain reactor’s criticality is to take out fuel out of the core — "collapse
of reactor core". Maximum of energy-producing can be calculated and depends on eﬀective
multiplication factor.
Second way to maintain reactor’s criticality is to form two-region core charge: fuel assemblies
with less energy-producing have to stay in central region, and others have to stay in peripheral
region. Eﬀective multiplication factor depends on diapason of fuel assemblies energy-producing in
central zone. It is shown that we can find a charge that provides maximum eﬀective multiplication
factor.
Mathematical modeling has shown that anyway there is a gain in the use of fuel from 40%
to 50% in comparison with the normal mode of reactor decommission. All results were obtained
using reactor’s point model and linear approximation of fuel assembly’s power and multiplication factor. The results just show the possibility of HPCTR’s decommissioning optimization.
Concrete values may be specified after full neutronic computation.
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Section “Mathematical methods of processing and data analysis”
A Simple Model of Active Queue Management System According to the
RED Algorithm
A.Y. Apreutesey1,a) , A.V. Korolkova1,b)
1 Department of Applied Probability and Informatics
Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia (RUDN University)
6 Miklukho-Maklaya str., Moscow, 117198, Russian Federation
The Active Queue Management system with RED algorithm is used to control and
prevent congestion in the queues of gateways [1]. When the average queue size
exceeds a preset thresholds, the gateway marks each incoming packet with a certain probability, where the exact probability is a function of the average queue size
and average TCP-window size. The algorithm randomly drops the packets with the
marking, while reducing the traﬃc intensity from the source. As the queue grows,
the statistical probability for dropping an arriving packet grows too. Consequently,
in simulation modeling it is optimal to use a hybrid approach that might be implemented in the Modelica language. Modelica is an object-oriented physical modeling
language that supports continuous and hybrid, as well as discrete paradigms. The
main purpose of this work are to construct of the simplified model of the AQM system
with RED algorithm and to demonstrate the behaviour of main system parameters
depending on the preset thresholds.
The work is partially supported by RFBR grant No 16-07-00556. Also the publication was prepared with the support of the “RUDN University Program 5-100”.
A Simple Mathematician Model of the AQM system with RED algorithm [1] is presented in
the following equations
W (t)W (t − R)
1
−
KQ(t − R),
R
2R(t − R)
{ W (t)
N R{ − C,
Q(t) > 0,
}

Ẇ (t) =

Q̇(t) =

max N WR(t) − C, 0 ,

Q(t) = 0,

(1)

(2)

˙ = ln(1 − α) q̂(t) − ln(1 − α) Q(t),
(3)
q̂(t)
δ
δ
describing the behaviour of the three main functions: W (t) — average TCP-window size (packets); Q(t) — average queue size (packets); q̂(t) — an estimate of the average queue length at the
router.
The packet discard function takes the form:

0 ⩽ q̂ < Qmin ,

0,
q̂−Qmin
p = Qmax −Qmin pmax , Qmin ⩽ q̂ ⩽ Qmax ,
(4)


1,
q̂ > Qmax ,
where Qmax , Qmin are the queue size thresholds, pmax shows part of dropped packets.
a)
b)
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We consider a system in which there is a single congested router with a transmission capacity
of C, amount of the TCP-session N and round trip time R (sec).The equation (1) describes
the behavior of the TCP window size. This models the additive-increase multiplicative-decrease
behavior of TCP. In the equation (2) the behaviour of the queue size is showed. The first term
corresponds to the increase in the queue length due to the arrival of packets, the second term
models the decrease in the queue length. The equation (3) describes an exponentially weighted
moving average of queue size based on samples taken every δ seconds using a weight α, δ = 1/C,
α = 1 − e−1/C . Full model is presented in [2].
In the OpenModelica the program might have the following form:
model TCPRED
parameter Real Qmin(start=20),Qmax(start=60),pmax(start=0.1),N(start=1),
C(start=11),R(start=1);
Real p(start=0.1), alfa, qcap(start=1), Q(start=1), W(start=0.1);
equation
p = if((qcap>=0)and(qcap<Qmin)) then 0 else (if((qcap>=Qmin) and
(qcap<=Qmax)) then((qcap - Qmin)*pmax/(Qmax-Qmin)) else 1);
der(W)=(1/R)-(W*delay(W,R)*delay(p,R)/(2*R));
der(Q)= if Q>0 then ((N*W*(1-p)/R)-C) else max(((N*W*(1-p))/R)-C,0);
alfa=1-exp(-1/C);
der(qcap)=(log(1-alfa)*qcap/(1/C))-(log(1-alfa)*Q/(1/C));
end TCPRED;
At initial threshold values Qmin = 20 and Qmax = 60 the phase portrait (fig. 1) has the
form of a limiting cycle, that indicates the presence of an self-oscillation [3]. When using other
threshold values Qmin = 10, Qmax = 85, the phase portrait (fig. 2) has the focus form, which
indicates the absence of self-oscillations.
In conclusion, the work demonstrates the application of the Modelica language to simulate a
hybrid simple system with control by the algorithm type RED. It is shown that there is an auto
oscillatory mode for certain specified parameters of the system.

Fig. 1: Phase portrait (W, Q), Qmin = 20, Qmax = 60
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Fig. 2: Phase portrait (W, Q), Qmin = 10, Qmax = 85
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Mathematical model for predicting the resource allocation within a system
in the course of a transition process
E. Bychovec1 , S.G. Klimanov1 , V.V. Klimov1 , A.V. Kryanev1,a) , D.E. Sliva1
1 National Research Nuclear University "MEPhI"
The problems of dynamic change of shares of distributed resources are considered.
A mathematical model for predicting the dynamics of shares for a transition process
from one equilibrium state of the system to another equilibrium state is proposed.
The case of the presence of a noise chaotic component in such a model is considered.
Practical examples inmplementing the proposed model applicable to investments are
given.

1

Introduction

In the formulation of many applied problems, the unknown time-varying functions are the shares
of a resource distributed among the objects of a considered system. Examples of such problems
are the problems of restructuring the composition of eﬀective investment portfolios [1, 2, 3, 4]
or the dynamics of the distribution of the priority coeﬃcients of performance parameters of a
complex economic or technical system [5, 6, 7]. Often when solving this type of problem, the
distribution of shares at a future fixed time point is known, sometimes with some degree of
uncertainty. The paper considers the problem of determining the transition process from the
initial distribution of shares to their final distribution.

2

The scheme for calculating the dynamics of the transition process for the
shares of resource allocation in the system

The predicted dynamics of the transition process for the shares of the distributed resource is
described by the following compound system of equations
a)
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∂xi (t)
= ai − a · xi , 0 < t < t∗ , i = 1, . . . , n
∂t

(1)

with the initial condition

xi (t) = xi0 ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n,

n
∑

(2)

xi = 1.

i=1

In system (1) the parameters ai , i − 1, . . . , n are unknown and are to be determined. Consider
the following inverse problem for the system of diﬀerential equations∑
(1). It is required to find
n
parameters ai , i − 1, . . . , n such that the normalization conditions
i=1 xi (t) = 1, 0 < t <
∗
t , xi (t) ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n, are fulfilled, and the solution of the Cauchy problem (1) - (2) must
satisfy the terminal condition

xi (t∗ ) = x∗i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n,

n
∑

x∗i = 1.

(3)

i=1

The solution of the inverse problem (1) - (3) is given by
xi (t) = x∗i + (xi0 − x∗i ) · exp(−α · t), i = 1, . . . , n.

(4)

If there is an additive chaotic component ϵ(t), M ϵ(t) = 0 on the right-hand side of the original
system (1), (4) is also the unbiased estimate of the solution of the inverse problem (1) - (3), and
the estimate of the parameter α can be found using samples of the dynamics of the changes in
xi (t), i = 1, . . . , n by means of the ordinary least squares method. Below is a numerical example
of the dynamics of the shares of a distributed resource for a system of objects into which these
resources are allocated. Table 1 presents the results of forecasting the shares of the distributed
resource using the above scheme (the shares in Table 1 are given in percentages). Here the
initial shares are defined by the equalities: x10 = 0.04, x20 = 0.21, x30 = 0.75, x40 = 0.00, and
the shares of the final state by the equalities x∗1 = 0.01, x∗2 = 0.03, x∗3 = 0.21, x∗4 = 0.75. Table
1 contains samples of resource allocation shares at regular time intervals for four objects (the
projected values of shares are given in parentheses).
Table 1: Sample resourse shares dynamics
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
1%
2%
1%
1%
1%

(3%)
(2.8%)
(2%)
(2%)
(1.5%)
(1.5%)
(1%)
(1%)
(1%)
(1%)

21%
15% (15%)
12% (12.2%)
10% (10%)
7% (7%)
6% (6.5%)
5% (5.5%)
4% (4%)
4% (4%)
3% (3%)
3% (3%)

75%
61%
50%
43%
35%
29%
25%
24%
22%
21%
21%
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(58%)
(51%)
(42%)
(32%)
(30%)
(28%)
(24%)
(22%)
(21%)
(21%)

0%
21%
35%
45%
56%
63%
69%
70%
73%
75%
75%

(24%)
(34%)
(46%)
(59%)
(62%)
(65%)
(71%)
(73%)
(75%)
(75%)
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3

Conclusion

The report presents a mathematical model for predicting the dynamic process of resource allocation in the transition from one equilibrium state to another equilibrium state. The mathematical
model is based on the inverse problem for a system of ordinary diﬀerential equations with allowance for the normalization and non-negativity of the fractions for the entire considered period
of time. An explicit solution of the inverse problem is obtained. It is noted that the obtained
solution can be used as an estimate of the forecast in a dynamic mode in the presence of an
unbiased chaotic component.
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Study of the dynamics of a system with delay that described of the
operation of a nuclear reactor
N.D. Bykova1,a)
1 P.G. Demidov Yaroslavl State University
The dynamics of a system of diﬀerential-diﬀerence equations
Ṅ (t) = [a(N (t) − N0 ) + bT (t − τ )]N (t)
Ṫ (t) = r[N (t) − N0 − T (t)].
was studied using asymptotic methods.
This system of diﬀerential-diﬀerence equations is used for the description of the
operation of a nuclear reactor. In this case N (t) is reactor power, N0 > 0 is stable
a)
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value of reactor power, T (t) is temperature variation, a and b are values was proportional to the power coeﬃcient of reactivity and proportional coeﬃcient of reactivity,
r > 0 is value that describes total thermal capacity, τ > 0 is delay, t is time.
We assumed that the parameter |b| or the delay τ is suﬃciently large. The results
about the existence, stability and asymptotics of periodic solutions of this system
were obtained.

Stochastic modeling of spreading of computer viruses
A.V. Demidova1,a) , T.S. Demidova1 , A.A. Sobolev1
Friendship University of Russia (RUDN University)

1 Peoples’

In this paper we consider the simplest SIR model, which is used to describe the
dynamics of the propagation of network worms. Taking into account probabilistic
phenomena in modeling complex systems can potentially improve the mathematical model of the system under study. The aim of this work is to apply stochastic
epidemiological models to the modeling computer viruses spreading in the local network.
Network worms are one of the varieties of network malware, capable of independent search
for new nodes to infect and use them to spread over local and global computer networks, creating copies of themselves. Modern protection tools are not always able to respond quickly to
the epidemic of network worms, so the urgent task is to simulate the dynamics of the malware
spreading, which will create more eﬀective protection tools that can prevent or contain epidemics
in the early stages. Numerous studies have shown that the use of mathematical theory of biological epidemics can be helpful for viruses spreading modeling. The aim of this work is to apply
stochastic epidemiological models to the simulation of computer viruses spreading dynamics in
the local network.

1

The SIR model of an epidemic

The SIR model can be used to describe the attenuation of network epidemics. In this system,
there are three states of computers: S -susceptible, I - infected, R – recovered (or immune). The
system is closed, i.e. the nodes do not appear and do not exit it. For this model, the statement
is true S+I+R=N. To describe the relative numbers of nodes, we introduce variables s=S/N,
i=I/N, r=R / N. All nodes are assumed to be infected equally. The following ODE system
describes this model:

ds

= −βis


 dt
di
(1)
dt = βis − γi



 dr
dt = γi
In the system (1) the β is computer infection rate and γ is computer recovery rate.
a)
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2

A stochastic model of network worms spreading

Classical epidemiological models are deterministic and represent a system of ordinary diﬀerential
equations, so they can’t take into account the stochastic properties of the environment such as
instability of communication channels, a variable number of computers on the network, user
actions, etc. One way to consider these phenomena is the transition from deterministic to
stochastic equations. In papers [1, 2] stochastic models construction method is developed. This
method allows one to construct consistent stochastic and deterministic parts of SDE. The method
is based on combinatorial methodology described in [3, 4]. Consistency refers to the fact that
stochastics is related to the structure of the system under study and is not a description of the
external influence on it. The method consists in constructing an interaction scheme – a symbolic
record of all interactions of the system elements. From the interaction scheme one can get the
master equation of kinetic chemistry and approximate Fokker-Plank and Langevin equations.
For the stochastic SIR model, we get the following interactions scheme:
β

S+I −
→ 2I

(2)

γ

I +A−
→R

In (2) the first line describes the interaction of infected host with the susceptible, with the result
that in the system formed a new infected host. The second line describes the application of
"medicine" to the infected node, as a result of which this node becomes immune to infection.

3

Numerical analysis of network worms propagation dynamics

Numerical analysis of the dynamics of distribution of network worms was carried out using the
developed software package, implemented in Python 3 using NumPy and SciPy libraries, as well
as Matplotlib for graphical representation of calculations [5, 6]. In addition, the possibility of
interactive selection of model parameters using jupiter’s ipywidgets library is implemented.

4

Conclusion

The paper deals with deterministic and stochastic models of network worms spreading. The
structure of stochastic models is described, Fokker–Planck equation is written out, transition
rule to stochastic diﬀerential equation in Langevin form is formulated. The comparative analysis
of deterministic and stochastic models is carried out. Analysis of the simplest SIR model showed
that this model does not take into account many factors aﬀecting the dynamics of the spread
of network worms. So, this model does not take into account the structure of the network, the
stochastic aspects of the network and the departure of its nodes, as well as various probabilistic
factors. Analysis of the stochastic model showed that the introduction of stochastic weakly aﬀects
the behavior of the system, so the deterministic model is decent approximation for stochastic
one. Numerical experiments show consistency with analytical results for the studied deterministic
model.
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Method of anomaly recognition in time series of matrix data based
on confidence interval systems and space-time filtering
M.N. Dobrovolsky1,a) , V.G. Getmanov1,2,b) , A.A. Soloviev1,3,c) , E.Y. Butirskiy4,d) ,
A.N. Dmitrieva2,e)
1 Geophysical Center RAS
2 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
3 Schmidt Institute of Physics of the Earth RAS
4 Saint Petersburg State University
A method for anomaly recognition in time series of matrix data is proposed.
The mathematical apparatus of confidence intervals and space-time filtering is applied. The reference and sliding matrix systems of confidence intervals are formed.
The anomaly recognition is performed based on decision rules for comparing the reference and sliding systems of confidence intervals. An example of anomaly recognition
in the matrix data of the URAGAN muon hodoscope is given.
The problem of anomaly recognition in time series of matrix data is considered. Time series of matrix data Y (i, j, T k), i = 1, . . . , N1 , j = 1, . . . , N2 , k = 1, . . . , K are given, where T
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is the time step. The goal is to recognize the anomalous areas Wk ⊂ W = {i, j : i = 1, . . . , N1 , j =
1, . . . , N2 } for moments T k. Anomalousness is understood as a suﬃciently large change in the expectations and, possibly, dispersions of time series data at points of the area Wk . Time series
of data in the elements of the matrix W are considered to be normally distributed.
Estimates of mathematical expectations and standard deviations are calculated for each element of the matrix at the reference interval of length k0 :
0
1 ∑
Y (i, j, T k),
k0
k=1
√
σ0 (i, j) = D0 (i, j).

k

0
1 ∑
(Y (i, j, T k) − m0 (i, j))2 ,
k0 − 1

k

m0 (i, j) =

D0 (i, j) =

k=1

Matrices of reference systems of confidence intervals are calculated based on the obtained estimates m0 (i, j) and σ0 (i, j):
σ0 (i, j)
T01 (i, j) = m0 (i, j) − c √
,
k0

σ0 (i, j)
T02 (i, j) = m0 (i, j) + c √
.
k0

Here c = tp,k0 −1 is a (1 − p)-quantile of the Student’s distribution, p is the specified confidence level. After this, a system of sliding intervals of length k0 is formed:
((ks1 , ks2 ) : s = 1, . . . , S, ks2 = ks1 + k0 − 1, k11 ≥ k0 + 1). The procedure for constructing confidence intervals is repeated for each sliding interval:
σs (i, j)
,
Ts1 (i, j) = ms (i, j) − c √
k0

σs (i, j)
Ts2 (i, j) = ms (i, j) + c √
.
k0

Non-intersections of confidence intervals, constructed in a sliding window, with reference
confidence intervals are determined: Ts1 (i, j) ≥ T02 (i, j) or Ts2 (i, j) ≤ T01 (i, j). The indicator matrices As for sliding intervals are calculated: for elements where confidence intervals
do not intersect As (i, j) = 1, otherwise As (i, j) = 0. As a result, a sequence of sliding indicator
matrices As (i, j), s = 1, . . . , S, consisting of zeros and ones, is obtained.
Space-time filtering of the sequence of indicator matrices is performed [1]. Matrices are subdivided into equal matrices of smaller size ∆N1 ×∆N2 , and the values inside the indicated matrices
are summed, a spatial filtration is performed:

Bs (i, j) =

p∆N
∑1

q∆N
∑2

As (i, j),

i=(p−1)∆N1 +1 j=(q−1)∆N2 +1

i ∈ [(p − 1)∆N1 + 1, p∆N1 ], j ∈ [(q − 1)∆N2 + 1, q∆N2 ].
The values of the indicator matrices are summed, a temporal filtration is performed:
Cn (i, j) =

n∆s
∑

Bs (i, j),

n = 1, . . . , [S/∆s] .

s=(n−1)∆s+1

The decision rule for determining the anomalous regions is the comparison with a certain threshold Cn (i, j) ≥ C0 . The threshold C0 is selected separately for each problem being solved.
The developed method for the anomaly recognition was applied to the time series of the matrix
observational data of the URAGAN muon hodoscope [2]. An example of a hodoscope observation
matrix for a fixed time is shown on Fig. 1a. An example of an indicator matrix constructed from
the matrices of observations for the same instant of time is given in Fig. 1b. The dots denote
ones in the indicator matrix. The concentrations of points near the bottom left and the bottom
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right corners can be seen. An example of the resulting matrix obtained by filtering of indicator
matrices is presented on Fig. 1c. On it, the elevated values near the bottom left and the bottom
right corners can be seen also. This means that in these areas the time series of the hodoscope
observations vary the most and can be considered anomalous.

(a) Matrix of URAGAN hodoscope observations.

(b) Indicator matrix.

(c) Filtered sum of indicator
matrices.

Fig. 1
A method for anomaly recognition in time series of matrix data based on confidence interval
systems and space-time filtering is proposed. It made possible to recognize anomalies in the time
series of the matrix data of the URAGAN muon hodoscope.
This research is supported by the Russian Science Foundation grant 17-17-01215.
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Numerical analysis of Kurzanov bearing oscillation
O.V. Druzhinina1,a) , L.A. Sevastianov2,b) , S.A. Vasilyev2,c) , D.G. Vasilyeva2,d)
1 Federal Research Center Computer ”Science and Control” of Russian Academy of
Sciences (FRC CSC RAS)
2 Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia (RUDN University)
We consider Kurzanov bearing oscillation using numerical analysis. We show that
this system is dynamically stable to the harmonic vertical and horizontal forced
oscillations of the bearing with finite frequencies and amplitudes.
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The seismic isolation is based on some principles. The natural frequency of the system that
protected object seismic isolation should be considerably lower than the major frequency of
external influence which leads to a filtering of high frequencies. The contribution to the solution
of the problem seismic isolation has made [1], [3]-[6]. In the work [2] Lyapunov stability analysis
of the motion for this pendulum subjected to excitation of periodic driving forces and stochastic
driving forces that act in the vertical and horizontal planes studied. The numerical study of the
random motion for generalized Kapitza pendulum under stochastic driving forces made. It was
shown the existence of stable quasi-periodic motion for this pendulum.
In this work numerical analysis of Kurzanov bearing [3] oscillation is provided. We show that
this system is dynamically stable to the harmonic vertical and horizontal forced oscillations of
the bearing with finite frequencies and amplitudes.
Each type seismic isolation kinematics bearings in the process of vibrations make a complex
movement along a curved path due to the raising of structures when rotating the bearing. Taking
into account the geometric parameters of a bearing and the nature of their surface have been
obtained the equations of motion.
The equations of motion for Kurzanov bearing oscillation is presented in [6] and has a form
θ̈(1 + β 2 + 4v(v + cos θ + β sin θ)) + (2v θ̇2 + gR−1 sign θ)(β cos θ − sin θ) = 0,

(1)

β = b − 2r/h, v = r/h,
where θ(t) is an angle of the inclination, h is a height, R, r are the external and internal radii of
the bearing, g is the gravitational constant. The equations of the motion for Kurzanov bearing
oscillation has two features that the presence of θ̇2 and with the nonlinearity of two types.
Kurzanov bearing is arranged in such a way that the center of the circle involute is located on
the neutral axis of the structure, but higher in relation to the point of the application longitudinal
force on of the value b.
The first there is the diﬀerence between the law of change of restoring force from linear in
the continuous change of the angle θ and the second there is the jump of the restoring force in
the neighborhood the justice of the point θ = 0.
We can rewrite this equation in the form of the system diﬀerential equations first order
{
θ̇ = φ(t),
(2)
φ̇ = (2vφ2 (t) + gR−1 sign θ)(sin θ − β cos θ)/(1 + β 2 + 4v(v + cos θ + β sin θ)),
where φ is an auxiliary variable. For this system diﬀerential equations we can formulate problem


θ̇ = φ(t),



φ̇ = (2vφ2 (t) + gR−1 sign θ)(sin θ − β cos θ)/(1 + β 2 + 4v(v + cos θ + β sin θ)),
(3)

θ(0)
=
0,
φ(0)
=
φ
,
0



φ(t ) = −φ(t ), if θ(t ) = 0, k ∈ Z .
+
k
k
k
Fig. 1: Kurzanov bearing oscillations.
The numerical example is presented in the figure (see Fig.1) where φ0 = 1 deg/sec., h = 1 m.,
R = 0.3 m., r = 0.25 m., b = 0.05 m., g = 10 m/sec..
In this numerical example it was shown the existence of stady state conditions for evolutions
θ(t), φ(t) with the quasi-periodic dynamics.
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Data Mining of Changing Rules in Time Series
N. Filipenkov1,a) , M. Petrova2,b)
1 SAS Institute
2 MEPhI
The problem of forecasting multidimensional time series and mining rules in them
has received much attention. The hypothesis that a rule may change in the course
of time is also quite common. This paper is focused on mining rules that change
slightly in the course of time. This means that a rule may be replaced only by a
similar rule. In this paper a novel approach for mining slightly changing rules is
introduced. The approach is based on a rule similarity measure, which is used as a
weight of an arc on a rule graph. The process of mining slightly changing rules lies
in optimizing the path in the rule graph.
The problem of mining rules in multidimensional time series has received much attention
and is now a relatively mature field. The considerable part of research in the area is focused on
mining rules in nonstationary time series. In the most general definition nonstationarity assumes
that laws determining the series may vary from one time period to another. The hypothesis of
nonstationarity can be amplified with the assumption that rules change slightly in the course
of time. This means that a rule may be replaced only by similar rule. That is why the term
“slightly changing rule” is based on the rule similarity measure. In this paper, a novel approach
for mining rules in finite-valued multidimensional time series is introduced. This approach is
based on the hypothesis that a rule may slightly change in the course of time. A term of rule
similarity measure is defined and its implementation for discovering slightly changing rules is
described. Several rule quality measures and algorithms using them are introduced.
Time series analysis is a wide area of knowledge that studies processes in their evolution.
Classical research in the area tends to find global laws underlying the behaviour of time series.
This means that a model defines a time series’ value at each point of time.
Contemporary knowledge discovery in time series mainly focuses on mining local rules. Local
rules do not aim to define time series value at each point of time. They provide forecast for special
conditions, e.g. “if Microsoft price goes up and IBM declines strongly then Intel stays about level
next day”. Such rules are used by an expert or a decision support system only when the ifconditions are fulfilled. But plenty of real world problems such as stock price forecast need
decisions on a regular basis, not occasional ones. An ability to make forecast in any case is
reached either by large database of rules or by universality of rules. Universal rules define the
arguments of a forecasted variable, i.e. “Today’s Intel price is defined by yesterday’s Microsoft
price and the price of IBM two days before”. Such universal rule defines the Intel price trend for
all (or most) combinations of Microsoft and IBM trends.
In this paper we discuss mining rules that are partial functions on a finite-valued domain.
Both local rules and universal rules fit the introduced rule model. Local rule is a partial function
which defines predicted time series only for one set of argument time series values. Universal
rule defines predicted time series for all (or most) sets of argument time series values.
The paper focuses on mining rules in nonstationary time series. In the most general definition
nonstationarity assumes that laws determining the series may vary from one time period to
another. The hypothesis of nonstationarity can be amplified with the assumption that rules
change slightly in the course of time. This means that a rule may be replaced only by similar
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rule. For example, the rule “if Microsoft price goes up and IBM declines strongly then Intel stays
about level next day” transforms into similar rule “if Microsoft price goes up and IBM stays about
level then Intel stays about level next day”. Sequence of these two rules is a slightly changing
rule. Here we assume that time series are finite-valued. Actually, methods introduced below
work with real time series after the preliminary discretization.
The algorithms introduced above were tested on modeled and real data. The algorithms were
stable in finding artificially generated rules. They performed an accurate search of the randomly
generated rules with various time lags, masks, functions and rule tracks. Main results on the
modeled data are the following:
1. Previously generated rules were mined by the algorithm in 95% of the cases.
2. If the mask changed in half of its ones with 50% probability, the changing rule was found
in 90% of the cases.
3. The generated rule was selected as the best rule in 93% of the cases.
The algorithms were also tested on the real data which included discretized stock prices for
a period of two years. The results of the experiments compared to the results of exponential
smoothing are introduced in the Table.
Table 1: Experimental results on the real data.
Target series
Adobe
BMC
Business Objects
Cognos
Computer Associate
Novell
Oracle
Peoplesoft
Rational

Exp. smoothing (α = 0, 1)
9, 05 · 10−2
13, 24 · 10−3
17, 42 · 10−2
6, 73 · 10−2
4, 49 · 10−2
7, 62 · 10−3
8, 61 · 10−3
3, 24 · 10−3
5, 19 · 10−2

Exp. smoothing (α = 0, 3)
7, 32 · 10−2
11, 15 · 10−3
7, 19 · 10−2
3, 08 · 10−2
2, 87 · 10−2
4, 18 · 10−3
6, 77 · 10−3
2, 94 · 10−3
3, 43 · 10−2

Inroduced algorithm
6, 89 · 10−2
9, 72 · 10−3
3, 74 · 10−2
2, 39 · 10−2
1, 91 · 10−2
2, 54 · 10−3
5, 45 · 10−3
1, 26 · 10−3
2, 06 · 10−2

In this paper, a novel approach for mining slightly changing rules is proposed. The approach
is based on the hypothesis that a rule may be replaced only by similar rule. The rule similarity
measure is proposed to formalize the idea of slight changes. The measure depends on the mask
resemblance and function resemblance.
The use of the rule similarity measure on the rule graph is illustrated. The rule graph is
defined as a directed graph with weighted arcs. A weight of an arc connecting two rules is the
similarity measure of the respective rules. The structure of the graph may change depending on
the peculiarities of a problem solved.
Several quality measures for slightly changing rules are introduced. The representativeness
and eﬀectiveness of the changing rule are based on the average representativeness and eﬀectiveness of permanent rules. The length of a changing rule is the length of the shortest path on the
rule graph. The idea of mining a slightly changing rule lies in minimizing its length and finding
the best chain of permanent rules in terms of representativeness and eﬀectiveness.
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About periodic solutions for certain functional equation
E.V. Gayduk1,a)
Demidov Yaroslavl State University

1 P.G.

Consider a functional equation for finding unknown periodic function f (t)
f (t) = g(t + f (t)),
where g(t) is certain fixed function satisfying the condition g ′ (t) > −1. The main
assumption is that g(t) is T -periodic solution for some second-order nonlinear diﬀerential equation of the form
g ′′ = G(g, g ′ ).
The main result is that function f (t) is T -periodic solution for second-order nonlinear
diﬀerential equation
f ′′ = G(f, f ′ (1 + f ′ )−1 )(1 + f ′ )3
with initial conditions f (0) = z, f ′ (0) = g ′ (z)(1 + g ′ (z))−1 and z is root of equation
z = g(z). There are some interesting examples.
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A method of two-dimensional filtering of modulated matrix data sequences
V.G. Getmanov1,2,a) , R.V. Sidorov1,b)
1 Geophysical Center of RAS
2 National Research Nuclear university MEPhI
The method of two-dimensional filtering of modulated matrix data sequences is proposed. The structure of a two-dimensional filter based on operations of elementby-element matrix multiplications is developed. An example of a two-dimensional
filtering of the daily modulation of the URAGAN muon hodoscope matrix data is
analyzed.
The method of two-dimensional filtering is proposed for sequences of modulated matrix data
consisting of the sums of the initial and modulated matrix components. The need for such
filtering arises in many applications, for example, in the analysis of modulations of solar muon
fluxes due to the rotation of the Sun [1], in data processing problems with modulations during
aerial and satellite photography of the Earth surface etc. The method is based on the adaptation
of standard one-dimensional digital filters to solutions of two-dimensional problems.
Let Y0 (i, j, T k) be the initial sequence of matrix data slowly changing in space and time
variables i, j, T k, i = 1, . . . , N1 , j = 1, . . . , N2 , T is a time sampling interval, k = 1, 2, . . .. The
model of the data sequence with modulations Y (i, j, T k) is the following:
Y (i, j, T k) = Y0 (i, j, T k)[1 + µ(i, j) · YM (i, j, T k, Ω0 )],
where µ(i, j) is a modulation ratio; the YM (i, j, T k, Ω0 ) component for a fixed i, j and for indices
k represents a set of narrow-band time functions with an average frequency Ω0 .
The problem of elimination of the modulating component YM (i, j, T k, Ω0 ) in the observations
Y (i, j, T k) is posed. Its possible solution can be made for each component of the discrete time
function YM (i, j, T k, Ω0 ) with fixed i, j using a low-pass digital filter with cutoﬀ frequencies ωc0 ⩽
Ω0 based on standard one-dimensional low-pass digital filters using N1 N2 filtering operations.
At the same time, there are problems of reducing the time spent filtering and selecting the cutoﬀ
frequency ωc0 . When the cutoﬀ frequency is low, the original component is distorted, and when
it is high, the modulation component is not completely eliminated.
A standard one-dimensional digital filter for the input Y (i, j, T k) and the output YΦ (i, j, T k)
time functions with fixed i, j is realized in the form of the following diﬀerence equation:
YΦ (i, j, T k) = −b1 YΦ (i, j, T (k−1))−. . .−br̄ YΦ (i, j, T (k−r̄))+a0 Y (i, j, T (k))+. . .+as̄ Y (i, j, T (k−s̄)),
where b1 , . . . , bs̄ , a0 , . . . , as̄ are the filter parameters, k = 1, 2, . . ..
Two-dimensional filtering is realized on the basis of the possibility of rapid element-by-element
multiplication of matrices from [2]. The component matrices of the two-dimensional filter Br , As
consist of the elements br (i, j) = br , r = 1, . . . , r̄, as (i, j) = as , s = 0, s̄, i = 1, . . . , N , j =
1, . . . , N2 The equation for the two-dimensional filter is the following:
YΦ (i, j, T k) = −

r̄
∑

Br ◦ YΦ (T (k − r)) +

r=1

s̄
∑

As ◦ Y (T (k − s)),

r=1

where "◦" the the designation of element-by-element multiplication of matrices also known as
entrywise product, YΦ (T k), Y (T k) are the sequences of output and input matrices.
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The developed two-dimensional filter was used to eliminate the daily modulations of the muon
fluxes intensity in the URAGAN muon hodoscope [3] hourly matrix data sequences Y (i, j, T k),
T = 1 hour.
On Fig.1а, the functional connection S0 (T k) of the analyzed hourly matrix data averaged by
i, j, corresponding to observations on 01-30.06.2015, is displayed. Spectral analysis for S0 (T k)
showed the presence of a daily modulation component with a frequency Ω0 = 2π/24 · 3600.
This component was eliminated by a two-dimensional Butterworth filter with a cutoﬀ frequency
ωc0 = 0.8Ω0 and the filter order NB = 10, the parameters were calculated for the matrices
Br , As .
figure

b)

a)

Fig. 1: a) The URAGAN hodoscope averaged hourly matrix data function; b) The averaged
hourly model matrix data function : 1 – initial, 2 – filtered.
A sequence of modulated matrix data was modeled:
Y (i, j, T k) = (A0 (i, j, T k)+A1 (i, j))(1+µ cos(Ω0 T k)), A1 (i, j) = A1 sin(2πf11 (i−i0 )) sin(2πf12 (j−j0 )),
where i = 1, . . . , N1 , j = 1, . . . , N2 , k = 1, . . . , kf 0 , A1 = 1, f11 = 0.006, f12 = 0.01, µ = 0.02,
here A0 (i, j, T k) is a piecewise-linear function imitating the S0 (T k) trends.
On Fig.1b, line 1 depicts the model functional connection S0M (k) for the initial unfiltered)
matrix data, line 2 is for the filtered data function S0Φ (k). The ωc0 selection for hodoscope
matrix data filtering was carried out based on computational experiments.
It is seen that the proposed two-dimensional filter successfully performed the modulation
component filtering in the matrix data sequence.
This research was conducted in the framework of the Russian Science Foundation project No.
17-17-01215.
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Statistically significant performance testing of Julia scientific programming
language
M.N. Gevorkyan1,a) , A.V. Demidova1,b) , D.S. Kulyabov1,2,c) , A.V. Korolkova1,d)
1 Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia (RUDN University)
2 Laboratory of Information Technologies Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna
This paper we test the performance of Julia programming language for a number of
common computational problems. We use statistical methods to obtain statistically
significant results and to identify the optimal number of repetitions and levels of
the experiment. The statistical methods are implemented in Julia itself and are
organized as a separate Julia-module.
Nowadays, a large number of programming languages have been created and their number
continues to increase. One of the new languages is Julia [1, 2]. Julia is language for scientific
computing. It is currently under development and has version 0.6.2, but it already provides a lot
of features. One of the features of Julia is the combination of simplicity of syntax of interpreted
languages and performance of compiled languages..
A large number of languages creates the problem of choosing and comparing them with each
other. The most obvious parameter for comparison is computation speed of created programs.
However, the implementation of such a comparison faces a number of not always obvious problems.
• Diﬀerent languages oﬀer diﬀerent syntax, built-in functions, and external functions. One
can implement the same algorithm in multiple ways, using even the same language so
that the execution time diﬀers significantly. When comparing two diﬀerent languages, the
situation becomes even more complicated.
• Modern compilers, JIT-compilers and interpreters can use randomization in their work,
which can give a performance diﬀerence between diﬀerent executions of the same program.
• Modern processors use multiple levels of cache memory, and sophisticated speculative execution. This may cause the first few runs of the program to be significantly slower than
the next ones. The program requires several starts to «warm-up».
• In general, the program execution time can be considered as a stochastic variable, the
spread of it’s values can be very large, depending on the complexity of the tested program.
Therefore, when testing performance, one must use statistical methods that take into account
the above factors. Otherwise, a calculation error may completely oﬀset the resulting performance
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diﬀerence. In the papers [3, 4] authors describe a technique that allows to identify the number
of initial runs required to warm-up the program, to determine the optimal number of runs and
levels of the experiment and to build a trusted interval for the average time of program execution.
In this paper we use the method [3, 4] to estimate the performance of Julia language. Testing is performed on simple computational tasks (matrix actions, sorting algorithms, iterative
and recursive procedures) and compared with results for Fortran language. Fortran is chosen
because Julia claims to be as fast as compiled languages are. We also test Julia’s capabilities of
SIMD vectorization, as this capability improves performance of numerical methods for systems
of diﬀerential equations [5].
The essence of the technique is described in the report on a specific example. We have also
implemented a module for the Julia language, which allows one to test the functions (analogue
functions of «magic» commands %time for iPython).
The publication was prepared with the support of the “RUDN University Program 5-100”
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Information spaces: optimizing sequential and parallel processing for big data
P.V. Golubtsov1,a)
1 Lomonosov Moscow State University
The process of Bayesian information update is essentially sequential: as a result of
observation, a prior information is transformed to a posterior, which is later interpreted as a prior for the next observation, etc. It is shown that this procedure can
be unified and parallelized by converting both the measurement results and the original prior information to a special form. Various forms of information representation
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Fig. 1: Sequential information updating: traditional (left) and in explicit form (right).
and relations between them are studied. Rich algebraic properties of the introduced
canonical information space allow to eﬃciently scale Bayesian procedure and adapt
it to processing large amounts of distributed data.
Consider a series of independent linear measurements [1] yi = Ai x + νi of a vector x ∈ D.
Here, Ai : D → Ri are linear mappings, νi ∈ Ri are normal random vectors with Eνi = 0 and
covariance operators Si > 0, and yi ∈ Ri are measurement results. All the information about
each measurement is represented by a triplet of the form (yi , Ai , Si ). Also assume that there is
a normal prior distribution of x, specified by its prior mean Ex = x0 and covariance operator
F0 > 0.
When the measurement (y1 , A1 , S1 ) arrives, the prior information (x0 , F0 ) “transforms” to
the posterior (x1 , F1 ), which then acts as the prior for the measurement (y2 , A2 , S2 ) etc., see Fig.
1 left. The result (xk , Fk ) of the information update at the k-th step represents the posterior
normal distribution of x with respect to the k-th observation [1] and has the form
( −1
)
−1
−1
(xk−1 , Fk−1 )⊛(yk , Ak , Sk ) = (Fk−1
+ A∗k Sk−1 Ak )−1 (Fk−1
xk−1 + A∗k Sk−1 yk ), (Fk−1
+ A∗k Sk−1 Ak )−1 .
This procedure of sequential updating of information is important for “big data streams”
processing because it avoids storing the original data. However, it looks unnecessarily resource
intensive since it involves repetitive operator inversions. Besides, it involves combining information in two diﬀerent forms: explicit, (xk−1 , Fk−1 ) and raw (yk , Ak , Sk ).
Information update can be made more homogeneous by first transforming the original raw
information into explicit form and then adding it to the accumulated explicit information, Fig.
1 right. Here, Fek = (A∗k Sk−1 Ak )−1 and x
ek = Fk A∗k Sk−1 yk are the optimal linear estimate [2] of
the vector x and its covariance operator, based on the measurement (yk , Ak , Sk ). Then Fk =
−1
−1
(Fk−1
+ Fek−1 )−1 and xk = Fk (Fk−1
xk−1 + Fek−1 x
ek ). The use of explicit form as the main one
is attractive, since such form has the obvious interpretation. However, this scheme is also too
resource intensive. Besides, representing raw information (yk , Ak , Sk ) in explicit form is possible
only if A∗k Sk−1 Ak is invertible. Thus, the explicit form can not be used as a universal and eﬃcient
form of information representation.
Let us now define and study various forms of information representation and relations between
them.
Let RR = {(y, A, S) | y ∈ R, A : D → R, S : R → R, S > 0} be the∪set of all possible
measurements in the space R. Define the initial information space R = ∞
n=0 RRn and the
composition ⊕ on R as
((
) (
) (
))
y1
A1
S1 0
(y1 , A1 , S1 ) ⊕ (y2 , A2 , S2 ) =
,
,
.
y2
A2
0 S2
The explicit information space is defined as E = {(x, F ) | x ∈ D, F : D → D, F > 0} with the
composition operation (x1 , F1 ) ⊕ (x2 , F2 ) = ((F1−1 + F2−1 )−1 (F1−1 x1 + F2−1 x2 ), (F1−1 + F2−1 )−1 ).
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Fig. 2: Sequential (left) and parallel (right) information processing.
In [2] it was shown that the canonical form (u, T ) = (A∗ S −1 y, A∗ S −1 A) is a convenient
form to represent a measurement (y, A, S) ∈ R. Define the canonical information space I =
{(u, T ) | T : D → D, T ⩾ 0, u ∈ R(T )} with the composition operation (u1 , T1 ) ⊕ (u2 , T2 ) =
(u1 + u2 , T1 + T2 ).
Proposition 1. The initial information space (R, ⊕, 0) is a (noncommutative) monoid.
The subsemigroup R+ = {(y, A, S) ∈ R | A∗ S −1 A > 0} is a two-sided ideal in R, i.e., if
a ∈ R+ and b ∈ R, then a ⊕ b ∈ R+ and b ⊕ a ∈ R+ .
The space E does not have a neutral element and is a commutative cancellative semigroup.
The space I is a commutative cancellative monoid, i.e., for all a, b, c ∈ I the following relations hold: a ⊕ b = b ⊕ a, (a ⊕ b) ⊕ c = a ⊕ (b ⊕ c), a ⊕ 0 = a, a ⊕ b = a ⊕ c =⇒ b = c.
The commutative subsemigroup I+ = {(u, T ) ∈ I | T > 0} is an ideal in I, i.e., if a ∈ I+
and b ∈ I, then a ⊕ b ∈ I+ .
Proposition 2. The transformation of raw information into explicit P : (y, A, S) 7→
∗
((A S −1 A)−1 A∗ S −1 y, (A∗ S −1 A)−1 )P is defined only on the subsemigroup R+ ⊂ R, i.e., P :
R+ → E. On its domain of definition R+ the mapping P is a homomorphism of semigroups.
The transformation of raw information to canonical P 1 : (y, A, S) 7→ (u, T ) =
∗
(A S −1 y, A∗ S −1 A) is a monoid homomorphism P 1 : R → I.
The transformation of canonical information to explicit, P 2 : (u, T ) 7→ (x0 , F ) = (T −1 u, T −1 )
is defined on the subsemigroup I+ ⊂ I, i.e, P 2 : I+ → E and is a homomorphism of commutative
semigroups.
The transformation Q : E → I of explicit information to canonical: Q : (x0 , F ) 7→ (u, T ) =
−1
(F x0 , F −1 ) is a homomorphism of commutative semigroups.
The transformation P realizes the complete solution of the optimal estimation problem (with
no prior information) [2]. The mappings P 1 and P 2 split the data processing P into two
phases: extracting canonical information and constructing the processing result from it, i.e.,
P = P 2 ◦ P 1 . The mapping Q allows to represent any explicit (and, in particular, prior)
information in canonical form.
The canonical form is the most rich and universal form of information representation. Choosing it as the main one, allows to transform the sequential updating schemes to the form on Fig.
2 left or even to a completely parallel one, Fig. 2 right. These schemes surpass the previous ones.
All forms of information can be transformed to canonical. Canonical information (in contrast
to explicit) is defined for any raw information. Composition of information in canonical form is
most eﬃcient. Construction of the final information (xk , Fk ) can be made only after canonical
information is collected from all available data. Besides, in the parallel version, various pieces
of data and the prior information can be transformed to canonical form independently and in
parallel on diﬀerent computers. The cancellation property and commutativity in the space I
makes it possible to “subtract” any previously included information.
Thanks to rich algebraic properties of the canonical information space, the sequential
Bayesian procedure allows various parallelization options that are ideally suited for distributed
data processing platforms, such as Hadoop MapReduce. This opens up the possibility of a flexible
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and eﬃcient scaling of information accumulation in distributed data processing systems.
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On the Identification of the Objects Shape Invariant to Projective
Transformation
I. Gostev2,a) , M. Malykh1,b) , L. Sevastianov1,3,c)
1 Department of Applied Probability and Informatics, Peoples’ Friendship University
of Russia (RUDN University), Moscow, Russia
2 Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia
3 Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics of the Joint Institute for Nuclear
Research, Dubna, Russia
The problem of pattern recognition arose with the development of aerophotography,
and at the present stage it is required to quickly, maybe even in real time, identify objects often very small, in a photo made by a rapidly flying copter or, say,
from space. The characteristic diﬃculty of this class of object recognition problems
consists in the fact that when photographing an object, the shape of the object is
distorted. If we neglect the three-dimensionality of the object (in some cases it is
very reasonable, because, for example, the aircraft will hardly be visible from the
side when viewed from space) and assume that the operation of the camera lens can
be described in the framework of Gaussian optics, the form of the object undergoes
a projective transformation. Thus, the actual mathematical problem is the pattern
recognition by attributes that are invariant under projective transformations.
Apparently the problems of the theory of pattern recognition, in full accordance
with the Erlangen program of Felix Klein, should be divided into classes, depending
on the invariants with respect to which group of transformations it uses. It is clear
that, for example, when recognizing typewritten text, there is no need to apply
projective methods, but it is necessary to take into account the “topology” of letters.
The projective transformation of a plane is a birational transformation that translates straight lines into straight lines (collineation) and, therefore, preserves the orders of algebraic curves.This transformation does not preserve lengths and angles,
which is the main diﬃculty in recognition. Its main invariant is the anharmonic
ratio of four points lying on one line, or, by the small principle of duality, of four
lines passing through one point. The simplest object that you can try to recognize is
pentagon. We can associate with each of its vertices the four straight lines passing
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through the remaining vertices and count the anharmonic ratio for this bunch of
lines. Since the order of the points is not given to us, in this way we obtain not 5 but
10 numbers. If we knew the coordinates of the points exactly, then by coincidence
of all these numbers it would be possible to recognize the object.
However, when making a photograph, some mistake is made. Since lengths in
the projective theory can not play an independent role, there is no way to assume
that the coordinates of points are known with some additive error. In our opinion,
errors should be estimated for dimensionless anharmonic relations. We express this
idea mathematically by introducing a new metric. In this metric, two pentagons are
close in the case when matrices composed of all the above-mentioned anharmonic
relations are close.
The report will show that this approach allows to recognize figures in practice.
Particularly a diﬃcult case will be discussed when points lying on one line, due to
errors, turn into a polygon, and vice versa, when the polygon degenerates into an
almost straight line.

Comparison of piston, vane and perspective scroll air motors performance
V.I. Ivlev1,a) , S.Y. Misyurin1,2,b) , N.Y. Nosova1,2,c)
Engineering Research Institute RAS
2 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute)
1 Mechnical

The experimental results of testing scroll machine in air motor mode,
such as mechanical and flow performance, leakage coeﬃcient, specific
volume and weight power are presented. This results analysed and compared with the same properties of radial – piston and vane air motors
with equal power.

Nowadays the scroll machines have been widely used as air or refrigeration compressors and
also vacuum pumps. As compared with piston compressors, scroll compressors with the same
capacity, have more energy eﬃciency (about 10-15%), smaller dimension and weight (accordingly
25-40% and 15-20%), a low level of noise and vibrations. The volumetric rotary scroll machine
is reversible and can function in air motor (expander) mode without any significant contraction
modification and with preservation all advantages to piston air motors.
The investigation of the scroll machine in air motor mode began quite a lone time ago [1, 2].
But at the present time, in technical literature there are no data allowing to compare the characteristics of scroll air motor with the corresponding indices of the other types of air motors
commercially produced by industry. These data are usually given in the catalogues of manufacturers in the form of mechanical and air consumption characteristics, weight and dimensions.
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Table 1: Main indicators of air motors and scroll air motor
Model

Power
kW

Supply
pressure
MPa

Specific
weight
power
kW /kg

Specific
volume
power
kW /l3

Leakage
coeﬃcient

0,63

Specific
flow
rate
m3 /min
kW
1,13

Atlas
Copco
LZB54A180
Atlas
Copco
LZL05S
Globe
RM-110
GardnerDenver
A6 series
Scroll
airmotor

1,2

0,51

2,12

0,22

1,3

0,63

1,7

0,33

2,2

0,2

1,15

0,60

1,3

0,09

0,46

0,12

1,42

0,62

1,24

0,12

0,45

−

1,25

0,6

0,78

0,29

0,94

0,16

The most interesting is the comparison with the characteristics of such mass-produced types of
air motors as vane (up to 75 – 80% of the market of air motors) and radial piston. Carrying out
such a comparative analysis is the purpose of this paper.
To measure the mechanical and flow consumption characteristics of scroll air motor a test rig
was assembled. As a scroll air motor was used the converted compressor ≪Mitsubishi≫ model
MSC90CAS. It is necessary to compare the characteristics of diﬀerent types of air motors with
their approximately equal power developed at the same supply pressure because for air motors of
one type, but diﬀerent power, the specific characteristics may diﬀer significantly. For comparison,
samples of air motors, which in our opinion have the best performance (except cost) were selected.
Table 1 shows the main indicators of this air motors, as well as the performance of our scroll air
motor.
It should be noted that our scroll air motor has a rather high energy eﬃciency. This is due to
the following factors: very small ≪dead≫ volume; the leakages from central chamber pass other
chambers before come to atmosphere and take part in forming moving torque. Also scroll air
motor have a low level of noise and vibration; small pulse of moving torque.
For the most part scroll air motor performance is better (or equal) than traditional types,
except cost. If this limitation will be removed, it will find a wide industrial application in the
near future.
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Mathematical method for search of a multi alignment of DNA sequences
with weak similarity
E.V. Korotkov2,a) , M.A. Korotkova1,b)
Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute)
2 Institute of Bioengineering, Research Center of Biotechnology of the Russian
Academy of Sciences
1 National

A new mathematical method is proposed for calculation of a multiple alignment of
weakly similar amino acid or nucleotide sequences. The method uses a multiple
alignment representation in the form of position-weight matrices (PWM) and global
dynamic programming. An optimization procedure for PWM has been developed
with the aim of finding a multiple alignment with maxim of a statistical significance. The method allows to find multiple alignment of sequences with the number
of nucleotide or amino acid substitutions more than 2.5. The developed approach
is applied to obtain multiple alignment of promoter sequences that have a length of
600 bases.
At present, a large number of DNA sequences from various species are known. Therefore, the
problem of determining the functional value of accumulated sequences, that is, their annotation,
is topical. The problem is put in this way: it is necessary to find some statistical regularities
(SR) in sequences (Seq), which perform the same biological function (we denote it as F), show
the specificity of SR only to Seq, and then develop a mathematical method for finding the SR
in new sequences. If SR are found somewhere, then we can say that with a certain probability
we found a sequence that has a biological function F. Usually in the role of SR appears a
statistically significant multiple alignment of sequences that have the same biological function F.
After constructing the multiple alignment, a hidden Markov model could be developed, which
then analyses the new sequences for SR detection. It turns out that the eﬀectiveness of the
SR search depends on the quality of multiple alignment, ie, the eﬃciency of the annotation of
sequences of diﬀerent genomes depends on quality of multiple alignment. At present, methods for
constructing of a multiple alignment based on pair comparison of sequences are applied. These
methods work fine if there is a statistically significant pair similarity of compared sequences.
However, cases exist when sequences do not have statistically significant pair alignment but they
have the same biological function. It is impossible to construct multiple alignments for these
sequences and therefore it is impossible to annotate their biological function. Promoter sequences
are the examples of these sequences. Promoter sequences are at the beginning of each gene and
control its activity. These sequences have a length equals to about 600 bases. Multiple alignment
for all promoters from one genome was not built. However, it is possible to have multiple
alignment in the absence of pair alignment of sequences. In this case a statistically significant
alignment becomes group property, which could be found only for a certain set of sequences with
the number sequences in set more than two. In this case, all previously developed methods for
constructing multiple alignment can not find it at a statistically significant level. In our work,
we tried to fill this gap. To build multiple alignment, we used PWM, a genetic algorithm, and
two-dimensional dynamic programming. The method was applied to align promoter sequences
from A.thaliana genome. We were able to obtain a statistically significant alignment of about 75
percent of the promoter sequences (more than 15 thousand sequences) from this genome. The
a)
b)
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constructed multiple alignment is divided into approximately 5 groups. The results obtained can
be applied to search of promoter sequences in other plant genomes.

Eﬀective portfolio formation of business dimensions of organizations on the
basis of statistical forecasts
A.V. Kryanev1,a) , U.G. Pavlov2 , D.E. Sliva1 , U.A. Ulyanin2
1 National Research Nuclear University "MEPhI"
2 JSC "Tekhsnabexport"
The problems of eﬃcient distribution of resources among the business dimensions
of an organization under uncertainty are considered. Performance indicators of the
organizational business dimensions are of an uncertain nature and are assumed to be
random variables with predetermined probability distribution laws. To create an effective distribution of a company’s operational focus among its business dimensions,
a scheme for eﬀective portfolio formation based on the probabilities of priority and
developed at NRNU MEPhI is used. For estimates of the values of performance indicators of organisation’s business dimensions, their forecasts in the form of random,
uniformly or normally distributed variables were taken.

1

Introduction

The report presents an implementation of the scheme for the formation of eﬀective portfolios,
presented in [1], for determining the eﬀective resource distribution among the business dimensions
of an organization. Unlike the well-known VaR schemes [2, 3, 4] and Markowitz schemes [5, 6],
the scheme presented in [1] is based on the use of priority probabilities, which ensures the
maximization of the probability of attaining large values of portfolio eﬃciency.

2

Algorithm of the numerical scheme for calculating the structure of eﬀective
portfolios of organisational business dimensions

Consider an algorithm for solving the problem of eﬀective portfolio formation by means of priority
probabilities [1].
Let the possible values of the eﬃciency of an ith business dimension Ri belong to the interval [rimin , rimax ], i = 1, . . . , n. This, in particular, means that the probability density values
ϕi (x), i = 1, . . . , n are zero outside the interval [rimin , rimax ], i = 1, . . . , n. If among the intervals
[rimin , rimax ], i = 1, . . . , n there are those for which the inequalities rimax < rjmin are satisfied
for some j = 1, . . . , n, then objects with such indices i are excluded from the structure of the
portfolio in formation. Let the remaining l objects be renumbered so that the values rimax are
in decreasing order:

(1)

r1max > r2max > . . . > rlmax .
a)
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We impose the probabilities of priority of eﬃciency for objects according to equality
∫

/∫

rimax

p(Ri > Ri+1 ) =

rimax

ϕi (x) dx
ri+1max

ϕi (x) dx, i = 1, . . . , l − 1.

(2)

rimin

Formation of an eﬀective portfolio is carried out according to the scheme of step-by-step
increasing of the shares of the resource distributed among investment objects, starting with
investment object with the indice 1 with the largest value of r1max .
At the first stage, the share of the first object is assigned the value

(3)

x1 = p(R1 > R2 ).
At the second stage, the share of the first object is assigned the value
(∫

r2max

x1 = x1 +

/∫
ϕi (x) dx

r3max

r1max

)
ϕi (x) dx · (1 − x1 ) ,

(4)

r1min

where x1 in the right-hand side of (4) is taken from equality (3), and the second object’s
value is assigned the value
x2 = p(R2 > R3 ) · (1 − x1 ),

(5)

where x1 on the right-hand side of (5) is taken from (4). Similarly, the assignment of shares
for objects up to the object with the indice l is carried out [1]. Table 1 contains the results
of calculations according to scheme (1) - (5) of the composition of eﬀective portfolios for the
organisational business dimensions based on the given forecasted values of performance indicators
(the numerical values of the shares are given in percentages).
Table 1: The dynamics of organisational business focus portfolio
Area1
Area 2
Area 3
Area 4
Area 5
Area 6

3

2018
50,0
50,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

2019
50,0
50,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

2020
50,0
50,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

2021
50,0
50,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

2022
50,0
50,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

2023
50,0
50,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

2024
50,0
50,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

2025
49,9
49,9
0,0
0,2
0,0
0,0

2026
46,3
46,3
0,0
7,4
0,0
0,0

2027
43,3
43,3
0,0
13,4
0,0
0,0

2028
38,7
38,7
6,4
16,2
0,0
0,0

2029
35,6
35,6
7,3
19,3
0,0
2,2

2030
33,0
33,0
8,7
23,0
0,0
2,3

Conclusion

The report presents an application of a scheme for eﬀective portfolio formation, based on the
probabilites of priority, used to determine the eﬀectiveness of organisational business dimensions
using the data on the forecasted values of performance indicators of business dimensions. The
results of numerical calculations of eﬀective portfolios of business dimensions of an organization
are also given.
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On the possibility of implementing the Landau-Hopf-Sell scenario for a
transition to turbulence
A.N. Kulikov1,a)
1 Demidov Yaroslavl State University
F. Takens in one of his works (see Chapter 3 of [1]) proposed a concrete plan for the
realization of the Landau-Hopf-Sell scenario as a cascade of Andronov-Hopf bifurcations [2-4]. This communication gives an example of a boundary value problem for
a nonlinear evolution equation with partial derivatives, where this plan is realized.
Consider the boundary value problem
∫π
utt − εut + u − ενutxx − σ uxx = −2εu
2

ut udx,

(1)

0

u(t, 0) = u(t, π) = 0,

(2)

where u = u(t, x), x ∈ [0, π], ε ∈ (0, ε0 ), 0 < ε0 << 1, σ > 0, ν > 0. Let for some natural ν the
following statement holds.
Theorem. There exists ε0 > 0, such that for all ε ∈ (0, ε0 ) has 2m −1 tori Tk (ε) of dimension
k = 1, 2, . . . , m. For solutions belonging to these invariant tori, the asymptotic formulas
u(t, x, ε) =

k
∑
j=1

a)

√

νnj
[exp(iσnj t + iφnj ) + exp(−iσnj t − iφnj )] sin nj x + O(ε),
2
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where σn2 j = σ 2 n2j + 1, νnj = 1 − νn2j , nj is a set of k natural numbers for which the inequalities
1 ≤ nj ≤ m.
All tori of dimension k (k = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1), and the zero equilibrium state are unstable
(saddle), and the torus of maximal possible dimension m is attracting (asymptotically stable).
[
)
1
1
It follows from Theorem that with decreasing ν, when ν ∈
,
there exists
(m + 2)2 (m + 1)2
2m+1 − 1 tori of dimension p = 1, 2, . . . , m, m + 1. Attractive is only a torus of dimension m + 1,
which bifurcates from the torus Tm (ε) with loss of stability.
The proof of the theorem and its corollary can be reduced to an analysis of an infinitedimensional system of unbound oscillators
żn = iσn zn + [

νn
zn − zn |zn |2 ],
2

(3)

√
where n ∈ N, σn = 1 + σ 2 n2 . Each of the equations of system (3) is a normal form in the
analysis of the Andronov-Hopf bifurcations. For such a reduction, the method of integral manifolds, normal Poincaré forms, the modified Krylov-Bogolyubov algorithm, and the asymptotic
methods of mathematical analysis are used.
Note also that Equation (1) is one of the possible variants for the Van der Pol equation
with distributed parameters. Equation (3) occurs in studying a well-known mathematical model
of macroeconomics, known as the multiplier-accelerator (see, for example, [5]). An example of
another boundary value problem from the theory of elastic stability can be found in [6].
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The generalized Solow model
D.A. Kulikov1,a)
1 Demidov Yaroslavl State University
The Solow model with the delay is consider. Existence of cycle is shown.
In the works of Nobel Prize winner in economics Solow one of the most developed models
of macroeconomics at the present time was proposed. According to this model, the dynamics of
the capital-labor ratio in the simplest cases is determined by an equation of the form [1-2]
ẋ = −x + xk , k ∈ (0, 1).

(1)

Equation (1) is given in a normed form, x = x(t) – is the normalized amounts of the funds.
Equation (1) has a unique positive equilibrium state x(t) = 1, which for the solutions with
positive initial conditions x(0) = x0 > 0 is the only attractor. In particular, it follows from
these remarks that Equation (1) can not have t periodic solutions, i.e. can not describe economic
cycles that are characteristic of the economy in a market pricing environment.
The situation will change if we take into account the delay factor. For example, if we consider
the equation
ẋ = xk − y, y = x(t − h),
(2)
where h > 0. Equation (2), as before, has a positive equilibrium state x(t) = 1 (y(t) = 1).
Lemma. There exists H > 0 such that for h > H this equilibrium state loses stability in
arccosk
.
oscillating manner. Wherein, H = √
1 − k2
The proof of the Lemma can be reduced to an analysis of the characteristic equation
λ = k − exp(−λh).
Let h = H(1 − γε), where ε ∈ (0, ε0 ), 0 < ε0 << 1, γ > 0.
Theorem. There exists ε0 > 0 such that for all ε ∈ (0, ε0 ) Equation (2) has a saddle
(unstable) cycle
x(t, ε) = 1 + 2ε1/2 ρ cos(σt + φ0 ) + o(ε1/2 ),
where
√
σ = 1 − k2 , ρ =

√

√
α
(1 − k 2 )3/2 a
k(1 − k 2 )3/2
− , α = −γ
,d =
[(k + 5) 1 − k 2 − 6ak] > 0,
d
Q
(5 + 4k)Q
π
a = arccosk ∈ (0, ), Q = ((1 − k 2 )1/2 − ak)2 + a2 (1 − k 2 ) > 0, φ0 ∈ R.
2
The asymptotic formula for self-oscillating solutions can be refined. We note that in the presented
form of the problem hard excitation of oscillations (subcritical bifurcations) is realized.
A similar situation can be realized if Equation (2) is replaced by equation
ẋ = −x(t − h1 ) + xk (t − h2 ), h1 , h2 > 0, k ∈ (0, 1).
π
,
2(1 − k)
and if h = H(1 + γε), ε ∈ (0, ε0 ), ε0 << 1, γ ∈ R when we obtain the bifurcation problem, in the
analysis of which the Andronov-Hopf theorem can be used.
Similar results were obtained in the analysis of another model of macroeconomy "demandsupply" [3-4] after taking into account the delay factor.
The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project № 18-01-00672.
For example, for h = h1 = h2 the equilibrium state loses stability for h > H =

a)
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Algebraic structure of special relativity
D.S. Kulyabov1,2,a) , A.V. Korolkova1,b) , L.A. Sevastianov1,3,c)
Friendship University of Russia (RUDN University)
2 Laboratory of Information Technologies, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research,
Dubna
3 Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research,
Dubna
1 Peoples’

In the special relativity, the group on addition for velocities is used. However, the use
of only group operations imposes restrictions on possible calculations. Variants of
the extension of the group of the special theory of relativity to algebra are proposed.
The work is partially supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research
(RFBR) grants No 16-07-00556. Also the publication was prepared with the support
of the “RUDN University Program 5-100”.
In the presentation of the special relativity, so-called paradoxes are often singled out. One of
these paradoxes is the formal appearance of velocities exceeding the speed of light. Most of these
“paradoxes” arise from the incompleteness of the relativistic calculus over velocities. Namely,
operations on velocities form a group by addition. The extension to algebra is usually carried
out with the help of nonrelativistic operations. In addition, the noncommutativity of relativistic
operations is usually not taken into account.
For example, the following paradoxes can be considered.
• Light and shadow. Let d be the distance from the source to the pointer, and D be the
distance from the source to the screen. When the pointer moves parallel to the screen, the
shadow velocity in D/d times is greater than the speed of the pointer.
• Light spot. An example similar to the previous one.
a)
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• Scissors. The intersection point of the blade guillotine shears can change the position at a
superluminal velocity.
• Phase velocity. Along the direction deviated from the wave vector by an angle α:
vpα =
where vp =

vp
,
cos α
ω
k

(1)

is the phase velocity along the wave vector.

In the special relativity, the addition of velocities is given. For simplicity, we shall consider
the case of collinear velocities.
Let c > 0 is the speed of light.
u+v
, u, v ∈ (−c, c).
1 + uv/c2
⊕ : (−c, c) × (−c, c) → (−c, c).

u⊕v =

(2)

The operation of relativistic addition has the following properties:
• ⊕ is associative and commutative;
• u⊕v⊕w =

u + v + w + uvw/c2
, u, v, w ∈ (−c, c);
1 + (uv + uw + vw)/c2

• u ⊕ 0 = 0 ⊕ u = u, u ∈ (−c, c);
• u ⊕ (−u) = (−u) ⊕ u = 0, u ∈ (−c, c);
•

1 − v 2 /c2
∂(u ⊕ v)
=
> 0, u, v ∈ (−c, c);
∂u
(1 + uv/c2 )2

• lim u ⊕ v = c,
u,v→c

lim u ⊕ v = −c;

u,v→−c

• {(−c, c), ⊕} is a commutative group.
Along with the addition, we can set the subtraction:
v⊖w =

v−w
.
1 − vw/c2

(3)

To obtain an algebra, we define multiplication:
]
[
1+v/c
ln 1+w/c
−1
exp γ ln 1−v/c
1−w/c
1 + 1/c
]
[
.
,
γ = ln−1
v⊗w =c
1+w/c
1+v/c
1 − 1/c
exp γ ln 1−v/c ln 1−w/c + 1

(4)

Similarly, we can introduce division, as well as multiplication and division by a number.
For all these operations, the resulting velocities do not exceed the speed of light c. Thus,
we can assume that the above-mentioned “paradoxes” arise from the confusion of relativistic and
Galilean operations.
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Bifurcation as the Coeﬃcients of the Boundary Conditions Change in the
Logistic Equation with Delay and Diﬀusion
D.O. Loginov1,a)
1 Yaroslavl State University
We consider bifurcations arising in a boundary-value problem of parabolic type
∂u
∂2u
= d 2 − r · u(x, t − h)(u + 1)
∂t
∂x
with boundary conditions
∂u
∂x

= 0,
x=0

∂u
∂x

= γ · u(1, t),

γ ∈ R.

x=1

In the course of the research, a method was developed for finding the critical
values of the parameters. The dependence of the bifurcation parameters on the
boundary conditions is constructed. On the basis of the method of normal forms, it
was possible to obtain the Lyapunov value for the values of the parameters of the
problem, and also to determine the stability of the solutions constructed. It is shown
that a decrease in the parameter γ makes it possible to strengthen the stability of the
oscillatory regime. The maximum value of the parameter r is calculated for which
there exists a periodic solution.

On the representation of electromagnetic fields in closed waveguides with
discontinuous filling using four continuous potentials
M. Malykh1,a) , L. Sevastianov1,2,b) , N. Nikolaev3,c)
1 Department of Applied Probability and Informatics, Peoples’ Friendship University
of Russia (RUDN University), Moscow, Russia
2 Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics of the Joint Institute for Nuclear
Research, Dubna, Russia
3 Department of Applied Physics, Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia (RUDN
University), Moscow, Russia
According to the theorem of A. N. Tikhonov and A. A. Samarskii, the electromagnetic
⃗ and H
⃗ in a hollow waveguide of constant cross-section S can be represented by
field E
two scalar functions — potentials. In this report, we want to return to the question of
the possibility of such a representation of the field in a waveguide with a complicated
filling in its classical formulation.
Usually, when introducing potentials, it is possible to integrate part of Maxwell’s
equations and reduce the number of unknown functions. It is well known that in
a)
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the case of a waveguide filled with an inhomogeneous substance, this can not be
done. However, the main benefit of introducing potentials is the transition from
discontinuous field components to continuous potentials. From this point of view,
the introduction of potentials can be viewed as a change of variables, at which the
transition from discontinuous functions to continuous ones takes place.
Let’s direct the Oz axis of the Cartesian coordinate system along the waveguide
axis and take for brevity that
⃗ ⊥ = (Ax , Ay , 0)T
A

and ∇ = (∂x , ∂y , 0)T ,

∇′ = (−∂y , ∂x , 0)T .

Instead of four discontinuous transverse components of the electromagnetic field, it
is proposed to use four potentials related to the field by equations
⃗ ⊥ = ∇ue + 1 ∇′ ve ,
E
ϵ

⃗ ⊥ = ∇vh + 1 ∇′ uh .
H
µ

(1)

Theorem on the field decomposition. Let the waveguide filling do not change
along the axis and be described by piecewise-continuous functions ϵ and µ, given
⃗ H
⃗ satisfying
on the section S of the waveguide. For any electromagnetic field E,
the Maxwell’s equations in the waveguide, the boundary conditions for the ideal
conductivity on the waveguide walls and the conjugation conditions on the waveguide
0

filling discontinuity line, there are functions ue , uh ∈ W 12 (S) and ve , vh ∈ W21 (S) such
that the equality (1) holds. This representation is unique up to additive constants.
This theorem ensures that when we move to new continuous variables, we do not
lose the solutions. This replacement allows us to work immediately in classical functional spaces and bypass the main computational complexity of waveguide problems
— the approximation of discontinuous functions.
For the most interesting case in practice, when waveguide filling is described
by piecewise-constant functions, the system of Maxwell’s equations in new variables
splits into two independent systems. Moreover, the study of fields in such a waveguide
reduces to the study of two scalar problems for the wave equation, since the potential
ue satisfies the boundary value problem
{
div ϵ∇ue + ϵ∂z2 ue − ϵ2 µ∂t2 ue = 0,
(2)
ue |∂S = 0,
and the potential ve — the boundary value problem
{
div 1ϵ ∇ve + 1ϵ ∂z2 ve − µ∂t2 ve = 0,
∂ve
∂n ∂S = 0.

(3)

This should be the case, since a waveguide with piecewise-constant filling is nothing more than several waveguides with constant filling interacting with one another
through walls. Two scalar equations are suﬃcient for describing the field in each of
the waveguides with constant filling, so it seems quite natural that the waveguide
system composed of them should also be described a pair of wave equations.
The report will show how to use this splitting for the theoretical and numerical analysis of boundary value problems of the mathematical theory of waveguide
systems.
Acknowledgements. The publication was prepared with the support of the
“RUDN University Program 5-100”.
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The construction of explicit conservative diﬀerence schemes for autonomous
systems of diﬀerential equations
M. Malykh1,a) , L. Sevastianov1,2,b) , Y. Ying1,3,c)
1 Department of Applied Probability and Informatics, Peoples’ Friendship University
of Russia (RUDN University), Moscow, Russia
2 Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics of the Joint Institute for Nuclear
Research, Dubna, Russia
3 Department of Algebra and Geometry, KaiLI University, Kaili, China
Standard considerations of integrability of diﬀerential equations in symbolic form
refer to the computational techniques of the past centuries. We believe that all
higher transcendental functions can be reconsidered as solutions of such diﬀerential
equations, for which the application of the finite diﬀerence method is particularly
eﬃcient.
The elliptic functions appeared in mechanics as higher transcendental functions
that provide the integration of various problems related to pendulum oscillation and
top rotation. In these cases, the equations of motion can be considered as particular
cases of the autonomous dynamic system
⃗x˙ = f (⃗x),
possessing a few integrals of motion. Standard explicit diﬀerence schemes do not
conserve these integrals; therefore, their use for calculations over the time of about
ten periods yields an approximate solution that is considerably aperiodic. For a top
with the fixed center of gravity, the integrals of motion are quadratic, so they are
conserved by the symplectic Runge-Kutta schemes. However, in the present case all
these schemes will be implicit. For example, the transition from one layer to another
in the single-stage scheme will require the solution of a fifth-power equation, which
essentially complicates practical application of such schemes.
Problem. For a given system of diﬀerential equations and a few integrals to
construct an explicit diﬀerence scheme, exactly conserving the integrals of motion.
In the present report we restrict ourselves to the case, when the integrals of
motion specify a curve of the genus ρ in the space, where ⃗x varies. In this case, any
diﬀerence scheme is an algebraic transformation of this curve. Therefore, at ρ > 1
the desired diﬀerence scheme does not exist for purely geometric reasons (ZeuthenHurwitz theorems). At ρ = 1 (elliptic curve) the explicit formula for birational
transformations are known, so that it is always possible to check, whether these
formula approximate the given diﬀerential equation or not. In the case of a top, the
answer is positive, and an explicit diﬀerence scheme for the approximate solutions
can be constructed. Without any relation to the theory of diﬀerence schemes, this
method of calculating the elliptic functions has been applied to the composition of
the first tables by Ch. Gudermann. In the report, we consider the properties of this
scheme.
Acknowledgements. The publication was prepared with the support of the
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Complex behavior of solutions of the system of three Hutchinson equations
with a delayed broadcast connection
E.A. Marushkina1,a)
1 P.G. Demidov Yaroslavl State University
Studied is the dynamics of the association consisting of three identical oscillators
connected in a broadcast manner. Each single oscillator is represented by a logistic
equation with a delay (the Hutchinson equation). Performed is a local asymptotic
analysis of this system in the case of the proximity of the parameters of equations to
the values at which the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation occurs. In addition, the coupling
coeﬃcients in the system are assumed to be small. For the constructed normal form
the simplest self-similar regimes and conditions for their stability are found. Phase
conversions occurring in the system are analyzed numerically. It is shown that the
delay in the communication circuit of the oscillators essentially aﬀects the qualitative
behavior of the solutions in the studied system.
Consider the system of three Hutchinson Equations with a delayed broadcast connection
(more about the broadcasting type of communication see, for example [1, 2]):
(
)
Ṅ1 = r(1 − N1 (t − 1))N1 ,
(1)
Ṅ2 = r(1 − N2 (t − 1))N2 + D(N1 (t − h) + N3 (t − h) − 2N2 ),
Ṅ3 = r 1 − N3 (t − 1) N3 + D(N1 (t − h) + N2 (t − h) − 2N3 ).
In this problem, Nj (t), j = 1, 2, 3 can be interpreted as the density of the number of three
close populations, r > 0 — malthusian coeﬃcient of linear growth. Value D > 0 is responsible
for the intensity of interaction between populations. The parameter h > 0 is the delay in the
chain of communication. The system (1) simulates the situation from population dynamics,
when populations are weakly related to each other, for example, geographically separated. In
this case, one of the populations can aﬀect the two remaining ones, which in turn are able to
influence each other, but do not aﬀect the former.
For the system (1) a local asymptotic analysis is performed if the parameters are close to
the values at which the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation occurs. The parameter r is chosen equal to
π
2 + ε. Moreover, if ε = 0, then the stability spectrum of the system (1) contains a pair of purely
imaginary eigenvalues λ = ±i π2 multiplicity 3, which correspond to three linearly independent
eigenfunctions. The interaction D = εd between kinds selected week, proportional to the small
parameter 0 < ε ≪ 1.
Asymptotics of the stable periodic solution N1 (t) of the system (1) is well known and written
out as follows:
√
(( π
)
√
40
2 )
N1 (t) = 1 + ε
cos
−ε
t+c +
3π − 2
2
3π − 2
√
((
)
4 )
4 5
cos π − ε
t − γ + 2c + O(ε3/2 ),
+ε
3π − 2
3π − 2
where γ = arctan(1/2), and c — any constant.
For further local analysis of the system (1), a standard replacement of the normal form
method was used (see [3, 4]):
√
π
π
Nj (t) = 1 + ε(zj (τ )ei 2 t + z j (τ )e−i 2 t ) + εuj1 (t, τ ) + ε3/2 uj2 (t, τ ) + . . . ,
(2)
a)
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where zj (τ ) — complex-valued functions of the slow time τ = εt, (j = 2, 3).
On the third step of the algorithm, from the solvability conditions of the tasks for uj2 (t, τ )
in the class of 4-periodic in t functions we obtained the following normal form:
(
(
)
π
π
π)
(1 − 3i)π
1 + i z2′ = iz2 +
z2 |z2 |2 + d z1 e−i 2 h + z3 e−i 2 h − 2z2 ,
2
10
(
)
(
π
π
π) ′
(1 − 3i)π
1 + i z3 = iz3 +
z3 |z3 |2 + d z1 e−i 2 h + z2 e−i 2 h − 2z3 .
2
10

(3)

∗

The self-similar solutions of the system (3) next form: zj (τ ) = ρ∗j eiφj τ — self-similar cycles,
∗
where ρ∗j and φ∗j — real numbers, and zj (τ ) = ρ∗j (τ )eiφj τ — self-similar torus, where ρ∗j (τ ) —
periodic on the τ functions, are studied by numerically-analytical methods. The stability of the
found periodic solutions is investigated. The scenario of phase reconstructions occurring in the
system at h = 0 is constructed (see also [3, 4, 5]). An important feature of this scenario is the
presence in it of complex disordered oscillations for suﬃciently small values of the parameter d.
There are no such oscillations in the problem of the interaction of a pair of Hutchinson equations
[3]. The problem of changes in the scenario of phase rearrangements of the system (3) for h > 0
is of greater interest. It was found that the presence of delay in the communication circuit leads
to a complication of oscillations and the appearance of solutions in which the phase diﬀerence
between the oscillatory solutions z3 (τ ) and z2 (τ ) increases without limit with the growth τ .
Acknowledgment. The reported study was funded by RFBR, according to the research project
No. 16-31-60039 mol_a_dk.
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Integrated control of a robotic group with partial dominance of decision
variants
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The problem of control of a robotic group is considered as a special formulation of
the goal programming problem. An approach to solve it is proposed by introducing
zones of partial dominance of decision variants over the goal.
A special formulation of the goal programming problem is considered. In practice, there
are often situations where available resource and other constraints do not allow achieving or
dominating the goal by possible decision variants. In our case, each decision variant is expressed
in the ranges of technical characteristics of a group of robots. Each set of technical characteristics
can be presented as a specific decision variant in the conditions of a (multicriteria) model of goal
programming.
In general, the areas of change of alternatives are divided into zones of partial dominance and
the zone of complete domination of the goal. In areas of partial dominance, our decision variants
(individual robots) provide an advantage over the indicators (criteria) of the selected variants
over the corresponding goal indicators. Thus, the general functioning area is divided into two
unequal parts: the zone of partial dominance of our decision variants (robots) and the zone of
complete domination of the goal. As a rule, the measure of the set of complete domination of
the goal is substantially less than that of the sum of sets of partial dominance.
When organizing an integrated (coordinated) functioning of a group of robots and ensuring
the transfer of control to that part of the robots that currently partially dominates the goal, it is
possible to achieve the mode of full dominance of a group of robots in the overwhelming volume
of the functioning space. The integrated control provides, in general, complete dominance over
the goal with limited resource capabilities to increase the ranges of characteristics of each robot
by most eﬀectively control a robotic group.

Application of the improved polycrystalline model in the framework of the
EBSD experiment simulation
A.O. Ovchinnikova1,a) , T.I. Savyolova1,b)
1 National Research Nuclear University "MEPhI"
In this work the influence of the grain structure model in polycrystalline specimen on
the results of the simulated EBSD experiment is studied. In the framework of EBSD
experiment simulation the improved model of the polycrystalline with the grains in
form of ellipses is used. Such a model is proposed to describe structural features
of the real specimen more elaborately than one with grains as circles. Matching
the improved polycrystalline model with the initial one is performed by comparison
of the texture index, calculated from the EBSD measurements, conducted for both
models under varying of the experiment parameters: scanning step and tolerance
angle.
Experimental nature of material investigations by means of EBSD (Electron Back Scattering
Diﬀraction) does not allow to compare the experiment results with the original specimen characteristics to tune the parameters of measurements: scanning step and tolerance angle [1]. The
specimen and experiment simulation makes it possible to compare texture entities calculated
a)
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directly from specimen with corresponding ones obtained from model measurements. In this
work the attempt to improve the model of EBSD experiment proposed earlier in [2, 3] was performed by utilizing the novel polycrystalline model, in which grains were considered as rotated
ellipses. Such a model of the grain structure is based on the EBSD experiment specifity, as in
the commercial software [4] the plane cross sections of grains are approximated by ellipses.
→
−
−
→
Two distinct model specimens S cir and S el consisting of N = 3000 grains were created:
→
−
−
→
→
−
(1)
S cir = { U ciri , i = 1, ..., N }, U cir = [xcir , ω, g(ϕ, θ, ψ), δ],
→
−
−
→
−
→
(2)
S el = { U eli , i = 1, ..., N }, U el = [xel , ω, g(ϕ, θ, ψ), δ].
→
−
−
→
The vectors U cir and U el so defined were proposed to be the grain models, where xcir was
the size of the grain determined as a diameter of a circle equal to the grain’s cross section with
respect to its area, and the size xel was modeled as a chord of ellipse approximating the plane
cross section of the grain; g(ϕ, θ, ψ) — an opientation of the grain; ω – disorientation angle with
the following grain; δ – a boundary between the given grain and the following one.
For both specimens the same orientations sample was utilized, orientations were modeled by
Monte-Carlo method with orientation distribution function (ODF) in the form of central normal
−
→
−
→
distribution (CND) [5] with texture sharpness equal to 1/8. Thus, the specimens S cir and S el
had equal texture characteristics and equal mean grain size xcir = xel = 2.0µm, but diﬀerent
grain structure (rotated ellipses and circles).
−
→
−
→
Define an operator Φ( S , h, ω0 ), modelling the result of EBSD study of the specimen S under
the parameters (h, ω0 ), where h ∈ (0, H), H > 0 – scanning step over the surface of specimen,
−
→
ω0 ∈ Ω0 ⊆ (0, π) – threshold disorientation angle. We assumed, that for S cir the measurements
−
→
are made during diameters, whereas for specimen S el orientation scanning was performed along
the ellipses chords. The last approach seemed to be more reliable according to a procedure of
the real EBSD experiment.
−
→
−
→
The results of simulated EBSD measurements of both specimen S cir , S el can be presented
as
−
→
(3)
S̃ cir = {[x̃ciri , ω̃i , g̃i (ϕ̃i , θ̃i , ψ̃i )], i = 1, ..., Ñ }.
−
→
Ŝ el = {[x̂i , ω̂i , ĝi (ϕ̂i , θ̂i , ψ̂i )], i = 1, ..., N̂ }.
(4)
As it can be seen from Eqs. 3,4 diﬀerent approaches of specimen modeling result in the difference of simulated measurements procedure,causing the change of all grain properties, restored
from measurements.
The simulation of EBSD experiment results was performed for the given set of parameters
meanings [2, 3]: h = 0.5µm; 1.0µm; 2.0µm; ω0 = 5o , 10o , 20o .
To compare considered grain structure models the behaviour of texture index (TI) under
varying the parameters (h, ω0 ) was investigated. For calculation of TI from the set of individual
orientations the kernal estimation method was used. The TI calculation from the EBSD measurements demonstrated slightly diﬀerent results for both modeled specimens. The dependence
of the TI relative error on the experiment parameters (h, ω0 ) is presented on Fig. 1 for both
specimens. It can be noticed that the TI behaviour under parameters varying was saved when
the new specimen model was utilized.
The dependence of TI on experiment parameters, obtained by modelling, was compared with
one, calculated for ferritic-martensitic steel EP823 (12Cr-Mo-W-Si-V-Nb-B). EBSD measurements for steel EP823 were performed with the same parameters meanings as in modelling.
The dependence of IT on measurement parameters in model experiment was confirmed by the
dependence calculated for steel EP823.
The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project № 18-31-00036.
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Fig. 1: Dependence of the TI relative error on the tolerance angle ω0 .
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Application of the statistical tests method for calculation of the hardware
function model estimates for streamer detector systems
D.V. Peregoudov1,a) , A.D. Gvishiani1,2,b) , I.I. Yashin3,c) , V.V. Shutenko3,d)
1 Geophysical Center RAS
2 Schmidt Institute of Physics of the Earth RAS
3 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
The application of the statistical tests method for calculation of the hardware function model estimates for streamer detector systems performing the measuremets of
the muon flux intensity distribution functions is discussed. The component model
describing the detector system functioning is formed. The statistical tests method is
implemented for calculation of the hardware function models. The estimate for the
URAGAN muon hodoscope hardware function model is analyzed.
The streamer detector (SD) systems are overviewed, intented for measuring the muon flux
intensity distribution functions. The bases of the SD systems are the detectors – the stream tubes
located in several parallel planes. Getting into the tube, a muon causes an electric discharge in
it. The signal from the discharge is detected using the conductive strips paved above and below
each plane; the triggered strips are defined. SD systems consist of sets of detecting and nondetecting parallelepipedic gaps, forming a kind of "frame" construction. Intensity measurements
correspond to the output function Y (i, j, T k). In the SD, the number of muons registered in
each solid angle φ1 = ∆φ(i − 1), ϑ = ∆ϑ, i = 1, . . . , N1 , j = 1, . . . , N2 during a predefined
time interval, is counted. On Fig.1, the URAGAN hodoscope [1] output function 2D image is
represented. The initial muon flux intensity is represented by the input function Y0 (i, j, T k). The
hardware function (HF) A(i, j) for the SD establishes the relation between the input Y0 (i, j, T k)
and output Y (i, j, T k) functions:
Y (i, j, T k) = A(i, j)Y0 (i, j, T k), i = 1, . . . , N1 , j = 1, . . . , N2 .
The HF model is represented by the multiplication AM (i, j, c1 , c2 ) = AM 1 (i, j, c1 )AM 2 (j, c2 ). The
component AM 1 (i, j, c1 ) determined by the SD geometry, the component AM 2 (i, j, c2 ) determines
the attenuation in the atmosphere and is assumed to be known c1 , c2 are the parameters.
The calculation of the first component is quite a challenge. Simplification is achieved by
determining the facts of registration of muons during the passage of their random tracks through
the SD system.
The application of the statistical tests method [2] is performed to evaluate the first component.
The vector w of random angles and coordinates of the muon track is generated. The first indicator
function AM 11 (i, j, c1 , w) is calculated, corresponding to the SD output: when the angles φ, ϑ of
the muon track match the solid angle i0 , j0 two events are possible: when registering a muon, the
indicator function is assumed equal to 1 for i = i0 , j = j0 , and zero for 1 ⩽ i < i0 , i0 < i ⩽ N1 ,
1 ⩽ j < j0 , j0 < j ⩽ N2 ; when not registering a muon the function is equal to 0 for i = 1, . . . , N1 ,
j = 1, . . . , N2 . The second indicator function AM 12 (i, j, c1 , w), corresponding to the SD input, is
calculated in a similar way.
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The random vectors ws , s = 1, . . . , s̄ are formed for the statistical tests.
The
A◦M 1n (i, j, c1 , c2 , s̄, ), n = 1, 2 are calculated, their summation and subsequent division is performed:
s̄
∑
◦
AM 1n (i, j, c1 , c2 , s̄, ) =
AM 1n (i, j, c1 , ws ), n = 1, 2,
A◦M 1 (i, j, c1 , s̄)

=

s=1
◦
AM 11 (i, j, c1 , s̄)/AM 12 (i, j, c1 , s̄).

The HF model estimate as a result of s̄ statistical tests is the following:
A◦M (i, j, c1 , c2 , s̄) = A◦M (i, j, c1 , s̄)/AM 2 (j, c2 ).
For the parameters c1 , c2 as a result of statistical test series s̄, the HF estimate A was calculated,
its 2D image for the URAGAN hodoscope is presented on Fig.2.
figurenone

Fig. 1: An example of the
URAGAN hodoscope output
function.

Fig. 2: The HF evaluation
using the statistical tests
method.

Fig. 3: The model input
function estimate.

The analysis of the HF estimate was made in order to determine the possibility of its
use for the recognition of intensity decrease areas. The input function YM (i, j) was modelled, based on which the output model function YM (i, j, c1 , c2 , s̄) was calculated. The estimate
◦ (i, j, c , c , s̄, s̄ ) = Y (i, j, c , c , s̄ )/A◦ (i, j, c , c , s̄) was defined.
YM
1 2
0
1 2 0
1 2
M
0
M
Recognition of intensity decrease in the input muon flux was made for a given range of
angles. The model input function was set as YM 0 (i, j) = Y0 (1 − p) for i ∈ [i1 , i2 ], j ∈ [j1 , j2 ] and
YM 0 (i, j) = Y0 for other points, the values i1 = 60, i2 = 75, j1 = 22, j2 = 40, p = 0.05 were set,
and the output function YM (i, j, c1 , c2 , s̄) was formed. On Fig.3, the 2D image of the estimate
◦ (i, j, c , c , s̄, s̄ ) is presented. Analysis of Fig.3 shows that, based on the
for the function YM
1 2
0
0
calculated HF, the recognition of of the mentioned intensity decrease area was carried out.
This research was conducted in the framework of the Russian Science Foundation project No.
17-17-01215.
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Stability of Antiphase Regime in a System of Two Coupled Nonlinear
Relaxation Oscillators
M.M. Preobrazhenskaia1,2,a)
1 Yaroslavle State University
2 Scientific Center in Chernogolovka RAS
Let us consider the system of non-linear diﬀerential-diﬀerence equations (see [1, 2, 3])
u̇1 = [λf (u1 (t − 1)) + b g(u2 (t − h)) ln(u∗ /u1 )]u1 ,
u̇2 = [λf (u2 (t − 1)) + b g(u1 (t − h)) ln(u∗ /u2 )]u2 ,

(1)

which is used to model the association of two neurons with a synaptic connection.
Here h > 0 characterizes the delay in the connection chain, u1 (t), u2 (t) > 0 are the
normalized membrane neurons potentials, the parameter λ ≫ 1 characterizes the
electrical processes rate in the system, b = const > 0, u∗ =( exp(cλ)
) is the threshold
value for control interaction, c = const ∈ R, the terms bg uj−1 ln(u∗ /uj )uj model
synaptic interaction. The functions f (u), g(u) ∈ C 2 (R+ ), where R+ = {u ∈ R : u ≥
0}, and satisfy the following conditions:
(
)
f (0) = 1; f (u) + a, uf ′ (u), u2 f ′′ (u) = O u−1 as u → +∞,
( a)= const > 0; (2)
∀u > 0 g(u) > 0, g(0) = 0; g(u) − 1, ug ′ (u), u2 g ′′ (u) = O u−1 as u → +∞.
For any natural n we find a periodic solution of the system (1) containing n
asymptotically high bursts on the period.
Let us show that it has solution in the form u1 (t) = exp(λx(t)), u2 (t) =
exp(λx(t + ∆)), where ∆ ≥ 0, x(t) is the periodic solution of equation
ẋ = f (exp(x(t − 1)/ε)) + b (c − x)g(exp(x(t + ∆ − h)/ε)), ε),

(3)

ε ≪ 1. Using (2) we obtain that it has limited equation
ẋ = R(x(t − 1)) + b (c − x)H(x(t + ∆ − h)),

(4)

where R(x) = 1 and H(x) = 0 as x < 0, R(x) = −a and H(x) = 1 as x > 0.
Denote the solution of the relay equation (4) by x∗ (t), and its period by T∗ .
Theorem. The parameters a, b, c, h, ∆ exist such that for any natural n and
small enough ε > 0 the equation (3) has an orbital exponential stable cycle x∗ (t, ε)
with period T∗ (ε), at that
lim

max

ε→ 0 0≤t≤T∗ (ε)

|x∗ (t, ε) − x∗ (t)| = 0,

lim T∗ (ε) = T∗ ,

ε→ 0

and period of the function x∗ (t, ε) > 0 has n segments where it is positive.
Proved theorem allows us to justify the existence and stability of a periodic
solution with n asymptotically high bursts on the period for the system (1). If
∆ = 0, then the system (1) has a homogeneous solution u1 ≡ u2 . And if constant
∆ satisfy the matching condition ∆ = T∗ /2, then (1) has anti-phase solution. Thus,
it is shown that the appearance of bursting in a system of coupled oscillators is a
consequence of the delay in the connection chain between them.
This work was partly supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project nos.
No 14-21-00158).
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Electricity load forecasting with clustering consumers in smart energy grids
E.Y. Shchetinin1,a) , M.S. Berezhkov1,b)
1 Financial University under Goverment of Russian Federation
Clustering is a well-known machine learning algorithm which enables the determination of underlying groups in datasets. In electric power systems it has been traditionally utilized for diﬀerent purposes like defining consumer individual profiles,
tariﬀ designs and improving load forecasting.A new age in power systems structure
such as smart grids determined the wide investigations of applications and benefits of
clustering methods for smart meter data analysis. This paper presents an improvement of energy consumption forecasting methods by performing cluster analysis.
For clustering the centroid based method K-means with K-means++ centroids was
used. Various forecasting methods were applied to find the most eﬀective ones with
clustering procedure application.

1

Introduction

The development of intelligent networks in manufacturing, finance, and services creates new opportunities for the development and application of eﬀective methods of machine learning and
data analysis. Smart technologies for collecting, recording and monitoring data on energy consumption create a huge amount of data of diﬀerent nature. These data can be used for optimal
network management, improving the accuracy of the forecasting load, detection of abnormal
eﬀects of power supply (peak load conditions), the formation of flexible price tariﬀs for diﬀerent
groups of consumers [1, 2]. One of the most important issues in this area is to predict the power
load consumption as accurately as possible. In order to improve the accuracy, our goal is to
investigate the possible benefits of combining clustering procedures with forecasting methods.

2

Energy consumption time series modeling

The time series X is an ordered sequence of n real variables
X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) , xi ∈ R.
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Four diﬀerent model-based representation methods were chosen: (a) Robust Linear Model
(RLM), (b) Generalized Additive Model (GAM), (c) Holt-Winters Exponential Smoothing, and
(d) Median Filter. The first presentation is based on a robust linear model (RLM). Like other
regression methods, it is aimed at modeling the dependent variable by independent variables
xi = β1 ui1 + β2 ui2 + ... + βs uis + εi ,

(2)

where i = 1, .., n, ui - is energy consumption, β1 , ..., βs are the regression coeﬃcients, ui1 , .., uis
are independent binary variables, uij , j = 1, 2, ..., s, εi is a white noise. Extensions for RLM are
generalized additive models (GAM) [3]
E (xi ) = β0 + f1 (ui1 ) ,

(3)

where f1 is cubic spline, u1 = (1, 2, ..., s, 1, ..., s, ...). Next method is exponential smoothing
Holt-Winters [5]. Last presentation for time series model is a median filter as following
(
)
x
bk = median xk , xk+s , .., xk+s×(d−1) ,
(4)
where k = (1, .., s) , and d− time series dimension.
In our paper we used next methods to improve forecasting energy consumpion time series:
Support Vector Regression (SVR), a method based on a combination of STL decomposition,
Holt-Winters exponential smoothing and ARIMA model. Seasonal decomposition of time series
based on loess regression (STL) is a method, which decomposes seasonal time series into three
parts: trend, seasonal component and remainder (noise). For the final three time series any of
the forecast methods is used separately, in our case either Holt-Winters exponential smoothing
or ARIMA model. Also Random Forest(RF) algorithm is suitable for classification and regression. This method constructs the large number of decision trees at training time. Its output is
the class that is the mode of the classes (classification) or mean prediction (regression) of the
individual trees. We considered Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGB) as an eﬃcient and scalable
implementation of gradient boosting framework. Bagging (Bagg) predictors generate multiple
versions of predictors and use them for determination an aggregated predictor. The accuracy
of the forecast of electricity consumption was measured by MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage
Error).

3

Computer experiments for customer energy consumption

We performed several computer experiments to evaluate the profit of using clustering procedures on four time series representation methods for one day ahead forecast. Our testing
data set contains measurements from customers of Central Russia Region. Each forecasting
method was evaluated on 5 datasets; 4 datasets are clustered with diﬀerent representation methods (M edian, HW, GAM, RLM ) and aggregated electric load consumption (Sum). Optimized
clustering of consumers significantly improves accuracy of forecast with forecasting methods
SV R, Bagging, XGB. Despite this, clustering with STL+ARIMA, RF does not really improves
accuracy of forecast. Three robust representation methods of time series Median, GAM and RLM
performed best among all representations, while HW was the worst in most of the cases. The
best result of all cases achieved by Bagging with optimized clustering using GAM representation
whith mean daily MAPE error under 3,17%.

4

Conclusion

The main purpose of this paper is to show that the application of the clustering procedure of
consumers to the representation of time series of energy consumption can improve the accuracy
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of their forecasts for energy consumption. Robust linear model, generalized additive model,
exponential smoothing and median linear filter were used as such representations. We applied
a modified K-means++ algorithm to more accurately select centroids and the Davis-Boldin
index to evaluate clustering results. Numerical experiments have shown that the methods of
forecasting such as STL+ARIMA, SVR, RF, Bagging considered in the paper are more eﬀective
for improving forecast accuracy if used together with clustering. The most accurate prediction
result is obtained by Bagging with the GAM presentation. Among the perspective applications
of clustering for smart grids are benefits for tariﬀ design, compilation smart demand response
programs, improvement of load forecast, classifying new or non-metered customers and other
tasks.
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On Some Properties of Tail Dependence Coeﬃcient Nonparametric
Estimators
E. Shchetinin1,a) , N. Rassakhan1
1 Financial University under Goverment of Russian Federation
Significant damage to national economies, the environment and society. The development of models and methods for quantifying extremes and their dependence
structure can lead to a better understanding of extreme events. A key paradigm in
extreme events analysis is the tail dependence coeﬃcient (TDC) that describes the
degree of association between pairs of diﬀerent extremes. Knowledge of the characteristics of TDC can help to improve existing models of the probability of occurrence
of extremes. In this study eﬃcient estimation of the TDC in rainfall is investigated.
Diﬀerent nonparametric TDC estimators are implemented on the rain gauge data
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and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. Our results indicate that
tail dependency significance cannot be ignored for modeling of multivariate rainfall
fields, that contradicts with the assumption of joint normality, usually applied in
hydrologic applications.

Numerical analysis of invariant characteristics of buckling beam driven
oscillations
D.M. Sirotin1,2,a)
1 P.G. Demidov Yaroslavl State University
2 Scientific Center in Chernogolovka RAS
Oscillation of a resilient beam with longitudinal compression were considered. The
law of motion with a change in the frequency of the harmonic action was registered.
As a result of the full-scale experiment a set of data was obtained that consists of
ordered periodic oscillations as well as disordered oscillations specific to dynamical
systems with chaotic behavior. To study the invariant numerical characteristics of
the attractor of the corresponding dynamical system β-statentropy and the first Lyapunov exponent were calculated. Based on the developed algorithms the dependence
of β-statentropy on the frequency of the external action was constructed. A phenomenological model was proposed. Estimation of its adequacy was carried out by
comparing dependences of β-statentropy and the first Lyapunov exponent on the
frequency of the external action constructed for experimental system and model.
In the course of a volumetric numerical experiment, an array of data was processed, representing both ordered periodic oscillations and disordered oscillations specific to dynamical systems
with chaotic behavior.
The data considered were obtained as a result of a full-scale experiment with an elastic beam
with longitudinal compression. The beam consists of two steel strips connected on free ends and
fixed on opposite ones. Compression is achieved by a strained string. Excitation of oscillations
is performed by exposure of alternating magnetic field on a magnet placed on the loose end. The
law of motion with a change in the frequency of the harmonic action was registered [1].
To study the invariant numerical characteristics of the attractor of the corresponding dynamical system β-statentropy were calculated [2]. Based on the dependence of β-statentropy on the
frequency of the external action and the nature of the phase portraits a phenomenological model
was proposed.
To simulate this situation the two most important assumptions are made. First, the motion
of the elastic beam is replaced by the motion of a material point in a certain force field. Second,
the form of the potential function was chosen from the following considerations: it should have
a maximum at deflection x = 0 and two minimums at x = ±x0 , that is equilibrium position at
x = 0 is unstable, and equilibriums at x = ±x0 are stable. These conditions are satisfied by the
Duﬃng equation
1
ÿ + αẏ + y(y 2 − 1) = f cos(Ωτ ),
2
a)
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where α is the dissipation parameter, f is the parameter of the intensity of the external action,
Ω is the frequency of the external action normalized to the frequency of small free oscillations.
In this equation, when the parameters are changed, a well-known Feigenbaum scenario of
transition to chaos through the chain of doubling bifurcations is realized. This circumstance
allows us to propose the following method of selecting the parameters of the problem so that the
properties of the attractor of the dynamic system and the experimental model described above
are close. To this end, in the region where the Feigenbaum scenario of the transition to chaos is
realized, the parameters α and f equations are fixed. Then the frequency Ω, at which the first
doubling of the period occurs, is determined, this value is compared with the frequency at which
the period doubles in the experimental system. Next, the values of Ω were determined under
which the system has a chaotic attractor. Estimation of adequacy of the choice of alpha and f
was carried out by comparing dependences of β-statentropy and the first Lyapunov exponent [3]
on the frequency of the external action constructed for experimental system and model
Acknowledgments:
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Regression analysis of the results of planned computer experiments in
machine mechanics
I.N. Statnikov1,a) , G.I. Firsov1,b)
1 Blagonravov Engineering Research Institute of RAS
The possibility is considered on the basis of the planned computational experiment
at the stage of mathematical modeling to eﬃciently construct convolutions of the
received information. This allows us to build a direct functional relationship between the parameters and the quality criteria of the dynamic system. formulas for
calculating the coeﬃcients for some types of regression dependencies are obtained,
pre-calculated estimates of the variances from below and from above are given both
for the coeﬃcients and for the values of the regression function (i.e., the error forecast of the quality criterion). The results of research on the mathematical model
of acoustic emission of loom elements are presented; a mathematical model for the
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propagation of acoustic energy by the design of the machine is constructed; Such assessments made it possible to develop recommendations for reducing machine noise.
Conducting mathematical experiments should be purposeful and optimal. The specific nature
of the various fields of scientific research led to the development of a variety of methods and their
modifications to the planning of extreme experiments. In the study of machines and mechanisms,
the specificity of this field of scientific knowledge is associated with the construction on the basis
of classical mechanics of mathematical models in the form of a set of diﬀerential equations
(ordinary, linear and nonlinear, in partial derivatives), and analysis of the solutions of these
equations, depending on the parameters of the system and the specified quality criteria cars [1].
Using the methods of simulation in the problems of analysis and synthesis of dynamic systems,
they face the problem of obtaining a large amount of information, and hence with the problems
of processing and interpreting the results obtained. The report considers the application of
the method of planned LP-search (PLP-search) [2] for collapsing the obtained information on
the basis of statistical processing of simulation results. The PLP search allows one, on the
one hand, to perform a quasi-uniform survey of the region of the investigated parameters; on
the other hand, as a result of special planning of these experiments, quantitative estimates of
the influence of variable parameters on the analyzed properties of the machine developed in
mathematical statistics [3] are applied. The relationship between the considered quality criteria
and the system parameters is proposed to be formed, for example, in the form of a generalized
power-law Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomial [4]. The complexity of using such an approximation
lies in the cumbersomeness of the expressions obtained even with a relatively small dimension
of the parameter space. In the PLP-search method, this problem is solved on the basis of the
constructed procedure for performing computer experiments and using the variance analysis.
The specificity of the PLP search method allows us to calculate in advance various parameters
functions necessary for the formation of a system of linear equations by the method of least
squares. This is possible, since in PLP-search all the number of experiments is carried out in
series, and pseudo-random numbers of the LP-sequence are used [5]. The report details the
derivation of formulas for calculating the sums of variable parameters and estimates the variance
of the calculation error in calculations using approximate formulas. It is shown that the value
of the dispersion does not depend on the dimensionality of the space of the variable parameters,
but depends on the range of variation of the parameters, while the dispersion value decreases
significantly after 5-7 series of experiments. To significantly reduce the variance of the error,
it is necessary to increase the number of experiments in the series. The real possibilities of
the obtained dependences in terms of the accuracy attained were verified on the test linear
functions without "noise" and with it, where as the noise an "additive" of randomly distributed
random numbers in the given interval with a dispersion calculated in advance was used. The
accuracy of the approximation was verified by the sum of two criteria: the root-mean-square
deviation between the given and received functions and the average value of the modulus of
deviations between these functions. For the used functions, let’s say that they were combined
with diﬀerent combinations of coeﬃcients (positive and negative, diﬀerent orders) to refine the
algorithm for calculating the estimates of the components of the parameter vector. In addition,
the results show that, for most of the functions studied, the criteria in many cases achieve better
values at diﬀerent levels of planning than with a level-based one. This fact is explained by the
unequal (probabilistic) influence of the variable parameters on the magnitude of the criterion.
Therefore, when researching mathematical models with a further aim at constructing regression
dependencies, significant savings in computational experiments are possible with the following
tactics: first a small computational experiment (several hundreds of computational experiments)
is carried out using PLP search, then the degree of probabilistic influence on those or other
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accuracy criteria, and then a vector of quantities of the levels of variable parameters is assigned,
which will allow for the total (total) number of subtractions experimental experiments, less
than if we were to carry out the computational experiment "blindly", to achieve the desired
accuracy of approximation. Summarizing the presented material, we assume that the obtained
formulas of linear, quadratic and cubic approximation of the results of computational experiments
obtained on mathematical models, while observing the recommendations described, ensure the
given accuracy beforehand if the fact itself of the corresponding dependence of design parameters
on the criteria is established. This allows in many cases to move from complex diﬀerential
dependencies to simple ones (for example, algebraic ones) and use the latter as preliminary in
designing the object, and sometimes, as final ones. The proposed technique is illustrated by the
example of solving a two-criteria problem of optimal design of the vibration damping system of
a loom. On the basis of the application of the PLP search, it was possible to isolate a range
of variable parameters (for which the damping coeﬃcients of the machine nodes were adopted)
for a relatively small number of machine experiments, in which the normalized quality criteria
estimating the noise levels and consumption of the vibration isolation material exceed 0,5. On
the basis of identifying this area and understanding the physical processes, it was possible to
construct mathematical models that reliably relate the values of the criteria to the values of
the variable parameters. On the other hand, based on the constructed mathematical models
for the quality criteria, the functions of the sensitivity [6] of the criteria for variable parameters
were constructed and, thus, the objective possibilities of a preliminary choice of the compromise
coverage option by the noise level criteria and noise protection costs were created.
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A new method for triplet periodicity change point detection
Y.M. Suvorova1,a) , K.G. Skryabin1 , E.V. Korotkov1,2
1 Research Center of Biotechnology RAS
2 National Research Nuclear University MEPhI
Gene fusion - the process of creating new genes by combining previously independent sequences - one of the main mechanisms of the evolution of protein sequences.
Earlier, we developed a method for triplet periodicity change points detection in
protein-coding sequences and showed their relationship with the formation of this
sequence as a result of gene fusion. In the present work, the method for finding
the triplet periodicity change point was significantly improved by using the informational measure of the diﬀerence of the triplet periodicity matrices and using the
Monte-Carlo method. Analysis of the coding sequences from the A.thaliana genome
showed that the new method finds about four times more the triplet periodicity
change points, than in the previous work, at the same level of statistical significance
(95%). An additional analysis of the found sequences with TP change points was
performed.
The study of the evolution of protein coding sequences of DNA is the subject of interest
of scientists for several decades. It was shown that one of the mechanisms of the formation of
new proteins is a fusion (concatenation) of two previously independent sequences or their parts
[1]. Also the property of triplet periodicity (TP) is closely associated [2, 3] with protein-coding
sequences. Earlier, we developed a method for finding the triplet periodicity change point in a
protein coding sequence and showed a possible relationship between this phenomenon and the
formation of a gene as a result of a fusion [4, 5].In this work, the previously developed method
for finding the TP change point has been significantly improved.
The TP change point is a position in a sequence in which the TP of the left part from the
point is significantly diﬀerent from TP of all the three reading frames of the right part. The
triplet periodicity of a DNA sequence (or its part) is usually represented as a 4 × 3 frequency
matrix, where the columns correspond to three codon positions, and the rows to the four DNA
bases (’a’, ’t’, ’c’, ’g’). In this paper, to determine the diﬀerence between two TP matrixes, an
information-based measure was used [6]. Also, we introduce Monte Carlo simulations for each
studied sequence. To do this, each gene under investigation was 100 times shuﬄed with the
retention of the TP level of the gene. On the obtained shuﬄed sequences set, the mean and
variance for the objective function was calculated. Then the resulting value obtained on real
gene was reduced to the normal form. This allowed to avoid the influence of the length of the
gene on the result and to find statistically significant cases on shorter sequences.
The genome of the A.thaliana plant was chosen as the object of the study. All proteincoding sequences of this genome were downloaded from the Ensembl database - a total of 48321
sequences. Next, to select a threshold value, we generated a random dataset with the same
length and TP level as in real genes by special trio-shuﬄing every studied gene sequence [4].
Using the developed program, the shuﬄed and real coding sequences were studied and 15202
sequences were found at a significance level of 95%. This is much more than we received earlier.
In the previous study, for the A.thaliana genome, 2224 genes containing a TP change point were
found.
Since the coding sequences were used in this work, and it is known that the variants of
alternative splicing of a eukaryotic gene may be very similar, it is necessary to evaluate their
a)
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influence on the result. Duplicate sequences (splice variants) were excluded as a result of leaving
9131 unique genes. It is important to note that even considering alternative splicing the method
finds about four times more the TP change points, than we found in the previous work. Next,
the eﬀect of amino acid repeats and low-complexity sequences on the result of our program was
investigated. Using the Seg tool [7], we found that up to 37% of the TP change points can
be explained by the eﬀect of diﬀerent kind of repeats. Similar results were obtained on other
eukaryotic genomes. - C. Elegance, D.melanogaster, H.sapiens, R.Norvegicus.
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The Monte-Carlo method for modeling of grains, their disorientation for
polycrystal
N.S. Tolmacheva1,a) , T.I. Savyolova1,b)
1 National Research Nuclear University "MEPhI"
EBSD experiment is widely used in metal science to study the structure and texture of materials. An up-to-date task is to study the adequacy of measuring the
characteristics of materials. To do this, scientists create mathematical models of the
sample and the measurement results, and EBSD technology can help in this. In this
article, we develop a mathematical model of the grain structure of a polycrystalline
sample in the form of ellipses and derive the calculation formulas. Random variables
are the small semi-axis, the coeﬃcient of elongation (the ratio of the large and small
semi-axes), the angle of rotation of the ellipse. Numerical examples of the lengths
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of the chords of ellipses are obtained using the Monte-Carlo method. Results of a
numerical experiment are presented in the form of histograms. The choice of the
simulation parameters is based on the experimental data measured with the EBSD
experiment for some steels.

Introduction
In recent years, the automation and development of diﬀraction of reflected electrons (EBSD)
makes it possible to obtain a large number of measurements of crystallographic orientations and
sizes of individual grains, in contrast to x-ray and neutron methods. The spatial arrangement
of grains and the value of their orientations aﬀect the microstructure and macrostructure of the
material. One of the main and most important parameters of EBSD experiment is scanning step
and threshold angle between neighboring grains. The result of the system is an array of data
(x,y), which can be represented as a raster image, called the orientation map of the crystal lattice
of the sample, the pixel position of which corresponds to the beam positions on the sample, and
the color coded values of the Eulerian angles.

Results
Designations used in the article:
- a large semi-axis,
- b small semi-axis,
- k = ab ≥ 1 coeﬃcient of elongation,
- φ angle of rotation of the ellipse (between the axis OX and the big semi-axis),
- c chord, a segment from the origin to the intersection with the ellipse boundary along the
OX axis.

Fig. 1: Rotation of an ellipse around center.
Random parameters of the ellipse (r, k, φ) are mutually independent and have distribution
laws p1 (r), p2 (k), p3 (φ), where
p1 (r) = ae−ar , r ≥ 0, (a > 0),
1
p2 (k) =
, k ∈ (1, K), K > 1,
K −1
1
p3 (φ) = , φ ∈ (0, π).
π
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If these conditions are met, the density of the ellipse section is calculated by the formula (1) and
the chord is modeled by the formula (2). Similar results were obtained for grain size.
∫K
p4 (z) =
1

[(
x=

π

dk
K −1

∫2

2
−za
ae
π

√
1−(1−

1
)cos2
k2

)2

(

√
φ

1 − (1 −

1
)cos2 φ dφ
k2

(1)

0

a cos (πγ3 )
(−lnγ1 )(1 + γ2 (K − 1))

+

a sin (πγ3 )
(−lnγ1 )

)2 ]− 1
2

(2)

Using the obtained results, a random chord and grain size were modeled.

Fig. 2: Histogram of the distribution of
chords for a = 0.5, K = 3.

Fig. 3: Histogram of the distribution of
chords for a = 1, K = 2.
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The determination of the coeﬃcients of harmonic linearization for
deterministic nonlinear system with control
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The study of systems with management revealed the phenomenon of global synchronization of nodes in the network, which manifested in the form of a self-oscillating
mode. The existence of this mode impares the characteristics of the network, for example, bandwidth. Our research team have decided to apply the method of harmonic
linearization for determination of the parameters of the self-oscillating regime.
To describe a system with control, we will use the following continuous model of interaction
between an incoming TCP traﬃc and a router that processes TCP-packages using RED protocol
[1, 3]:

W (t)W (t−T (Q,t))
1


Ẇ (t) = T (Q,t) − 2T (t−T (Q,t)) p(t − T (Q, t));
(t)
N (t) − C;
Q̇(t) = TW(Q,t)
(1)


˙
Q̂(t)
= −wq C Q̂(t) + wq CQ(t).
Here the following notation is used: W is the average TCP window size, Q is the average queue
size, Q̂ is the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) of the queue size average, C is
the queue service intensity, T is the full round-trip time, T = Tp + Q
C , where Tp is the round-trip
Q
time for free network (excluding delays in hardware), C is the time which batch spent in the
queue, N is the number of TCP sessions, p is the packet drop function. Before applying the
harmonic linearization method, it is necessary to linearize the packet drop function for the RED
algorithm [2, 4]. The linearized function of the PRED packet drop looks like this:

0 < Q̂ ⩽ Qmin ,

0,
pmax
PRED = Qmax −Qmin , Qmin < Q̂ ⩽ Qmax ,
(2)


0,
Q̂ > Qmax .
Here Q̂ is the exponentially-weighted moving average of the queue size average, Qmin and Qmax
are the thresholds for the weighted average of the queue length, pmax is the the maximum level
of packet drop. We calculate the coeﬃcients of harmonic linearization κ0 (A, ω, x0 ), κ(A, ω, x0 )
and κ ′ (A, ω, x0 ) for static nonlinearity PRED :
1
κ0 (A, ω, x0 ) =
2π

∫2π
PRED (x0 + A sin(ωt))(.ωt);
0

κ(A, ω, x0 ) =

1
Aπ

∫2π
(3)

PRED (x0 + A sin(ωt)) sin(ωt)(.ωt);
0

κ ′ (A, ω, x0 ) =

1
Aπ

∫2π
PRED (x0 + A sin(ωt)) cos(ωt)(.ωt).
0

Let us demonstrate the case when:
Qmin < x0 < Qmax ,

x0 − A < Qmin ,

Let us find the values of the limits of integration αmin and αmax :
x0 + A sin αmin = Qmin , sin αmin =
x0 + A sin αmax = Qmax , sin αmax =

(4)

x0 + A > Qmax .
√

Qmin − x0
; cos αmin =
A
Qmax − x0
; cos αmax =
A
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2
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Thus, by integrating in this area, we will get:
pmax
Qmax − x0
Qmin − x0
[2 arcsin(
) + 2 arcsin(
)];
2π (Qmax − Qmin )
A
A
√
√
2pmax
(Qmin − x0 )2
(Qmax − x0 )2
κ(A, x0 ) = −
[ 1−
−
1
−
];
πA (Qmax − Qmin )
A2
A2
κ ′ (A, x0 ) = 0.
κ0 (A, x0 ) =

(6)

Since the derivation of harmonic linearization coeﬃcients by analytical methods for all possible
cases of relations between the thresholds Qmin and Qmax , the shift x0 and the amplitude A, is a
time-consuming task. Our team has developed a software package, which involves the computer
algebra SymPy. With the help of this system all the time-consuming processing of the formulas is
carried out. The result of the program is the analytical expression of the harmonic linearization
coeﬃcients, which will be used subsequently to generate computational programs in the Julia
programming language for further investigation of the original system for determining the regions
of self-oscillations.
The work is partially supported by RFBR grant No 16-01-20379. Also the publication was
prepared with the support of the “RUDN University Program 5-100”.
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In this paper, we consider the main features and issues associated with medical
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The methods of machine learning in the field of medicine and biomedical research are gaining
increasing popularity, especially with regard to solving the classification problem. Classification
is an important part and area of research in the data mining [1]. Recently published works
demonstrate the possibilities of machine learning for the classification of benign and malignant
neoplasms of the breast, as well as prediction of survival after chemo- or radiotherapy depending
on several tumor characteristics [2, 3]. However, the construction of good classifiers with suﬃcient
generalization ability is associated with some diﬃculties that arise from the characteristics of
medical and biomedical data.

1

Medical datasets issues

Due to the specifics of the observation and collection of medical and biomedical data, such
datasets have some issues.
Medical datasets are relatively small comparing to datasets from other fields [4]; they also
may be collected from a non-reproducible situation [5]. The term “small” is referred to the
situation in which the number of observations in dataset and number of features are comparable
(we use the simplified definition given in [4]).
Medical datasets are often highly imbalanced [6]. Imbalanced data means where one class
severely out-represent another class (or a dataset whose classification categories are not equally
represented) [7].
Medical datasets are usually incomplete, containing missing values [5, 8]. There are many
reasons for the missing values appearance: data can be missed due to their actual absence; errors
in the data collection process may be made; data cannot be measured by technical means, etc.
Besides, other characteristics are also inherent for medical data. For example, structure
(since data are usually collected according to specified protocols [5]). However, we are going
to consider only three mentioned issues, since they have the most significant impact on the
classification problem.

2

The impact of datasets issues on the classification problem

These issues significantly aﬀect the process of solving the classification problem.
Inference in machine learning is based on a strong assumption: using a representative training
set of samples to infer model. When available sample size is small, learning from a given dataset
to build a classification model becomes diﬃcult [9]. Sometimes the learning task can even not
be accomplished [4]. First of all, we are talking about the so-called "curse of dimensionality".
Also, the question arises of the correct calculation of eﬃciency metrics (at least with low bias).
Most classifiers work well when the class distribution in the response variable of the dataset
is well balanced [10]. Data imbalance is a crucial source of performance degradation. The reason
behind this is that all algorithms assume a balanced class distribution for learning. They aim to
optimize the overall accuracy without considering the relative distribution of each class, so they
tend to bias toward the less important negative class or majority class with larger instances [7].
Data with missing values cannot be used to build classifiers. Although the simplest and most
overused way to handle missing values is to remove the cases with missing values, it is usually not
applicable for medical datasets due to several reasons. First, it is valid only when missing values
are assumed to be independent of both observed and unobserved data (which is not realistic
in most situations). Second, it further reduces the number of data points available for analysis
(which is essential for medical datasets) [5].
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3

Working with datasets issues

Some methods can help resolve these issues. For example, there are techniques for small datasets
classification, such as Diﬀusion-neural-network (DNN), Generalized Trend Diﬀusion Modeling,
Bootstrap Method, Mega Trend Diﬀusion Function. It is shown that after the data preprocessing
and dataset extension, the accuracy of classification is increased [9].
Since accuracy rate of the predictive model is not an appropriate measure when there is
an imbalance problem, the performance of the classifier is usually measured using precision and
sensitivity [10]. Besides, there are ways to solve imbalanced datasets learning issue. They include
methods such as Oversampling, Undersampling, Bagging and Boosting.
Handling missing values in medical datasets is challenging. Despite there are many diﬀerent
types of imputation algorithms mentioned in the literature, due to subject specificity the role
of the domain knowledge may be dominant in both analyzing the data and interpreting the
results [5]. It is also may be useful to perform data preprocessing before imputation as it may
increase classification performance than imputation alone [8].

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we summarized key characteristics of most medical datasets: small size, imbalance,
and missing values. Their impact on the process of solving the classification problem is shown –
the use of standard metrics and techniques does not allow reaching a suﬃcient level of generalizing
ability. Possible ways of solving these problems are mentioned.
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New functional-separable solutions to unsteady axisymmetric boundary-layer
equations in terms of elementary functions
A.I. Zhurov1,2,a)
1 Ishlinsky Institute for Problems in Mechanics of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Moscow
2 Cardiﬀ University, Cardiﬀ, United Kingdom
The study is concerned with nonlinear equations describing the unsteady axisymmetric boundary layer of a power-law non-Newtonian fluid on a body of revolution. The
equation for the stream function, w, is shown to reduce to a single third-order partial
n−1 w
diﬀerential equation of the form wtz +wz wxz −wx wzz = κrn+1 (x)wzz
zzz +F (t, x),
where n is a rheological parameter of the fluid; the function r(x), determining the
shape of the body, is assumed arbitrary. The focus is on new exact solutions that can
be expressed in terms of elementary functions or by quadrature with significant arbitrariness. Solutions are sought in the functional separable form w = f u(ξ) + gz + h,
ξ = φz + ψ. The functions f (t, x), g(t, x), h(t, x), φ(t, x), ψ(t, x), and u(ξ) are determined in the analysis. A number of new exact solutions have been obtained with
several arbitrary functions.

Introduction
Boundary-layer equations are important in many areas of science and engineering. Apart from
the classical Newtonian fluid [1, 2, 3], more complex rheological models are frequently used in
applications [4, 5, 6, 7]. Exact solutions to the Navier–Stokes and boundary-layer equations
promote a better understanding of qualitative features of steady and unsteady fluid flows. Exact
solutions with significant functional arbitrariness are of particular interest, as they may provide
solutions to model problems and a means for eﬀective assessment of numeric, asymptotic, and
approximate analytical methods.

Equations
The axisymmetric unsteady hydrodynamic laminar boundary layer of a power-law nonNewtonian fluid is described by the equations
Ut + U Ux + V Uy = κUyn−1 Uyy + F (t, x),
a)

(rU )x + (rV )y = 0,
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where x and y are the longitudinal (streamwise) and transverse coordinates, U and V are the
streamwise and transverse fluid velocity components, F (t, x) = −px /ρ is a given function, p is
the pressure, ρ is the mass density, κ is the eﬀective viscosity, n is a rheological parameter, and
r(x) is the dimensionless cross-sectional radius perpendicular to the axis of rotation and defining
the shape of the body.
With the stream function W defined by
U = Wy ,

V = −Wx − (rx′ /r)W,

r = r(x)

and the new variables z = r(x)y and w = r(x)W , system (1) can be rewritten in the form [8]
n−1
wtz + wz wxz − wx wzz = κrn+1 (x)wzz
wzzz + F (t, x).

(2)

Equation (2) is known to have a large number of exact solutions [9] for n = 1 (Newtonian
fluid) and n ̸= 1, r = 1 (non-Newtonian fluid, plane case) as well as relatively few exact solutions
for n ̸= 1, r ̸= const (non-Newtonian fluid, axisymmetric case). The current study looks for new
exact solutions in terms of elementary functions (with quadratures) for n ̸= 1 and r ̸= const.

Solution method
Like in [10, 11], exact solutions to equation (2) are sought in the functional separable form
w = f u(ξ) + gz + h,

(3)

ξ = φz + ψ,

with the functions f = f (t, x), g = g(t, x), h = h(t, x), φ = φ(t, x), ψ = ψ(t, x), and u = u(ξ) to
be determined in the subsequent analysis.
Substituting (3) into (2), replacing z with (ξ − ψ)/φ, and rearranging, gives the functional
equation
gt + ggx − F + [(f φ)t + (f gφ)x ]u′ + f φ(f φ)x (u′ )2
+ f (φψt − ψφt + gφψx + gx φψ − gφx ψ − hx φ2 )u′′
+ f (φt + gφx − gx φ)ξu′′ − f fx φ2 uu′′ = κrn+1 f n φ2n+1 (u′′ )n−1 u′′′ .

(4)

By setting all coeﬃcients (dependent on t and x) of the diﬀerent functions dependent on ξ
to be proportional to rn+1 f n φ2n+1 , one arrives at the nonlinear third-order ODE for u = u(ξ)
a1 + a2 u′ + a3 (u′ )2 + a4 u′′ + a5 ξu′′ + a6 uu′′ = κ(u′′ )n−1 u′′′ ,

(5)

where a1 , . . . , a6 are arbitrary constants. Any consistent solution to the determining system
resulting from (4) together with a corresponding solution to equation (5) generates an exact
solution (3) to Eq. (2).
The primarily focus of the current study is to find exact solution to Eq. (5), expressible in
terms of elementary functions or quadratures, other than those described previously in [10, 9].

Results
The proposed approach has resulted in a number of new solutions with n = 1 +
m ̸= −1, 0), n = 13 , and n = 3. Here are a few examples:
n = 13 : u =

√
ξ 2 ± 1;

n = 23 : u = ξ ln

n = 21 : u = ξ ln

ξ−1
+ 23 (ξ 2 − 1)−1 ,
ξ+1

n = 23 : u = ξ 6 ± 5ξ 4 + 15ξ 2 ;

ξ+1
,
ξ−1

1
m

(with integer

u = ξ arctan ξ;

u = ξ arctan ξ − 13 (ξ 2 + 1)−1 ;
[
(√ )
(√ )]
n = 2: u = C1 e2ξ + C2 sin 3 ξ + C3 cos 3 ξ e−ξ ,
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The corresponding functions f , g, h, φ, ψ, F , and r are found from the determining system
following from Eq. (4) considering the fact that some of the terms in (5) are linearly dependent.
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